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Preface to ”Natural Fibres and their Composites”

Natural fibers have several promising characteristics, such as low density and other specific

properties, low price, easy processing, health advantages, renewability and recyclability. As a result,

natural fibers have received increasing attention over the last several years as alternatives to their

synthetic counterparts for the reinforcement of polymer-based composites.

However, it is well known that the hydrophilic nature of natural fibers renders them highly

susceptible to moisture absorption and low resistance to humid and wet environments. Moreover,

these fibers exhibit limited and highly variable mechanical properties, as well as weak adhesion to

hydrophobic polymers. For these reasons, the use of natural fibers in industrial applications, such as

those in the automotive, marine and infrastructure industries, are often limited to non-structural or

semi-structural interior components.

To overcome these drawbacks, natural fibers can be pre-treated or used in combination

with specific additive and/or synthetic fibers. These approaches have been widely exploited

in the literature, and the resulting composites have shown a suitable balance of mechanical

properties, thermal stability, aging tolerance in humid or aggressive environments, cost and

environmental friendliness.

In this context, the present Special Issue comprises 14 peer-reviewed original research articles

about polymer composite materials reinforced with natural fibers.

In particular, the main topics include

—Investigation of the effect of novel natural reinforcements and nano and/or micro additives on the

performance of thermoplastic or thermoset-based composites;

—Use of natural fibers in hybrid composites for different applications;

—Evaluation of basalt fiber as an eco-friendly alternative to glass fiber;

—Analysis of the mechanical and rheological responses of composites reinforced with different

natural fibers;

—Use of recycled natural fibers for the reinforcement of polymeric composites;

—Theoretical modeling of the mechanical behavior of natural fiber-reinforced composites.

All of the papers included in this Special Issue provide some very valuable insights into the use

of natural fibers for the reinforcement of composite materials. Thus, this volume will be useful for

students, designers and engineers who aim to develop a deeper understanding on this important and

emerging research subject.

Vincenzo Fiore

Editor
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Due to several promising properties, such as their low density and specific properties, low price,
easy processing, health advantages, renewability and recyclability, increasing attention was paid in the
last years to natural fibres as alternatives to synthetic counterparts for the reinforcement of polymeric
based composites.

On the other hand, it is well known that the hydrophilic nature of natural fibres leads to high
susceptibility to moisture absorption and low resistance to humid and wet environmental conditions.
Moreover, these fibres evidence limited and highly variable mechanical properties as well as weak
adhesion with hydrophobic polymers. For these reasons, the use of natural fibres in industrial
applications such as automotive, marine and infrastructure, are often limited to non-structural or
semi-structural interior components.

To overcome these drawbacks, natural fibres can be pre-tread or used together with specific
additive and/or synthetic fibres. These approaches have been widely exploited in literature, and the
resulting composites have shown a suitable balance of mechanical properties, thermal stability,
ageing tolerance against humid or aggressive environments, cost and environment care.

In this context, the present Special Issue comprises fourteen peer-reviewed original research
articles about polymer composite materials reinforced with natural fibres.

The main topic includes the investigation of the effect of novel lignocellulosic reinforcements and
nano or micro additives on performances of thermoplastic or thermoset based composites.

The use of novel lignocellulosic fibres is studied in several contributions to this Special Issue.
The team of Andrea Zille [1] analyzes the effect of adding dog wool fibres on the properties of
polyurethane (PU)-based eco-composite foam. They show that tensile and compression strengths,
hydration capacity and thermal capacity are improved whereas the foam dilatation with heating
decreased with increasing the amount of dog wool microparticles, thus demonstrating the potential of
this animal-derived waste for insulation applications, with a low cost and minimal environmental
impact. Mina Hernandez et al. [2] develop a fully bio-based composite using a natural resin obtained
from Mopa-Mopa (Elaeagia Pastoensis Mora) plant as matrix and fique fibres as reinforcement.
Thanks to easy processing and good physicochemical and mechanical characteristics, it is shown that
the bio-based composite can be used as wood–plastic for the replacement of plastic and/or natural
wood products widely used today in several applications. Similarly, Pompei et al. [3] show that
the introduction of leather fragments in a self-produced thermoplastic starch (TPS) based on starch
plasticized with glycerol and cross-linked using citric acid proved to be promising. The composite
biodegradability allows its possible application in products where contact with soil and progressive
non-toxic degradation is required, such as it is the case for the on-site production of mulching films.

Wang et al. [4] studied the relationships between the working fluids, process characteristics and
products from the modified coaxial electrospinning of zein focusing their attention on the control of
the processing process during the manufacturing process as well as on the prediction and maintenance
of the nanofibre quality. In particular, using an electrospinnable zein solution as the core fluid and
LiCl solutions as the sheath working liquids, a series of modified coaxial electrospinning processes
are performed, thus successfully preparing a number of zein nanoribbons. In a further paper [5]

Polymers 2020, 12, 2380; doi:10.3390/polym12102380 www.mdpi.com/journal/polymers1
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concerning the use of novel lignocellulosic fibres, a mixture of thermoplastic polybutylene succinate
(PBS), tapioca starch, glycerol and empty fruit bunch fibre was prepared by a melt compounding
method and characterized by means of mechanical, thermal and immersion tests.

The effect of the addition of nano or micro additive as filler in natural fibre reinforced composite
is investigated in several papers [6–9].

In this context, the team of Andrea Lazzeri [6] prepared plasticized poly(lactic acid)
(PLA)/poly(butylene succinate) (PBS) blend-based films containing chitin nanofibrils and calcium
carbonate by extrusion and compression moulding methods. The diffusion coefficient experimental
data shows that the adding of chitin nanofibrils can slow the plasticizer migration. However, the best
result was achieved with micrometric calcium carbonate while nanometric calcium carbonate results less
effective due to bio polyesters’ chain scission. On the other hand, the use of both micrometric calcium
carbonate and chitin nanofibrils was counterproductive due to the agglomeration phenomena that were
observed. Russo et al. [7] evaluate the effects of two carbon nanostructures (graphene nanoplatelets
(GNPs) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs)), of a chemical modification with a fatty acid and of maleated
polypropylene, with the aim of mitigating the highly hydrophilic nature of flax fibres thus increasing
their compatibility with apolar polypropylene. On the bases of the experimental data, the authors
state that these simple treatments, potentially prone to further optimization, can represent a step
toward producing natural fibre composites with mechanical profiles compatible with semi-structural
applications. Similarly, Wang et al. [8] improved the hygrothermal resistance of flax fibre reinforced
epoxy composites through grafting flax fabric with nanoclay. In more detail, the introduction of
nano-clay reduces both moisture uptake and the coefficient of diffusion of composites that show better
dimensional stability than the untreated ones.

In the paper by Costa et al. [9], the performance of graphene oxide coated curaua fibre reinforced
epoxy composites in a multilayered armour system intended for ballistic protection is evaluated
showing that this innovative composite attends the standard ballistic requirement remaining intact,
differently from the non-coated curaua fibre similar composite.

Another topic addressed in this special issue deals with the use of natural fibres in hybrid
composites useful for different applications. Dhakal et al. [10] present an interesting study on the
evaluation of the low-velocity falling weight impact behaviour of flax-basalt vinyl ester (VE) hybrid
composites, showing that the hybrid system possesses higher impact energy and peak load than
flax fibre reinforced composite. Hence, the experimental results indicate that the hybridization is a
promising strategy for enhancing the toughness properties of natural fibre composites. Flax, Basalt,
E-Glass FRP and their hybrid combinations are used to strengthen wood beams in the paper by Wang
et al. [11]. The bending tests performed on strengthened wood beams shows that all hybrid FRPs
exhibit no significant enhancement in load carrying capacity but larger maximum deflection compared
to the single type of FRP composite.

The last three papers belonging to this special issue deals with the investigation of flexural
properties and impact damage behaviour of basalt fibre reinforced polypropylene composites [12],
the mechanical and rheological behaviour of composites reinforced with different natural fibres [13]
and the theoretical modelling of the stiffness of recycled cotton fibres reinforced polypropylene
composites [14]. In particular, the paper by Serra et al. [14] highlight the opportunity of recovering
textile cotton fibres, useless for the textile industry, to obtain composite materials with promising
performances. Moreover, the use of two different micromechanics models allowed evaluating the
impact of the morphology of the fibres on Young’s modulus of a composite.

In summary, the papers contributed to this Special Issue give some very nice insights on the use
of natural fibres as reinforcement of composite materials thus making this volume useful for students
as well as for designers and engineers that would like to develop a deeper understanding on the use of
this important and emerging research subject.
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Abstract: A thermoplastic starch (TPS) material is developed, based on corn starch plasticized with
glycerol and citric acid in a 9:3:1 ratio and further bonded with isinglass and mono- and diglycerides
of fatty acids (E471). In TPS, leather fragments, in the amount of 7.5 15 or 22.5 g/100 g of dry matter,
were also introduced. The mixture was heated at a maximum temperature of 80 ◦C, then cast in an
open mold to obtain films with thickness in the range 300 ± 50 microns. The leather fragments used
were based on collagen obtained from production waste from shoemaking and tanned with tannins
obtained from smoketree (Rhus cotinus), therefore free from chromium. Thermogravimetric (TGA)
tests suggested that material degradation started at a temperature around 285 ◦C, revealing that the
presence of leather fragments did not influence the occurrence of this process in TPS. Tensile tests
indicated an increase in tensile properties (strength and Young’s modulus) with increasing leather
content, albeit coupled, especially at 22.5 wt%, with a more pronounced brittle behavior. Leather waste
provided a sound interface with the bulk of the composite, as observed under scanning electron
microscopy. The production process indicated a very limited degradation of the material after exposure
to UV radiation for eight days, as demonstrated by the slight attenuation of amide I (collagen) and
polysaccharide FTIR peaks. Reheating at 80 ◦C resulted in a weight loss not exceeding 3%.

Keywords: leather waste; thermoplastic starch; mechanical characterization; thermal characterization

1. Introduction

Leather is obtained from animal hides, which are based on collagen, a protein molecule constituted
by sequential chains of amino acids, twisted and bound in a strong molecular structure made of
fibers. The process of leather fabrication does require its conservation for manipulation through
tanning, which involves the fixation of tannins to the collagen matrix. The effect of tannins is enabling
preservation, making leather imputrescible, therefore treatable with chemicals, while improving
its hardness and strength. If trivalent chromium salts are used for this purpose, leather waste is
classified as a special refuse, which requires specific methods for handling to prevent chromium from
penetrating into the soil or underground water [1]. To improve leather sustainability and ease its
disposal, vegetable tannins can be employed, such as those obtained from smoketree (Rhus cotinus).
This was a traditional use in some regions, such as Marche and Tuscany, of Central Italy, and has
currently a reprise, other than on sustainability grounds, also in connection with the revived use of
natural colors, of some of which tannin is an essential element [2]. In this way, the structural and
functional advantages of chromium tanning are preserved, while, on the other side, leather waste can
be disposed of e.g., in other biodegradable materials [3]. The waste from leather treated with vegetable

Polymers 2020, 12, 1811; doi:10.3390/polym12081811 www.mdpi.com/journal/polymers5
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tanning proved to be microporous and functional for sustainable use, as it was proposed after chemical
activation with alkali, for the removal of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), such as toluene [4].

Starting from these considerations, the waste from vegetable-tanned leather could represent
a candidate for possible inclusion into biopolymers such as thermoplastic starches (TPS) based on
starch-glycerol. This procedure demonstrated to be suitable for the introduction of fillers in powder
form, such as clay, even with limited control of their dimensions [5], or garden waste, such as the
one from Opuntia, in fibrous form [6]. In general terms, this waste could be introduced in the matrix
without any further treatment, although obviously with quite limited performance. As a consequence,
these were able to effectively include waste, mainly from the agricultural food and non-food sector [7,8].
The aforementioned limited performance, in the case of film fabrication, can derive also from the difficult
control of flowability: in this sense, citric acid, a cheap and easily available chemical, can provide
some better compatibility with starch, therefore easing film processing [9]. The limitation of TPS is
given by their glass transition temperature Tg, which is usually around 80 ◦C, yet strongly dependent
on the amount of water added. Above Tg, thermoplastic starch loses its mechanical properties,
and considerably swells in an irreversible way [10]. This phenomenon requires putting some attention
into the creation of a suitable mixture for inclusion of other materials, especially when, as it is the
case with films, the dimensional tolerance is very limited. The main waste constituting leather
fragment is collagen, which has been added with starch in applications linked to food preservation
(e.g., sausage casing): the addition of not exceedingly large amounts of starch (less than 50 wt%) to
collagen was demonstrated as being effective for enhancing film strength and improving durability [11].

This study aims particularly to disclose the possibility of re-using environmentally friendly waste
material, such as vegetable-tanned leather, which is currently disposed in general waste, because the
limited and local characteristics of the productive system do not suggest transportation for recycling
as an economically viable option. The application proposed involves its inclusion in self-developed
thermoplastic starch (TPS), with the idea to optimize the composition of TPS, in view of its compatibility
with waste, to be used as filler. The biodegradability of the composite obtained allows its possible
application in products where contact with soil and progressive non-toxic degradation is required,
such as it is the case for the on-site production of mulching films.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Material Development

2.1.1. Raw Materials Used

The mixture used for the production of the film included commercial corn starch for alimentary
use, glycerol of 99.5% purity (E422), citric acid from lemon juice and isinglass to ease bonding, in the
respective proportions 9:3:1:0.7. Moreover, 0.15 parts of mono- and diglycerides of fatty acids (E471)
were added to prevent the formation of mold and to ease the manufacturing of a flat film of material
during laying up. In this way, a thermoplastic starch (TPS) has been obtained. Smoketree-tanned leather
in irregular fragments having their largest dimension between 10 and 500 microns approximately,
was added to the material in the proportions of 7.5, 15 and 22.5 wt% over the dry weight of the mixture.
The three composites obtained were defined ex-post as TPS_ leather 1/2, TPS_leather 1 and TPS_leather
3/2, considering 1 as the ideal proportion for the production of the final material, which requires
some deformation to be retained in the flat sheet obtained. These proportions were set after a large
number of experiments carried out starting from October 2015 in the Course of “Sperimentazione di
Materiali Innovativi per il Design” (Experimentation on Innovative Materials for Design) in University
of Camerino and completed during 2018 with the experimental aims that are illustrated in Figure 1:
the last image of Figure 1 shows the material developed, which is here reported as “TPS_Leather 1”,
further developed in sheets with dimensions 300 × 200 mm. The contents of the different raw materials
in percentage over dry weight of the film are reported in Table 1. The three composites are compared
between them, and to the pure TPS developed with the aforementioned proportions.
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Figure 1. Experimental process leading to the development of the film.

Table 1. Different components of the film.

Component Content over Dry Weight (%)

Corn starch 55.2
Glycerol 18.5

Citric acid 6.2
Isinglass 4.3

E471 0.8
Leather fragments 7.5 (leather 1/2), 15 (leather 1) or 22.5 (leather 3/2)

2.1.2. Film Production

Film production was obtained by adding the mixture with some amount of water to allow
obtaining a sufficient fluidity, then heating it at a temperature not exceeding 80 ◦C, reached by its
continuous mixing in an uncovered container in 10 min. The mixture was then cast on a silicon plate,
1 mm thick, with the assistance of a steel lamina, again 1 mm thick, to level it inside a steel frame with
a thickness of 1.5 mm. The frame is removed just after the cast process and the film is left cooling
naturally on the silicon sheet. The phases of the production process are reported in Figure 2.

 

Figure 2. The different phases of the film casting.

The natural process of film drying, which typically lasted 5 days, made it possible to finally obtain
a film of rather constant thickness, in the order of 300 ± 50 microns. From Figure 3, it is possible
to observe the interfacial adhesion of leather fragments to the substrate, despite the irregularity of
the filler. The films, cut into rectangular strips with maximum dimensions around 150 × 100 mm,
are supposed to be coupled in the way reported in Figure 4, therefore partially superimposed to each
other. They would serve as the support for texturized lawn modules, able to support small seeds for
the growth of plants, therefore, the requirement is more on the effective integration of leather filler
than in the creation of larger pieces.

7
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Figure 3. Macrograph of the material with fragments of leather waste.

 

Figure 4. Coupling of the different films strips with lawn seeds prepared for application.

2.2. Experimental Methods

2.2.1. Ageing Tests

Ageing tests were carried out by exposing materials to a gallium-doped Helios (Helios Quartz
Group SA, Novazzano, Switzerland) medium pressure mercury lamp, model HMPL, which has
emission peaks in the region between 400 and 430 nm, therefore in the IR range, yet it also has
considerable emissions in the UV range between 200 and 400 nm. The light exposition was continuative
for a period of 192 h. FTIR analysis was carried out using a Perkin Elmer (Milan, Italy) Spectrometer 100
in attenuated total reflection (ATR) mode. A spectral resolution of 3 cm−1 in the range (4000–600 cm−1)
with 512 scans was adopted to record the spectra. Two spectra were carried out, to compare those
obtained from new and aged materials.

Tests with Radwag (Radom, Poland) MA 110.R thermobalance involved a program of heating
with 5 min at 40 ◦C, 5 min at 60 ◦C and 8 min at 80 ◦C, therefore for a total duration of 18 min.
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Heating was applied on square samples of 20 mm side, removed by cutting from the rectangles of
materials, on which mass was measured every 10 s with an accuracy of ±1 mg.

2.2.2. Mechanical Characterization of Films

Specimens for the mechanical characterization were cut from the films in accordance with UNI
EN ISO 527-2 (Type 1BA samples with a gauge length of 30 mm). Tensile tests were performed at room
temperature in displacement control with a crosshead speed of 2.5 mm/min by using a Zwick/Roell
Z010 (Ulm, Germany) universal testing machine. The results are the average of five tests.

2.2.3. Thermal Characterization of Films

The thermal stability of the films was investigated by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). To this
purpose, a SETSYS Evolution system by Setaram (Caluire, France) was used, heating the samples from
25 ◦C to 800 ◦C, with a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min in a nitrogen atmosphere.

2.2.4. Morphological Characterization by SEM

The fracture morphology of samples failed in tension was investigated by field emission scanning
electron microscopy (Mira3 by Tescan, Brno, Czech Republic). Specimens were sputter coated with
gold prior to analysis.

3. Results and Discussion

The tensile test results, reported in Table 2, indicated in general a limited variation in terms of stress,
strain and stiffness, with respect to other typical materials including organic waste. A comparison
was also possible with similar thermoplastic starches with no fillers e.g., those examined in [12].
This reference suggests that the plasticization effect is in the present study much more contained,
as observed by the elongation at break for the pure TPS, which just exceeds 50%, making the material
quite controllable and with predictable properties during use. In particular, a considerably lower
deformation was measured with respect to what was observed in other studies, such as [13], on glycerol
and citric acid on corn starch tensile properties.

Table 2. Summary of tensile test results.

σ (MPa) E (MPa) ε (%)

TPS_neat 2.30 ± 0.02 52.17 ± 7.54 58.60 ± 2.70
TPS_Leather 1/2 2.65 ± 0.09 71.24 ± 6.55 45.30 ± 4.30
TPS_Leather 1 4.75 ± 0.21 200.18 ± 8.04 10.05 ± 2.26

TPS_Leather 3/2 7.27 ± 0.28 577.40 ± 18.79 2.50 ± 0.50

The mechanical properties of the developed films compare quite favorably with those reported in
other studies, especially for what concerns the Young’s modulus. In particular, in [14], for materials
based on cornstarch and glycerol/water as plasticizer reinforced with bacterial and vegetable cellulose
(1% and 5% w/w), a strength in the range 0.5–3.5 MPa and a Young’s modulus in the range 1–20 MPa
was reported, while in [15,16], for thermoplastic starch/clay nanocomposites, strength spanned the
range from 2 to 28.1 MPa and the modulus from 7.5 to 196 MPa. As far as the introduction of leather
fragments is concerned, the effect of 7.5 wt% over 100 parts of TPS (TPS_Leather 1/2) appears limited
on the modification of TPS properties, whereas the material results considerably stronger and stiffer
when higher amounts of leather fragments are used. However, as inferred from the typical tensile
curves in Figure 5, the introduction of 22.5 wt% of leather fragments resulted in a material failing
basically with no plastic behavior, which limits its applications, therefore the intermediate solution of
15 wt% of leather fragments appeared the most suitable for the use proposed.
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Figure 5. Typical tensile stress-strain curves.

The onset of material degradation started around 285 ◦C, as determined from the graphical method
suggested in [17], for corn starch-glycerol materials, and indicates a typical value for thermoplastic
starches. This can suggest that the effect of leather fragments on material degradation is likely to be
quite limited. However, the higher amounts introduced offered some reduction of the degradation rate
in the region around 250–300 ◦C, as observable specifically from the inset in Figure 6b. Studies on
collagen indicate water loss taking place up to around 125 ◦C, while the degradation onset of leather is
around 300–320 ◦C [18]. In this case, it is suggested that water loss occurs seamless with desorption of
water as the effect of softening of thermoplastic starch: as a matter of fact, the trend appears to be linear
up to over slightly 200 ◦C. Regarding the residual mass at the end of thermal degradation process,
a previous study on acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) resin—leather waste composites suggested
that leather powder alone was leaving just below 20% of the initial mass at 800 ◦C [19]. The data found
here are basically in line with this indication, suggesting that the presence of leather increases the
amount of material normally left after the degradation of thermoplastic starches obtained using corn
starch with similar amounts of glycerol [20].

  (a)           (b) 

Figure 6. Thermogravimetric curve (TGA) (a) and first derivative of the thermogravimetric curve
(DTG) (b) of thermoplastic starch (TPS) and the different composite materials.
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The microscopic characterization of the fracture surfaces indicates for pure TPS a variable
fragmentation with loss of material and creation of voids, which is attributable to plasticization
effect (Figure 7). In contrast, in the case where leather fragments are introduced, the occurrence
of some step-like regions is detected (Figure 8a), which is often encountered in the presence of
protein-based structures and likely to be related to the internal layered structure of leather particles [21].
Some pulled-out particles were also observed, as shown in Figure 8b, which suggests the need to
improve the interfacial adhesion, because the subsequent detachment of few leather fragments from
the matrix would result in the coalescence of voids and sudden failure. On the other side, in most cases
the interface proves effective, such as in Figure 9, though its performance might be variable, due to
the random distribution of waste particles: in practice, with a lower amount of leather fragments,
their boundaries are more recognizable in the TPS matrix (Figure 9a,b), whereas, with their increasing
amount, the deformation of the matrix due to the insertion of the filler and the subsequent loading
would rather conceal them (Figure 9c). Looking in more detail at the structure of the TPS matrix,
some typical situations are recognized during loading, in particular differential deformation, leading in
the most critical cases to the widespread formation of cracks (Figure 10). However, it is promising
that, in most cases, leather fragments have been shown to provide a strong adhesion to the matrix,
although the margins for improvement are surely to be recognized.

 

Figure 7. SEM images of the pure TPS fracture surface.

Figure 8. Fracture surface of the composite, without (a) and with (b) pulled-out leather particles
at failure.
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Figure 9. Leather particles embedded in the TPS matrix, 1/2 (a), 1 (b) 3/2 (c).

Figure 10. Occurrence of differential deformation in the various composites.

In general terms, the material proved suitable for the application envisaged, despite the fact
that further mechanical fragmentation of leather waste e.g., by milling, had been purposely avoided.
As expected, the dimensional variation of the particles resulted in some further limitation of the
plasticization effect provided by the corn starch-glycerol-citric acid interaction, though reduced already
by isinglass, as common in TPS [22]. It needs to be considered in any case that the mechanical properties
obtained and the thermal stability offered can be considered acceptable: further refinements of the
production process and of the film drying uniformity, leading to a stricter dimensional tolerance, would
follow in future investigations.

Regarding the material that proved to be the most suitable for the envisaged application, hence
TPS_Leather 1, further characterization was carried out. In particular, a number of peaks were observed
from FTIR analysis, whose attribution is reported in Table 3, mainly from the comprehensive and
reference study of FTIR spectra on starch, carried out in [23]. Some of these are also corroborated
by other information offered in the respective references, and also the peaks referring to the other
non-polysaccharide components in the materials, hence glycerol, citric acid and collagen from leather
are attributed according to the other references quoted in Table 3. The investigation did not allow the
attribution of FTIR peaks to vegetable tannins, despite some studies on this also being available, such
as [24], probably due to their amount of leather wastes being too low.

Moreover, FTIR analysis suggested that peaks correlated to polysaccharides (starch), to interaction
between starch and glycerol, in particular the 1104 cm−1, to amide I (collagen) and amino-acid,
namely the 998 cm−1, only showed, as from Figure 11, a slight degradation after ageing for eight days to
simulated exposure to the sunlight. Post-ageing, a re-heating at 80 ◦C of the material did lead to a water
loss not exceeding 3%, as indicated in Figure 12, which demonstrates that most water was linked to the
polymeric structure, which could suggest the material is sufficiently strong and stable during storage
and application, possibly with limited shrinkage. In fact, coming back to thermogravimetric tests
reported in Figure 6, they also suggested a very limited weight loss up to around 80 ◦C, indicating that
the components are hydrated in a stable form.
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Table 3. Attribution of FTIR peaks observed during the scanning.

Peak (cm−1) Attribution

3286–3291 Hydrogen bonds given by hydrolyzing
2925–2928 C–H stretching mode of starch [25,26]
1712–1717 C=O stretching vibration in carboxyl groups due to citric acid [27]
1649–1654 Amide I (collagen) [28]
1335–1336 Polysaccharides C–OH bending [28]
1150–1155 Polysaccharides (starch) C–H bending [29]

1104 C–O stretching vibration peak of glycerol [30]
1074–1076 C–O–H stretching vibration [30]

998 Out-of-plane OH-vibrations in carboxyl (amino-acid) [31]

Figure 11. FTIR spectra carried out on the material newly produced (darker curve) and then subjected
to UV ageing (lighter curve).

Figure 12. Weight loss of the material during heating up to 80 ◦C.

4. Conclusions

The introduction of leather fragments in three different quantities in a self-produced thermoplastic
starch (TPS) based on starch plasticized with glycerol and cross-linked using citric acid proved to be
promising. This can be regarded as a sustainable procedure for introducing in soil a biodegradable
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composite e.g., for lawn growth support, since leather is chrome-free, being smoketree-tanned.
The material with intermediate amount of leather fragments did not suffer any significant degradation
below 80 ◦C, which makes it basically acceptable for the application envisaged.

The positive aspects are also in the formation of a sound matrix-filler interface, though with possible
improvements based on a more accurate selection of particle distribution. As expected, collagen-based
reinforcement does result in hindering the plasticization of TPS, whereas it also provides more
controllable mechanical properties. As far as thermal properties are concerned, the introduction of
leather fragments does not change to a significant extent the degradation patterns of TPS, which take
place just below 300 ◦C. The amount of leather waste introduced could be possibly increased by
working on particle size with more accurate fragmentation methods, while, in the present work,
only basic cutting operations have been performed.
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Abstract: A fully biobased composite was developed using a natural resin from the Elaeagia Pastoensis
Mora plant, known as Mopa-Mopa reinforced with fique fibers. Resin extraction was through solvent
processing reaching an efficient extraction process of 92% and obtaining a material that acted as
a matrix without using any supplementary chemical modifications as it occurs with most of the
biobased resins. This material was processed by the conventional transform method (hot compression
molding) to form the plates from which the test specimens were extracted. From physicochemical
and mechanical characterization, it was found that the resin had obtained a tensile strength of
15 MPa that increased to values of 30 MPa with the addition of 20% of the fibers with alkalization
treatment. This behavior indicated a favorable condition of the fiber-matrix interface in the material.
Similarly, the evaluation of the moisture adsorption in the components of the composite demonstrated
that such adsorption was mainly promoted by the presence of the fibers and had a negative effect
on a plasticization phenomenon from humidity that reduced the mechanical properties for all the
controlled humidities (47%, 77% and 97%). Finally, due to its physicochemical and mechanical
behavior, this new biobased composite is capable of being used in applications such as wood–plastic
(WPCs) to replace plastic and/or natural wood products that are widely used today.

Keywords: Mopa-Mopa resin; biobased composite; fique fibers; wood–plastic

1. Introduction

Due to the environmental impact caused by the conventional synthetic polymers when they are
not properly disposed of at the end of their life cycle, research studies are currently being carried out in
the field of polymeric materials that focused on the development of polymers characterized by being
biobased, generated from renewable sources such as starches, proteins, hydroxy alkanoates, among
others, and by presenting complete biodegradability under composting conditions [1–8]. Unlike
traditional synthetic polymers, these materials are not oil-dependent; therefore, they have an added
value as a potential alternative to produce eco-friendly materials. Among this family of polymer
materials, the natural resins extracted from plants stand out due to the potential use of a wide variety
of plants in the ecosystem that constitute a renewable source for polymer obtention [6,7]. These resins
are currently being employed for the development of biobased composites, which, in most cases,
are used as a partial substitute of reagents on the synthesis of polymers, such as canola oil for the
obtention of polyols in order to react with isocyanates for the production of polyurethane adhesives
and foams [8], tannin-furfuryl alcohol for thermoset resins [9], soya as polyol for polyurethanes [10],
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starches, wood, and other natural materials as sources for synthesizing reagents to produce epoxy
bio-resins [11], such as modified vegetable oils, sugars, polyphenols, terpenes, colophony, natural
rubber, and lignin for chemical synthesis of resins and curing agents for epoxy polymers [12], among
others. The Mopa-Mopa resin forms the base of the varnish that is extracted from the Elaeagia Pastoensis
Mora wild shrub, which belongs to the Rubiaceae family and grows in the Department of Putumayo,
Amazon region in the Colombian jungle. Twice a year, the plant produces a gelatinous paste, which,
through an artisanal process, is transformed into a thin sheet that can be molded to make decorative
drawings on pre-painted wood [13]. The resin has been extracted and used by generations of farmers
to commercialize it as a raw material mainly for manufacturing and/or restoring handicrafts [14,15].
Although the knowledge of the Mopa-Mopa has been limited to the development of new techniques
and products on an artisanal level, there has been a growing interest within the scientific community to
analyze and expand the understanding of this polymeric material through research about its physical,
mechanical, thermal and chemical properties. Among those studies, Insuasty et al. [16] started the
chemical characterization of the Mopa-Mopa resin from solubility tests and several spectroscopic
techniques and identified that ethanol and methanol were the best solvents for the resin without
losing its physical properties, especially its elasticity. Other studies [17,18] have shown both some
physicochemical and thermal properties of the Mopa-Mopa resin and the effect of add polycaprolactone
on the properties of binary mixtures using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), X-ray Diffraction
(XRD), Thermogravimetry Analysis (TGA), and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) tests
as well as in determining the semi-crystalline nature of the resin.

Considering the aforementioned aspects, this project developed an efficient extraction process
of Mopa-Mopa resin to be implemented as a fully biobased matrix for the production of a biobased
composite reinforced with short fibers of fique (25 mm); fique fibers are available in Southwestern
Colombia, they are mainly used in packaging and cordage [19]. It is also noted that, due to their good
mechanical properties and the technological development associated with its extraction process, fique
fibers have also been considered as reinforcement in plastic matrix composite materials. [20–23]. In the
same manner, this work contemplated the obtained biobased composite of Mopa-Mopa resin with 10
and 20% (m/m) of fique fibers, the evaluation effect of the fiber superficial modification process (by
alkalization) and the exposure of the material to three different relative humidities (47, 77 and 97%),
in its physicochemical and mechanical properties. Furthermore, the new material developed was
characterized because it can be processed through conventional transformation methods and because
its behavior means that it can also can be used in other applications, such as wood–plastic.

2. Materials

The Mopa-Mopa resin used in this research was extracted from the buds of the Elaeagia Pastoensis
Mora, a plant native to the Department of Putumayo (Mocoa, Colombia) (typical taxonomic classification
is provided in Table 1). Furthermore, the obtained resin showed some physical characteristics, such as
ρ = 1.108 g/cm3, Tm = 117 ◦C, and Tg = 34 ◦C. The fique fiber used belongs to the Furcraea genus of
the Uña de Águila (white variety plant), which was provided by the Empaques del Cauca Company
located in the city of Popayán, Colombia. The raw material was used to make a short reinforcement
with an average length of 25 mm randomly located, and with and without an alkaline treatment inside
a Mopa-Mopa resin matrix. Finally, sodium hydroxide used in the alkaline treatment of the fibers and
ethanol employed in obtaining Mopa-Mopa resin [24] were reactive grade acquired by the company
Técnica Química S.A. (Cali, Colombia).
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Table 1. Taxonomic classification of the Mopa-Mopa resin.

Description

Division Trachelophyta
Subdivision Angiospermae

Class Dicotyledonae
Order Rubiales
Family Rubiaceae
Genus Elaeagia

Species Elaeagia pastoensis Mora

Shapes
Elaeagia pastoensis Mora fma pastoensis

Elaeagia pastoensis Mora fina acuminata Mora
Synonym Elaeagia pastoganomophora

3. Experimental Procedure

3.1. Obtaining the Mopa-Mopa Resin

Through the use of a manual disk coffee milk, a physical treatment of comminution was carried out
to reduce the buds of the Mopa-Mopa tree that were initially agglomerated (Figure 1a), thus achieving an
efficient size reduction (Figure 1b). Subsequently, for the obtention processing, 300 mL of a solution of
the Mopa-Mopa resin in ethanol was prepared at a concentration of 20% (m/v) by using a flat-bottom
three-necked flask with a capacity of 500 mL and set up in a closed distillation system, keeping the solution
under heating at a temperature of 75 ◦C for 25 min. The remaining fluid was cooled to approximately
40 ◦C and the solid residues were separated from the mixture, which corresponds to the remains of leaves,
seed husks, and stems, among others, by using a vacuum filtration system composed of a porcelain
funnel, an Erlenmeyer that received the filtered solution and a vacuum pump Welch model BS-8000
Fisher Scientific (Gardner, MA, USA). This procedure was carried out in two stages, the first stage with
absorbent towels, eliminating the larger residues, and the second stage, with qualitative filter paper, to
ensure cleaning of the solution. The already filtered mixture was heated again at a temperature between
76 and 78 ◦C for 45 min, to evaporate as much as possible, that is to say, to concentrate the Mopa-Mopa,
taking special care to not degrade the resin; this procedure was conducted in aid of a fractional distillation
system to condense the solvent and to regain around 80% of the initial ethanol. Simultaneously to the
previous procedure, a volume of 100 to 150 mL of distilled water was heated to a temperature of 100 ◦C, in
which it was added to the Mopa-Mopa concentrated solution. In the making of this mixture, the resin kept
suspended on the water surface due to the immiscibility of these two phases (Figure 1c). Subsequently,
constant agitation was maintained using a spatula lab until the resin precipitates and can be separated
from the liquid. This step corresponded to the 20 min after mixing with distilled water. Similarly, it is
important to specify that in this step the remaining solvent that was left in the previous stage is evaporated.
The Mopa-Mopa resin obtained was deposited in a watch glass, where it was left to cool for 5 min until
reaching a temperature of 25 ◦C to register the mass. (Figure 1d). A two-stage size reduction process was
necessary to carry out the elaboration of test specimens. In a first stage, the material was crushed in a
low-speed granulator of the SG-16/20 series until obtaining a particle size of 3 mm, in a second stage, using
a manual coffee grinder, until reaching a particle size between 0.3 and 0.5 mm. It is important to note
that this resin Mopa-Mopa is characterized by containing a variety of metabolites, including alkaloids,
flavonoids, and cardiotonic aglycones [16]. The test specimens were formed in a Carver press model MH
4389-4021 (Wabash, IN, USA) equipped with heating plates and a forced circulation water system) using a
pressure of 25,000 lb, and a temperature of 165 ◦C for 30 min; after that, the obtained plates were die-cut
following the shape of the Type IV probes in accordance with ASTM D 638 [25].
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Figure 1. Mopa-Mopa resin: (a) in the raw state; (b) after the grinding process; (c) during the separation
process; (d) after the extraction process.

3.2. Surface Modification by Alkalization of Fique Fibers

Following a similar methodology to that proposed by Valadez et al. [26] for henequen fibers, the
alkalization of the fique fibers consisted of pre-drying the material at 100 ◦C for 24 h, to then carry out
a surface treatment by immersing the fibers in an aqueous solution of NaOH (2% m/v) for 1 h at 25 ◦C;
later, the fibers were washed with distilled water acidified with acetic acid, until reaching a neutral pH,
that is, until the washing water had no residual alkaline solution. Finally, the fibers were dried at 60 ◦C
for 24 h.

3.3. Preparation of the Biobased Composite

For the elaboration of the biobased composite, the components, the Mopa-Mopa resin and the
native and alkaline fique fibers, were pressed separately and 25,000 lb of pressure was applied,
forming nonwoven fique mats (Figures 2a and 3b). Finally, the components were molded using a
sandwich-type layout (Mopa-Mopa sheet–fiber mat–Mopa-Mopa sheet) at a temperature of 170 ◦C,
under the following pressure scheme: 10,000 lb for 3 min, 20,000 lb for 3 min and 25,000 lb for 30 min
(Figure 3c,d); reinforcing proportions of 10 and 20% concerning the total mass were maintained.

 

Figure 2. Biobased composite preparation: (a) Mopa-Mopa compacted sheet; (b) nonwoven fique mats;
(c) Mopa-Mopa/nonwoven fique mats/Mopa-Mopa laminate; (d) molding the biobased composite.
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Figure 3. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) for the fique fibers: (a) native; (b) alkalized.

3.4. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

For the analysis of the materials, a Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrum 100 model was used.
In the case of fique fibers with and without alkaline treatment, the Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR)
technique was followed, working at 100 sweeps and a resolution of 2 cm−1. For the Mopa-Mopa resin,
the infrared analysis was performed on conditioned specimens at three relative humidity ranges (47,
77 and 97%), as well as on an additional sample that was dried in an oven at 60 ◦C for 2 h. The Diffuse
Reflectance (DRIFT) technique was used in these materials, working at 200 scans and a resolution of
2 cm−1.

3.5. Moisture Adsorption

Salts of potassium carbonate, sodium chloride, and distilled water were added to desiccators for
maintaining constant the relative humidity at 47%, 77%, 97%, respectively, in accordance with ASTM E
104 [27]. Humidity meters were placed in the desiccators to monitor such relative humidity. For the
evaluation of the fique fibers, three bundles of the fibers were cut, with masses between 3 and 6 g, both
for the native and those that had the alkaline treatment and for each relative humidity. Subsequently,
the samples were dried in an oven at 100 ◦C for 24 h and placed in the respective desiccators, registering
their mass. In the case of the Mopa-Mopa resin and the biobased composite, three type IV test
specimens were prepared according to ASTM D 638 [25] for each relative humidity and each condition
of the composite (proportions of 10 and 20%, with and without treatment alkaline), to then analyze the
effect of relativity humidity and exposure time on mechanical properties by applying a tensile test.
The data of the mass gain as a function of time (Mt) were taken in each case and the percentage of
moisture adsorption (H) was determined based on the model presented in Equation (1), considering
the mass after drying in the oven (Ms).

H =
(Mt−Ms

Ms

)
× 100 (1)

3.6. Density Determination

This test was carried out on a Mettler Toledo AG245 equipment with a maximum capacity of 210 g
and a deviation of 0.001 g. The density value for the Mopa-Mopa resin and the biobased composite in
all the study conditions (proportions of 10 and 20% with native and alkalinized fiber) was determined
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by method A of the ASTM D 792 [28]. In the case of fique fibers with and without alkaline treatment,
the density was estimated following method B of the same standard. The theoretical density was
estimated with the aid of the rule of mixture model shown in Equation (2)

ρb = ρ f ν f + ρm
(
1− ν f

)
(2)

where ρ is the density, and the subindices b, f, and m refer to the biobased composite, the fiber, and the
matrix, respectively; νf is the volume fraction of fiber incorporated into the biobased composite.

3.7. Tension Test

The determination of the tensile mechanical properties of the fique fibers with and without alkaline
treatment, the Mopa-Mopa resin, and the biobased composite was carried out by a Tinius Olsen model
H50KS universal testing machine. An experimental setup was used in the fique fibers, which consisted
of the fixing of filaments in cardboard frames, allowing for a better grip of these to the clamp, in
accordance to the ASTM D 3822 [29] standard, with a clamp displacement rate of 3 mm/min and taking
into account a previous analysis of the distribution of average diameters in each fiber tested. A sample
of 140 fibers (70 native and 70 alkalized) was selected at random and estimating about 8 diameter
values set for each of the filaments, which generated a standard deviation of 0.03 for the native fibers
and 0.02 for the alkalized fibers. For Mopa-Mopa resin and biobased composite, ASTM D638 [25] was
followed with type IV specimens and a speed displacement rate of 5 mm/min.

3.8. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The morphological characterization of the fique fibers, the Mopa-Mopa resin, and the biobased
composite were carried out by a Electron Microscope model JMS 6490 LV (Jeol, Mexico D.F., Mexico),
in the secondary electrons mode (SEM) and under an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. The chemical
microanalysis was performed on several inspection areas using an Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
(EDS) model IncaPentaFETx3 (Oxford Instrument, Belfast, UK). This technique allowed us to
qualitatively know the surface effect of the treatment of the fique fibers, the ductile nature of the
Mopa-Mopa resin, and the interface of the biobased composite. The samples were previously bonded
on a carbon tape and then metalized with a gold layer between 10 and 50 nm (thin film deposition
equipment Model Desk IV at a pressure of 50 m Torr and a time of 60 s, (Denton Vacuum, Moorestown,
NJ, USA) in order to generate a conductive surface, analyzing the cross-section of the resin, the biobased
composite and the contour of the fique fibers.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

The infrared spectroscopy test of the Mopa-Mopa resin was carried out carefully on four
conditioned samples: one dried sample in the oven at 60 ◦C for 2 h (Reference sample), the remaining
samples, at three relative humidities of 47, 77 and 97%. The purpose of this procedure was to learn
the effect of water adsorption on the molecular interactions of the resin. Consequently, the following
bands for the dry sample could be observed: an intense signal in the region below 3000 cm−1, with two
bands at 2979.6 and 2951.0 cm−1 assignable to the vibration in tension (asymmetric and symmetrical)
of the CH bond; at 1751.0 cm−1, an intense signal corresponding to the vibration to a tension of the
carbonyl group C=O; at 1656.6 and 1474.9 cm−1, associated with the vibration in tension C=C, between
1400 and 1000 cm−1, other slightly widened bands were observed, most likely related to CO bonds
and the deformation vibration of CH bonds. The results found were similar to those reported for
the Mopa-Mopa resin in other studies [17,18]. On the other hand, the samples conditioned at 97%,
77%, and 47% relative humidity presented a new band associated with interactions of the hydroxyl
group with water molecules at 3284.3 cm−1, but with a difference in the peak’s intensity seen in the
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axis of ordinates that varied in values of 0.017, 0.009 and 0.007, respectively, being greater for the
higher humidities. This fact can be correlated with a possible plasticization of the Mopa-Mopa by the
influence of the humidity. This phenomenon is similar to the one that happens in the thermoplastic
starch [30], whereby incorporating a plasticizer to the cassava starch means that the interactions of the
hydroxyl groups are modified within the material and new second-order intermolecular associations
(hydrogen bonds) are established with fewer steric hindrances. Table 2 shows the spectral bands for
each sample used with the characteristic link type.

Table 2. Characteristic bands and type of bond for the Mopa-Mopa resin.

Wavenumber (cm−1)
Type of Link

Dry Sample HR 47% HR 77% HR 97%

2979.59 2976.70 2985.38 2977.66 Tension C-H
2951.04 2951.07 2952.45 2974.32 Tension C-H
1751.01 1751.00 1750.81 1751.11 Tension C=O
1656.55 1658.62 1656.55 1654.62 Tension C=C
1474.86 1473.96 1474.21 1475.38 Tension C=C
1394.64 1394.69 1394.80 1394.27 C-O; C-H
1293.28 1293.85 1294.20 1292.83 C-O; C-H
1203.09 1201.79 1203.06 1200.74 C-O; C-H
1123.33 1123.15 1123.70 1123.29 C-O; C-H
1055.42 1056.63 1054.87 1055.59 C-O; C-H

Figure 3 shows the infrared spectra obtained in the native and alkalized fibers; in these spectra,
the representative bonds of the fundamental constituents of the fiber, such as cellulose, lignin, and
hemicellulose, stood out. With the treatment of the fibers in the alkaline solution, it was observed that
the peak corresponding to the tension stretch of the carbonyl C=O, which occurred at a wavenumber of
1736 cm−1, disappeared from the spectrum, this peak is associated with Ester-type bonds that usually
appear in the hemicellulose structure; therefore, the loss of this band indicated that, at least at the
surface level, the removal of this component in the fiber was generated. Similarly, it showed a decrease
in peaks at 1505 and 2862 cm−1 related to the aromatic skeleton and stretching of the -OCH3 bond of
lignin, respectively, indicating that the lignin surface concentration decreased with alkaline treatment.
Similar results were reported by Mina [31] who additionally included the chemical composition for the
fique and other natural fibers, finding that the percentage related to lignin and cellulose in the fique
was under 14 and 61.2%, respectively.

4.2. Moisture Adsorption

This study was carried out considering the conditioning of the material at relative humidities
of 47, 77 and 97%, finding in specimens a reduced increase in mass due to low water adsorption in
all the different relative humidities controlled. The humidity adsorption values of the equilibrium
corresponded to 1.9, 0.64, and 0.09% for the humidity of 97, 77, and 47%, respectively. These data
indicated that the Mopa-Mopa resin presented low humidity adsorption compared to other natural
polymers, such as thermoplastic starch, that, according to reported results [30], presents about 7%
adsorption when reaching equilibrium; for a relative humidity of 43% and 25 ◦C, these conditions were
lower than those used in the present study and with very high adsorption results that were not reached
by the Mopa-Mopa resin even at the highest relative humidity studied (97%). The general behavior of
the humidity adsorption of the Mopa-Mopa resin in the different atmospheres is shown in Figure 4a,
where it becomes evident both the relationship of proportionality between the relative humidity to
which the resin was exposed and its adsorption percentage for the humidity of 97 and 77%. Moreover,
it must be considered that, during the initial times, the adsorption of the resin occurred at a faster rate
(first stage of the curve), followed by an almost constant behavior defined as balance. In a particular
case, the curve corresponding to the humidity of 47% showed a decrease in the humidity adsorption
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because the specimens were not completely dry before being introduced into the desiccator since the
resin is very vulnerable to oxidation in prolonged healing periods; therefore, when these presented a
higher humidity than the exposure medium, the salts generate a drying effect to balance their humidity,
represented in the decreasing behavior of the curve. Fique fibers’ ability to absorb moisture could be
influenced by the superficial modification generated by the alkalization treatment, since, with it, some
hydrophobic groups are removed from the fiber, such as waxes and pectins, generating a concentration
of cellulose on its surface that has hydroxyl groups and a great affinity with water, forming hydrogen
bonds and thus increasing its adsorption moisture. This behavior was reflected in the increase in the
mass of the fibers when they were exposed to different relative humidities (97, 77, and 47%), with higher
adsorption at higher humidities compared to native fibers. Figure 4b shows the curves corresponding
to the adsorption isotherms of native fique fibers and of the alkalized fibers, conditioned to the three
relative humidities of 47, 77 and 97%. Due to the type of bonds it has, Mopa-Mopa is a material with
the proper functionality to form hydrogen bonds with water molecules present in the humidity of
the environment, behavior that is similar to that of the fique fibers used as reinforcement and that
turn to the increase in the level of moisture adsorption of the Mopa-Mopa/Fique biobased composite
concerning the individual behavior of the components, as can be seen in Figure 5a,b. The increase in
mass due to the adsorbed water is directly affected by the content of the fibers used, being greater in
those with 20% of them. Besides, the alkaline treatment generated a greater absorption of moisture
on the part of the biobased composite; this was attributed, as mentioned above, to the fact that the
treatment caused an increase in cellulose on the surface of the fiber, which has hydroxyl groups and
a great affinity with water, forming hydrogen bonds and increasing their ability to absorb moisture.
According to the above, the increase in the mass by water adsorption in the compounds with alkalized
fibers could be produced through a diffusion mechanism, due to the presence of micro-spaces between
the fiber and the matrix that allowed the water filtration in the material [32]. This phenomenon
becomes more important when the amount of fiber increases in the matrix. It is important to mention
that, as in the mechanical characterization of the Mopa-Mopa resin, the adsorption of humidity in the
same three exposure times was studied in the biobased material, showing a proportional increase in the
adsorption of water throughout the exposure time and generating a negative effect on the mechanical
performance of the material.

Figure 4. Adsorption isotherms at a relative humidity of 97, 77, and 47% for (a) Mopa-Mopa resin;
(b) native and alkalized fique fibers.
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Figure 5. Adsorption isotherms at relative humidities of 97, 77, and 47 for (a) biobased composite with
10% native and alkalized fique fibers; (b) biobased composite with 20% native and alkalized fique fibers.

4.3. Density Estimation

This test was performed on all the manufactured Mopa-Mopa/Fique biobased composite and
the Mopa-Mopa resin matrix to establish the effect of fiber incorporation and the surface treatment
of the fique on the density of the material, the used values for the theoretical determination of the
different compounds were ρm = 1.108 ± 0.03 g/cm3, ρ f = 1.393 ± 0.04 and 1.308 ± 0.06 g/cm3 for the
native and alkalize fibers, respectively. Figure 6 shows the results obtained and that was compared
with the estimated values employing the rule of mixture in Equation (2). By incorporating 10% of fique
fibers with and without alkaline treatment, it was found that the density of the composite decreased
concerning the density of the matrix. However, the density of the composite with the alkalized fibers
was higher than the one with the native fibers. This positive resulting effect from the treatment of the
fique fibers in the density of the composite is due to the reduction of voids and/or cavities between
the fiber and the matrix that also affects the improvement of the interfacial zone as will be discussed
later with the help of SEM images. On the other hand, in the composite made with 20% of native fique
fibers and previously treated with NaOH, it was observed that the density increase regarding that of
the Mopa-Mopa resin and the compounds with 10% of the fibers is greater than that of the material
with 20% alkalinized fibers, presenting a similar trend to the one estimated from the theoretical values.
The materials that presented higher values of density also showed greater resistance in tension because
they had a better mechanical anchorage; the relationship between the density, the interfacial zone, and
the properties of the compounds has been documented in the literature [33]. It is also important to
highlight that the dispersion of data decreased with the increase in the volume of fiber, being closer to
the theoretical values than the density of the biobased composite reinforced with alkalized fiber.
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Figure 6. Density data for Mopa-Mopa resin and biobased composite with 10 and 20% native and
alkalized fique fibers.

4.4. Tensile Strength

The specimens used to determine the mechanical properties were tested at three time points
(t1: before exposure to the desiccator; t2: 3 days of exposure; t3: 15 days) of conditioning, and a
relative humidity of 47, 77 and 97%. Table 3 shows the results of the tensile properties for the natural
Mopa-Mopa resin at the different relative humidities studied. Here, it can be seen that the material
is characterized by having a tensile strength of 10.42 MPa for the conditioning time 1. This value
turns out to be low when compared to some conventional synthetic polymers that show strengths
around 22 and 30 MPa, as in the case of hight density polyethylene (HDPE) and polypropylene (PP),
respectively [34]. However, it has an interesting behavior when compared to materials such as low
density polyethylene (LDPE), for which there had been reported values from 5 MPa [35] and some
bio-based polymers such as thermoplastic starch that reaches values between 0.23 and 5.5 MPa [31].
On the other hand, it is important to consider that the mechanical properties can be increased with the
use of reinforcing materials such as natural fibers, in this case, those of fique. The mechanical properties
of the Mopa-Mopa resin varied with the relative humidity to which it was exposed, mainly due to the
phenomena of plasticization by water that the material undergoes and which allowed decreases of
69.78, 62.57 and 39.05% for the relative humidities of 97, 77 and 47%, respectively. Such a phenomenon
influenced the secondary interactions that were previously discussed through an infrared analysis that
is also a condition that occurs in biobased polymers such as thermoplastic starch, for example [30–36].
When incorporating the fibers in the matrix based on the Mopa-Mopa resin, an increase in the tensile
strength of 43.35% for the composite with native fibers and 53.95% for the composite with alkalized
fibers was evident, while in the case of the Young′s modulus of the biobased composite, the increase
was 34.87 and 37.88% for the fibers without and with alkaline treatment, respectively. These values
were a direct function of the content of incorporated fibers, corroborating that the use of these had a
positive impact on the mechanical properties of the material. In return, the alkaline surface treatment on
the fibers improved the mechanical behavior of the biobased composite by 24.75 and 38.32% compared
to that which was reinforced with 10 and 2% fibers without any treatment (native fibers), respectively,
due to the increase in roughness and generation of mechanical anchorage. It is important to highlight
that the mechanical properties were negatively affected by factors such as humidity and conditioning
time, causing a considerable decrease in tensile strength, as can be seen in the data reported in Table 3.
This behavior was attributed to the plasticizing effect due to the humidity that the biobased composite
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adsorbs due to the hydrophilic character of both the matrix and the reinforcement, as previously
mentioned. The best mechanical performance in biobased composite associated with the material that
was reinforced with 20% alkalized fibers, for which a tensile strength and Young′s modulus of 32.73
and 2128.36 MPa was obtained, respectively; the above for the first evaluation time that corresponded
to the specimens before conditioning.

Table 3. Tension mechanical properties of Mopa-Mopa resin and biobased composites with native and
alkalized fique fibers at 10 and 20% incorporation.

Time 1
(Before Conditioning)

Time 2
(3 Days of Conditioning)

Time 3
(15 Days of Conditioning)

Tensile
Strength

(MPa)

Strain
(mm/mm)

Young’s
Modulus

(MPa)

Tensile
Strength

(MPa)

Strain
(mm/mm)

Young’s
Modulus
(MPa)

Tensile
Strength

(MPa)

Strain
(mm/mm)

Young’s
Modulus
(MPa)

MM
HR 97%

10.42 ± 1.83 1.44 ± 0.63 35.78 ± 5.22

3.15 ± 0.65 1.36 ± 0.35 3.27 2.36 ± 0.82 0.89 ± 0.30 3.18

MM
HR 77%

5.51 ± 1.00 1.37 ± 0.37 11.44 3.9 ± 1.43 1.11 ± 0.36 7.10

MM
HR 47%

7.21 ± 1.59 1.43 ± 0.39 23.03 11.6 ± 2.53 0.89 ± 0.34 20.09

MM/FN 10
(HR 97%)

11.34 ± 4.44 0.09 ± 0.02 739.8

7.21 ± 2.15 0.06 ± 0.03 627.21 6.36 ± 1.47 0.09 ± 0.03 267.04

MM/FN 10
(HR 77%)

10.51 ± 1.92 0.13 ± 0.03 512.84 8.53 ± 1.34 0.14 ± 0.03 325.83

MM/FN 10
(HR 47%)

15.13 ± 1.77 0.07 ± 0.02 920.29 12.16 ± 1.08 0.19 ± 0.04 857.65

MM/FA 10
(HR 97%)

15.07 ± 2.68 0.01 ± 0.02 1321.98

6.73 ± 1.04 0.13 ± 0.04 545.12 4.25 ± 0.68 0.17 ± 0.04 143.37

MM/FA 10
(HR 77%)

11.7 ± 1.34 0.10 ± 0.03 790.57 8.05 ± 0.87 0.14 ± 0.06 325.14

MM/FA 10
(HR 47%)

19.57 ± 2.25 0.1 ± 0.04 817.75 10.2 ± 1.24 0.14 ± 0.03 590.32

MM/FN 20
(HR 97%)

20.02 ± 7.99 0.05 ± 0.01 1135.86

7.52 ± 1.55 0.11 ± 0.03 288.54 6.09 ± 0.94 0.25 ± 0.06 201.62

MM/FN 20
(HR 77%)

10.96 ± 2.25 0.09 ± 0.02 688.83 10.87 ± 2.56 0.04 ± 0.02 621.69

MM/FN 20
(HR 47%)

16.17 ± 4.55 0.04 ± 0.01 1022.74 15.22 ± 2.54 0.02 ± 0.01 872.45

MM/FA 20
(HR 97%)

32.73 ± 10.13 0.02 ± 0.01 2128.36

12.85 ± 2.48 0.08 ± 0.03 483.14 5.98 ± 0.74 0.12 ± 0.04 388.62

MM/FA 20
(HR 77 %)

16.65 ± 4.14 0.06 ± 0.02 1667.61 7.43 ± 2.76 0.09 ± 0.02 400.55

MM/FA 20
(HR 47 %)

28.85 ± 6.63 0.05 ± 0.01 1667.61 18.49 ± 4.23 0.03 ± 0.01 1417.07

These results were superior to those reported by Delgado et al. [37], who developed wood–plastic
composites from a low density polyethylene (LDPE)/hight impact polystyrene (HIPS) matrix reinforced
with natural fibers, reaching values below 6 and 70 MPa for the parameters of interest. Additionally,
the results reported by Fajardo et al. [38], who developed a PP matrix reinforced with bamboo fibers,
that contained values of 12 and 1400 MPa in a tensile strength and Young′s modulus, respectively.
In the case of the biobased composites studied in the present study, the mechanical properties achieved
were greater, independent of the humidity and conditioning times employed.

4.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

From SEM micrographs, it was possible to evaluate the quality of the fiber–matrix interface
for the biobased composite that was reinforced with the fibers with and without surface treatment.
In Figure 7 it can be seen some gaps in the areas located between the matrix and the fiber for the
two case studies and that could give an indication of the formation of a weak interface between the
phases of the compound. However, thanks to the intrinsic adhesion exhibited by the matrix, the
mechanical properties showed increases in the resistance and modulus with the incorporation of the
fibers and performing greater values with the fiber alkalized by the mechanical anchorage promoted
by the roughness generated by the treatment, as mentioned in other studies [32]. The interface and
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the mechanical anchorage of the biobased composite are themselves affected by the relative humidity
in which the material was exposed (47%, 77% and 97%). It can be seen in Figure 7 that at a higher
relative humidity the mechanical anchorage decreases, due to the plasticization of the material caused
by the adsorption of water. The lack of adherence between the fibers and the matrix can be seen in the
reduction of the amount of matrix on the fibers and the increase in the empty spaces between them
(see red circle), being observed a greater intensity at the higher relative humidity. This fact was also
visible in the decrease in the mechanical properties of the biobased composites.

 

Figure 7. Scanning Electron Images of fracture surfaces of the biobased composite with native and
alkaline fibers conditioned at (a) a relative humidity of 47%; (b) a relative humidity of 77%; (c) a relative
humidity of 97%. The red circles show voids between the fiber and the matrix.

5. Conclusions

It was possible to develop a new composite material in which the matrix corresponded to the
Mopa-Mopa resin, extracted from the bud of the Elaeagia Pastoensis Mora plant, characterized by
being a fully biobased composite and, unlike most materials reported in the literature, only requiring
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a physical process of extraction through a closed distillation system that provided a significant
yield (92%). In addition, this biobased material could be processed by hot compression molding,
which is a conventional transformation process, through which it is possible to manufacture plates
of fique fiber-reinforcement and from which test specimens for physical-chemical and mechanical
characterizations were produced.

The biobased composite presented a positive synergy between the Mopa-Mopa resin and the
fique fibers that were evidenced in the quality of the interfacial zone and from a macro-mechanical
perspective, in an increase of the tensile strength and the Young’s modulus as a function of the content
of fibers in the material; much more significant increase in those properties was shown when a 20% of
fibers superficially modified by an alkalization treatment were incorporated.

On the other hand, it was found that the relative humidity and the conditioning time of the material
played an important role in a plasticization phenomenon that generated important reductions in the
mechanical properties, especially to 97%, albeit the amount of moisture absorption in the equilibrium
was low compared to what was reported for other biocomposites based on natural polymers such
as thermoplastic starch. Because of the ease of processing and the physicochemical and mechanical
characteristics evaluated that are evident when comparing the results achieved in this new material
with those reported LDPE, HIPS and PP biocomposites reinforced with natural fibers, it is possible that
the Mopa-Mopa resin/fique fibers biobased composite developed can be used as wood–plastic for the
substitution of plastic and/or natural wood, increasing this viability if in further research the effect of
integrating additives (lubricants, fillers, pigments, among others) in the composition of the material
is studied.
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Abstract: In this study, a mixture of thermoplastic polybutylene succinate (PBS), tapioca starch, glycerol
and empty fruit bunch fiber was prepared by a melt compounding method using an industrial extruder.
Generally, insertion of starch/glycerol has provided better strength performance, but worse thermal and
water uptake to all specimens. The effect of fiber loading on mechanical, morphological, thermal and
physical properties was studied in focus. Low interfacial bonding between fiber and matrix revealed a
poor mechanical performance. However, higher fiber loadings have improved the strength values. This is
because fibers regulate good load transfer mechanisms, as confirmed from SEM micrographs. Tensile and
flexural strengths have increased 6.0% and 12.2%, respectively, for 20 wt% empty fruit bunch (EFB) fiber
reinforcements. There was a slightly higher mass loss for early stage thermal decomposition, whereas
regardless of EFB contents, insignificant changes on decomposition temperature were recorded. A higher
lignin constituent in the composite (for high natural fiber volume) resulted in a higher mass residue,
which would turn into char at high temperature. This observation indirectly proves the dimensional
integrity of the composite. However, as expected, with higher EFB fiber contents in the composite, higher
values in both the moisture uptake and moisture loss analyses were found. The hydroxyl groups in the
EFB absorbed water moisture through formation of hydrogen bonding.

Keywords: empty fruit bunch fiber (EFB); polybutylene succinate (PBS); starch; glycerol; characterizations;
biocomposite; polymer Blends

1. Introduction

The development of biodegradable materials has attracted much research interest by scientists
on worldwide. Aliphatic polyesters are among the most promising materials for the production of
high-performance biodegradable plastics. One of the polyesters, polybutylene succinate (PBS) which
is commercially available in the market, has very high fame as a high-performed bioplastic [1]. Many
recent studies have selected PBS as the composite matrix for various applications and purposes [2–4].

PBS is synthesized from succinic acid and 1,4-butanediol (BDO) via a polycondensation process, and
exhibits balanced performance in thermal and mechanical properties as well as processability [5]. It is
more thermally stable than PLA polymer [6]. PBS is able to undergo biodegradation and even disposal
in compost, moist soil, fresh water (by activated sludge), or sea water. It also can be composted by
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microorganism activities to convert it into CO2, H2O, and inorganic products under aerobic conditions,
or CH4, CO2, and inorganic products under anaerobic conditions. The biodegradability of PBS depends
mainly on its chemical structure and especially on its hydrolysable ester bond in the main chain, which is
susceptible to microbial attack [7,8]. One study prepared a reactive-PBS polymer (RPBS) with insertion of
toluene-2,4,diisocyanate (TDI) chemical in different ratios and blends with starch. The properties of the
blended specimens were found to be significantly improved, even with only 10 wt% of RPBS. The TDI
chemical insertion smoothened the PBS/starch polymer blend’s surface, showing better miscibility of the
two phases [9]. However, PBS has some negative properties such as slow crystallization rate, low melt
viscosity, and softness. These have restricted its processing condition and potential applications. Polymer
mixing with other materials is commonly used, to develop new blend materials that are suitable for
specific working environments or specific purposes. However, most of the polymers are not miscible
with each other and tend to phase-separate in a melt state [10]. Besides, although a fast crystallization
reaction can happen when mixing with other materials, this may cause deterioration of PBS composite’s
strength [11]. Therefore, plasticizers such as glycerol were added to overcome and improve the flexibility
of PBS polymer [12]. The council of the IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) has
defined a plasticizer as “a substance or material incorporated in a material (usually a plastic or elastomer)
to increase its flexibility, and workability by lowering glass transition temperature (Tg)” [13]. Glycerol
is a pure anhydrous structure and has a specific gravity of 1.261 g·mL−1, melting point of 18.2 ◦C and
boiling point of 290 ◦C under normal atmospheric pressure [14]. On the other hand, grafting is another
method to improve a compatibilizer between two materials. Suchao-in et al., 2013, have grafted PBS on
tapioca starch blends. Results revealed a strong interfacial adhesion of the blend and enhanced modulus
properties, as evidenced from SEM micrographs [15].

Starch is one of the materials that is readily available, low cost and one of the important bioresources
used in the food industry, e.g., as a thickener and gelling agent. It also possesses good physical, mechanical
and oxygen barrier properties, that give it potential to become active film [6,16]. It is much more reliable
and chemically stable than other spacers [17]. Starch is a natural polymeric product and is found in almost
every plant. Usually the main sources of starch come from tapioca, potato, maize, rice and wheat [18].
Starch contains two different molecular structures, linear (1,4)-linked α-d-glucan amylose and highly
(1,6)-branched α-d-glucan amylopectin. The starch molecules are tied by van der Waals bonds and
strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Common native starch granules have a semi-crystalline, radially
oriented spherulitic structure. They contain water on different structural levels [19]. Amylopectin consist
of a branching chain that forms double helices and produce crystalline structure of the granules, whereas
amylose is amorphous and interspersed among amylopectin molecules [20]. Some starch polymers form
helical structures due to the existence of α linkages, which contribute to its extraordinary properties and
enzyme digestibility [21]. The relative amounts of amylose and amylopectin depend upon the plant
source. Corn starch granules typically contain approximately 70% amylopectin and 30% amylose [22].
However, native starch itself cannot be satisfactorily used due to its hydrophilicity and brittleness which
lead to the poor mechanical properties, so it requires some chemical modification to overcome this
drawback [23]. Blending thermoplastic starch with PBS is one of the frequently selected options by
researchers. Higher water resistance, good processability, fully biodegradable, and superior mechanical
properties were being claimed for PBS/corn starch blend with glycerol plasticizers [24].

On the other hand, extensive investigation has been carried out to study the effects of natural fiber
reinforcement on polymer composites [25–27]. The majority of outcomes have agreed that reinforced
natural fiber has a better performing load transfer mechanism, and results in higher mechanical
properties [28,29]. Empty fruit bunch (EFB) fibers have shown comparable quality to high strength
kenaf bast fibers [30]. However, the hydrophilic nature of the EFB fiber is found to be incompatible with
the hydrophobic polymer matrix. This caused poor interfacial adhesion between the fiber and matrix,
leading to lower performances. Chemically treated EFB fibers had greater thermal and morphologies
properties [31]. Moreover, it consists of wood-like constituents (cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin),
showing lower thermal stability towards high heat environments, yet producing high residue at
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high temperature [32]. Furthermore, the hydrophilic behavior is expected to have higher moisture
absorption, leading to swelling of the EFB fiber. Nevertheless, the extremely low cost of EFB fiber as a
byproduct and its 100% biodegradable properties have created a high interest in it [33].

This study is a continuation of previous study, which investigated the characterization of high
volume contents of EFB fiber reinforced in PBS/tapioca starch composite [34]. The high volume of fiber
reinforcement found deterioration of mechanical properties due to poor interfacial bonding, evidenced
from SEM micrograph and this is not accepted by the market, and similar findings were reported
that show a lower tensile strength when alkaline treated-sugarcane fibers were inserted without
any plasticizers [35]. Hence, in the present study, a lower volume of EFB fiber was added into the
PBS/starch composite sheet with glycerol plasticizers to improve compatibility. This study has filled the
knowledge-of-gap on low EFB fiber reinforcement in PBS/starch composite sheet with plasticizer fillers.
The outcomes of this investigation (mechanical, morphological and thermal characterization) could
serve as valuable knowledge for future developments on EFB fiber reinforcement in polymer composite.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

PBS in the form of pallets were bought from PTT Public Company Limited in Thailand. Density of
PBS is 1.26 g/cm3. Tapioca starch in form of powder was obtained from PT Starch solution in Indonesia.
Empty fruit bunch fiber (EFB) was used and obtained from Polycomposite Sdn Bhd in Negeri Sembilan.
The EFB were chopped using a grinder machine and sieved to get an average 300–600μ in size. Meanwhile,
glycerol was purchased from Duro Kimia Sdn Bhd in Selangor. The properties of materials as tabulated
in Table 1.

Table 1. Properties of polybutylene succinate (PBS), starch and empty fruit bunch (EFB) fiber.

Properties PBS Starch Properties EFB Fiber

Density (g/cm3) 1.26 g/cm3 0.63 Density 0.98 g/cm3

MFR 5 g/10 min None Cellulose (%) 45
Color White White Lignin (%) 23
Odor No Odor No Odor Hemicellulose (%) 21

Melting Point 115 ◦C None Size Mesh (μ) 300–600
Molecular Weight 65,000 g/mol 692.7 g/mol Moisture (%) 9.41

2.2. PBS Composite Preparation

The PBS pallets and EFB fiber was first dried in an oven at 80 ◦C to prevent excessive hydrolysis
which can compromise physical properties of the polymer. Starch, glycerol and EFB were dry mixed
in an industrial mixer machine and sieved to remove excessive lumps during the mixing process.
Then, PBS and the mixed compound of starch/EFB/glycerol were added into an industrial counter
rotating extruder feeder for a total of 300 kg per processing. After that, the compound was melted in
an industrial extruder machine comprising 10 heat zones, which were set temperatures in between
115–145 ◦C with rotation speed of 80 RPM. As a result of the shear stress imposed on fibers during
compounding, homogenization of PBS/starch/fiber/glycerol was carried out by cycling the mixture
in the extruder for 15 min and then extruded through a 2 mm gauge strand die at a rate of 10 mm/s.
The melted compound was then passed through a calendaring machine before producing a sheet.
Then, the sheets were cut into shapes according to specific characterization testing. The image of the
extruded compound is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Sheet extrusion process.

2.2.1. Mechanical Properties (Tensile Properties)

The tensile testing of the composite was conducted using a 5 kN Bluehill INSTRON Universal
Testing Machine. The test was carried out according to ASTM standard D-638. The specimens were cut
into dog bone shape by a plastic molder machine with the specifications of 120 × 120 × 2 mm3 of length,
width and thickness respectively. The composites were gripped at a 30 mm gauge length and the
crosshead speed was set at 2.0 mm/min. All specimens were kept in a conditioning room and the test
was run at 22 ◦C and relative humidity (RH) at 55%. Seven specimens were tested per test condition.

2.2.2. Mechanical Properties (Flexural Properties)

Flexural test of the composite was performed using 5 kN Bluehill INSTRON Universal Testing
Machine. Test samples were cut to the dimension of 70 × 15 × 2 mm3 and three-point bending tests
were performed according to ASTM D790 standard. The crosshead speed was set at 2 mm/min with a
support span-to-depth ratio of 16:1. All specimens were kept in a conditioning room and the test was
run at 22 ◦C with the relative humidity (RH) at 55%. Seven specimens were tested per test condition.

2.2.3. Morphological Analysis

Morphology of the samples was observed using Hitachi S-3400N scanning electron microscope
(SEM) equipped with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) under an accelerating voltage of 15 kV and at an
emission current of 58 μA. The tensile-tested-samples were gold sputtered before observation to avoid
the charging effect during sample examination. SEM helps to analyze the microscopic structure and
characterization of the compound on the basis morphology and structural changes.

2.2.4. Thermal Analysis

The thermal stability of the samples was characterized using a TA Instruments Q500
thermogravimetric analyzer, TGA. About 6 mg of the sample was scanned from 30 to 700 ◦C at
a heating rate of 20 ◦C min−1 under a nitrogen gas atmosphere.

2.2.5. Moisture Absorption and Moisture Loss Analysis

Sample sheets of rectangular shape with dimensions of 15 × 15 × 0.5 mm3 were dried in a vacuum
oven at 60 ◦C for 24 h and weighed prior to testing. The vacuum dried rectangular sheets were immersed
in distilled water at 20 ◦C to determine the water absorption and soluble ratio. The sample was taken
out to measure the water absorption and soluble ratio in a certain time, and then the same sample was
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vacuum dried to measure the weight loss of the sample. The weights of the original sample and the
sample after water absorption were designated as W0 and W1, and the dry weight of the water extracted
sample was designated as W2. The value of moisture absorption was obtained by Equation (1):

Moisture uptake =
W1 −W2

W2
× 100% (1)

with the value of the soluble ratio derived from Equation (2):

Soluble ratio =
W0 −W2

W0
× 100% (2)

Three measurements were performed for each sample, and the result was reported as the average
value. This procedure followed the short-term immersion standard method ASTM D570-98.

On the other hand, seven samples were prepared for the moisture content evaluation. The samples
were placed in normal climatic conditions at room temperature (27 ± 2 ◦C) with 65% relative humidity
of air for 24 h before being weighed. Percentages of moisture content were determined by using
Equation (3). The samples were heated in the oven for 24 h at 105 ◦C. Before heating the samples were
measured as M0. After 24 h in the oven, the fiber was weighed again as M1. Therefore:

Moisture content (%)
M1 −M0

M0
× 100% (3)

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Mechanical Testing

Filler reinforcement is an important factor in determining mechanical properties of the composite.
The most crucial factor that affects the mechanical properties of the fiber reinforced materials is its
fiber/matrix interfacial adhesion. The strength of the interfacial bonding was determined by several
factors, such as the nature of the fiber and polymer components, fiber aspect ratio and processing
procedure [36,37]. The mechanical properties of the PBS composite are presented and illustrated in Table 2
and Figures 2 and 3, respectively. It was clearly shown that the tensile and flexural strength of specimens
were decreased for fiber reinforcement up to 8 wt%. This is due to poor dispersion and incompatibility
between fillers and the PBS matrix according to previous studies [38,39]. Fibers are unable to disperse
evenly in the PBS matrix, creating high stress concentration spots, resulting in a dramatic reduction in
tensile strength [40]. However, increments in tensile and flexural strength were observed, indicating that
the reinforcing ability of the natural fibers has overcome the shortage from the interfacial adhesion factor.
A previous study reported the same trend, that higher fiber contents led to an improvement in the tensile
strength of the matrix due to the interaction related to the fiber contents [41].

On the contrary, there were relatively higher mechanical properties for a 0% EFB specimen (which
contained 30 wt% of starch/glycerol with a 2:1 ratio) in a current study, when compared to a previous
study, which only gave 16.12 and 21.78 MPa for tensile and flexural strength, respectively, for pure PBS
polymer [34]. The insertion of starch supposedly reduces the composite’s strength performance due to
low compatibility [6]. However, the addition of glycerol has the adverse effect of strength deterioration
by localization of a compatibilizer at the interface for a stable morphology from a SEM micrographic [42].

Accoding to Thirmizir et al., the flexural strength of PBS composites was higher than neat PBS
polymer. [8]. Higher fiber loadings have improved the flexural strength due to mechanical interlocks
found between fiber and matrix. The fiber/matrix mechanical interlocking was expected to act as a
mechanism to withstand the bending force in flexural testing. On the other hand, flexural strength was
reduced by 6% for 8 wt% EFB fiber reinforcement composites. This may be attributed to interruption
of the continuous long polymer chain by the presence of hydrophilic lignocellulose. Similarly, higher
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flexural strength values were recorded for higher EFB fiber reinforcement specimens. EFB fibers work
as a carrier of loads in the matrix, synchronized with the tensile performance.

Table 2. Mechanical properties of PBS/starch/glycerol and EFB blends.

Formulation a Specimen
Tensile

Strength (MPa)
Tensile

Modulus (MPa)
Flexural

Strength (MPa)
Flexural

Modulus (MPa)

PBS 70%
Starch/Glycerol 30% 0% EFB 19.04 ± 1.27 392.76 ± 28.16 29.08 ± 0.64 1049.13 ± 67.15

PBS 70%, EFB 8%,
Starch/Glycerol 22% 8% EFB 15.96 ± 0.63 360.40 ± 26.17 27.17 ± 1.21 872.10 ± 42.36

PBS 70%, EFB 12%,
Starch/Glycerol 18% 12% EFB 17.38 ± 1.29 376.33 ± 31.06 27.19 ± 0.56 845.17 ± 41.17

PBS 70%, EFB 16%,
Starch/Glycerol 14% 16% EFB 19.19 ± 1.08 466.84 ± 29.14 29.20 ± 1.05 954.35 ± 51.25

PBS 70%, EFB 20%,
Starch/Glycerol 10% 20% EFB 20.18 ± 0.72 497.95 ± 30.17 32.63 ± 1.14 1029.15 ± 54.15

a Starch/Glycerol in 2:1 ratio.

Figure 2. Tensile strength and tensile modulus of PBS composites.

Figure 3. Flexural strength and flexural modulus of PBS composites.
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3.2. Morphological Analysis

Figure 4 shows SEM images for specimens’ surface morphology, under 500× magnification.
The strength performances of the composites are directly affected by morphology status. Figure 4a shows a
smooth and regular PBS surface, while Figure 4b shows the image of modified tapioca starch granules
on the surface. Figure 4c,d shows the presence of EFB fiber, which consists of long fibers surrounded on
the PBS/starch matrix. The poor adhesion of fibers on the matrix shows correlation with the reduction of
mechanical properties for “8 wt% EFB” specimens. The poor impregnation makes it easier for the fiber to
be pulled out, and causes a lower strength performance for the composite. This trend was also reported
by a previous researcher [36]. For Figure 4e,f, it can be observed that the fibers are adhered to the matrix.
The longitudinal fibrous shapes of the fibers were evenly mixed and evenly distributed on the matrix
surface. The fibers mix homogenously with the matrix and are not clearly seen on the surface morphology
analysis. This indicates the good fiber/matrix adhesion. On the other hand, the void between the EFB
fiber and matrix is less, which gives a better fiber/matrix bonding and increased mechanical strength to
the composite.

 

Figure 4. SEM micrographs for: (a) raw PBS, (b) 0% EFB, (c) 8% EFB, (d) 12% EFB, (e) 16% EFB and (f)
20% EFB.
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3.3. Thermal Analysis

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a useful method for quantitative determination of the
degradation behavior, thermal stability and mass change in a composite. The appearance of starch and
glycerol in the PBS polymer composite has reduced the thermal stability of the specimen in generally.
Excess amounts of glycerol have taken part in the reaction with hydroxyl groups of the PBS polymer,
which promoted a lower thermal stability [43]. However, with more starch/glycerol contents replaced
by EFB fibers, the effects of glycerol are lesser and gradually dominated by EFB fibers.

Figure 5 shows the TGA profiles of the EFB composites, while Table 3 lists the mass loss in every stage
with peak temperature until sample reach 600 ◦C. There is a small but noticeable step between 75–95 ◦C,
which was due to the presence of free water in the composite. Other researchers also have reported that
this is due to water removal, as starch has a higher tendency to absorb moisture [6]. It also was reported
that at the initial stage weight loss may be ascribed to the evaporation of water in the fiber [32,44,45]. Sharp
transitions at peak 2 and 3 between 200–265 ◦C is due to decomposition of polysaccharide components in the
starches. At higher temperatures, hemicellulose degradation occurs, followed by cellulose degradation [46].
Both degradation processes involve complex reactions (dehydration, decarboxylation, among others) as
well as breakage of C-H, CO and C-C bonds [47]. Apart from this, lignin starts to degrade at a temperature
range between 250–450 ◦C. Lignin degradation generates water, methanol, carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide [48,49]. PBS matrix is a thermally stable biopolymer and it begins to degrade near 300 ◦C with
high degradation rates, as similarly found by Lee et al. [50]. In this analysis, there was slightly higher mass
loss for early stage thermal decomposition whereas insignificant changes on decomposition temperature,
regardless of EFB contents. However, with the higher lignin constituent in the composite there was a higher
mass residue, which would turn into char at high temperature. This observation indirectly proves the
dimensional integrity of the composite. Besides, the better mechanical performance for the high natural
fiber reinforcement could offer wider the applications for this composite material.

 

Figure 5. TGA profiles of EFB composites.
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Table 3. A summary of peak temperatures for EFB composites.

Specimens
Peak 1,
◦C

Mass
loss, %

Peak 2,
◦C

Mass
loss, %

Peak 3,
◦C

Mass
loss, %

Peak 4,
◦C

Mass
loss, %

Mass
Residue, %

0% EFB 78.13 7.161 214.45 3.404 261.43 12.19 362.05 71.22 5.995
8% EFB 95.13 8.086 209.19 6.774 262.82 16.63 358.92 59.95 8.492

12% EFB 87.89 9.534 209.61 6.129 262.12 16.42 358.85 59.63 8.176
16% EFB 88.50 9.885 - - 254.79 25.07 357.29 55.38 9.568
20% EFB 84.87 5.940 201.68 6.634 260.63 21.82 357.93 55.32 10.16

3.4. Moisture Uptake and Average Loss of Moisture Contents

The amount of water absorbed in the composite was calculated by weight difference between
before and after samples exposed to water. Figure 6 shows moisture uptake over the time and average
loss of moisture contents for EFB composites. The moisture uptake test was conducted to identify the
amount of water absorbed by the composites while the average loss of moisture content is to measure
the mass loss after being subjected to heat. Generally, the moisture uptake was depending on several
factors such as volume fraction of fiber, voids, viscosity of matrix, humidity and temperature [51].

 

Figure 6. Moisture uptake analysis and average loss of moisture contents for EFB composites.

Water absorption is one of the disadvantages of applying lignocellulosic materials. Insertion of
starch components into PBS polymer (0% EFB), comes with expected higher water absorption [52,53],
as the starch component may take up to 300% of water absorption, as reported previously [9]. However,
when a portion of the starch/glycerol is replaced by EFB fiber, higher values are found in both moisture
uptake and loss analyses. This is because of the hydrophilic properties of the natural fibers in the poor
interfacial bonding, leading to higher increments of moisture uptake, due to the presence of hydroxyl
groups. Hence, it was observed that 20% EFB composite has the highest moisture uptake. The hydroxyl
groups absorbed water moisture through formation of hydrogen bonding. The higher moisture content
of the natural fiber may result in a weak interfacial bonding between the fiber and matrix [54]. The water
molecules were absorbed in the inter-fibrillar space of the cellulosic structure that exists in the fiber and
causes cracks and micro voids in the composite surface [55]. During immersion of the samples in water,
capillarity action conducts water molecules to fill the voids, causing cracks and dimensional change.
Swelling of fiber also leads to interfacial debonding and thereby reduction of mechanical strength [56,57].
In this study, at 6 to 8 h immersion, samples reached stable moisture contents, showing a saturation point,
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where no more water was absorbed. Similarly, when subjected to heat, the high EFB loadings composite
loses a higher amount of water content. This shows that fiber reinforcement improves strength profiles,
yet may cause higher susceptibility to moisture attack, thereby reducing overall composite properties.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the effect of fiber content on the mechanical and thermal properties of polybutylene
succinate (PBS) composites were mainly evaluated. The control specimen (0% EFB) was compared
with PBS polymer to discuss the changes affected by the appearance of starch/glycerol components.
Generally, insertion of starch/glycerol provided better strength performance, but worse thermal and
water uptake to all specimens.

On the other hand, it was found that there was poor interfacial adhesion between the EFB and
PBS matrix, leading to lower mechanical properties. Fortunately, this was overcome and improved by
higher fiber reinforcement, that regulated a better load transfer mechanism. Higher fiber loadings
have improved the flexural strength due to mechanical interlocks found between the fiber and matrix.
As a result, the tensile and flexural strength had increases of 6.0% and 12.2%, respectively, for 20 wt%
EFB reinforcements.

In the SEM micrographic, it shows a smooth surface for PBS, while appearances of the EFB fiber
show poor adhesion on the matrix, and was found to correlate with the mechanical properties analysis.
On the other hand, the void between the EFB fiber and matrix was less and gave better fiber/matrix for
a high fiber volume content composite.

A total of four thermal degradation peaks were recorded in the TGA analysis. The first peak was
observed at 75–95 ◦C, due to the presence of free water in the composite. Sharp transitions at peak 2
and 3 between 200–265 ◦C were due to decomposition of the polysaccharide components in the starches
and natural fibers. The last thermal decomposition peak was recorded at around 350 ◦C, which was
responsible for the degradation of the PBS matrix. In this analysis, there was a slightly higher mass loss
for early stage thermal decomposition, whereas insignificant changes on decomposition temperature
were recorded, regardless of EFB contents. However, the higher lignin constituent in the composite had
a higher mass residue, which would turn into char at high temperature. This observation indirectly
proves the dimensional integrity of the composite. Moreover, the better mechanical performance of the
high natural fiber reinforcement could offer wider applications for this composite material.

The moisture uptake over time and average loss of moisture contents for EFB composites were
analyzed in this study. The higher the EFB fiber content in the composite, the higher values in both
moisture uptake and loss data were found. This is expected due to the hydrophilic properties of the
natural fibers that lead to higher increments of moisture uptake, due to the presence of hydroxyl
groups. Hence, it was observed that 20% EFB composite has the highest moisture uptake. In this study,
at 6 to 8 h immersion, samples reached a stable moisture content, showing a saturation point, where no
more water was absorbed. Similarly, when subjected to heat, the high EFB loadings composite loses a
higher amount of water content. This shows that fiber reinforcement improves the strength profile yet
may cause higher susceptibility to moisture attack, thereby reducing overall composite properties.

As concluding remarks, the present results suggest that the use of 20% EFB fiber contents in the
composite may be a potential candidate for effectively improving the properties and performances
of the composite for future application. Nevertheless, the content of starch/glycerol may need to
strategically planned to obtain a balance between performance and costing.
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Abstract: The paper deals with the mechanical behaviour of natural fibre composites subjected to
tensile test and dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). Three types of natural fibre composites were
prepared and tested: wood particle reinforced composites with six different sizes of grains (WPC);
hemp mat reinforced composites (HMP) and flax reinforced composite with mixed wood particles
(FWPC). The tensile test performed on universal testing machine LS100 Lloyd’s Instrument highlights
the elastic properties of the samples, as longitudinal elasticity modulus; tensile rupture; strain at
break; and stiffness. The large dispersion of stress–strain curves was noticed in the case of HMP and
FWPC by comparison to WPC samples which present high homogeneity of elastic–plastic behaviour.
The DMA test emphasized the rheological behaviour of natural fibre composites in terms of energy
dissipation of a material under cyclic load. Cole–Cole plots revealed the connection between stored
and loss heat energy for studied samples. The mixture of wood particles with a polyester matrix
leads to relative homogeneity of composite in comparison with FWPC and HMP samples which is
visible from the shape of Cole–Cole curves. The random fibres from the hemp mat structure lead to a
heterogeneous nature of composite structure. The elastic and viscous responses of samples depend
on the interface between fibres and matrix.

Keywords: natural fibre composites; mechanical properties; elastic behaviour; viscous response

1. Introduction

The natural fibres, vegetal, animal or mineral, consist of sustainable resources for composite
materials used both in industrial applications and building structures. The source of vegetal fibres is
different parts of plants such as bust for jute, hemp, flax, ramie, kenaf, leaf for sisal, banana and manila
hemp (abaca), seeds in the case of cotton, coir and oil palm, wood and grass stem [1–4]. All vegetal
fibres contain cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin in various proportions. For composite materials,
reinforcement can be done with continuous fibres or with short fibres, in yarn or mat form. The ratio of
mechanical properties and low weight, the possibilities to design different volumetric composition with
effects on the mechanical, thermal, optical and electrical properties, and the environment protection
and biodegradable properties of some natural composites are demonstrated by numerous pieces of
research [5–7].

The main criteria for assessing new natural fibre composites were usually [8–10]: the degree of
capitalization of the vegetal raw material and of other materials; the efficiency in use of raw material
sources; volume or surface density; the limit values of the resistances to different mechanical stresses
(traction parallel and perpendicular to/on the surface of the plate, bending, shearing in different
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planes and directions, detachment, fatigue, etc.); the rigidity and elasticity of the products, expressed
by the values of the longitudinal and transversal modulus of elasticity; the physical properties
of lignocellulose composite materials (profile density, swelling coefficient and water absorption in
different environments and periods, degree of penetration of different substances, humidity, content in
crystalline substances, etc.); the ecological properties (volatile emissions, etc.); and biodegradation
and recyclability. The natural fibre reinforced polymers are characterized by two stress–strain states:
an elastic behaviour as a response to a fast applied force and a viscous behaviour as response to
a slowly applied force. The fibre reinforcement plays an important role in elastic behaviour of
polymeric composite, as the matrix contributes to the viscous behaviour. For instance, the most efficient
volume fractions of fiber content is maximum 50–65 m% according to [11]. The tests to determine
the flow and relaxation phenomena provide important information about the dimensional stability
of the polymer [12,13]. Some studies have shown that the natural fibres used for reinforcement are
thermally unstable above 200 ◦C, for which reason the used matrices are based on polyethylene (PE),
PP, polyolefin, polyvinylchloride and polystyrene and thermosets (which can be cured below this
temperature) [11–16].

Most studies on wood reinforced composites (plastic wood composites) have analysed either
the influence of the particle volume fraction/resin, or the influence of the size of wood particles,
or the influence of the fibre type used as reinforcing elements on the mechanical properties of
composites [14,15]. Mechanical properties of wood plastic composites (WPC), determined by tensile
and bending tests, show an increase of the elasticity modulus E and yield modulus at the same time
with the increasing of the particle size between 0.1 mm and 0.2 mm. These mechanical parameters are
lower for composites with larger particles (1.00–4.00 mm) [8,12–16]. The mechanical characteristics of
plastic composites with wood sawdust as filler material were studied in previous research by [14–18].
They carried out a comparative analysis of the effects of water/seawater absorption on the degradation
of mechanical properties obtained at bending, in the case of hybrid composites made of polyester
resin reinforced with fiberglass E and wood flour as filler. Thus, the maximum flexural stress
decreases by almost 33% after immersion in sea water of wood sawdust mixture and epoxy resin
during 6572 h [15,16]. Other studies are addressed to degradation of lignocellulosic composites
both by weathering, ageing or humidity, because, from a mechanical point of view, the exposure
of lignocellulosic composites to different aggressive factors can produce modifications of the elastic
characteristics, and can induce stress concentrations at the surface of the polymeric material (which
can lead to its premature failure) [19–24]. The modifications of the elastic-dynamic properties of a
composite made of small waste oak particles of various sizes and a polyester resin subjected to photo
degradation by UV radiation and thermal degradations were studied by [16,25–31]. From the point of
view of the change of the energy loss capacity (internal friction) after the exposure to UV radiations,
the most stable are the specimens reinforced with 0.4 mm particles, whereas the most unstable are
those reinforced with 1 mm particles [16]. Ref. [32] studied new lignocellulose composites with carbon
nanotube, having improved the mechanical properties, stability and fire retardment. The mechanical
behaviour of fibre-reinforced composites depends on the size of the fibres (diameter and length),
their distribution in the composite structure, the strength and elasticity of the fibres, the chemical
stability and thermal resistance of the matrix and the nature of the fibre-matrix interface. Depending on
the main directions of stress in the final product, the layers can be oriented differently so as to ensure
a multidirectional distribution of stress during applications [33,34]. Numerous studies have shown
that the method of reinforcement, length and nature of the fibres influence the mechanical properties
of the composite. There is a linear relationship between the increase of the fibre content and the
increase of the elastic modulus of the composite [35–37]. The complexity of the composite behaviour
consists of the differences between the rigidity of the components that lead to the development of shear
stress at the interface between the matrix and the fibres [38–40]. The determination of the mechanical
and dynamic properties of composites reinforced with natural fibres plays a key role in the different
structures and applications for both the proper design of the structures and the prediction of their
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lifetime cycle. The finished products from natural fibre reinforced composites obtained from wood
waste or hemp or flax and polyester resin are exposed to environmental and technological risks such as
high relative humidity, temperature, UV radiation, vibrations, etc., reducing their resistance to different
loads. The mechanical and dynamical characterisation of lignocelluloses composites based on wood
particles, flax woven and polyester resin have not been investigated yet.

The aim of this paper is to examine the mechanical and dynamical properties of three different
types of three categories of composites (wood particle reinforced composites, hemp mat reinforced
composites and flax reinforced composite with mixed wood particles). The mechanical characterization
of natural fibre composites is very important from the design and analysis as well as from the life
prediction point of view, and it was obtained by a uni-axial tension test according to SR EN ISO 527-4,
where the longitudinal Young’s modulus, tensile of rupture and strain at break are obtained. The
polyester resin as a matrix in the studied composites is used for outdoor applications due to its high
resistance to environment factors. The natural fibre composites proposed and studied in this piece of
research have a good potential to be used in different parts of automotive structures as door panels,
ornaments or for the indoor parts of boats. The effects of thermal degradation in terms of glass transition
and heat deflection temperature were detecting by thermal dynamical mechanical analysis. Dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) was carried out in order to provide quantitative information about the
performance of material to cyclic stress and variation of temperature. Based on dynamic properties
determined by DMA (stiffness, energy dissipation), the viscous-elastic properties of manufactured
natural composites can be improved in order to increase the quality of composites. For the producers
of composite materials and for the users of the products made from them, the present research
offers information about the possibilities of use versus limitations depending on the determined
mechanical properties.

2. Materials

Because the aim of this study is to compare the mechanical characteristics of composites reinforced
with natural fibres, the sample preparation is presented for each type of specimens: wood particle
reinforced composites abbreviated as WPC, hemp mat and polyurethane resin abbreviated as HMP (in
longitudinal and transversal direction of mat fibres), flax and wood particle reinforced composites
(abbreviated as FWPC). The specimens have the specific shape and dimensions of tensile test composite
materials, according to ASRO SR EN ISO 527 and were made by a hand lay-up process.

2.1. Natural Fibre Composites

2.1.1. Wood Particle Reinforced Composite (WPC)

The WPC specimens were obtained by mixing wood particles with polyester resin. The oak
wood particles resulted from the mechanical processing of the wood logs from a Romanian factory.
Oak particles were conditioned at 5–6% moisture content and their specific gravity was established by
a pycnometer [41]. For the production of the lignocellulosic composites, in the first stage, the wood
particles were sorted according to their size using granulometric sieves. Five classes of oak wood
particles were obtained: less than 0.04 mm (coded WPC 0.04); between 0.04 ÷ 0.1 mm (coded WPC
0.10); between 0.1 ÷ 0.2 mm (WPC 0.20); between 0.2 ÷ 0.4 mm ((WPC 0.40); between 0.4 ÷ 1 mm
((WPC 1.00) and from 1 mm to 2 mm (WPC 2.00) (Table 1). From each type of grain sizes used as
reinforcement, five specimens for the tensile test were prepared using the same volume fraction of
25% in a mixture with 440-M888 POLYLITE type polyester resin (Table 2), obtaining a total of 25 WPC
type samples) (Figure 1a). For the DMA test, 2 specimens for the test with constant temperature and
2 specimens for the test with temperature variation (Figure 1b) were prepared from each type of wood
particle reinforced composites The physical features of WPC samples for the tensile test are shown in
Table 1 and for the DMA test in Table 3.
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Table 1. The physical characteristics of samples for the tensile test.

Samples
No. of

Samples
No. of
Layers

Thickness
[mm]

Width [mm] Area [mm2]
Gauge Length

[mm]

WPC 0.04 5 1 4.10 ± 0.10 10 ± 0.5 42 ± 1.5 50
WPC 0.10 5 1 4.10 ± 0.10 10 ± 0.5 42 ± 1.5 50
WPC 0.20 5 1 4.25 ± 0.25 10 ± 0.5 43 ± 1.5 50
WPC 0.40 5 1 4.20 ± 0.25 10 ± 0.5 42 ± 1.5 50
WPC 1.00 5 1 4.20 ± 0.20 10 ± 0.5 42 ± 1.5 50
WPC 2.00 5 1 4.30 ± 0.20 10 ± 0.5 43 ± 1.5 50

HMPL 5 1 1.80 ± 0.20 10 ± 0.5 18 ± 1.5 50
HMPT 5 1 1.80 ± 0.20 10 ± 0.5 18 ± 1.5 50

FWPC_L 5 6 6.80 ± 0.50 10 ± 0.3 69 ± 4.8 50
FWPC_T 5 6 6.60 ± 0.60 10 ± 0.4 68 ± 5.5 50

Table 2. The characteristics of the polyester resin type 440-M888 Polylite, at 23 ◦C.

Properties Units Value Tested Method

Brookfield Viscosity LVF mPa·s(cP) 1100–1300 ASTM D 2196-86
Density g/cm3 1, 10 ISO 2811-2001

PH (max.) mgKOH/g 24 ISO 2114-1996
Styrene content % of weight 43 ± 2 B070

Curing time: 1% NORPOL PEROXIDE 1 Minutes 35–45 G020
Tensile Strength MPa 50 ISO 527-1993

Longitudinal Elasticity Modulus MPa 4600 ISO 5271993
Elongation % 1.6 ISO 527-1993

Bending strength MPa 90 ISO 178-2001
Elasticity modulus at bending MPa 4000 ISO 178-2001

The shock resistance P4J mJ/mm2 5.0–6.0 ISO 179-2001
Volume contraction % 5.5–6.5 ISO 3521-1976

Glass transition temperature ◦C 62 ISO 75-1993

Table 3. The physical characteristics of the samples for the DMA test (Legend: DMA operated under
constant temperature T = const.; DMA operated under temperature variation T).

Samples
No. of Samples
T = const./T var.

Thickness [mm] Width [mm]
Gauge Length

[mm]

WPC 0.04 2/2 4.10 ± 0.10 10 ± 0.2 40
WPC 0.10 2/2 4.10 ± 0.10 10 ± 0.5 40
WPC 0.20 2/2 4.25 ± 0.25 10 ± 0.5 40
WPC 0.40 2/2 4.20 ± 0.25 10 ± 0.5 40
WPC 1.00 2/2 4.20 ± 0.20 10 ± 0.5 40
WPC 2.00 2/2 4.30 ± 0.20 10 ± 0.5 40

HMPL 2/2 1.80 ± 0.20 10 ± 0.5 40
HMPT 2/2 1.80 ± 0.20 10 ± 0.5 40

FWPC_L 2/2 6.80 ± 0.50 10 ± 0.3 40
FWPC_T 2/2 6.60 ± 0.60 10 ± 0.4 40
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Figure 1. The specimens made from wood particles and polyester resin: (a) specimens for the tensile
test; (b) samples for DMA.

2.1.2. Hemp Mat Reinforced Composites

The analysed composite material contains hemp mat and polyurethane resin (RAIGITHANE
8274/RAIGIDUR CREM), with 50% percent of reinforcing natural fibres. This type of natural fibre
composite is used in the automotive industry for the interior panel of the car door. To evaluate the
mechanical behaviour of composite reinforced with hemp fibres subjected to the tensile test, 5 samples
on the longitudinal direction of the mat, coded HMPL were cut from the plate and 5 samples on the
transversal direction of the mat, coded HMPT (Figure 2a). For the DMA test, 2 specimens for the
test with constant temperature and 2 specimens for the test with temperature variation (Figure 2b)
were prepared from each type of hemp mat reinforced composites. The physical features of hemp mat
samples for tensile testing in Table 1 and for the DMA test in Table 3.
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Figure 2. The specimens made from hemp mat reinforced and polyurethane resin: (a) geometry for
tensile test: HMPL—sample cut in longitudinal direction; HMPT—sample cut in transversal direction;
(b) geometry for the DMA test: HMPL—sample cut in longitudinal direction; HMPT—sample cut in
transversal direction.

2.1.3. Flax Reinforced Composites

For these tests, the specimens were made of polyester resin reinforced with 6 layers of flax
fabric and oak wood particles with dimensions between 0.1 ÷ 0.2 mm, arranged between layers as
it can be seen in Figure 3. The 6 layers of fabric have the same orientation of the warp and weft
threads, respectively. The total volume percentage of reinforcement with natural fibres, in this case
is approx. 30%. Samples for the tensile test were cut from the composite plate on the two main
directions of the fabrics, respectively the warp direction (named FWPC_L) and the weft direction
(named FWPC_T) (Figure 3a). For the DMA test, from each type of FWPC 2 specimens for the test
with constant temperature and 2 specimens for the test with temperature variation were prepared
(Figure 3b). The geometrical characteristics of FWPC for the tensile test are presented in Table 1 and for
the DMA test in Table 3.
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Figure 3. The specimens made from flax and wood particles reinforced and polyester resin: (a) samples
for tensile test: FWPC_L—samples cut in longitudinal direction; FWPC_T—samples cut in transversal
direction; (b) samples for DMA test.

2.2. Experimental Set-Up

2.2.1. Tensile Test

To determine the elastic characteristics of a material, the samples were subjected to a static tensile
test. In this study, for the analysis of the mechanical behaviour of the composites, the specimens
were tested on the universal testing machine LS100 Lloyd’s Instrument belonging to the Mechanical
Engineering Department of Transilvania University of Bras, ov. The specimens were loading with
a constant speed of 1 mm/min until breaking. The elongation was measured simultaneously with
loading using extension device (Figure 4a).

For data acquisition, the Nexygen Plus software was used. After the tensile tests (according to
SR EN ISO 527-4), the characteristic curve, the specific deformation, the longitudinal elastic modulus,
the rupture tension of each reinforced composite were determined, and on the basis of the load curves,
the average deformation energy for each type of sample was calculated. The fracture of samples was
analysed with optical devices.
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Figure 4. The experimental devices: (a) sample WPC 2.00 during the tensile test (Legend: 1—sample;
2—extension device for the elongation measurement; 3—tensile test machine jaws); (b) experimental
set-up for the flexural test (3 points bending); (c) the DMA equipment (Legend: 1—sample; 2—sample
supports; 3—loading device; 4—conditioner chamber; 5—temperature sensor).

2.2.2. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

The rheological characteristics of the natural fibre composites were measured with the dynamic
mechanical analysis by using the Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer DMA 242C Netzsch Germany at
the Institute of Research and Development for Technical Physics in Iaşi. The method is based on
ASTM D7028-07 which covers the procedure for the determination the glass transition temperature of
polymer composites under the flexural oscillation mode. Thus, the complex modulus E *, with its two
components (the conservation modulus E’ and the loss modulus E”) and the damping factor tan δ were
determined in two cases: under isothermal conditions (T = 30 ◦C) for 30 min and with temperature
variation between 30 to 120 ◦C, for 45 min. The specimens having the shape and geometry as it can be
seen in Figure 4b were subjected to a flexural test. The input data were set up to 6 N for the applied
force with frequency of 1 Hz. In Table 3, the specimen features for the DMA test are presented. For the
DMA test, the samples have the same width and thickness as in the case of the tensile test and the
length between supports is standard being set-up at 45 mm (Figure 4c).

3. Results and Discussion

The results in terms of qualitative and quantitative values of mechanical properties of natural
fibre composites will be presented successively and then as a comparison. In the case of wood
particle reinforced composites, it was noticed that, the smaller the reinforcing particles, the better
the mechanical properties to traction. Nevertheless, the highest values of the elasticity modulus and
of the tensile strength were obtained in the case of the composites reinforced with 0.2 mm particles.
This is highlighted in the literature as well in the case of the polypropylene matrix composites (PP) [42].
The mechanical properties of the composites made of polypropylene and wood particles (WPC) in the
case of tensile and bending tests show an increase in the values of the elasticity and resistance modulus
simultaneous with the increase of the particle size between 0.25 and 2 mm, which is then followed by
a slight decline of these values for larger particles (2–4 mm) [42]. The more elongated the particles,
the more the mechanical properties increase because the contact between the reinforcing elements and
the matrix occur over a larger surface. The first debonding of the matrix and the dispersed fibres occur
near the breaking point. The characteristic curves for the same category of composites reinforced with
wood particles did not display a large dispersion of values, the mixture between matrix and fibres
being homogeneous (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Characteristic curve stress–strain of wood particle reinforced composites: (a) stress–strain
characteristic curves of WPC0.04 specimens; (b) stress–strain characteristic curves of WPC0.10 specimens;
(c) stress–strain characteristic curves of WPC0.20 specimens; (d) stress–strain characteristic curves of
WPC0.40 specimens; (e) stress–strain characteristic curves of WPC1.00 specimens; (f) stress–strain
characteristic curves of WPC2.00 specimens.

Tensile tests performed by other researchers have shown that natural fibre fabric reinforced
composite materials have major differences in the mechanical properties of traction in the direction
of the warp and weft [42–45] as it can be seen in the case of HMP specimens (Figure 6a,b) and
FWPC specimens (Figure 6c,d). It is known that the fibre mat is used as reinforcement to assure a
quasi-isotropy of composite plates due to the random orientation of the fibres. Despite this assumption,
the tests performed on hemp mat composites showed that there are significant differences between
the tensile properties in the two directions of the mat (longitudinal and transversal direction). In the
case of flax wood particle reinforced composites FWPC, the trend is similar to HMP regarding the
mechanical properties in the weft and warp direction. Equally, it can be observed that HMP show a
great spread of stress–strain curves in the longitudinal direction (Figure 6a) by comparison to FWPC
which indicated a great dispersion of the curves in the transversal direction (Figure 6d).
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Figure 6. Characteristic curves stress–strain of natural fibres reinforced composites: (a) stress–strain
curves for HMP_L samples; (b) stress–strain curves for HMP_T samples; (c) stress–strain curves for
FWPC_L samples); (d) stress–strain curves for FWPC_T samples.

In Figure 7, it can be noticed that the FWPC samples present a rigid behaviour compared to the
HMP_L samples which behave viscously. The WPC0.20 samples are also rigid by comparison to the
other wood particle reinforced composite.

 
Figure 7. Comparison of stress–strain curves for tested samples.

The mechanical properties of tested samples in terms of the average values of the longitudinal
elasticity modulus, stress at break, the strain and stiffness in percent are summarized in Table 4. In the
case of WPC specimens, it can be observed that the modulus of elasticity varies from 2877 MPa,
for the specimens reinforced with particles about 1 ÷ 2 mm, up to the maximum value of 4012 MPa,
for the specimens reinforced with particles about 0.1 ÷ 0, 2 mm. The minimum values of the tensile
strength were noted for specimens reinforced with particles about 1 ÷ 2 mm (WPC 2.0), being 19.5 MPa,
and the maximum being 26 MPa, for specimens reinforced with particles from 0.1 to 0.2 mm (WPC 0.2).
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For the HMP specimens cut in the longitudinal direction, an average tensile strength value of 26 MPa
was obtained, and in the weft direction 32 MPa, approximately 23% higher than in the longitudinal
direction. In the case of the longitudinal modulus of elasticity, it is observed that, in the transverse
direction, its value is approximately 63% higher than in the longitudinal direction (Table 3). For the
FWPC specimens cut in the warp direction, tensile strength values between 23.9 and 27.3 MPa were
obtained, and in the weft direction between 31.4 and 42 MPa. The longitudinal elasticity modulus
is higher in the transversal direction (weft) by almost 95% than in the warp direction (longitudinal).
Although the mechanical properties of lignocelluloses samples are relatively low, they can be used in
some applications as exterior and interior products, being valuable for the possibility of integrating
wood residues from processing operations or from recycled wood in the form of chips and fibres.

Table 4. Average values of elastic characteristics obtained after the tensile test. Legend: E—longitudinal
elasticity modulus; STDV—standard deviation; σr—tensile of rupture; εr—percentage strain at
break; k—stiffness.

Samples E (MPa) STDV E (MPa) σr (MPa) STDVσr (MPa) εr (%) k (106 N/mm)

WPC 0.04 3626 218 23 2 0.920 0.003052
WPC 0.10 3693 181 22 4 1.261 0.003124
WPC 0.20 4012 328 26 4 0.011 0.003518
WPC 0.40 3109 138 19 2 0.014 0.002762
WPC 1.00 3041 260 21 3 0.011 0.002683
WPC 2.00 2877 85 20 1 0.010 0.002589

HMPL 3086 934 26 9 1.550 1.110
HMPT 5005 569 32 5 1.199 1.802

FWPC_L 8586 1247 27 3 0.377 7.397
FWPC_T 16700 3500 38 3 0.37 8.854

3.1. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

3.1.1. Isothermal Conditions

The rheological characteristics of the natural fibre composites in terms of complex modulus E *,
with its two components (the storage modulus E’ and the loss modulus E”) and the damping tan
δ were determined with the DMA. The storage modulus E’ represents the capacity of materials to
withstand the applied loading, being the expression of the elastic constant of the composite. The energy
dissipation due to the internal friction of the material is called loss modulus E” and it represents the
viscous modulus. The ratio between the loss and storage modulus represents damping (tan δ). tan δ is
an indicator of how efficiently the material loses energy to molecular rearrangements and internal
friction [46]. In Figures 8–10, the elastic and viscous responses of samples to dynamic loading with
frequency of 1 Hz can be noticed. The capacity of WPC samples to store the deformation energy
decreases slowly while increasing the time of loading. Similar behaviour is noticed in the case of
the HMP samples with the mention that there are clear differences between the samples cut in the
longitudinal direction compared to those cut in the transverse direction (Figures 8, 9 and 10b).
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Figure 8. Variation of the complex modulus in time: (a) WPC samples; (b) HMP samples; (c) FWCP samples.

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 9. Variation of the storage modulus E’ in time: (a) WPC samples; (b) HMP samples; (c) FWCP samples.
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Figure 10. Variation of the loss modulus E” in time: (a) WPC samples; (b) HMP samples; (c) FWCP samples.

Both types of samples have a similar viscous-elastic behaviour at the beginning, so that, after
10 min of stress, the samples cut in the longitudinal direction show a stiffening phenomenon compared
to the samples cut in the transverse direction whose elastic behaviour decreases suddenly after 18 min
of cyclic loading (Figures 8 and 9c). As far as the values of complex modulus and storage modulus for
each type of the tested samples are concerned, it can be noticed that the lower values are noticed in the
case of the HMP sample by comparison to WPC and FWPC. Initially, there are 1120–1260 MPa and,
after 5 min, they decreased by 12.5% in the case of HMP_L maintaining constant value for remaining
time exposure to cyclic loading. The HMP_T indicated a higher decreasing by almost 28% after 10 min
and then a stabilization of the values at around 790 MPa. In the case of the WPC samples, the complex
modulus ranges between 3250 MPa (WPC0.40) and 4270 MPa (WPC0.20). It can be noticed that the
values for the flexural test in a dynamic regime are similar to Young’s modulus values obtained in the
tensile test. FWPC samples obtained the highest values for the dynamic modulus (5900–6060 MPa)
in comparison to the other types of specimens. The loss modulus increases by increasing the time
exposure to cyclic loading in the case of WPC and FWPC samples while the HMP samples indicated a
decrease of this viscous component (Figure 10). This behaviour is due to the type of matrix: the WPC
and FWPC, which contain as matrix polyester resin, indicated a slightly higher network density and
it is slightly more cross-linked than the HMP sample based on polyurethane resin. The minimum
values of energy dissipation due to internal frictions are indicated in the case of HMP samples. In the
longitudinal direction (HMP_L), the viscous modulus decreases by 28% during the cyclic loading and,
in the transversal direction (HMP_T), the decrease is 50%. For FWPC, the internal frictions increase by
increasing the exposure time to loading; the overall value varied from minimum 465 MPa to maximum
560 MPa (in the case of FWPC_T) and from minimum 490 MPa to maximum 565 MPa (in the case of
FWPC_L). For the WPC samples, the loss modulus varied in accordance with the wood particle sizes:
the highest value of energy dissipation is recorded for smaller wood particles (WPC0.04). Regarding
the variation of loss modulus, two groups can be noticed: WPC0.04, WPC0.10, and WPC0.20 indicated
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an increase in internal friction and WPC1.00, WPC2.00, WPC0.40 indicated a slight decrease of the
viscous modulus.

The damping tan δ as a ratio between the loss and the storage modulus is an expression of the
energy dissipation of a material under cyclic load, and it depends on the interface and adhesion
between fibres and matrix. Any rigid material is characterized by a high damping value, whereas any
ductile material indicates a low damping value [47]. In this sense, the damping tan δ for the HMP
samples tends to decrease by increasing the loading time, since, for the WPC and FWPC samples,
the damping increases (Figure 11).

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 11. Variation of the damping tan δ in time: (a) WPC samples; (b) HMP samples; (c) FWCP samples.

3.1.2. Temperature Variation

The viscous-elastic behavior of composites is emphasized by the temperature variation during
cyclic loading. The stiffness and rigidity stability of composites at a certain temperature can be observed
on the storage modulus curves. Thus, similar behavior between the WPC and FWPC samples can
be noticed in Figure 12a,c: the glassy region presented between 30 ◦C and 40 ◦C characterized the
rigidity of composites due to polymeric chains; in the second region (40–80 ◦C), the storage modulus
decreases drastically because by increasing the temperature, the internal friction in polymeric chains is
accelerated leading to a rubbery region. The HMP composite behavior differs, their stiffness being
affected right from the start of the test and decreasing by temperature increase (Figure 12b). Despite
this behavior, the reinforcement with hemp fibers and also the reinforcement with flax fabric lead to
higher values of storage modulus by comparison to wood particle reinforced composites.
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Figure 12. Variation of the storage modulus E’ with temperature: (a) WPC samples; (b) HMP samples;
(c) FWCP samples.

Figure 13 presents the effect of reinforcement on the damping as a function of temperature at 1 Hz
frequency. From this type of chart, the glass transition temperature (Tg) can be extracted from the peak
of damping variation curves.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

δ δ

δ

Figure 13. Variation of the damping tan δ with temperature: (a) WPC samples; (b) HMP samples;
(c) FWCP samples.
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According to [48–50], lower damping values represent the improved interfacial interaction as
it can be noticed in the case of FWPC and HMP (Figure 13b,c), while a higher damping value is
recorded in the case of poor interfacial adhesion as it can be observed in Figure 13a—the WPC samples.
Thus, the Tg for the WPC samples is around 78 ◦C (for 2.00 mm and 1.00 mm wood particle sizes)
and 82 ◦C for smaller wood particles. The Tg for FWPC is lower than the one for WPC, being 70 ◦C.
The HMP samples indicated a different behaviour. In Figure 14, the Cole–Cole charts are shown in
order to analyse the connection between stored and loss heat energy for the studied samples. As [49–51]
highlights, this kind of plot is useful to interpret the modification of viscous-elastic material with
different reinforcement, as it is illustrated in Figure 14a—the WPC samples. The mixture of wood
particles with polyester matrix leads to relative homogeneity of composite by comparison to the FWPC
and HMP samples which is visible from the shape of Cole–Cole curves. The random fibres from the
hemp mat structure lead to a heterogeneous nature of the composite structure.

Figure 14. Cole–Cole plot: (a) WPC samples; (b) FWCP samples; (c) HMP_L sample; (d) HMP_T sample.

3.2. Fracture Analysing

In Figure 15, the ways of breaking of the tested composites are shown. Thus, it is noticeable
that the breakage of the composite reinforced with wood particles (WPC) is produced through the
simultaneous destruction of the matrix and of the dispersed fibres (Figure 15). In the case of the HMP
samples, the matrix is fractured first; then, the dispersed fibres break. The plane of fracture is obtained
on the area with the minimum resistance of the interface between the matrix and the fibres or in the area
where the fibres are missing or do not have a good adhesion with the matrix. For the FWPC composites
which contain both dispersed fibres (wood particles) and flax fabric, the fracture is produced first in the
matrix mixed with wood particles and then the layers of flax fabric fail. It is appreciated that the use of
a fabric structure (flax) doubles the tensile strength compared to mat reinforcement. The mechanism of
failure differs between short fibres/particles reinforcement and long fibres [52,53]. The tension stress
causes interface debonding. [53–56] considered that the final interface between the short fibres and the
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matrix is easy to debond in the loading process. At the end of the final interface, the stress transfer
from the matrix to the fibres depends on the shear stress only on the axial interface (Figure 16a). In the
case of long fibre composites, the interface stress (shear stress) is higher due to the adhesion of resin to
fibres (Figure 16b).

Figure 15. Modes of fractures recorded for all natural tested fibre reinforced composites.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Mechanism of failure modes: (a) the case of short fibres reinforced composites; (b) the case
of long fibres reinforced composites.

4. Conclusions

The mechanical behaviour of composite materials from three types of natural fibres was studied.
The results demonstrated that both tensile and rheological behaviour depends on the size of fibres,
disposure of fibres (randomly or fabric) and the type of matrix. The mechanical properties of natural
fibres composites differ within the same type of composite. For instance, WPC0.20 recorded the higher
values of Young’s Modulus and tensile strength in comparison with WPC2.00 which have the lower
values. It can be concluded that the best wood particles size is 0.20 mm from mechanical point of
view. In case of HMP and FWPC, there is strong relation between direction of loading and weft/yarn
direction. The longitudinal elasticity modulus is higher in the transversal direction (weft) by almost
80–95% than in the warp direction (longitudinal). The flax woven reinforcement in case of FWPC leads
to the best mechanical properties from all types of tested composites.

Regarding DMA results, HMP and also FWPC present higher values of storage modulus by
comparison to wood particle reinforced composites although the increasing temperature produces
a decreases in viscous-elastic behaviour for all types of samples. The Tg for all tested natural
fibres composite range between 65 and 85 ◦C, the matrix having the main role in modification of
polymers stiffness.

The HMP presents a good capacity to absorb the energy of deformation, partially due to
polyurethane resin and to the type of dispersed fibres. In the case of a structure made of lignocelluloses
composite materials, consisting of layers reinforced with natural fibres as fabrics and layers reinforced
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with wood particles, by adding an additional layer reinforced with wood particles on the visible surface
of the panels. Thus, structures with superior aesthetic properties can be made which no longer require
coating with other materials. Although the structure is no longer symmetrical, it has visible surfaces
with natural textures whose colour can be changed by using wood particles of different species.

The further work will focus on simulation of mechanical behaviour of complex structures made
from natural fibres composites using the elastic properties determined in experimental tests and
predicting the stress and strain states of them.
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Abbreviations and Notations

WPC wood particle reinforced composites;
HMP hemp mat and polyurethane resin;
FWPC flax and wood particle reinforced composites;
DMA dynamic mechanical analysis;
L length of sample;
b width of sample;
h thickness of sample;
l gauge length between bearings for 3 points bending;
E longitudinal elasticity modulus;
STDV standard deviation;
σr tensile rupture;
εr percentage strain at break;
k stiffness;
E’ storage modulus;
E” loss modulus;
tan δ damping ratio;
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Abstract: Plasticized poly(lactic acid) (PLA)/poly(butylene succinate) (PBS) blend-based films
containing chitin nanofibrils (CN) and calcium carbonate were prepared by extrusion and compression
molding. On the basis of previous studies, processability was controlled by the use of a few percent of
a commercial acrylic copolymer acting as melt strength enhancer and calcium carbonate. Furthermore,
acetyl n-tributyl citrate (ATBC), a renewable and biodegradable plasticizer (notoriously adopted
in PLA based products) was added to facilitate not only the processability but also to increase the
mechanical flexibility and toughness. However, during the storage of these films, a partial loss
of plasticizer was observed. The consequence of this is not only correlated to the change of the
mechanical properties making the films more rigid but also to the crystallization and development of
surficial oiliness. The effect of the addition of calcium carbonate (nanometric and micrometric) and
natural nanofibers (chitin nanofibrils) to reduce/control the plasticizer migration was investigated.
The prediction of plasticizer migration from the films’ core to the external surface was carried out and
the diffusion coefficients, obtained by regression of the experimental migration data plotted as the
square root of time, were evaluated for different blends compositions. The results of the diffusion
coefficients, obtained thanks to migration tests, showed that the CN can slow the plasticizer migration.
However, the best result was achieved with micrometric calcium carbonate while nanometric calcium
carbonate results were less effective due to favoring of some bio polyesters’ chain scission. The use
of both micrometric calcium carbonate and CN was counterproductive due to the agglomeration
phenomena that were observed.

Keywords: poly(lactic acid); poly(butylene succinate); plasticizer migration; diffusion

1. Introduction

The environmental impact of plastic wastes, also due to the limited disposal methods, is a
continuously growing public concern worldwide. This problem has encouraged research and
industrial interest on biobased and biodegradable polymers that could overcome sustainability issues
and environmental challenges posed by the production and disposal of oil-derived plastics [1,2].
In packaging and agriculture applications, the use of bio-based biodegradable polymers is a strong
advantage both for environment and customers [3]. However, it is expected that the demand for these
biopolymers will increase and, over the coming few decades, bioplastic materials can complement and
gradually substitute the oil-based plastics in different sectors [2,4]. Nowadays different biopolymers
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can be found not only in food and agriculture applications, but also in the medicine and cosmetic sectors.
The development of renewable polymeric modulated materials tailored for specific applications is a
subject of active research interest worldwide [5].

Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) is particularly interesting because it exhibits mechanical properties
(Young’s modulus of about 3 GPa, tensile strength between 50 and 70 MPa with an elongation
at break of around 4%, and an impact strength close to 2.5 kJ/m2) that make it useful for a wide
range of applications [6,7]. It can be obtained from renewable resources (e.g., corn, wheat, or rice)
and it is not only biodegradable and compostable, but also recyclable. However, in particular,
its biocompatibility makes it appealing for biomedical and cosmetic applications. If compared to
other commercialized biopolymers (such as poly(hydroxylalkanoates) (PHAs), poly(caprolactone)
(PCL), and starch), PLA is easily processable [8]. However, PLA’s brittleness and its poor heat
resistance limit strongly the application of PLA. The improvement of PLA’s toughness can be
reached in different ways (that can also be adopted contemporary): plasticization, copolymerization,
and melt blending with flexible polymers [9,10]. However, the blending technique is the common
method adopted to overcome the PLA brittleness making it useful in those applications (like film
production) where high flexibility and toughness are requested. In literature different successful
studies can be found where PLA was blended, in different quantities, with other biodegradable
polymers such as: polycaprolactone [11], poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH) [12,13], polybutylene(succinate)
(PBS) [14–16], poly(butylene succinate-co-adipate) [17–19], and poly(butylene adipate-co-terephthalate)
(PBAT) [20–22].

Furthermore, the combination of additives such as plasticizers into biopolymers and their blends,
is a common practice to further improve the mechanical flexibility, and processability limitations.
Generally, plasticizers are a class of low-to-medium molecular weight compounds up to a few thousand,
it is expected that their demand will increase reaching approximately the 9.75 million of tons in 2024 [23].
In various applications, like film formation or coating dispersion, the adequate selection of plasticizer
greatly improves the processing; however, the choice of these plasticizers, especially in biobased
applications, is limited by the required safety, environmental favorability, and chemical and physical
properties that dictate their miscibility [2].

It is therefore evident that, unlike classic plastic commodities (e.g., HDPE) which possess
good starting physical-chemical properties, biopolyesters need to be improved and in this context
biopolymers can release a major amount of additives that are not covalently bound to the polymer, at all
stages of the plastic’s lifecycle via migration of liquids or solids or via volatilization [24]. The result
of this release is the transfer of chemicals (such as plasticizers) that can affect human health and can
contaminate soils and water [25,26]. In fact, especially in natural environments, liquid additives can
quickly migrate out of plastic and can be absorbed by roots affecting the plant development [27].
On the other hand, a controlled release of beneficial substances contained in the blends are very useful
in the cosmetics and biomedical sectors [28,29].

For all of these aspects, the study of migration is very important especially for films containing
plasticizers that are not chemically attached to polymeric chains (not reactive plasticizers). Depending
on certain conditions, liquid plasticizers can come out from the polymer matrix. During service and
storage, this loss is problematic because it leads to unwanted changes of the mechanical properties
(loss of flexibility and toughness with an increment of stiffness). Clearly, this decrement of the
mechanical properties will be more evident and dangerous in those polymeric matrices that are brittle
in the not plasticized state (like PLA). This plasticizer release, as well as creating problems of stiffening,
can lead to variations in the crystallization of the samples due to the reorganization over time (aging)
of the crystalline structures [30]. Even the plasticizer molecular weight and linearity of the plasticizer
influence the migration and so an average plasticizer molecular weight is required to ensure long-term
plasticizer retention in the polymeric matrix [31].

According to the type of plasticizer, different strategies can be adopted to prevent the plasticizer
migration (such as internal plasticization [32], polymer surface modification [33,34], or addition of
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nanofillers or ionic liquid [35,36]). The methodologies and the advantages/disadvantages of these
strategies are extensively reported in literature [37]. Among the strategies mentioned, the role of micro
and nano filler addition on the plasticizer release is particularly interesting.

In fact, the use of fillers has a double effect: they can reduce plasticizer migration thanks to
the creation of tortuosity that forces the plasticizer molecules to follow a longer path to leave the
polymeric structure [38] and the adsorption mechanism. Fillers, especially nanoparticles or nanofibrils,
are extremely small and they possess a large number of groups capable of interactions on their surfaces
that make the absorption of other substances easy. On the basis of these characteristics, the plasticizer
migration can be reduced both by the absorption on the surface of plasticizer molecules and by the
steric resistance that makes the passage of the plasticizer difficult [37]. On the other hand, filler
addition can improve the mechanical properties of the materials (such as toughness) according to
the rigid filler toughening mechanism [39]. Various nano-scale and micro-scale fillers with different
geometries (such as: montmorillonite, silica, calcium carbonate, and aluminum oxide) are reported to
improve not only the properties of polymers such as toughness, stiffness, and heat resistance [40,41]
but they also can limit the plasticizer migration [35,38]. For example, it has been observed that organic
montmorillonite (OMMT), nano-SiO2, and nano-CaCO3 have a strong adsorption force and diffusion
inhibition [35,37]. Therefore, the presence on the fillers surface of functional groups which are active
and can easily bond with plasticizer molecules is another important aspect that influences the migration
of the plasticizer [42]. It was observed that the migration rates decrease with the increasing of filler
content [43]. However, it is essential to reach a homogeneous dispersion of the particles in the polymeric
matrix to hinder the plasticizer migration. In fact, the increase of fillers content does not lead always to
better barrier properties if there is a poor dispersion of nano particles in the matrix [35]. Clearly, great
attention must be paid to the combination of polymeric plasticizer and micro/nano additives to control
the eventual plasticizer migration and at the same time to reach an optimal combination of mechanical
properties (good balance between stiffness and toughness).

Understanding the mechanism and the kinetics of plasticizer loss is fundamental also to evaluating
the short- and long-term performance of the final plasticized material. For instance, if the correlation
between mechanical properties and plasticizer concentration is known, it will be possible to predict the
change of mechanical properties and, consequently, the lifetime of products. Furthermore, it will be
also possible to develop new methods to eliminate/control the plasticizer migration.

In this paper, the attention is focused on the results of previous studies where suitable biobased skin
compatible films were successfully prepared and investigated. Different additives were added: calcium
carbonate, chitin nanofibrils as functional filler (dispersed by poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)), melt strength
enhancer (Plastistrength), and acetyl tributyl citrate (ATBC) plasticizer. The addition of all these
additives has led to an improvement of the melt processability, of the mechanical properties (the films
resulted flexible and high resistant) and of the antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory properties [44–47].
However, troubles were encountered during the storage of films where 4 wt % of micrometric calcium
carbonate was present [44] due to the plasticizer migration. Interestingly, any data were reported about
the effect on plasticizer migration of natural nanofibers obtained by sea food waste, chitin nanofibrils
used in these bionanocomposites for their indirect anti-microbial activity [47].

In the present paper, the identification of the diffusion coefficients for the examined blends was
carried out. Furthermore, in order to limit and/or to control the plasticizer migration, different types
of commercial calcium carbonate particles (micro and nanometric) and chitin nanofibrils were used.
The effect of their addition on the films processability and on the mechanical properties was carried
out to ensure that no significant variations occurs in the already optimized rheological and mechanical
properties. Finally, the effect of the introduction of CaCO3 and chitin nanofibrils on the ATBC migration
was evaluated through the diffusion coefficient calculation. The diffusion coefficients were obtained,
applying analytical correlations based on the Fick’s second law, by regression of the experimental
migration data plotted as the square root of time.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The polymeric granules and additives used in this work for the blend’s preparation are:

• Commercial poly(lactic) acid (PLA), trade name 2003D, produced by Nature Works LLC
(Minnetonka, Minneapolis, MN, USA) was used. This is a commercial grade containing about 4%
of D-lactic acid units that lower the melting point and the crystallization tendency, improving the
processing ability. This PLA, according to the producer’s data sheet has a density of 1.24 g/cm3,
a melt flow index (MFI) of 6 g/10 min (210 ◦C, 2.16 kg) and a nominal average molar mass of
200,000 g/mol.

• Poly(butylene succinate) (PBS), trade name BioPBS FD92PM, purchased from Mitsubishi Chemical
Corporation (Tokyo, Japan). It is a copolymer of succinic acid, adipic acid and 1,4-butandiol with
a melt flow index (MFI) of 4 g/10 min (190 ◦C, 2.16 kg) and a density of 1.24 g/cm3.

• Acetyl tributyl citrate (ATBC), a product of Tecnosintesi S.p.A (Bergamo, Italy), was used as
biobased and biodegradable plasticizer. It is a colorless and odorless liquid having a density of
1.05 g/cm3 and a molecular weight of 402.5 g/mol.

• Plastistrength 550 (named PST for brevity), commercialized from Arkema (Paris, France), is a
medium molecular-weight acrylic copolymer that appears as a white powder with a density
of 1.17 g/cm3. It is a commercial melt strength enhancer commonly added to improve the
melt processability.

• Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG6000) provided by Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) was used, for
improving the dispersion of chitin nanofibrils [48]. It is a colorless solid, with a high molecular
weight of 6000 g/mol and a solubility in water of 50 mg/mL at 20 ◦C.

• Chitin nanofibrils (CNs) water suspension (2 wt % of concentration) was supplied by MAVI
SUD (Latina, Italy). CNs represent the pure and polysaccharidic molecular portion of α-chitin
obtained after elimination of the protein portion. These fibrils have an average size of 240 × 7 × 5
nanometers (nm) and a shape like thin needles [48]. The production process of chitin nano-fibrils
patented by MAVI results in the formation of a stable aqueous suspension of nanofibrils containing
300 billion nano crystals per milliliter with the addition of sodium benzoate. This substance is
an anti-MLD, added to the suspension to avoid the possible attack of mold and bacteria on the
chitin [46].

• Two different typologies of calcium carbonate, commercialized by Omya SpA (Avenza, Italy),
with different particle size distributions were used: Omyacarb 2-AV (named 2AV), Omya Smartfill
55-OM (named Smartfill). Hakuenka CC-R (named CCR) is commercialized by Shiraishi. 2AV has
a micrometric particle size with a diameter value (relative to the maximum distribution curve,
d98%) of 15 μm, and 38% of particles of diameter less than 2 μm. The average statistical diameter
(d50%) is 2.6 μm with a specific weight of 2.7 g/cm3. Smartfill is fine ground and surface fatty acid
treated calcium carbonate having 55% of particles with an average diameter <2 μm (bulk density:
1.1 g/mL). CCR is a precipitated nano-calcium carbonate coated with acids having an average
particle size of 80 nm (specific weight of 2.6–2.7 g/cm3).

2.2. Characterization of Fillers

A Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) analysis of the chitin nano-fibrils and of the three calcium
carbonate fillers was carried out, with a micromeritics instrument-Gemini V analyzer (Micromeritics,
Atlanta, GA, USA)—in order to determine the surface area, the total porosity and the number of
particles per gram of the fillers. The measurement was performed with the same procedure used in the
previous works of Coltelli et al. [47].
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2.3. Blends Preparation and Torque Characterization

PLA/PBS blends preparation was carried out with a Haake Minilab II (Thermo Scientific Haake
GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) co-rotating conical twin-screw extruder. Before processing the materials
were dried in air circulated oven at 60 ◦C for at least 24 h. The molten materials were recovered in
filaments for the subsequent tests. For each extrusion cycle, 6 g of PLA/PBS pellets, manually mixed
with the other additives were fed through a little hopper into the mini-extruder. After the feeding,
the molten material flowed in a closed circuit for 1 min at the end of which it was recovered. During
this time, the torque was measured as a function of time, at least ten experimental measurements were
performed for each blend compositions to guarantee the reliability and the consistency of the test.
The final torque value is taken once that the melt stabilizes. The extrusion was carried out at 190 ◦C
with a screw rotating speed of 110 rpm.

The compositions of the PLA/PBS blends investigated in this work, chosen considering the results
of previous studies [44,47], are reported in Table 1.

To this purpose, the PLA/PBS ratio was maintained equal to 0.8 for all the formulations and also
the ratio between ATBC and the polymeric matrix of PLA/PBS was kept constant and equal to 0.2.
Furthermore, a fixed quantity (2 wt %) of Plastistrength (PST) was used for all blend compositions
(except for F1 blend). The F3 formulation, according to previous studies [44,47] contained also a few
percent (4 wt %) of micro-calcium carbonate (2AV). However, as mentioned, plasticizer migration was
observed in these samples. Consequently, it has been decided to add a greater amount of calcium
carbonate (7 wt %) and two other types of calcium carbonate with different particle size distributions
to the blends to evaluate their effect on ATBC migration. F5 and F6 blends Smartfill and CCR were
respectively added. The addition of chitin nanofibrils alone (F7 formulation) and coupled with the
calcium carbonate particles, that showed better capability in hindering the plasticizer diffusion, was also
investigated (F8 formulation).

For the preparation of the blends containing chitin nanofibrils (F7 and F8) PEG 6000 was used to
achieve a better dispersion of the fibrils. The procedure adopted and the quantity of chitin nanofibrils
chosen are described in the previous works of Coltelli et al. [47,48].

Table 1. Blends name and composition.

Blends Name
PLA

(wt %)
PBS

(wt %)
ATBC
(wt %)

PST
(wt %)

CaCO3

(wt %)
PEG6000

(wt %)
NC

(wt %)

F1 63 17 20 - - - -
F2 62 16 20 2 - - -
F3 59 15 20 2 4 (2AV) - -
F4 59 15 17 2 7 (2AV) - -

F5 59 15 17 2 7
(Smartfill) - -

F6 59 15 17 2 7 (CCR) - -
F7 61 15 18 2 - 2 2
F8 57.5 14.5 15 2 7 (2AV) 2 2

2.4. Melt Flow Rate

A CEAST Melt Flow Tester M20 (Instron, Canton, MA, USA) equipped with an encoder was used
to investigate the melt flow behavior of the blends. The encoder, following the movement of the piston,
acquires the melt volume rate (MVR) data. For each blend, three tests were carried out following
the standard ISO 1133D [49]. According to the ISO procedure, the sample is simply preheated for
40 s at 190 ◦C after that, a weight of 2.160 kg is released on the piston and then, after 5 s, a blade
cuts the spindle starting the real test. Every 3 s, MVR value is recorded by the encoder. The molten
material, flowing through the capillary of specific diameter and length, is recovered and the MFR value
is obtained. Before the test, the pelletized filaments of each polymer blend were dried in an air oven at
60 ◦C for one day.
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2.5. Thermal Characterization by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed with a DSC TA Instruments
Q200 (TA Instruments, New Castle, UK), equipped with a RSC cooling system. Indium was used as the
standard for calibration with aluminum hermetic pans. About 10 g of material was analyzed for each
blend. Nitrogen was used as purge gas at a rate of 50 mL/min. The samples were heated at 10 ◦C/min
from −40 ◦C to 220 ◦C. Only the first scan was considered to take into account the samples thermal
history. Glass transition temperature (Tg), melting temperature (Tm), cold crystallization temperature
(Tcc), melting and cold crystallization enthalpies (ΔHm and ΔHcc) were determined by using the TA
Universal Analysis software. In particular, the enthalpies of melting (ΔHm) and cold crystallization
(ΔHcc) were determined from the corresponding peak areas in the heating thermograms; while the
melting temperature (Tm) and the cold crystallization temperature (Tcc) were recorded at the maximum
of the melting peak and at the minimum of the cold crystallization peak, respectively.

The crystallinity percentage (Xcc) of PLA in the blends was calculated as [50]

Xc =
ΔHm,PLA − ΔHcc,PLA

ΔH◦m,PLA·XPLA
(1)

where ΔHm,PLA and ΔHc,PLA are the melting enthalpy and the enthalpy of cold crystallization of PLA,
XPLA is the weight fraction of PLA in the sample and ΔH◦m,PLA is the melting enthalpy of the 100%
crystalline PLA, equal to 93 J/g [51].

2.6. Tensile Test

The mechanical properties of the blends were evaluated by tensile tests carried out at room
temperature. An INSTON 5500R universal testing machine (Canton, MA, USA), equipped with a 100 N
load cell, was used. The machine, interfaced with a computer running a MERLIN software (INSTRON
version 4.42 S/N-014733H), was assembled with compressed air grips (initial grip separation: 25 mm).
The crosshead speed was set at 100 mm/min. The preparation of tensile specimens was carried out
using the pelletized strains come out from the micro-compounder. The pellets were dried in an oven at
60 ◦C for 24 h to avoid the water uptake; subsequently, they were used for the film preparation by
compression molding. The pelletized materials were pressed between two Teflon sheets at 180 ◦C for
1 min with a pressure of 3 tons, using a NOSELAB ATS manual laboratory heat press.

The mechanical tests were performed on an ISO 527-2 type A [52] dumbbell specimens obtained
from the films cut with a Manual Cutting Press EP 08 (Elastocon, Brahmult, Sweden). At least
10 specimens were tested for each sample and the average values were reported.

2.7. Scanning Electron Microscopy Analysis (SEM)

Samples morphologies were investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with a FEI
Quanta 450 FEG instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The micrographs of
samples fractured with liquid nitrogen and sputtered with a layer of gold were collected. The metallic
layer makes the surface electrically conductive, allowing the backscattered electrons to generate
the images.

2.8. Migration Tests

Films prepared by compression molding (adopting the same procedure of film preparation
described in Section 2.5) were used for the migration tests. To evaluate the weight loss of films due to
the ATBC migration, three pieces of film for each formulation were put between two paper sheets.
In this way, thanks to the capillarity forces related to the ATBC absorption from the paper sheets,
the plasticizer is removed from the surface of the film ensuring a migration kinetics controlled by
diffusion. The samples were kept in an oven at 60 ◦C (above Tg) to make the test severe and to accelerate
the migration process. Periodically, the films were weighed to estimate the weight loss as a function of
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time. The migration tests were stopped after 1500 h. For each formulation, the percentage weight loss
of the film as a function of time was determined with the following relationship.

%wt loss =
wtt, f ilm −wtt0, f ilm

wtt0, f ilm
·100 (2)

where wtt,film is the film weight at the time t and wtt0, film is the film weight at the beginning of the
test (t = 0). To separate the effect of calcium carbonate (used as an additive for hinders the plasticizer
migration), from that of the loss of ATBC, was calculated the percentage of weight loss normalized
respect to the amount of ATBC initially present in the film

%wt lost ATBC =
lost ATBC mass

initial ATBC mass
·100 (3)

In this way, it is possible to evaluate the films’ oiliness, thanks to the total weight loss of the film
and appreciate the percentage by weight of ATBC that migrates from the film independently from the
amount of plasticizer in the film.

3. Theoretical Analysis

For the prediction of the migration of monomers or additives, mathematical models are often
used. In particular, the second Fick’s law is generally applied.

For a 3D system, the second Fick’s law is expressed as

∂c
∂t

= D
[
∂2c
∂x2 +

∂2c
∂y2 +

∂2c
∂z

]
(4)

If the diffusion is one-dimensional, that means that there is a gradient concentration only along
one axis (for example x-axis), Equation (4) can be written in a simpler form (Equation (5)).

∂c
∂t

= D
∂2c
∂x2 (5)

Commonly, the prediction of a substance migration through a polymer matrix above its glass
transition temperature is described by the Fick’s second law based on one directional transfer
(Equation (5)) [53]. General solutions of the diffusion equation can be adopted for a variety of initial
and boundary conditions, provided the diffusion coefficient is constant. Crank and Vergnaud [54,55]
proposed and classified different types of solutions for different geometries and boundary conditions.
Taking into account the sample geometry adopted for the migration experiments, it is possible to
apply one of the Crank’s solutions of the Fick’s second law. The equation used is reported below
(Equation (6)) and it has been adopted successfully for plasticized polymeric systems [56,57]

Cx =
1
2

C0

[
erf
(

h− x

2
√

D·t

)
+ erf

(
h + x

2
√

D·t

)]
(6)

The parameters involved in Equation (3) are:

• Cx (mg/cm3) that is the concentration of the chemical species that diffuses at a distance x from the
center of the sample at the time t

• C0 (mg/cm3) is the starting concentration of the chemical species that diffuses at t = 0; thus, it will
coincide with the initial concentration of the plasticizer present in the sample

• D is the diffusion coefficient (cm2/s)
• h (mm) is the sample thickness

• erf is the error function (where er f z = 2
π

∫ z
0 exp

(
−η2
)
dη)
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It can be observed that Equation (6) is symmetrical about x = 0 this means that the system can
be cut in half by a plane at x = 0 without affecting the concentration distribution. It must be pointed
out that the equation was obtained assuming that the migration occurred from the plasticized matrix
to the same pure matrix, whereas our experiments were performed using paper, thus by removing
the migrated plasticizer on the surface. Furthermore, if it is assumed that the plasticizer is initially
distributed with a known concentration in the film and, if it is also supposed that the diffusion
coefficient of the plasticizer in the polymer can be treated as a constant, a simple form of the Crank’s
equation can be obtained by Equation (7) [54,58]

Mt = 2CP0

√
Dt
π
↔ Mt

CP0
=
√

D·2
√

t
π

(7)

where Mt (mg/cm2) is the total plasticizer lost from the film at time t (s), Cp0 (mg/cm3) is the initial
migrant concentration in the polymer and D (cm2/s) is the diffusion coefficient. Equation (7) also
assumes that the film is sufficiently thick that the concentration of plasticizer at the mid-plane remains
at its original value (Cpo) and this can be physically achieved if less than about of 15–20% of the
plasticizer is lost [58]. If experimental migration data are available, the diffusion coefficient can be thus
obtained by linear regression of the migration data as function of the square root of time (according to
Equation (7)). Clearly, to adopt Equation (7), there must be sufficient data points available in the early
part of the migration graph. Nevertheless, the principal criticism of this simplified equation is that the
diffusion coefficient of plasticizer varies with the plasticizer concentration and thus this equation can
be applied only for small amounts of plasticizer (low concentration). In fact, it is known in [59,60]
that the diffusivity increases with the plasticizer concentration due to the increment of free volume
and mobility of the polymer caused by the plasticizer addition. This dependence of diffusion with
plasticizer concentration is well described by the exponential equation [54,61]

D(C) = Dc0eaC (8)

where Dc0 is the zero-concentration diffusivity, and a is the plasticization coefficient related to the
plasticizer efficiency. When the diffusivity is a function of the concentration, the differential equation
(Equation (5)) is not linear. Normally for migration modeling the diffusion coefficient (D) is seen
as concentration independent, which in most cases (if the system is not highly plasticized) can be
acceptable [62].

However, it must be pointed out that two kinetics migration modes dominate the plasticizer
loss: the diffusion mode (above mentioned) and the evaporation mode [23]. Considering only the
one-dimensional problem in the x-direction (similarly to Equation (5)), the evaporation condition can
be described by the mass balance [54,63]

−D(C)
(
∂C
∂x

)
= F(C−Ce) (9)

In Equation (9), the mass transfer related to the diffusion process (left term) is equated to the
mass transfer of the plasticizer from the surface (right term). Obviously, evaporation can occur if
the plasticizer concentration at the surface is greater than the concentration corresponding to the
environment saturated with plasticizer (Ce) [23].

Thus, the plasticizer migration will be affected by the coexistence of two phenomena: diffusion
and evaporation; the overall rate of plasticizer loss will be determined by the slower process (diffusion-
or evaporation-controlled). In the case of diffusion-controlled system, the evaporation rate will be faster
than diffusion rate. On the other-hand, in the case of evaporation-controlled system the evaporation
rate will be slower than diffusion rate and often this leads to a formation of a plasticizer film on the
surface of the analyzed sample [64]. Generally, it is possible to understand if the system is diffusion- or
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evaporation-controlled, by the shape of the concentration profile obtained plotting the curves of mass
loss versus the square root of the time (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Examples of diffusion-controlled (blue line) and evaporation-controlled (black line) shape
concentration profile.

The shape of concentration profile for an evaporation-controlled system, is flatter (S-shaped) if
compared to the diffusion-controlled system [23].

It is evident that, for cases where the chosen plasticizer has a very high boiling point if compared
to the temperature in which the material is currently used, the plasticizer will be accumulated on the
external surfaces and it will form a thin film. The presence of this thin film of plasticizer that cannot
easy evaporate due to the low temperature, limits the kinetic of plasticizer migration (the system
will be evaporation-controlled). It is obvious that the concentration of plasticizer and the operative
temperature will strongly influence the migration kinetics. Zhang et al. [65] demonstrated for a
PLA system plasticized with acetyl triethyl citrate (ATC) that the ATC migration increases with the
increasing of ambient temperature. The diffusion-controlled mechanism is activated for this system
around 100–135 ◦C. Consequently, due to the similarity of the Zhang system with the polymeric system
studied in this paper and also considering that the temperature adopted for the migration test (60 ◦C)
is well below from the evaporation temperature of ATBC, it will be expected that the system will
be evaporation-controlled.

The different film blends used for this work showed a plasticizer release phenomenon during
the storage. From a practical point of view, it is difficult that the external film layer of plasticizer on
the sample surface is not altered by external factors (presence of paper packaging which absorbs the
plasticizer for example). Furthermore, there are some sectors (like cosmetics) in which a controlled
release of these films is foreseen (for example in beauty masks). For these cases, it is evident how the
diffusion process is the dominating mechanism.

In this work, the migration studies were carried out with the goal of investigating the
diffusion-controlled mechanism in order to evaluate the effect of micro and nano calcium carbonate
addition on the plasticizer diffusion coefficient. Consequently, the experimental migration tests were
also carried out in order to make the diffusion the kinetically controlling mechanism. The shape of
concentration profile obtained for all the compositions examined (Figure 2), being diffusion shaped,
confirmed the diffusion-controlling mechanism.
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Figure 2. Concentration profile for all the compositions examined in this paper.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Migration Results and Determination of the Diffusion Coefficients

The trends of the weight loss percentage as function of the time are reported for all the blends in
Figure 3. In Figure 3a, the loss percentages are reported for the reference formulations (F1, F2, and F3)
compared to F4 where the quantity of micro-calcium carbonate (2AV) was incremented from 4 to
7 wt %. It can be noticed that F1 formulation has the higher weight loss if compared to F2. Both the
formulations do not have micro-calcium carbonate; nevertheless, their plasticizer kinetic release is
markedly different. This difference can be attributed to the addition of PST that, favoring the formation
of intermolecular interaction [44], decreases the ATBC migration making more difficult the plasticizer
diffusion. It can be observed that the addition of 4 wt % of micro-calcium carbonate (F3 blend), do not
alter significantly the ATBC weight loss and only a slight slowing is observed if compered to F2. On the
other hand, an increment from 4 wt % to 7 wt % significantly decreases the migration of ATBC and the
weight loss percentage is reduced under the 0.5%. The major quantity of filler significantly slowed the
plasticizer kinetic release. This can be ascribed to a major tortuosity path (generated by the increment
of micro-calcium carbonate particles number) that the ATBC molecules must encounter. The plasticizer
molecules have to follow a longer path in order to leave the polymeric structure [38].

The effect of the three different types of calcium carbonate particles (micro- and nano-, surface
coated and not) are reported in Figure 3b. The best barrier properties to the ATBC migration are
obtained with 2AV (F4). Moving from micro- to nano- calcium carbonate (F6 formulation), it would
be expected a significant reduction of the plasticizer migration [35]. However, the data show a very
similar trend with a slight decrease in the loss of ATBC. This result shows a poor efficiency of CCR
(which also has a cost higher than Omycarb 2-AV). The explanation of this behavior can be ascribed to
the presence of zones rich in agglomerates, as highlighted by the SEM analysis shown in Figure 4. It is
likely that these surface coated nano-particles’ agglomeration is related to the manufacturing process
of CCR. CCR, in fact, is a precipitated calcium carbonate where a water coating process was used.
Generally the ‘wet’ processes have a minor surface coated area if compared to the ‘dry’ processes [66].
The coating in aqueous medium is different from solvent or dry coating, the process is controlled
by micelle absorption followed by the micelle collapse into double or multiple layers during the
drying stage. It has been demonstrated that for this process the monolayer coating is incomplete [67].
This incomplete coverage is responsible of the partially particles agglomeration. However, the presence
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of some nano-agglomerates cannot be the only reason for which the efficiency of the nano-metric fillers
is not good enough. In fact, it must be considered that these nano-fillers are surface coated with fatty
acids to improve their dispersion, reducing the surface tension between a hydrophobic and non-polar
polymer and inorganic polar hydrophilic particles [68,69]. These surface agents, containing a polar
group and a long aliphatic chain, can alter the ATBC absorption on the particles’ surface, worsening the
hindering of ATBC migration. It is known in fact that the coating with fatty acids reduces the wettability
of the particles to solvents such as water and n-decane [70]. Hence it is reasonable, on the basis of
the results obtained, to hypothesize a negative chemical affinity (that reduces the ATBC absorption)
between the ATBC and the aliphatic chains of fatty acids used for the surface coating. This conjecture
can be reflected in the F5 formulation that contains surface-coated micro-calcium carbonate particles
(Smartfill). The results achieved in the ATBC loss are worsened if compared to the not-surface-covered
calcium carbonate particles, confirming the probable low absorption capacity of the calcium carbonate
particles’ surface treated with fatty acids.

The results are worse where the coating with fatty acids is better; in fact, Smartfill is a ground
calcium carbonate surface coated with a ‘dry’ process, hence it has a better surface coating if compared
to CCR. Consequently, the ATBC absorption capacity of the calcium carbonate appears to be greatly
worsened by this coating. The best results on the other hand are obtained with a calcium carbonate
having no surface coverage.

Finally, in Figure 3c the effect of chitin nanofibrils alone and coupled to 2AV can be observed.
It can be observed that chitin nanofibrils alone are capable of limiting the plasticizer release, and the
migration level of ATBC is comparable to the F4 formulation. The coupling between chitin nanofibrils
and 2AV does not show any type of synergy. The presence of agglomerates (that can be observed in
the SEM of Figure 4) leads to a worsening of the final material barrier properties.

The quantitative results of the maximum weight loss, calculated according to Equations (2) and (3),
are reported in Table 2 and confirms the trends of Figure 3.

Table 2. Film weight loss and ATBC lost, calculated according to Equations (2) and (3), for all
film formulations.

Blends Name
Weight Loss

(wt %)
Lost ATBC

(wt %)

F1 2.40 ± 0.31 12.01 ± 1.53
F2 1.61 ± 0.01 8.05 ± 0.08
F3 1.36 ± 0.19 6.78 ± 0.95
F4 0.39 ± 0.15 2.29 ± 0.08
F5 0.92 ± 0.14 5.44 ± 0.83
F6 0.22 ± 0.07 1.31 ± 0.43
F7 1.33 ± 0.43 7.40 ± 2.38
F8 1.37 ± 0.16 9.12 ± 1.06

The surficial area of the different fillers used in the present paper were determined by BET analysis
and the results are reported in Table 3.

From Table 3, it can be noticed that CCR presents the higher Langmuir area among the calcium
carbonates and a number of particles per gram two order of magnitude greater as a consequence of
nanometric dimension. Moreover, chitin nanofibrils show a very high surficial area. The fillers with a
higher surficial area should develop more interactions with the polymeric matrix.

However, it must be pointed out that a high surface area makes the aggregation of particles
easier, confirming what has been observed by the SEM (Figure 4), where micrometric particles or
agglomerates are revealed in all the samples. Chitin nanofibrils show the highest surficial area among
the fillers, making them capable of agglomerating easily, resulting in micrometric bundles (Figure 4,
F7 sample). This justifies the use of PEG to separate the fibrils as much as possible [47].
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Table 3. Surficial areas, porosity, and number of particles per gram of the four fillers used in this paper.

Samples
Langmuir Area

(m2/g)
BET

(m2/g)
Total Pore Volume

(cm3/g)
Number of Particles

Per Gram

2AV 4.3094 2.7126 0.0013 1.3 × 1012

Smartfill 6.1180 3.7659 0.0018 3.5 × 1012

CCR 32.1068 18.4610 0.0085 4.0 × 1014

NC 61.7235 39.1443 0.0194 4.1 × 1013

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3. Cont.
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(c) 

Figure 3. Weight loss percentage as function of the time for (a) F1, F2, F3 and F4 formulations, (b) F4
compared to F5, F6, (c) F4 compared to F7 and F8.

  
(F4) (F5) 

  
(F6) (F7) 

Figure 4. Cont.
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(F8) 

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of F4, F5, F6, F7, and F8 formulations. The F8 micrographs was obtained
by backscattered electrons to better evidence CaCO3 particles (white).

From the weight loss trends reported in Figure 3, two migration regimes can be observed: a first
linear regime where a high quantity of plasticizer is lost in a short time and a second regime where the
mass loss is lower and almost constant. The diffusion mechanism, as reported previously, is clearly
influenced by the addition of the fillers (by their typology and quantity). However, another factor must
be considered. The films, in fact, were maintained at 60 ◦C, slightly above the PLA glass transition
temperature. At this temperature, the presence of compatible plasticizer (like ATBC) enhances the
free volume of chains which induces molecular mobility. This reduces the Tg, but it can also favor the
crystallization process [71]. The plasticizer goes only in the amorphous regions and if these amorphous
regions decrease due to the crystallinity increment, the plasticizer migration will be accelerated.
Considering that fillers can also act as nucleating agents (especially CaCO3) [40], film crystallization can
become the main cause of ATBC loss. To better understand the role of the crystallization phenomena
to the ATBC release, DSC analysis was performed considering only the first heating scan to take
into account the real condition of the films produced by compression molding (i.e., considering their
thermal history).

In Table 4 for all the formulations the values of glass transition temperature (Tg), cold crystallization
temperature (Tcc), cold crystallization enthalpy (ΔHcc), melting temperature (Tm), and melting enthalpy
(ΔHm) are reported. Furthermore, the PLA percentage of crystallinity (Xcc), calculated according to
Equation (1), was reported. It can be observed that all the blends, which were held at 60 ◦ C, are well
above their Tg. Since these are plasticized films, their Tg, compared to pure PLA, are shifted towards
lower values. A marked decrement of PLA crystallinity from F1 to F2 formulation containing the PST
can be observed. In literature, other authors confirmed that the PST addition decreases the number
of crystals [72], this capability combined to the intermolecular interactions created by PST, limits
considerably the plasticizer migration. The addition of 4 wt % of micrometric calcium carbonate (2AV)
does not alter the crystallinity percentage initially present in the film. By adding larger quantities of
filler (4–7 wt %), the starting crystalline content is significantly reduced independently of the type of
calcium carbonate used. A greater quantity of filler not only hinders the diffusion process by increasing
the tortuosity diffusion paths, but it also worsens the mobility of the polymeric chains and slows down
the crystallization kinetics. It is known, in fact, that rigid fillers (such as calcium carbonate) can act as
heterogeneous nucleation sites (nucleating agents) only if added in small quantities and if enough time
is provided to the system for crystallizing [6]. Initially, the crystallinity degree does not influence the
plasticizer migration that it is only affected by the type of filler used. At this purpose, the data confirm
the negative role of the surface coating on the migration of ATBC making the micrometric 2AV the best
choice in limiting the migration process.
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On the other hand, F8 formulation shows a different crystallization behavior due to the interactions
occurring between calcium carbonate particles and chitin nanofibrils. The not uniform distribution
related to the formation of agglomerates facilitates the plasticizer migration and, at the same time,
the PLA crystallization. The combination of these factors explains the major loss of ATBC that
was encountered.

Table 4. Results of differential scanning calorimetry analysis (first heating).

Blends
Tg

(◦C)
Tcc

(◦C)
ΔHCC
(J/g)

Tm
(◦C)

ΔHm
(J/g)

XC
(%)

F1 43.6 96.4 3.05 143.7 18.84 27
F2 31.7 86.7 12.97 145.3 19.94 12
F3 30.3 85.4 13.30 144.8 19.19 11
F4 44 92.9 17.56 145.9 20.44 5
F5 36.2 90 16.93 146.5 18.6 3
F6 44.1 93.3 18.37 147.9 19.92 3
F7 46.4 87.5 19.31 143.4 20.57 2
F8 43.5 85.7 11.97 145.5 18.82 13

To better understand the migration mechanism of the plasticizer and if this is influenced during
the time by an eventual crystallinity increment (due to the permanence of the sample at 60 ◦C for a
long period), DSC analysis were performed at the end of the migration tests. The comparison was
made only between the reference formulation F1, the formulation F2 containing the PST, the best filler
calcium carbonate added formulation (F4) and for the chitin nanofibrils added formulation (F7).

In Table 5, the DSC results at the end of the migration test for F1, F2, and F4 formulations are
summarized. In this way, it is possible to verify how the crystallinity varies during the heat treatment
at 60 ◦C. In Figure 5 the DSC thermograms before and after the migration test are also reported.

 
Figure 5. Comparison between thermograms before and after the migration test (first heating).
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Table 5. DSC results for F1, F2, F4, and F7 formulations at the beginning and at the end of the migration
test (first heating).

Blends
Tg

(◦C)
Tcc

(◦C)
ΔHCC
(J/g)

Tm
(◦C)

ΔHm
(J/g)

XC
(%)

F1start 43.6 96.4 3 143.7 18.8 27
F1finish 42.4 - - 145.6 23.5 40
F2start 42.7 86.7 12.9 145.3 19.9 12
F2finish 43.5 - - 146.8 21.8 38
F4start 44 92.9 17.5 145.9 20.4 5
F4finish 43.8 - - 147.4 21.9 40
F7start 46.4 87.5 19.31 143.4 20.57 2
F7finish 48.8 - - 149.1 21.84 38.5

It can be observed that, over time, the crystallinity of the samples increases independently if there
is the presence of PST or filler. This means that the migration of plasticizer over the time is influenced
by the crystallinity increase that reduces the amorphous regions in where the plasticizer is situated
and favors its migration. Anyway, it seems that independently from the additives, the system reaches
the same value of PLA crystallinity (about 40%) that can be assumed as the final value reached over
the time.

At this point, the diffusion coefficients for all formulations were evaluated adopting the linear
diffusion coefficient obtained by regression of the migration data as a function of the square root of the
time according to the simple form of the Crank’s equation (Equation (7)). According to Equation (7),
by plotting the values of Mt/Cp0 (where Mt is the weight variation of the samples at time t per film
area (mg/cm2) and Cp0 is the initial density of the film (mg/cm3)) as a function of the time square root,
the diffusion coefficient corresponds to the slope of the linear part of the curve. Clearly, this simplified
equation, considering only the early stages of the migration where the trend is linear, does not take into
account the crystallization phenomenon that may occur in in long periods and can induce a further
plasticizer migration over the time. Consequently, the diffusion coefficients were also calculated by
applying the not-simplified Crank’s solution of the second Fick’s law (Equation (6)). Considering
that the films are very thin (0.025 cm), the concentration variation of the ATBC along the entire film
thickness can be neglected thus x can be imposed equal to zero in Equation (6). The results obtained
with Equation (6) make the calculation of the diffusion coefficients at various instants possible until
the end of the migration tests (after 1500 h), considering in this way also the crystallization processes.
An average diffusion coefficient weighted as a function of the plasticizer concentration was thus
considered and compared with the diffusion coefficient obtained from Equation (7); the results are
reported in Table 6.

Table 6. Diffusion coefficient calculated according to Equation (7) and to Equation (6).

Blends
D (cm2/s)

Equation (7)

D (cm2/s)
Equation (6)

Weight Averaged

F1 5.6 × 10−12 1.3 × 10−10

F2 4 × 10−12 1.2 × 10−10

F3 4 × 10−12 1.1 × 10−10

F4 4 × 10−13 8.2 × 10−11

F5 3 × 10−12 9.8 × 10−11

F6 1 × 10−12 8.3 × 10−11

F7 3 × 10−12 9.7 × 10−11

F8 9 × 10−12 1.3 × 10−10

The values of the diffusion coefficients calculated in the first stages by Equation (7) highlight the
better efficiency of 2AV in limiting the plasticizer migration; in fact, for F4 formulation, the diffusion
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coefficient is lower of an order of magnitude. On the other hand, F8 shows the highest value of
diffusion coefficients; the coexistence of the chitin nanofibrils and 2AV that forms agglomerates helps
the ATBC diffusion leaving more routes for the plasticizer migration. Another good result is obtained
by the diffusion coefficient of F6, containing the nano-metric CCR calcium carbonate. This result
is coherent to what is observed from the ATBC mass loss. However, these diffusion coefficients
consider only the initial diffusion mechanism where a very low value of crystallinity content was
present for many formulations. As it was observed, the crystallinity increases up to 40% after 1500 h,
consequently to consider the effects at longer times, the diffusion coefficients calculated by Equation (6)
are more realistic.

First of all, it can be observed that considering the entire process, there is an increase of all diffusion
coefficients and this confirms that the calculation only at the first stages lead to a D underestimation.
A great worsening of the diffusion coefficients is registered for F1, F2, and F8 formulations coherently
to what it was observed experimentally. In fact, these formulations lost a higher quantity of ATBC.
The results confirm also that 4 wt % of 2AV is not a sufficient quantity to efficiently limit plasticizer
migration; on the other hand, passing from 4 to 7 wt %, very good results are achieved. For longer times,
the different behavior to the plasticizer migration for the three types of calcium carbonate emerges.
The diffusion coefficients obtained confirm what was registered from the migration tests. In fact, it was
observed that Smartfill was the worst filler in hindering the ATBC migration and, over long periods of
time, its diffusion coefficient dramatically decreases. On the other hand, CCR seems to quite effectively
limit plasticizer migration for long times with a slight decrement of its diffusion coefficient that passes
from 1 × 10−12 cm2/s to 8.3 × 10−11 cm2/s. However, if we also compare these results with 2AV it can
be observed that the improvement in the migration coefficients, and consequently in the ATBC loss,
are not so evident to justify the use of this more expensive filler. Omycarb-2AV in fact, possess a D
value of 8.2 × 10−11 cm2/s perfectly comparable with F6 diffusion coefficient. Noteworthy is the greatest
difference in the diffusion coefficient calculated with the Equations (6) and (7), registered for the F6
formulation. Additionally, considering the crystallinity values over time (reported in Table 5), it can be
observed that the crystallization kinetics for this type of formulation is slower therefore the higher
ATBC release will occur in longer times. Equation (7) can therefore give a fairly truthful estimation of
the diffusion coefficients only for those systems that quickly lose the plasticizer and for which there are
no great differences of crystallinity over time.

As far as concern the formulation containing only the chitin nanofibrils (F7), a decrease in
plasticizer migration should be observed. In fact, it is known in [73] that their addition improves the
barrier properties. Effectively, the diffusion coefficient obtained is lower and confirms the mass loss
results obtained. However, to contrast the ATBC migration, 2AV is still the most efficient.

D = cost·t−1 (10)

It can be observed from Figure 6 that the most significant variations of D, and therefore of the
migration of the plasticizer, occur in the first 100 h—after the curves tend to flatten and the values of
D tend to zero—meaning that the diffusion process finishes. The most flattened curve is that of the
F4 formulation which will therefore have the lowest diffusion coefficient value over time and will
therefore be able to release less plasticized content, further confirming the good efficiency of 2AV.

The rheological properties (torque, MFI, and MVR) properties were therefore evaluated and
compared with those of the previous works [44,47].

The melt properties (MFR, MVR, and torque values) of each formulation are summarized in
Table 7.

The addition of PST melt strength enhancer leads to an increment of torque (and in parallel
to a decrement of MFR value) as it can be observed passing from F1 to F2 compositions. Clearly,
the addition of a rigid filler (in this case micro calcium carbonate 2AV) leads to a marked decrement of
the MFR value (F3 blend). As it can be expected, a further addition of micro-calcium carbonate (from
4 wt % to 7 wt %) further decreased the MFR from 9.4 to 7.6 (g/10 min) for F3 and F4 blends respectively.
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The MFR (similarly to MVR), affected by the molecular weight and by the interactions occurring in the
melt material, can be correlated to the degree of disentanglement of the fluid blend [74]. The more the
melt material is disentangled, the more the diffusion coefficient increases as calculated by Equation (6)
(so considering only the starting part of the mass loss versus time trend) The material above its glass
transition consists of a net of entangled macromolecules. A high molecular weight as well as efficient
interactions contribute to increasing the degree of entanglement making more rigid the net and more
difficult the diffusion of ATBC molecules. On the contrary, a high degree of disentanglement, due
to lack of interactions with additives or fillers, as well as a decrease of molecular weight (cutting
macromolecules), make the net more suitable for diffusion increasing D. The data of MFR, measured
in the melt, and D decrease from F1 to F4. In fact, the degree of disentanglement decreases and D
decreases accordingly (Figure 7).

Figure 6. Trend of the diffusion coefficient over the time for all the formulation examined.

Table 7. Torque, MVR, and MFR values of the prepared blends.

Blends
Torque
(N·cm)

MVR
(cm3/10 min)

MFR
(g/10 min)

F1 67.8 ± 5.4 22.5 ± 2.0 23.6 ± 2.1
F2 72.8 ± 6.0 11.8 ± 0.9 12.4 ± 0.9
F3 73.4 ± 9.8 8.7 ± 0.6 9.4 ± 0.6
F4 83.4 ± 4.0 8.4 ± 2.7 7.6 ± 2.4
F5 74.1 ± 5.4 12.0 ± 1.9 13.6 ± 2.2
F6 66.4 ± 5.9 14.1 ± 1.9 15.6 ± 2.1
F7 63.3 ± 3.6 11.8 ± 1.1 13.1 ± 1.3
F8 73.5 ± 5.2 10.0 ± 1.3 11.4 ± 1.5

However, in F5 using the same weight percent (7 wt %) of Smartfill with respect to F4 and CCR in
F6, an increase in MFR was registered. It is likely that the surface coating of the calcium carbonate
particles creates less friction in the molten matrix during the extrusion process. Moreover, as the
removal of water during the drying of filler before the extrusion is more difficult for nanometric fillers,
some chain scission due to water transesterification with polyester macromolecules can occur [75]
resulting in shorter macromolecules. The latter effect influences the MFR confirming, this being the
measurement done in the melt in dynamic conditions, so it is more dependent on the capability of
macromolecules to flow. Both of these effects generate disentanglements that increase the value of
D with respect to F4. In general, the observed variations in the Torque and MVR values are not so
significant to alter the final processability independently of the filler used and also by the greater
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quantity of calcium carbonate added. Interestingly, F6 shows a very low value of D despite having the
highest value of MFR. This is likely due to chain scission.

Figure 7. Comparison between MFR data and D calculated by Equation (6).

The occurring of chain scission was demonstrated by preparing a blend with the same composition
of F6 but by previously drying better the nano-calcium carbonate, for two days at 60 ◦C at reduced
pressure (50 KPa), and it was observed that the torque value was 77.0 ± 5.0 Ncm and the MFR value for
this blend was 7.7 ± 0.6 cm3/10 min, in agreement with a higher molecular weight of the biopolyesters
with respect to F6.

It can be observed that, for F6, the correspondent low value of D evidenced very good
interactions, counterbalancing the decrease in molecular weight and reasonably achieved thanks to the
nano-dimension of the filler (extended surficial area) significantly enhancing interactions despite a
sub-optimal chemical affinity due to fatty acids and despite partial agglomeration. Chitin nanofibrils
(F7) and micro-nanometric uncoated carbonate (F5), having an intermediate dimension between that
of micro-carbonate and nano-carbonate, showed a similar behavior in agreement with the similar
dimensions shown in phase morphology analysis of blends. In general, the analysis of the melt fluidity
of the blends was fundamental to show that molecular weight can be another important parameter
affecting the diffusion behaviors of polymeric materials.

4.2. Mechanical Characterization of Blends

After the evaluation of the different types of filler added to the ATBC migration, a general screening
concerning the mechanical properties was carried out in order to evaluate if the mechanical properties
(that were optimized in previous works [44,47]) were significantly altered by the greater amount of
calcium carbonate added and by the different types of fillers used.

The variations of the tensile properties (yield stress (σy), stress, and strain at break (σb and εb))
are reported in Table 8.

The increment up to 7 wt % of the different calcium carbonate fillers weakens the material.
The greater quantity of rigid calcium carbonates added makes the final material more rigid, leading
to a decrease of stress and elongation at break and to an increment of the yielding stress. However,
comparing the final stress and strains values of the F3 formulation with those of F4, F5, and F6 it can be
concluded that nevertheless this flexibility reduction the tensile properties of the plasticized PLA/PBS
blends remains still good. The fillers introduced in these formulations, leads to a modification of
the first part of the curve which assumes a typical trend of a more resistant system. In fact, it can be
observed the capability of PST and fillers to increase the yield stress compared to the F1 formulation,
which exhibits a behavior similar to an elastomer (Figure 8). The addition of an uncoated micrometric
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carbonate such as 2AV, capable of dispersing adequately during extrusion, ensures a yield value higher
than other types of carbonates.

Table 8. Tensile properties of the films obtained from each blend.

Blends σb (MPa) εb (%) σy (MPa)

F1 31.8 ± 1.4 572.7 ± 20.7 -
F2 33.0 ± 1.2 554.2 ± 12.3 10.2 ± 0.7
F3 32.5 ± 1.6 543.7 ± 29.8 23.3 ± 1.9
F4 29.3 ± 3.4 512.5 ± 13.8 31.1 ± 2.2
F5 29.0 ± 1.2 491.4 ± 25.9 20.7 ± 2.4
F6 28.4 ± 1.8 507.6 ± 13.9 24.5 ± 1.7
F7 25.5 ± 1.3 421.9 ± 25.1 11.6 ± 0.7
F8 25.5 ± 1.0 400.1 ± 21.9 10.8 ± 1.8

 

Figure 8. First part of the stress-strain curves for the formulations examined.

The combination of 2AV with chitin nanofibrils does not lead to an improvement of the tensile
properties, as can be observed in F8 compared to F4, especially as regards the elongation at break.
For F8 formulation, the yield stress is very similar to the result obtained with chitin nanofibrils alone.
On the other hand, the comparison with the F4 formulation shows a marked decrease in the yield stress.
The nanofibrils seem to not allow calcium carbonate to reinforce the formulation. Standing between
the carbonate particles and the polymer matrix, they cause a reduction of the filler-matrix adhesion as
it can be observed from the SEM image (Figure 4) where the micrometric calcium carbonate was found
both in the matrix and near the areas containing nanofibrils.

5. Conclusions

On the basis of previous studies, the plasticized poly(lactic acid) (PLA)/poly(butylene succinate)
(PBS)-based films containing chitin nanofibrils (CNs), calcium carbonate, and a small percentage of a
commercial melt strength enhancer, have been investigated from the point of view of the plasticizer
migration. It was observed that, during storage, these films lost a significant amount of plasticizer.
The effect of the addition of different types of calcium carbonate (nanometric and micrometric, surface
coated and not) and chitin nanofibrils was investigated with the purpose of reducing or controlling
the plasticizer migration. The Crank’s solution of the Fick’s second law was adopted to obtain the
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quantative values of diffusion coefficients. In addition, the evolution of the crystallinity that can induce
the plasticizer migration was considered.

The results showed that the not surface coated calcium carbonate (2AV) is the more effective in
hindering the plasticizer migration. Micrometric calcium carbonate reduced significantly the ATBC
migration but at the same time did not lead to a significant change in the processability and mechanical
properties of the already optimized formulations.

Regarding the surface coated calcium carbonate, the surface coating (generally made with fatty
acids) probably limits the ATBC absorption on the calcium carbonate particles surfaces, leading to worse
results in ATBC migration. Moreover, the occurrence of chain scission due to difficulties in removing
humidity from nanofiller before blending determined a decrease in molecular weight, resulting in
macromolecular net disentanglement that allowed a better diffusion of ATBC, as concluded by studying
the fluidity in the melt of blends. For these reasons, the migration control is not significantly improved
passing from micro- to nano- calcium carbonate particles, despite the increased surficial area of fillers.
From a point of view of cost, reduction of the plasticizer migration, and quantity added, the nanometric
calcium carbonate particles are less efficient and this is ascribable to their agglomeration tendency and
high hygroscopicity.

Chitin nanofibrils alone can also influence the plasticizer migration thanks to their capability
of hindering the plasticizer diffusion, slowing but not efficiently limiting the migration, and thus
suggesting new potentialities of such nano additives in films or products with a controlled release.

The coupling of chitin nanofibrils and 2AV did not lead to significant results. Negative effects
have been encountered probably related to the synergistic agglomeration tendency of chitin nanofibrils
and calcium carbonate.

The crystallinity reached from samples after migration test seems not affected by the type of filler
added and about 40% of PLA crystallinity was obtained. Clearly, this marked crystallinity increment
over time affects the plasticizer migration due to the decreasing portion of mobile amorphous fraction
in which the plasticizer is located.

In general, the analysis of all the parameters affecting migration of plasticizers suggests promising
strategies to better exploit the properties of inorganic micro and nano particles, as well as natural
nanofibrils in biocomposites.
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Abstract: A polyurethane (PU)-based eco-composite foam was prepared using dog wool fibers as a
filler. Fibers were acquired from pet shops and alkaline treated prior to use. The influence of their
incorporation on the PU foams’ morphological, thermal, and mechanical properties was investigated.
The random and disorganized presence of the microfibers along the foam influence their mechanical
performance. Tensile and compression strengths were improved with the increased amount of dog
wool microparticles on the eco-composites. The same occurred with the foams’ hydration capacity.
The thermal capacity was also slightly enhanced with the incorporation of the fillers. The fillers
also increased the thermal stability of the foams, reducing their dilatation with heating. The best
structural stability was obtained using up to 120 ◦C with a maximum of 15% of filler. In the end,
the dog wool waste was rationally valorized as a filler in PU foams, demonstrating its potential for
insulation applications, with a low cost and minimal environmental impact.

Keywords: dog wool fibers; fillers; polyurethane; eco-composites; renewable resources

1. Introduction

Global energy consumption is estimated to increase by 53% within the next 10 years [1]. One of
the simplest and most cost-effective ways to reduce the energy demands and the greenhouse gas
emissions is through building insulation. If properly selected, an effective insulation may save energy
by requiring less for space cooling in the summer and heating in the winter, and thus reducing the
use of natural resources (e.g., petroleum and gas) [2]. Thermal insulation is achieved by means of a
material or composite materials endowed with high thermal resistance. Over the years, many options
have been proposed and tested, including fiberglass, mineral wool, and foams (e.g., polyurethane, PU,
and polyvinyl chloride, PVC) [3].

PU is formed of stiff and flexible segments, endowing PU foams with versatile properties
and light weight and making them particularly desirable for insulation. They are obtained by a
reaction between polyfunctional alcohols (polyol polyether or polyol polyester) and polyisocyanate [4].
Their foaming appearance is possible due to the production of a blowing agent (e.g., carbon dioxide)
during exothermal polymerization, which remains enclosed within the material and ensures the
foam insulating performance [5,6]. Depending on the amount, proportions, and characteristics
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of the components, three categories of PU foams can be defined: Flexible, semi-rigid, and rigid,
the last being the preferred for insulation purposes due to its highly cross-linked and closed-cell
structure, good mechanical and chemical resistance, low density, and low water adsorption [7]. Further,
the R-value (measure of how well a two-dimensional barrier resists the conductive flow of heat) of
rigid PU foams is among the highest of any insulating material, thus ensuring efficient heat retention
and/or consistent temperature control of refrigerated environments [8].

In recent years, the development of PU-based composite foams with interdisciplinary functions
has expanded considerably with the goal of increasing their mechanical performance, broadening their
application, and preserving the environment by using lower amounts of PU [9,10]. Natural fibers
have attracted much attention as potential reinforcements for composites due to their availability,
biodegradability, and low cost [11]. These fibers have been involved in a growing type of polymer
composites, the eco-composites, which describe combinations of materials with environmental and
ecological potential and/or produced using materials from renewable resources [12–14]. So far,
vegetable fibers such as flax, hemp, jute, and kenaf have been the most explored due to their low
density, variable mechanical properties, and intrinsic biodegradability [15–17]. However, animal-based
fibers are starting to demonstrate their potential as well. Feather keratin fibers have been shown to
possess a hollow structure, filled with air, responsible for their low density and low dielectric constant,
properties highly desirable in composites for electronic or automotive applications [18,19]. Silk fibers
have been investigated to produce composites for tissue engineering due to their increased oxidation
resistance and improved antibacterial and UV-light protection properties [20]. Animal-derived wastes,
such as wool fibers, have also been successfully embedded in a polymeric film-forming matrix of
cellulose acetate, with potential applications in the packaging and agricultural industries [21].

Even though this is an environmentally friendly solution to animal waste disposal, very few
reports have been published on the subject.

In the present work, we explore the use of discarded dog wool fibers as a reinforcement agent
in the production of PU-based eco-composites for thermal insulation. According to the Statistical
Institute of Brazil (IBGE), there are in the country 52 million dog pets. The goal was to determine
the efficiency of this mixture and the potentialities of animal wastes for industrial applications.
To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first report on the use of dog wool fibers as reinforcement in
PU-based eco-composites. Various fiber percentages were combined with PU castor oil. The resulting
eco-composite foams were characterized in terms of their physical, thermal, and mechanical properties
in light of the desirable application.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Respan, a semi-flexible and biodegradable polyurethane from castor oil (PU) resin, acquired from
Resichem Chemicals LTDA (São Paulo, Brazil), was used as matrix. Castor oil is a vegetable oil pressed
from castor beans. Dog wool fibers were used as reinforcement and were collected in pet shops in the
metropolitan area of the city of Natal (Natal, Brazil). PU was used as control. All remainder chemicals
were acquired from VWR International and used without further purification.

2.2. Treatment of Dog Wool Fibers

Dog wool fibers were initially washed in 0.05 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution, to remove
impurities present along the surface, and dried at 50 ◦C for 24 h. After, they were ground in a
micro-slicer (Urschel, Chesterton, IN, USA) to obtain microparticles of ≈30 mesh screen.

2.3. Preparation of Eco-Composites

Dog wool microparticles were thoroughly mixed with the semi-flexible PU resin using a commercial
mixer, to guarantee the homogeneity of the composite structure. The mixture was then poured onto a
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steel mold, which was tightly closed, and submitted to a controlled expansion process to induce strong
interactions between matrix and reinforcement (Figure 1). Eco-composite plates were produced with
dimensions of 30 × 30 × 1 cm3 and different ratios of fiber in their composition (Table 1). Then, 100%
PU plates were also produced and used as control.

(a) (b) (c) 
 

Figure 1. (a) Fiber microparticles, (b) mixture of PU resin and the fiber microparticles, and (c)
the eco-composite.

Table 1. Eco-composites’ composition.

Eco-Composite (%) Dog Wool (g) PU (g)

5 12.5 237.5
10 25.0 225.0
15 37.5 212.5
20 50.0 200.0

2.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Morphological analyses of the fibers and the eco-composites were carried out using a SEM TM
3000 HITACHI (Hitachi, Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan). Backscattering electron images were realized with an
acceleration voltage of 15 kV that enabled the visualization of the distribution of the fiber reinforcement
along the polymeric matrix.

2.5. Particle Size Distribution

The particle size distribution was performed in a laser diffraction particle size analyzer model
CILAS 1180 (Cilas, Orléans, France) at the laser light wavelength of 635 nm. The equipment is able to
measure particles ranging from 0.04 to 2500 μm. The size distributions of the samples were determined
based on Fraunhofer diffraction theory and expressed as frequency (%) vs. particle diameter (μm). The
measurement was carried out with samples of 0.2 g in accordance to the standard BS ISO 13320:2009.

2.6. Fourier-Transformed Infrared (FTIR)

FTIR spectra of the eco-composites with various reinforcement percentages were collected using a
Shimadzu spectrometer, model FTIR-8400S, IRAffinity-1 (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), coupled with an
attenuated total reflectance (ATR) accessory, the PIKE MIRacle™ single reflection with a ZnSe crystal
(PIKE Technologies, Madison, WI, USA). Spectra were obtained in the range of 4000–500 cm−1, from
30 scans at a resolution of 4 cm−1. All measurements were performed in triplicate.
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2.7. Thermal Properties

The thermal properties in the castor polyurethane samples were determined using the KD2
Pro (Decagon Devices, Pullman, WA, USA) equipment coupled with a thermal sensor twin needle
SH1, which uses the transient line heat source method to measure thermal diffusivity, specific heat
(heat capacity), thermal conductivity, and thermal resistivity. All analyses were performed at room
temperature following the standards ISO EN 31092-1994. An average of 10 readings was taken for
each sample and the data were reported as mean ± standard deviation. TGA was performed on a
DTG-60H model (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) using a platinum pan. The TGA trace was obtained in
the range of 30–300 ◦C under nitrogen atmosphere, flow rate of 50 mL/min, and temperature rise of
10 ◦C/min. Results were plotted as percentage of mass loss vs. temperature. DSC was carried on
a Power Compensation Diamond DSC (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) with an Intracooler ILP,
based on the standards ISO 11357-1:2016, ISO 11357-2:1999, and ISO 11357-3:1999. Samples were dried
at 60 ◦C for 1 h and placed in an aluminum sample pan before testing. The analysis was carried out in
nitrogen atmosphere with a flow rate of 50 mL/min. The DSC analysis was carried out at three stages:
The first heating, cooling, and second heating, all at the heating rate of 10 ◦C/min, in order to eliminate
the thermal history of the samples. The thermogram was obtained in the range of 20 to 500 ◦C.

2.8. Mechanical Properties

The eco-composites’ tensile strength and compression capacities were examined using an X 300KN
Universal Testing Machine (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). The tensile strength of the eco-composites was
determined following the ASTM D3039 with a specimen of 3 mm of thickness and 25 mm of width
(75 mm2 of cross-section) and the compression test according to NBR 8082. In the compression test,
deformation was measured when the machine was activated to reduce the thickness of the specimen in
10% at speed of 0.25 cm/min. It was calculated by the formula Rc = F/A, where Rc is the compression
strength at 10% deformation (Pa), F is the force (N), and A is the test area of the sample (m2).

2.9. Hydration Capacity

The eco-composites’ water absorption capacity was measured following the ASTM D2842. Three
replicates were used of each eco-composite. Samples were initially dried at 50 ◦C for 24 h and then
transferred to a desiccator and left for 15 min until they reached room temperature. Samples were
weighed in their dry state (mdry). After, they were immersed in distilled water (dH2O) and measured
continuously (24 random intervals) until saturation was reached. The saturation point was determined
when the sample weight reached a constant value (mwet). The samples’ hydration capacity was
determined using the Equation (1):

% Water Absorbed =
mwet −mdry

mdry
× 100 (1)

2.10. Dilatometry

The thermal expansion coefficient of the samples was determined on the device NETZSCH model
DIL 402 PC (Netzsch, Selb, Germany). The samples were made with dimensions of 25 mm in length
and 8 mm in diameter. The tests were carried out under an argon gas flow of 5 mL/min at the heating
gradient from room temperature to 170 ◦C. The heating rate was 5 ◦C/min.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Particle Size and Eco-Composites’ Morphology

SEM micrographs of the dog wool fibers, in their natural state (untreated), treated with NaOH,
and combined with the PU resin as reinforcement to form eco-composites were taken (Figure 2). As
expected, there were substantial differences between the fibers before and after treatment with NaOH.
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The impurities present along the fibers (Figure 2a) were eliminated after NaOH washing, revealing
the efficiency of this alkali treatment and leaving the surface clean and unspoiled (no evidences of
degradation, Figure 2b), with a desirable open structure capable of interacting with the polymeric
matrix. The incorporation of the fibers within the PU matrix was evidenced in Figure 2d. As can be
observed, the porosity and morphology of the composite up to 15% of fiber content (Figure 2e) was not
significantly different from the pure PU resin (Figure 2c). A very porous structure is characteristic of
the PU foam. The average pore size (mean of 50 measures) of the composite was 84 ± 50 μm and the
pore size of the pure PU was 83 ± 40 μm. At the fiber content of 20%, the PU structure became instable
with large (~0.5 mm) collapsed structures and holes of ~0.2 mm around the fibers. Even though fibers’
distribution and orientation were random, they were preferentially detected in compact areas, both in
the interior and the borders of the foam cells. Similar outcomes were obtained with composites of rigid
PU foam reinforced with cellulose fiber residues [5].

(a) (b) 
  

(c) 
 

(d) 

Figure 2. Cont.
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(e) 

 
(f) 

 

Figure 2. SEM micrographs of the dog wool fibers (a) in their natural state and (b) after treatment with
0.05 M of NaOH. Micrographs of the pure PU (c), PU + 10% of fibers (d), PU + 15% of fibers (e), and PU
+ 20% of fibers (f) at 100×magnification.

Regarding their size, the dog wool fibers were considered microparticles. According to data from
Figure 3, they were very heterogeneous in size, varying from 1 to 700 μm, with the largest amount
measuring between 30 and 40 μm. This heterogeneity is to be expected since the dog wool wastes were
collected from various pet shops that use different wool treatments and cutting tools. These factors can
then condition the micro-slicer precision and, consequently, the grounding process.

Figure 3. Dog wool microparticle size distribution.

3.2. ATR-FTIR Spectra

The spectra profiles of the eco-composites formed of PU and different amounts of dog wool
microparticles are shown in Figure 4. Between 3200–3450 cm−1 was located one of the most important
PU bands. This was attributed to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of the N-H
groups from the urethane and urea, which result from the reaction between water and isocyanate [22].
However, as observed by the spectrum of the dog wool fibers, a large peak at 3300 cm−1 is typical of the
stretching vibrations of –NH groups in keratin [23]. As the amount of dog wool fibers increased in the
composite, this region became broader, which indicates a larger number of intermolecular hydrogen
being promoted by these microparticles [24]. A very small peak corresponding to C–H stretching
of the aliphatic CH=CH was identified at 3008 cm−1, while at 2950 and 2850 cm−1 the asymmetric
and symmetric stretching vibrations of C–H were observed, respectively. A peak around 2270 cm−1,
associated with the stretching vibrations of the NCO group of the isocyanate, was detected in all
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formulations. However, it was more important in those eco-composites containing higher amounts of
dog wool microparticles. This is indicative of the presence of unreacted isocyanate [25]. The peaks at
1710, 1240, and 1070 cm−1 relate to the stretching vibrations of the C=O and C–O of the ester groups,
while the overlapping bands between 1540 and 1517 cm−1 can be attributed to the stretching and
bending vibrations of the C–N and N–H of the urethane moieties, respectively. These two peaks
could also be assigned to the C–N stretching and N-H bending vibrations of amide II in wool fibers.
This explains the increasing definition and clarity of these two peaks as the percentage of dog wool
fibers rose in the eco-composite [26]. A very small increase in the composite of the peak at 1650 cm−1 can
be observed. This peak in the dog wool spectrum is attributed to the α-helix of the keratin structure [27].
This peak can be considered as a direct measure of the presence of the fiber in the composite.

Figure 4. ATR-FTIR spectra of the pristine PU and Dog Wool (DW) and of the eco-composites containing
5% to 20% of dog wool microparticles.

3.3. Thermal Properties

Degradation steps associated with temperature rising were identified on PU and PU-based
eco-composites via TGA (Figure 5). In the pure dog wool, a weight loss between 25 and 100 ◦C was
observed due to the evaporation of the incorporated water. The second decomposition starting at
around 200 ◦C could be attributed to the denaturation and degradation of the keratin molecules.
According to literature, the disulfide bonds are cleaved between 230 and 250 ◦C [28]. In the composite,
but not in the pure PU, a first very small step of degradation was detected between 25 and 100 ◦C
(Figure 5 inset) and refers to the initial volatilization of moisture from the foams due to the evaporation
or dehydration of hydrated cations [29,30]. This step was more important on the fiber-reinforced
composites because of the wool fibers’ affinity towards water molecules, which tends to increase
moisture retention [24,31]. The first degradation step for the pristine PU was detected at ≈260 ◦C and
was attributed to the cleavage of the PU polymeric backbone, initiating with the polyol component
degradation (urethane chains) and, then, progressing to the isocyanate component degradation (ester
bonds) [32]. At 300 ◦C, 12% of the original mass was already lost with the remaining 88% being further
decomposed into amines, small transition components, and CO2 [33]. Because of the wool fibers’
incorporation, the eco-composites were more quickly prone to degradation. This occurred because
keratin wool fibers, such as dog hair fibers, start decomposing at temperatures superior to 200 ◦C. In
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fact, from this point, denaturation of the helix structure and the destruction of chain linkages, peptide
bridges, and the skeletal degradation occurs. At temperatures closer to 300 ◦C, several chemical
reactions take place with the fibers being decomposed into lighter products and volatile compounds
such as CO2, H2S, H2O, and HCN [34]. From all formulations, the eco-composites containing 5% of
dog wool microparticles were capable of retaining more of their original mass, ≈ 91%, at 300 ◦C.

Figure 5. TGA of pristine PU and dog wool (DW) and the eco-composites containing 5, 10, 15, and 20%
of dog wool microparticles measured between 25 and 300 ◦C, performed at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min
in a nitrogen atmosphere. The inset represents the initial part of the PU and PU composites between 25
and 130 ◦C.

DSC thermograms of the PU and PU-based composites prepared with different percentages of
dog wool microparticles were acquired between 20 and 500 ◦C (Figure 6). The first heating cycle
between 20 and 120 ◦C (Figure 6a) and the cooling cycle between 120 and 20 ◦C (Figure 6b) did not
shown any significant event. In the second heating cycle (Figure 6c), the first endothermic peak for PU
was detected at ≈300 ◦C, which, as seen earlier, is associated with the cleavage of the PU polymeric
backbone, initiating with urethane chains and continuing to the ester bonds. In Figure 6d, it can be
observed a detail of the second heat cycle between 100 and 180 ◦C. In this region a Tg is observed in
all the thermograms relative to the hard urethane segments [35]. However, the Tg of the composites
starting from 10% of dog wool content were lower (~150 ◦C) than corresponding PU control (~160 ◦C)
and the 5% composite. It seems that the presence of the fibers affected the state of crystallinity in the
PU matrix by reducing the Tg towards lower temperatures. These Tg are very small since polyurethane
is mostly amorphous and suggest that the fibers improve the mobility of soft segment in PU, reducing
the hydrogen bonding interactions [36]. For the eco-composite foams, the first endothermic peak
occurred earlier, at ≈220 ◦C, with the initial denaturation of the wool fiber helix structure and the
destruction of chain linkages. At temperatures ranging from 300 to 340 ◦C, the main polymeric chains
in the eco-composite started degrading together with the remaining components of the wool fibers.
These data are consistent with the TGA observations. The last endotherm peak registered for all foams
was detected around 460 ◦C and can be attributed to the final degradation of the remaining residual
polymeric chains and dog wool fibers into carbon char, small transition components, and volatile
species [33,34].
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Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. DSC thermogram of the pristine PU and the eco-composites containing 5, 10, 15, and 20% of
dog wool microparticles collected at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min in a nitrogen atmosphere. (a) The first
heating cycle between 20 and 120 ◦C, (b) the first cooling cycle between 120 and 20 ◦C, (c) the second
heating cycle between 20 and 500 ◦C. (d) Detail of the second heating cycle between 100 and 180 ◦C
showing the Tg.

In foamed systems, the dominant heat transfer modes are thermal radiation and gas-gas and
solid-solid conduction. In PU foams, the total conductivity ranges about two-thirds of the conductivity
of stagnant air because there is low conductivity gas, or foaming agent, inside the foam [33]. Here,
the addition of the wool fibers to the eco-composites had little influence on the foams’ thermal
conductivity (Table 2), maintaining the values within the expected ranges, desirable for thermal
insulation, and approximated to those of polystyrene (one of the most common materials applied in
thermal insulation) [37–39]. The thermal or heat capacity measures the amount of energy required
to raise the temperature of a material one degree. Data from Table 2 demonstrates, again, that the
PU and the eco-composites presented very similar values. However, the addition of 20% dog wool
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microparticles increased the composite thermal capacity above the pristine PU. Hence, this formulation
requires more heat for temperature variations to occur, thus maintaining insulation more effectively.
Thermal diffusivity describes the rate of temperature spread through a material and is a function of
the thermal conductivity and the heat thermal capacity. As such, since thermal conductivity was
the lowest in the eco-composites containing 20% of dog wool fibers, the same happened with the
thermal diffusivity. It has been shown that thermal diffusivity is dependent on the organization of the
foaming cells, their dimension, and the type of blowing agent applied [40]. Here, it is likely that the
random disposition of the microparticles along the polymeric matrix may have compromised these
specific thermal properties. Finally, in order to be classified as an insulating material, the foam must
be endowed with a high thermal resistance. Data shows that thermal resistance decreased slightly
with the addition of dog wool fibers. Even though these values are acceptable for thermal insulation,
it seems that by increasing the percentage of fibers within the eco-composite this property is also
enhanced. Thus, future studies will be conducted to confirm this premise.

Table 2. Main thermal properties of pristine PU and the eco-composites (n = 3, S.D. ± 3).

Samples
Thermal

Conductivity
(W/mk)

Thermal Capacity
(MJ/m3k)

Thermal
Diffusivity

(m2/s)

Thermal Resistance
(◦C cm/W)

PU 0.053 ± 0.004 0.561 ± 0.045 0.091 ± 0.003 1878.5 ± 153.3
5% DW 0.064 ± 0.006 0.454 ± 0.015 0.141 ± 0.016 1576.0 ± 153.3
10% DW 0.070 ± 0.002 0.603 ± 0.048 0.122 ± 0.006 1411.5 ± 61.7
15% DW 0.063 ± 0.002 0.530 ± 0.046 0.120 ± 0.009 1590.0 ± 38.2
20% DW 0.061 ± 0.002 0.615 ± 0.053 0.098 ± 0.012 1647.5 ± 45.4

3.4. Mechanical Properties

The foams’ tensile stress and compression performance were measured with and without the
addition of the dog wool microparticles (Figures 7 and 8, respectively). PU achieved the highest
percentage of elongation from the tested formulations (≈50%), although requiring less stress (≈1.25
MPa) to break than the reminding eco-composites. In fact, with the addition of only 5% dog wool
microparticles, the stress necessary to reach a similar elongation state (≈46%) was almost double, ≈2
MPa (Figure 7). This behavior is explained by the interactions established between the polymer matrix
and the fiber arrays, which led to the disorganization of the PU original structure. At this percentage,
small changes were induced in the foam’s morphology. It is possible the microparticles migrated and
filled existing defects, thus increasing the force necessary to break the material. A stiffness enhancement
was registered with superior percentages of dog wool fibers. This is related to the higher rigidity of
the foam solid phase in consequence of the fiber’s contribution [5]. Because of the heterogeneous and
disorganized orientation and distribution of the fibers along the composite, there was no proportion
between the force applied-elongation capacity and the percentage of fiber reinforcement.

Even though the 5% eco-composites registered the most balanced performance between stress
applied and elongation capacity (Figure 7), their resistance to compression was the lowest from the
group (Figure 8). It is likely the rearrangements the polymeric foam underwent, to accommodate the
fibers, promoted the development of an anisotropic-like material in which the mechanical resistance
was more important in one direction than in the other [41]. Also, the presence of gaps along the foam in
response to the addition of the microparticles and the alterations in the PU original structure may have
contributed to this phenomenon. Irregularities in the foams’ organization are more likely to occur in
composites containing smaller amounts of reinforcement fibers than higher [5]. In turn, the increased
percentage of filler can induce a decrease in the reactivity of the components in the system, affecting
the foam expansion and increasing its density and rigidity, consequently, improving the compression
strength [42]. As such, it was expected the maximum compressive stress to strain to be endured by the
composite with the largest percentage of filler (20%).
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Figure 7. Stress (MPa) versus elongation at break (%) of the pristine PU and the dog
wool-reinforced eco-composites.

Figure 8. Compressive stress versus strain of the pristine PU and the dog
wool-reinforced eco-composites.

3.5. Hydration Capacity

The water adsorption capacity of the pristine PU and the dog wool-reinforced eco-composites
was followed up to six days in dH2O, with samples being weighed every 24 h until water saturation
was reached. Data from Figure 9 revealed pristine PU as the foaming material with the least hydration
capacity, reaching a saturation state with only 4% of water in its composition. The eco-composites were
found more attractive to water molecules with their hygroscopic capacity augmenting as the percentage
of microparticles increased, that is, from 5% water content in the 5% dog wool eco-composites to 11%
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water content registered for the 20% dog wool-reinforced eco-composite. These results are explained
by the ability of wool fibers to bind and absorb large amounts of water [31]. Water permeability in
wool fibers is dictated mainly by cell membrane lipids. However, much remains to be understood on
this front. The interaction between fibers and water is quite complicated; at low relative humidity,
a water molecule monolayer can be formed by the interaction with specific fiber polar side chains,
while at high relative humidity water associates with the peptide backbone of the fiber, generating
a multilayer absorption. Fiber swelling also occurs, as a result of the breaking of hydrogen bonds
between and within protein chains, due to water molecules rising over the surface and within the
intercellular spaces; thus, generating even more interaction sites for water molecules [43,44].

Figure 9. Water adsorption capacity of the pristine PU and the dog wool-reinforced eco-composites
over time.

3.6. Dilatometry

Thermal expansion is defined as the increase in a material’s volume in response to temperature
rising. As the temperature rises, molecular agitation increases thereby growing the distance between
the molecules. Figure 10 shows evidences of PU dilation with the increase in temperature from 50
to 160 ◦C. The addition of the dog wool fibers reduced significantly the polymer expansion with
temperature variations. In fact, with a 5% addition of microparticles, the foam’s volume did not even
alter. By incorporating a higher content of wool fibers, the foam’s dilatation reached negative values,
indicative of the loss in material stability and capacity to maintain its structural integrity with heating.
The best results showing structural stability up to 120 ◦C were obtained using a maximum of 15% of
dog wool fibers.
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Figure 10. PU and eco-composites’ dilatation with increasing temperature, from 30 to 160 ◦C.

4. Conclusions

PU eco-composites reinforced with dog wool fibers were successfully produced at different
percentages. Alkaline treatment was effective in removing impurities from the fibers without
compromising their integrity. Fibers were incorporated along the polymeric matrix in a random
and disorganized manner. Still, they were effective in increasing the foams’ mechanical resistance,
namely tensile and compression strengths. The thermodynamic behavior suffered little changes with
the incorporation of the dog wool fillers, being the most important the improvement in thermal capacity.
Additionally, the hydration capacity was significantly improved in response to the wool fibers’ water
permeability and increased capacity to bind with water molecules. Dilatometry studies revealed the
capacity of the fillers to increase the thermal stability of the foam, reducing their expansion with
heating. Data demonstrated the potential of this combination to produce new alternative solutions for
insulation using low-cost, sustainable resources and with minimal environmental impact.
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Abstract: Recently, the growing interests into the environmental matter are driving the research
interest to the development of new eco-sustainable composite materials toward the replacement of
synthetic reinforcing fibers with natural ones and exploiting the intrinsic recyclability of thermoplastic
resins even for uses in which thermosetting matrices are well consolidated (e.g., naval and aeronautical
fields). In this work, polypropylene/basalt fabric composite samples were prepared by film stacking
and compression molding procedures. They have been studied in terms of flexural and low-velocity
impact behavior. The influence related to the matrix modification with a pre-optimized amount
of maleic anhydride grafted PP as coupling agent was studied. The mechanical performances
of the composite systems were compared with those of laminates consisting of the pure matrix
and obtained by hot-pressing of PP pellets and PP films used in the stacking procedure. Results,
on one side, demonstrated a slight reduction of both static and dynamic parameters at the break for
specimens from superimposed films to ones prepared from PP pellets. Moreover, an outstanding
improvement of mechanical performances was shown in the presence of basalt layers, especially for
compatibilized samples.

Keywords: polypropylene; basalt fibers; composite laminate; flexural; impact damage

1. Introduction

The growing diffusion of plastics in all industrial fields and concerns related to their environmental
impact and secure disposal at the end of the useful life has been the main reason motivating
academic and industrial research towards the study and development of new eco-sustainable materials.
So, an increasing interest in natural fibers as polymers reinforcement (conventional and bio-sources
derived) has been detected. In this context, basalt fibers have gained outstanding attention as reinforcing
fibers concerning traditional glass and carbon-based ones [1,2]. Specifically, the interest of the research
toward the use of basalt fibers was driven by their remarkable properties such as relatively low cost,
sustainability, enhanced mechanical properties, non-flammability, high chemical stability, excellent
sound and thermal insulation [3]. Basalt fibers, derived from natural rocks in volcanic regions with
technologies similar to that of glass fibers’ forming, are mainly composed of silica (SiO2) and alumina
(Al2O3) [4] and have a melting temperature ranging from 1500 ◦C and 1700 ◦C with an average
diameter between 9 and 13 micrometers. In the last decades, basalt fibers, included in thermosetting
and thermoplastic resins for uses in several fields as transportation, defense and constructions, have
largely demonstrated their potentiality as eco-sustainable substitutes of glass fibers, especially if an
adequate adhesion at the interface with the surrounding polymer phase is ensured.
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Concerning thermosetting matrices, it is possible to obtain great benefits, primarily in terms of
mechanical and thermal properties, including basalt fibers in epoxy, polyester and vinyl ester resins [5–9].
However—with the awareness that the sustainability of new products can be encouraged by the
recyclability of the involved matrices—recently, the focus of the research has been increasingly
devoted to thermoplastic systems mainly based on polypropylene [10–12], polyethene [13,14],
polyamides [15–18], polyesters [19,20] as well as polymer blends [21] and hybrids [22,23].

In particular, polypropylene resins, primarily used for mass productions due to their low cost
and full versatility in terms of processability and properties, still receive an extraordinary interest
with research efforts mainly aimed to improve their performances further and extend their field of
application more and more.

In this regard, Szabo et al. [11] demonstrated that the mechanical properties of polypropylene
composites packed with different short fibers are strongly affected by the content and direction of the
same. As witnessed by scanning electron micrographs, samples showed damage mechanisms as fiber
pull out in the perpendicular direction and debonding along the longitudinal direction depending on
the manufacturing process used.

Guo et al. [12] considered basalt fabric modified with the aid of a silane coupling agent KH550 to
reinforce a commercial polypropylene resin. Hydrophilicity and lipophilicity tests of modified basalt
fibers allowed a preliminary optimization of the pre-treatment parameters. Time and coupling agent
content at values of 1.5 h and 6% by weight have been varied, respectively. The surface modification
of basalt fibers significantly improved tensile, impact resistance, bending properties and thermal
stability of the PP matrix giving rise to composites with better dynamic viscoelasticity compared to
ones containing the same content of unmodified basalt fibers.

Greco et al. [24] highlighted the crucial role of structural features as the microcrystal size and the
amorphous content of basalt fibers in determining their mechanical properties as well as the expected
enhancement of mechanical performances of polypropylene composites by increasing the fiber-matrix
interface goodness.

In the present paper, polypropylene/basalt fabric composite laminates, prepared by film stacking
and hot-pressing procedures, were analyzed. Flexural and low-velocity impact properties were
studied, taking pure PP specimens as reference materials and considering influences related to the
matrix modification with a pre-optimized amount of a maleic anhydride grafted PP as a coupling
agent. Mechanical results, also interpreted in light of indentation measurements, demonstrated that,
although filming of the matrix does not significantly compromise mechanical performances of the
PP matrix, the presence of basalt layers induces a marked improvement of composite performances.
Moreover, the preliminary modification of the matrix to enhance the interfacial adhesion further
improves the flexural performances, especially in terms of strength allowing to withstand higher
impact loading concerning neat PP based composite laminates. Premised that for both investigated
composites, no penetration seems to occur and the more significant matrix-reinforcement interaction for
compatibilized composite laminamakesmake them less prone to plastic deformations as also evidenced
by the indentation measurements.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

In this paper a polypropylene matrix (Hyosung Topilene PP J640, MFI@230 ◦C, 2.16 kg: 10 g/10 min)
provided by Songhan Plastic Technology Co. Ltd. (Shangai, China) and a plain wave basalt fabric
(areal weight: 210 g/m2) from Incotelogy GmbH (Pulheim, Germany). The resin was used as received
(PP) or pre-modified (PPC) by the inclusion of 2 wt.% of a coupling agent Polybond 3000 (MFI@190 ◦C,
2.16 kg: 400 g/10 min) from Chemtura (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA). This latter is a polypropylene
grafted with maleic anhydride (PP-g-MA) with 1.2 wt.% of MA.
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In more details, the modification of the commercial PP was performed with the aid of a co-rotating
twin-screw extruder Collin Teach-Line ZK25T (Ebersberg, Germany), operating with the following
temperature profile: 180–190–205–195–85 ◦C, from the hopper to the die, and at a screw speed of
60 rpm. The neat PP and the extruded pellets of modified PP were transformed in flat films with
a thickness approximately equal to 35–40 μm using a Collin flat die extruder Teach-Line E20T equipped
with a calendar CR72T (Ebersberg, Germany). For this stage, the processing was conducted at a screw
speed of 55 rpm, setting the temperature profile along the screw at 180, 190, 200, 190 and 185 ◦C.

2.2. Laminates Preparation

The conventional film stacking technique was used to obtain laminates. Layers of plastic films
and basalt fabric, alternatively overlapped, are subjected to a pre-optimized pressure and temperature
cycle (see Figure 1a) by press Collin GmbH (Edersberg, Germany) Mod. P400E.

In this way, 380 mm × 380 mm plaques constituted by 16 plies, symmetrically settled with respect
to the medium plane, with an average thickness of 2.6 mm and a volumetric content of reinforcement
of about 50% (ASTM D 3171-04, Test Method II) have been produced.

As a reference, plates of only PP matrix, with a thickness approximately equal to 2.5 mm, were
prepared from PP granules and by superposition of plastic films mentioned above, according to the
conditions shown in Figure 1b.

Figure 1. Hot-pressing conditions for (a) composite and reference (b) plates.

2.3. Experimental Techniques

2.3.1. Static Mechanical Properties

Flexural tests have been carried out by a universal Instron dynamometer Mod. 5564 equipped
with a load cell of 1 kN. Specimens 12.7 mm wide and 100 mm long were cut from each sample
laminate and loaded at room temperature in the three-point bending mode, according to the ASTM
D790 standard, using a cross-head speed set at 2.5 mm/min and a span equal to 70 mm.

Flexural parameters evaluated by processing typical stress–strain curves were averaged on at
least 5 determination for each investigated sample.

2.3.2. Impact Properties

Falling weight machine (Ceast Fractovis, Torino, Italy) was used for the impact tests at complete
penetration, to obtain and study the full load–displacement curves to get useful information about the
response of the laminates and for investigating the effect of the varied parameters. The penetration
energy, Up, set to obtain the complete penetration of all composite systems studied is equal to 100 J.
Then, different energy levels (U = 3, 8, 15 J) were chosen to carry out the so-called indentation tests,
useful to study the damage start and evolution. The rectangular samples, 100 × 150 mm, cut by
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a diamond saw from the original panels, were supported by the clamping device suggested by the
ASTM D7137 Standard and were loaded in the center by an instrumented cylindrical impactor with
a hemispherical nose, 19.8 mm in diameter. Tests were carried out using an impactor (m = 3.640 kg)
placed at specific heights to obtain the selected impact energies. After all the impact tests, the samples
were observed by a visual 2D stylus profilometer (Dektak XT) to derive quantitative information about
step heights, which is indentation depth along the impacted areas.

3. Results and Discussion

The flexural stress–strain curves of composite specimens based on the neat and pre-modified
film of polypropylene (coded as PP and PPC, respectively) are reported in Figure 2. At the same time,
the evaluated mechanical parameters (modulus and strength) are summarized in Table 1. Flexural
parameters compare quite favorably with those of other studies [5].

Figure 2. Flexural stress–strain curves.

Table 1. Flexural stress–strain results.

Sample Flexural Modulus (MPa) Flexural Strength (MPa)

PP/Basalt 13790 ± 820 39.9 ± 2.0

PPC/Basalt 15940 ± 788 81.1 ± 2.2

With regard to composite systems, previous morphological analyses conducted by electron
scanning microscopy (SEM) on the same laminates have shown that for PP/Basalt composites,
as expected given the nature of the phases involved, a poor interfacial adhesion is evident with images
showing reinforcing fibers predominantly smooth and clean. On the contrary, for the PPC/basalt
system, the authors reported that the presence of PP-g-MA improves the fiber wetting [25].

In light of the foregoing consideration, the significant improvement of the flexural parameters
such as modulus and strength detected for the specimens containing the coupling agent is reasonable.
In particular, the flexural strength of PPC/Basalt specimens was about twice the value estimated for
composites based on neat PP.

Figure 3 compares reference materials in terms of load–displacement curves at penetration.
From the curves, it is possible to note the higher maximum load, Fmax and the corresponding
displacement value, d, for the PP film-based specimens (see Table 2).
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Figure 3. Load–displacement curves at penetration of PP granule and PP film-based samples.

Table 2. Impact parameters at penetration for matrix.

Matrix Fmax (N) d (mm)

PP_gran 1689 4.99
PP_film 1964 6.25

In Figure 4, the impact curves at the penetration of composite materials are reported.
Remembering that the slope of the first linear part of the curve is an index of the impact rigidity

of the system tested, the compatibilized system showed a slightly lower impact rigidity compared to
the PP/Basalt one.

Figure 4. Load–displacement curves up to penetration: comparison between BS_PP and BS_PPC.

However, as also highlighted by the average data summarized in Table 3, it is capable of supporting
higher loads (Fmax) before the reinforcement breaks recording a higher deflection, d, in correspondence
of the maximum load.

Furthermore, interestingly, in both cases, it was not possible to penetrate the panels even if
a higher value of the maximum load, Umax, is recorded for the PP/Basalt composite sample (Table 3).
This behavior is highlighted in Figures 5 and 6. It is evident that both the non-compatibilized and the
compatibilized specimens battle to the penetration presenting only a hunching due to the impact event.
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Table 3. Impact at penetration parameters for both composite systems.

Type Fmax (N) d (mm) Umax (J)

BS/PP 2919.58 14.88 102.88
BS/PPC 3918.91 17.12 84.34

Figure 5. Impacted PPC basalt samples at penetration: (a) Front; (b) back.

Figure 6. Impacted PP basalt samples at penetration: (a) Front; (b) back.

As far as the indentation measurements are concerned, in Figures 7–9 load–displacement curves
of PP and PPC samples for three impact energy levels, U, are reported.

Figure 7. Load–displacement curves at indentation: comparison between BS_PP and BS_PPC; U = 3 J.
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Figure 8. Load–displacement curves at indentation: comparison between BS_PP and BS_PPC; U = 8 J.

Figure 9. Load–displacement curves at indentation: comparison between BS_PP and BS_PPC; U = 15 J.

Taking into account that the area enclosed in the indentation curves represents the energy absorbed
by the laminate to create damage, Ua, this parameter and the maximum impact load, Fmax, increase as
the impact energy, U, increases as shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. In particular, the Ua values,
reflecting the extent of induced internal damage, are more significant for the PP/Basalt samples than
for the PPC/Basalt ones for every tested energy indicating the occurrence of minor damage for the
latter, under similar impact conditions.

Figure 10. Maximum load, Fmax, versus impact energy, U.
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Figure 11. Absorbed energy, Ua, versus impact energy, U.

The increasing load usually results in a greater maximum deflection (Figure 12). The presence
of the compatibilizer does not change this effect even if it gives rise to minor deflections to indicate
a small amount of energy spent on bending. For the PP/Basalt system, the trend of the deflection has
a stronger rise after U = 8 J, lowering the bending. The latter results in a greater amount of energy
absorbed (see Figure 11), indicating global higher damage in the PP/Basalt system.

Figure 12. Maximum deflection, d, versus impact energy, U.

The last assertion is confirmed by measurements of the indentation depth representing the
footprint impress by the impactor on the impacted side of the sample (residual plastic deformation)
shown in Figure 13. The results demonstrated that this parameter increases at the increasing of the
impact energy, U, for both types of basalt composite samples.

Figure 13. BS-PP and BS-PPC Indentation profiles.
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Figure 14 shows the trend of the indentation depth, I, as a function of the impact energy, U. It is
possible to note that the indentation, I, measured on the basalt PP samples is higher than that shown
by the PPC ones on the entire range of impact energies examined: it was an expected effect since the
best interfacial adhesion prevents plastic deformation of the matrix.

Figure 14. PP/Basalt and PPC/Basalt Indentation depth, I, versus the impact energy, U.

4. Conclusions

Polypropylene/basalt fabric composite laminates prepared by film piling and compression molding
techniques were analyzed. Flexural and low-velocity impact properties were evaluated, taking neat PP
plates as references and considering effects related to matrix modification with a pre-optimized amount
of a maleic anhydride grafted PP as a coupling agent. Mechanical results demonstrated the preliminary
change of the matrix to enhance the interfacial adhesion leads to samples with improved flexural
performances especially the strength and ability to withstand higher impact loading with respect to
neat PP based composite laminates. Premised that for both investigated systems, no penetration seems
to occur, the more significant matrix-reinforcement interaction for compatibilized composite laminates
make them less prone to plastic deformations as also evidenced by the indentation measurements.
The indentation, I, recorded for the basalt PP samples is higher than the PPC ones confirming the
higher absorbed energy, Ua that denotes greater damage due to the impact tests.
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Abstract: Understanding the damage mechanisms of composite materials requires detailed mapping
of the failure behaviour using reliable techniques. This research focuses on an evaluation of the
low-velocity falling weight impact damage behaviour of flax-basalt/vinyl ester (VE) hybrid composites.
Incident impact energies under three different energy levels (50, 60, and 70 Joules) were employed
to cause complete perforation in order to characterise different impact damage parameters, such
as energy absorption characteristics, and damage modes and mechanisms. In addition, the water
absorption behaviour of flax and flax basalt hybrid composites and its effects on the impact damage
performance were also investigated. All the samples subjected to different incident energies were
characterised using non-destructive techniques, such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
X-ray computed micro-tomography (πCT), to assess the damage mechanisms of studied flax/VE and
flax/basalt/VE hybrid composites. The experimental results showed that the basalt hybrid system
had a high impact energy and peak load compared to the flax/VE composite without hybridisation,
indicating that a hybrid approach is a promising strategy for enhancing the toughness properties of
natural fibre composites. The πCT and SEM images revealed that the failure modes observed for
flax and flax basalt hybrid composites were a combination of matrix cracking, delamination, fibre
breakage, and fibre pull out.

Keywords: polymer-matrix composites (PMCs); composite laminates; low-velocity impact;
delamination; X-ray micro CT

1. Introduction

Over the past decade, consumers’ increased awareness of and expectations towards environmental
sustainability, government legislation, an increased sense of corporate social responsibility (CSR)
from industry sectors for achieving sustainable development aspirations through a triple bottom line
performance (environment, economic, and social), have inspired research on materials which are
renewable and recyclable [1,2].

Natural fibre-reinforced polymeric composites have been used in a wide range of engineering
applications in recent years due to their abundant availability, lower density, and much higher
specific strength and modulus than conventional glass and carbon fibre-reinforced composites [3–5].
Moreover, these reinforced materials possess a low embodied energy to process and use compared
to energy-intensive conventional fibre-reinforced composites. Despite several benefits, there are still
some issues which limit the use of natural fibre-reinforced composites in semi-structural and structural
applications [6,7]. One of the key issues facing these composites is their hydrophilic nature, which leads
to poor fibre matrix interfacial adhesion and lower mechanical properties [8].
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Among the natural fibres used in polymeric composites, bast fibres (flax, hemp, jute, and kenaf)
stand out as the most promising reinforcements [9,10]. Due to their unique hollow structure, these
fibres provide a good damping property, which is very important when it comes to dealing with impact
damage and vibration damping behaviours. The good damping properties of bast fibre-reinforced
composites make them an attractive alternative to be used in automotive components where impact
and damping properties are very important [11,12]. However, their high natural variability, strong
affinity to water until saturation, limited processing temperature range, relatively low impact resistance,
and low thermal stability negatively influence their long-term durability [13,14]. Moreover, their
low impact resistance behaviour under different operation conditions is another concern when these
materials are used in automotive and marine sectors.

Mitrevski et al. [15] studied the influence of impactor shape on the impact damage of composite
laminates. The results demonstrated that the impactor shape plays a large role in the damage
response of composite materials. Composite laminates undergo various impact-induced damage
modes under impact loadings. A review carried out by Cantwell and Morton [16] has reported
the various impact-induced failure modes of composite laminates. Wisheart and Richardson [17]
investigated the impact damage response of complex geometry pultruded glass/polyester composites.

During the past two decades, there have been many reported works, especially those covering the
mechanical and thermal properties of natural bast fibre-reinforced composites. This highlights the
significant increase in the demand for these fibres. The automotive sector is leading the way towards
using natural bast fibres due to the drives to produce lightweight and sustainable materials and reduce
health risks during manufacturing and recycling. Many leading original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) in the automotive sector have been using natural fibre-reinforced composites in various parts,
such as door linings, seat cushions, door cladding, and mainly non-structural applications. Nevertheless,
due to the lack of sufficient mechanical properties for structural applications, natural fibre-reinforced
biocomposites are not fully utilised in semi-structural and structural applications [18,19].

In recent years, widespread research has been focused on utilising a hybrid approach which
consists of combining two or more reinforcements, in which the synergic effects of both reinforcements
are utilised. In order to compensate for the shortcomings of the natural fibre-reinforced composites,
glass and carbon fibres, as well as nano particulates, have been used as hybrid constituents [20–23].
There are many reported works where basalt fibres have been introduced as hybrid reinforcements
on natural fibre composites owing to their high thermal stability, good mechanical properties, good
corrosion resistance, and natural origin (coming from volcano rock). The work carried out by Dhakal et
al. [24] investigated the influence of basalt fibre hybridisation on the post-impact mechanical behaviour
of hemp fibre-reinforced composites, and their report suggests that basalt fibre hybrid systems
significantly improved the post-impact mechanical properties. Similarly, carbon fibre hybridised
flax fibre composites were investigated and it was observed that the hybrid system offered excellent
mechanical properties compared to flax fibre non-hybrid composites [25]. Paturel and Dhakal [26]
investigated the water absorption and low velocity impact damage characteristics of flax/glass
fibre hybrid vinyl ester composites. Their findings suggest that glass fibre hybridised composites
significantly reduced the water uptake percentage compared to flax fibre vinyl ester composites
without hybridisation. It is evident from the various literature that the impact damage characteristics
of natural fibre composites have been well-documented. However, not many studies have been
focused on investigating the influence of basalt fibre hybrid flax composites subjected to low-velocity
impact loading at different incident energy levels. Additionally, there has been limited work on
the influence of hybridisation on the moisture absorption and its effects on the low-velocity impact
damage mechanisms.

This study aimed to investigate the effect of basalt fibre hybridisation on the water absorption and
low-velocity falling weight impact behaviour of flax fibre-reinforced vinyl ester hybrid composites
with varying incident impact energies. For this, the flax/VE composites were impacted at low impact
energies ranging from 50 to 70 Joules, which was sufficient to create impact damage up to penetration.
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The impact performance of flax and flax/basalt/VE hybrid composites was evaluated in terms of the
load bearing capability, energy absorption, and damage modes. In addition, the water absorption
behaviour of flax and flax basalt hybrid composites and its effects on the impact damage were also
investigated. The damage mechanisms of impacted composite specimens were characterised using
non-destructive evaluation techniques, such as X-ray computed micro-tomography (πCT) and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials and Laminate Fabrication

The matrix material used was vinyl ester, Scott-Bader Crystic VE676-03, obtained from Scott-Bader.
Woven flax and woven basalt fibres were used as the reinforcements (±45) as biaxial stitched non-crimp
fabrics of 600 g/m2. Figure 1 shows the flax and basalt fabric used to make flax and flax/basalt hybrid
composites. The chemical and mechanical properties of key bast fibres (flax, kenaf, hemp, and jute),
along with basalt fibre included for comparison purposes, are presented in Table 1.

 

Figure 1. Reinforcements used, (a) flax woven fabric, and (b) basalt woven fabric.

Table 1. Chemical composition, and physical and mechanical properties of commonly used natural
bast fibres [27–30].

Fibres Cellulose
Hemi-

Cellulose
Lignin Pectin

Density
(g/cm3)

Tensile
Strength

(MPa)

Young’s
Modulus

(GPa)

Failure
Strain

(%)

Flax 70.5 16.5 2.5 0.9 1.45 700 60 2.3
Kenaf 78.5 8–13 21.5 0.6 1.40 350–600 21–60 1.6–3.5
Hemp 81 20 4 0.9 1.48 530 45 3

Jute 67 16 9 0.2 1.40 325 37.5 2.5
Basalt * - - - - 2.70 4800 90 3.15
E-glass * - - - - 2.55 3400 72 3.4

VE
matrix - - - - 70 3.5 0.02

* For comparison purposes.

2.2. Composite Laminate Fabrication

The flax and flax/basalt hybrid laminates were fabricated by the vacuum infusion technique.
Two types of samples were fabricated to investigate the influence of hybridisation. In the first set of
samples, six layers of flax fibres were used. A second set of samples, including one layer of basalt
fibres on the top face and five layers of flax fabric on the rear side, were employed. The main reason
for investigating the fibre contents and orientation is to optimise the hybrid materials in the loading
direction. The average of the fibre volume fraction of Flax/VE and Flax/Basalt/VE was approximately
31% and 33%, respectively. The void content was approximately 3%. The sample size of a 70 mm by
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70 mm square was cut using water jet cutting of the composite panel. Schematics the of flax and flax
basalt hybrid composite laminates are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Formulation of laminates: (a) Flax/VE laminate with a thickness of 6 mm, and (b) flax/basalt/VE
hybrid laminates with a thickness of 5.5 mm.

2.3. Moisture Absorption Measurement

The moisture uptake behaviour of flax/VE and flax/VE/basalt hybrid laminates was investigated
in accordance with BS EN ISO:1999 [31]. Five specimens, consisting of 70 mm by 70 mm squares of
flax/VE and flax/VE/basalt hybrid composites, were placed in a desiccator for 48 h and weighted near
to 0.1 mg. Then, the specimens were immersed in de-ionised water at room temperature. After 24 h of
immersion, the specimens were taken out and the surface was dried with absorbent paper. The process
was repeated until the saturation moisture was reached. The percentage of moisture uptake was
calculated using Equation (1):

M(%) =
Mt −M0

M0
× 100 (1)

where M (%) is the moisture uptake in percentage, Mt is the weight of the water-immersed specimen at
a given time, and M0 is the initial mass of the specimen in a dry condition.

2.4. Low-Velocity Drop Weight Impact Testing

Low-velocity instrumented falling weight impact testing was conducted by using an instrumented
falling weight impact testing (IFWIT) machine. A Zwick/Roell impact test machine (IFW 413) was
used for the testing in accordance with the British Standard BSEN ISO 6603-2 recommendations [32].
The hemispherical impact tup used was made of steel and had a 20 mm diameter. The incident energy
was tailored by adjusting the release height of the impact mass, i.e., changing the impact velocities
(while keeping the other parameters constant). To analyse the damage behaviour of flax and flax/basalt
hybrid vinyl ester hybrid composites, the three different incident energies employed were 50, 60, and
70 Joules, respectively (corresponding impact velocities of 2.08, 2.28, and 2.46 m/s). The test specimens
were 70 mm by 70 mm squares.

2.5. X-Ray Computed Micro-Tomography (πCT)

πCT, XT H 225 was used to assess the barely visible impact damage failure. The samples were
subjected to the three different incident energies of 50, 60, and 70 Joules and examined using X-ray
(πCT) to effectively evaluate the extent of damage due to impact loadings.

2.6. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

In order to investigate the damage mechanisms of the impacted samples, the surfaces of dried
specimens and room temperature immersed specimens were examined using SEM Zeiss EVO LS10.
Before examination, the samples were placed in a desiccator to remove all of the water of the samples,
in order to avoid evaporation during characterisation. The specimens were also surface prepared and
the damaged area was imaged.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Flax/Basalt/VE Hybrid Composite Lay Up

One of the main aims of this study was to find out if hybridising one side of the composite
plate would provide optimal hybrid effects. Figure 3 shows the hybrid sample with a rear basalt
layer. It is clear from the figure that the basalt layer exhibits push-out delamination. As the incident
energy increases, the delamination also increases. Delamination is one of the most prevalent failure
mechanisms in composite laminates. This phenomenon becomes even greater when two different
types of fibres are hybridised. It can be seen that the impactor has perforated and all the flax layers
have fractured, but the basalt layer has not fractured; these impacted images show delamination of the
basalt layer.

Figure 3. Images of damage progression on the front and rear faces of a flax/VE/basalt hybrid composite
where basalt was placed on the rear side of the composite panels impacted in the range of (a,b) 50 J,
(c,d) 60 J, and (e,f) 70 J.

The influence of the basalt fibre layer on the front and rear side of the laminates is further explain
in Figure 4. It is evident from the figure that flax composites with a basalt layer on the top impact
face provided optimal properties in comparison to the basalt fibre on the rear side under the three
different incident impact energies of 50, 60, and 70 Joules. The main reason for this phenomenon is that
when basalt fibre was placed on the rear side of the laminates, a significant amount of delamination
was observed, which is shown in Figure 4. Employing this evidence, the remaining investigation was
carried out on samples where basalt fibre was placed on the top side of the flax/VE composites. Just
placing one layer of basalt fibre on the top of the flax/VE composite laminate provides a good design
choice to fabricate high-performance composite laminates using a simple and cost-effective method.
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Figure 4. Maximum load comparison of different impact configurations of flax/VE, flax/VE/basalt rear,
and flax/VE/basalt front for each incident energy employed.

3.2. Impact Damage Characteristics

Load and Energy Absorption Capabilities

Important impact parameters and corresponding values obtained from the low-velocity testing
for flax and flax basalt hybrid samples at three different incident impact energies (50, 60, and 70 Joules)
are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Important impact parameters and corresponding values obtained from impact testing.

Specimen
Peak Load,

Fm (kN)

Incipient
Damage Load,

Fi (kN)

Maximum
Energy, Em (J)

Incipient
Energy, Ei (J)

Total Energy,
Et (J)

Energy at 50 J
Flax/VE 5.39 4.09 16.81 2.22 43.03

Flax/VE/basalt 8.40 2.36 31.67 1.67 59.88
Energy at 60 J

Flax/VE 5.42 4.11 14.67 2.70 40.44
Flax/VE/basalt 8.27 2.36 31.67 1.67 59.88
Energy at 70 J

Flax/VE 5.51 4.21 15.73 2.82 41.44
Flax/VE/basalt 8.30 3.90 28.58 2.34 62.89

Load–deformation–energy traces obtained from the impact testing for flax/VE composites are
shown in Figure 5.

Two of the most used parameters to assess damage resistance in composites after an impact are
the impact energy and absorbed energy. The impact energy represents the maximum energy that
the specimen can transform (it is equal to the kinetic energy of the impactor right before dart contact
with the sample when the impact takes place), whereas the absorbed energy is the unrecoverable
energy dissipated by the system (including energy dissipated by friction and, most importantly, by
mechanisms which are peculiar to the material).
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Figure 5. Load and work vs. deformation for flax/VE composites: (a) flax 50 J, (b) flax 60 J, and (c) flax
70 J. FM, load maximum; FI, incipient damage load; EM, energy maximum; EI, incipient damage
energy; ET, energy total.

The absorbed energy can be calculated from load vs. deformation curves. In order to evaluate the
laminate’s performances, the transient response of each laminate was recorded in terms of the load,
energy, and displacement. It can be observed from Figures 5 and 6 that the peak contact force is higher
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for the flax/basalt hybrid composite than that of flax/VE without hybridisation, which indicates that
the hybrid specimens offer a higher impact resistance during impact events. A similar positive hybrid
effect can be observed in load–time traces (Figure 7).

Figure 6. Load and work vs. deformation for flax/VE/basalt hybrid composites: (a) flax 50 J, (b) flax 60 J,
and (c) flax 70 J. FM, load maximum; FI, incipient damage load; EM, energy maximum; EI, incipient
damage energy; ET, energy total.
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Figure 7. Typical load vs. time traces for 50 J, 60 J, and 70 J impacted (a) flax and (b) flax/basalt
hybrid composites.

The load–deformation–energy traces for flax/basalt/VE hybrid composites are depicted in Figure 6.
Flax/VE/basalt hybrid composites absorb more energy than flax/VE, as illustrated in Figure 6. We can
observe similar curves for all three energy levels for flax/basalt hybrid composites. It is evident from
Figure 6 that the applied incident energies (50, 60, and 70 Joules) were not high enough to penetrate
or perforate (showing rebound energy) the hybrid samples, indicating their superior mechanical
behaviour and higher energy dissipation potential compared to flax/VE samples without hybridisation.
It is clear that flax/basalt hybrid composites exhibited a significantly improved impact performance
compared to flax/VE composites with hybridisation.

Figure 6 illustrates the performance of flax basalt hybrid composites in terms of representing
different impact parameters. It is clear from the results that flax/basalt hybrid composites exhibited
significantly improved impact performances compared to flax/VE composites without hybridisation
(Figure 5). It can also be observed that basalt hybridisation contributes to increasing the deformation of
composites. This improvement could be attributed to the higher failure strain of basalt fibres compared
to commonly used natural fibres such as flax and hemp. This phenomenon provides a balanced
property, as one would expect for hybrid systems. These results indicate that basalt fibre hybridisation
into natural fibre composites provides a promising strategy for enhancing the overall impact toughness.
Such hybrid effects have been reported for improved mechanical properties, such as tensile, flexural,
and fracture toughness behaviours [33,34].

Figure 7 shows the load–time traces of impacted flax and flax/basalt hybrid composite specimens.
In this case, the peak load is the same as previously shown (Figures 5 and 6). However, the test time
required to complete the impact event is important to consider. The time the striker was in contact with
the impacted specimens is approximately the same for each composite. However, the time taken to
complete the impact event is longer for flax/basalt hybrid composites compared to flax/VE composites.
This is an indication that hybrid composites have better impact resistance behaviour as a result of the
hybrid effect.

3.3. Moisture Absorption Behaviour

Figure 8 depicts the moisture absorption curves of flax/VE and flax/basalt/VE hybrid composites.
It is evident from the curves that the moisture uptake at the beginning is linear and rapidly increases
for flax/VE composites compared to flax/basalt hybrid composites. After the initial rapid rise, the
moisture uptake slows down and reaches saturation at 768 h (30 days) for flax composites, whereas it
takes longer—1008 h (42 days)—for flax/basalt hybrid composites. The longer time taken for hybrid
composites to reach saturation moisture absorption can be attributed to the influence of basalt fibres
restricting the flow of water molecules, as basalt fibres have better water repellence behaviour compared
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to flax/VE composites. Nonetheless, for the side where only flax is exposed, there would still be
moisture ingress taking place at a higher rate than where basalt fabric was placed as a hybrid layer.
This can be observed by the moisture uptake percentage difference between flax and flax/basalt hybrid
composites, which is only 0.5%. If the basalt fabric was placed on both sides of the flax samples, the
moisture uptake percentage of hybrid composites would have been far lower. Moreover, the sides
of the both types of composites were not sealed, which is another reason for the higher moisture
absorption displayed by both composites.

Figure 8. Water absorption comparison of flax/VE and flax/VE/basalt hybrid composites.

The maximum weight gain reported for vinyl ester matrix is 1.07% at room temperature [30].
The maximum weight gain percentages for flax/VE and flax/basalt/VE hybrid composites were
approximately 4% and 3.5%, respectively. The lower moisture uptake percentage for flax/basalt hybrid
composites is attributed to the barrier effects of top-layer basalt fibre on flax/VE composites. The
moisture absorption behaviour for both composites indicates Fickian behaviour, which is rapid in the
beginning and slowly reaches saturation.

By comparing the flax-basalt hybrid specimens with those made entirely of flax, it can be seen that
the addition of basalt fibre improves the moisture absorption resistance of the hybrid composite. Since
the five layers of flax fibre were sandwiched by one ply of basalt fibre, the total area of flax exposed to
the water was decreased for flax/VE composites. The reason for the difference in moisture absorption
between the flax and basalt hybrid specimens can be further explained by considering the chemical
composition of flax fibres. The cellulose in the flax fibre is what provides the majority of the stiffness
and strength; however, the semi-crystalline structure contains a large amount of hydroxyl groups,
which give the fibre hydrophilic characteristics. By covering flax fibres with basalt fibres in a hybrid
composite, the surface area exposed to water is reduced and therefore absorbs less moisture.

Influence of Moisture Absorption on the Impact Resistance Behaviour

The influence of moisture absorption on the flax composite in dry and wet conditions was
investigated. The effects of moisture absorption on the load bearing capability of flax/VE composites
impacted at two different incident energy levels are shown in Figure 9. The wet flax/VE specimens
displayed a higher peak load compared to wet specimens, slightly outperforming the dry sample. This
could be attributed to water absorption-induced plasticisation of the vinyl ester matrix leading to an
increase of deformation and impact energy absorption [5,23].

Generally, when natural fibres absorb moisture, they swell, which promotes the development of
adverse effects on the mechanical properties, such as tensile, flexural, and fatigue properties, due to the
weak fibre matrix interface. However, as far as the impact performance is concerned, the results from
this study suggest that there was no negative influence of moisture absorption on the load. Instead,
the wet samples withstood a slightly higher peak load than the dry ones. This could be attributed to
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engrossed amounts of water causing swelling of the flax fibres, which could fill the gaps between the
fibre and vinyl ester matrix and could have eventually led to an increase of impact load [5].

Figure 9. Impact load at different energy levels for flax/VE composites in dry and wet conditions.

3.4. Damage Characterisation

3.4.1. Damage Behaviour in Dry Conditions

Figure 10 depicts the damage of front and rear faces of impacted flax/VE composite specimens.
As can be clearly observed, all the samples impacted at 50, 60, and 70 Joules were fully penetrated. The
incident energy of 50 Joules was enough to cause damage to these groups of samples.

Figure 10. Images of damage progression on front and rear faces of flax/VE composite samples impacted
in the range of (a,b) 50 J, (c,d) 60 J, and (e,f) 70 J.
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Figure 11 shows the damage of the hybrid sample with one basalt layer on the top. In the pictures
(a) and (b), a 50 J incident energy was not high enough to perforate the sample thanks to the basalt layer
on the top. However, in the other images (Figure 11e–f) for 60 and 70 Joules of incident energy, the
maximum energy absorbed is exceeded and all the layers of fibres are broken. As a result, the samples
are fully penetrated.

 
Figure 11. Images of damage progression on front and rear faces of flax/VE/basalt hybrid composite
panels impacted in the range of (a,b) 50 J, (c,d) 60 J, and (e,f) 70 J.

3.4.2. Visual Observations of Damage Behaviour in Wet Conditions

Figure 12 shows impacted front and rear specimens for water-immersed flax/VE samples impacted
at 50 and 70 Joules of incident energies. It can be observed that the wet samples do not have as clear holes
as those of dry specimens (Figure 10), indicating the increased ductility of water-immersed samples.
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Figure 12. Images of damage progression on front and rear faces of flax/VE composite panels impacted
in the range of (a,b) 50 J and (c,d) 70 J after water absorption.

3.4.3. Damage Behaviour from SEM Observations

SEM images illustrated in Figures 13 and 14 reveal matrix cracking, fibre fracture, and delamination
on the fractured surfaces of impacted flax/VE and flax/basalt/VE hybrid samples. These damages are in
close agreement with those observed in previous studies on flax/carbon epoxy and flax/glass vinyl ester
matrix hybrid composites [25,26]. The SEM images further reveal that the extent of damage increased
with the increase of the incident energy level. These images further suggest that at a higher energy
level, the composites undergo severe damage, with evidence of fibre breakage and pull out, especially
in the case of flax/VE composites (Figure 13). For flax/basalt/VE hybrid composites, delamination and
fibre bending can be observed (Figure 14). It is also worth mentioning that with basalt fibre on the
top layer of hybrid composites, the energy dissipation is increased, which allows an enhancement
in impact and fracture toughness behaviours [35,36]. Moreover, it can be observed that for higher
energy-impacted samples, more severe fibre damage and breakage can be observed. Different failure
modes for flax/VE composites are further explained by the Micro-CT scan illustrated in Figure 15,
which compliments the observation made via SEM images. From the annotation provided for the SEM
images of flax/VE composites, as shown in Figure 13a–d, the following can be observed:

(1) Fibre breakage; (2) delamination; (3) fibre debonding; and (4 and 5) fibre pull out.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

  

(e) (f) 

Figure 13. SEM images of flax/VE composites: (a) 150 (b) 1000× magnification with 50 J, (c) 150×
magnification with 60 J, magnification with 50 J, (b) 1000×magnification with 50 J, (c) 150×magnification
with 60 J, (d) 1000×magnification with 60 J, (e) 150×magnification with 70 J, and (f) 1000×magnification
with 70 J.

From the annotation provided for the SEM images of flax/basalt/VE hybrid composites, as shown
in Figure 14a–d, the following can also be observed:

(1) Matrix cracking and fibre bending and (2, 3, and 4) basalt fibre breakage and fracture.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 14. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

  

(e) (f) 

Figure 14. SEM images of flax/VE/basalt hybrid composites: (a) 150×magnification with 50 J, (b) 1000×
magnification with 50 J, (c) 150×magnification with 60 J, (d) 1000×magnification with 60 J, (e) 150×
magnification with 70 J, and (f) 1000×magnification with 70 J.

Figure 15. Micro CT scan picture of a flax composite specimen (3/4 of the impact hole) after an impact
test, with a 50 J impact energy, showing different failure modes in the specimen.

Figure 16 shows a 3D view of the impacted flax/basalt hybrid sample. Unlike the image illustrated
in Figure 15 for flax/VE without hybridisation, the hybrid sample shows less damage and different
failure modes, such as delamination.
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Figure 16. Micro CT scan pictures of a flax/basalt hybrid composite after an impact test, with a 50 J
impact energy: (a) half-view of the specimen with impact failure, in the form of delamination, and (b)
top view of the damaged area’s shape.

Figure 17 illustrates a 3D half-view of a hybrid composite. It can be clearly observed that the basalt
hybridised sample exhibited larger delamination within the top and adjacent layer. In comparison to
the flax/VE composite, the flax/VE/basalt hybrid composite does not display penetration. Indeed, the
basalt layer has absorbed a higher impact energy.

Figure 17. Micro CT scan picture of a flax/basalt hybrid composite specimen (half-view) after an impact
test, with a 50 J impact energy, with different failures displayed by the specimen.

4. Conclusions

The effects of basalt fibre hybridisation on the low-velocity falling weight impact behaviour of
flax/VE bio-based composites have been investigated following water immersion at room temperature
at three incident impact energies: 50, 60, and 70 Joules. The results show that the incident energy has a
significant influence on the load bearing capability and total energy absorption characteristics. For a
short period of water immersion, it was found that water immersion did not result in a reduction in the
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impact load and energy absorption. Additionally, the basalt fibre hybridisation at the front side of the
laminates significantly enhanced the impact load and total energy of flax/VE composites, showing the
potential of flax/VE bio-based composites for semi-structural or structural applications. The damage
mechanisms following the X-ray micro CT examination and SEM characterisations performed reveal the
greater resistance to penetration and perforation by basalt hybrid composites, which is an indication of
their higher impact performance, offering balanced properties of environmental benefits and enhanced
impact behaviour. The damage modes for flax/VE composites were matrix cracking, fibre breakage,
and fibre pull out. Comparatively, for the flax/basalt hybrid composites, the predominant failure mode
was matrix cracking and delamination.
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Abstract: Four different strategies for mitigating the highly hydrophilic nature of flax fibers were
investigated with a view to increase their compatibility with apolar polypropylene. The effects of two
carbon nanostructures (graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs)), of a chemical
modification with a fatty acid (stearic acid), and of maleated polypropylene on interfacial adhesion,
mechanical properties (tensile and flexural), and thermal stability (TGA) were compared. The best
performance was achieved by a synergistic combination of GNPs and maleated polypropylene, which
resulted in an increase in tensile strength and modulus of 42.46% and 54.96%, respectively, compared
to baseline composites. Stearation proved to be an effective strategy for increasing the compatibility
with apolar matrices when performed in an ethanol solution with a 0.4 M concentration. The results
demonstrate that an adequate selection of surface modification strategies leads to considerable
enhancements in targeted properties.

Keywords: polymer matrix composites; flax fibers; surface treatments; adhesion

1. Introduction

Natural-fiber-reinforced composites have received attention over the recent years because of their
potential ability to replace their synthetic counterparts in an attempt to meet the new regulations
that promote the use of more sustainable and recyclable materials [1,2]. The high specific mechanical
properties and the carbon dioxide neutrality of natural fibers have already stimulated the replacement
of glass fibers in several sectors, especially the automotive and construction ones, but usually as
secondary load-bearing structures [3,4].

A step forward is their use in structural applications, but some challenges still need to be properly
faced and solved [5]. The variability in physical and mechanical properties, due to their natural origin,
is difficult to manage unless the fiber supply chain is carefully controlled and the manufacturing
processes are optimized [6]. Goudenhooft et al. [7] recently showed that tensile properties of flax
fibers are not significantly affected over time, regardless of the fiber yield and variety, and that the
resulting dispersion in the specific mechanical properties is in the same range as that of glass fibers.
Another significant issue is related to the processing conditions of the composites (temperature,
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dwell time, pressure), which have a major impact on the final mechanical properties, especially for
thermoplastic-based composites [8–10].

The last topic of considerable interest is the extent of fiber/matrix interfacial adhesion. It is
well known that the mechanical properties of composites are dictated not only by the inherent
properties of the constituents, but also by the fiber/matrix interface. The poor compatibility with
polymer matrices (especially thermoplastics) due to their hydrophilic behavior still represents a major
limitation for a wider industrial exploitation of natural fibers [11]. Several efforts to enhance the
interfacial adhesion of natural fibers have been proposed, including chemical [12–16] and physical
treatments [17–20], but their industrial implementations are often complicated by the large amounts of
chemicals involved or the multiple processing steps required. A more recent approach deals with the
grafting of nanostructures onto fiber surfaces to increase the adhesion with the polymer matrix. This
strategy has been widely exploited for synthetic fibers, such as glass [21–23] and carbon fibers [24–26],
but has attracted less attention in the field of natural fibers. Wang et al. [27] modified the surfaces of flax
fibers by grafting TiO2 nanoparticles using a silane coupling agent. The authors reported an increase
in tensile strength and interfacial strength with an epoxy matrix of 23.1% and 40.5%, respectively.
Copper nanoparticles on flax fibers were found to produce significant improvements in fiber tensile
modulus and strength, equal to 50% and 75%, respectively [28]. Ajith et al. [29] modified flax yarns
with hydrous zirconia nanoparticles synthesized by hydrolysis of a zirconium oxychloride solution.
The presence of these nanoparticles resulted in an increase in single fiber tensile strength and interfacial
strength with an epoxy matrix of 85% and 65%, respectively. Lakshmanan and Chakraborty [30]
synthesized and deposited silver nanoparticles on jute fibers without deteriorating the mechanical
properties of the fibers. In addition, the modified fabrics exhibited good antibacterial properties.
In [31], the authors reported a simple spray-coating process to deposit carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
over the surfaces of ramie fibers. This coating enhanced the flexural strength and modulus of an
epoxy-based composite by 38.4% and 36.8%, respectively, while a microdebonding test highlighted an
increase in the interfacial shear strength of 25.7%. Sarker et al. [32] coated graphene materials, i.e.,
graphene oxide (GO) and graphene flakes (G), on alkali-treated jute fibers, and an interfacial shear
strength enhancement of ~236% compared to untreated fibers was achieved. In [33], the authors
coupled a jute fiber individualization procedure with the grafting of GO and subsequent hot pressing
to get preforms that were then vacuum-infused with epoxy matrix. The graphene coating resulted
in a dramatic increase in tensile modulus and strength of the jute–epoxy composites compared to
untreated composites of 324% and 110%, respectively. Grafting of nanometer-sized materials can
therefore be considered as an effective method for improving fiber/matrix interfacial adhesion, thus
leading to the manufacturing of high-performance natural-fiber-reinforced composites. Another
positive feature of this strategy is the possibility of adding functionalities to the resulting composites.
Zhuang et al. [34] deposited multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) on the surfaces of jute fibers,
and the epoxy-based composites exhibited multifunctional sensing abilities for temperature, moisture,
and strain. In [35], graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) and carbon black were used to make flax yarns
electrically conductive; these were then used to fabricate stretchable strain sensors with gauge factors
ranging from 1.46 up to 5.62, and a reliability for sensing strains of up to 60%.

The need to optimize the interfacial adhesion in natural-fiber composites is even more important
with thermoplastic-based composites due to the non-polar nature of most of them. In particular,
polypropylene (PP) is one of the most widely used polyolefins. Its low density, low price, good
mechanical properties, good processability, and recyclability make it a popular material as a matrix for
natural fiber composites [10,36,37]. Flax fibers currently account for about half of the natural fibers
used in automotive applications, followed by kenaf and hemp [4], and the combination of PP/flax has
been widely investigated in literature, highlighting the dramatic incompatibility between these two
constituents. In an attempt to tailor the properties of natural fibers for their subsequent successful
application in high-performance plant-fiber composites but with limited costs and environmental
impact, in this work, we investigated the interfacial interactions in flax/PP composites through two
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different approaches: (i) The grafting of carbon nanostructures (CNTs and GNPs) and (ii) the chemical
modification with a fatty acid (stearic acid). In both cases, the addition of a maleic-anhydride-modified
polypropylene (MAPP) was also used to tune the interfacial adhesion. In particular, stearic acid,
a long alkyl chain fatty acid, was used to lower the hydrophilic character of flax fibers. This surface
modification treatment has already been used with limited success in other studies [38–41], even though
a detailed investigation on the effects of its concentration on the surface properties of flax fibers
has not been reported so far. In addition, grafting of nanostructures for improving interfacial
adhesion has mostly been exploited for thermoset-based composites, and scarcely with thermoplastic
polymers [42]. The morphology and the thermal stability of flax/PP composites were characterized,
and the impacts of the surface treatments or compatibilization with MAPP on their mechanical
performance were addressed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The composites investigated in this study are based on a polypropylene (PP) matrix (Hyosung
Topilene PP J640, MFI@230 ◦C,2.16 kg: 10 g/10 min) supplied by Songhan Plastic Technology Co. Ltd.
(Shanghai City, China) and a commercial 2 × 2 twill flax fabric (areal weight: 200 g/m2) commercialized
without any specific sizing agent and supplied by Composites Evolution (Chesterfield, UK). The matrix
was used as received or pre-modified by inclusion of 2 wt.% of a coupling agent, Polybond 3000
(maleic-anhydride-modified PP, MFI@190 ◦C, 2.16 kg: 400 g/10 min) from Chemtura (Cologne, Germany).
The stearic acid (SA), ethanol, and toluene were of analytical grade and used without further purifications.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with average length < 1 μm, average outer diameter < 9.5 nm, and bulk
density of 100 g/L were provided by Nanocyl SA (Sambreville, Belgium) with the code NC3150. The
graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) supplied by Nanesa s.r.l. (Arezzo, Italy) in the form of black powder
have an average flake thickness of 40 nm corresponding to 40 stacked layers, an average particle size of
30 μm, a bulk density of 20–42 g/L, and a specific surface area (BET) > 30 m2/g.

2.2. Surface Treatment of Flax Fabrics with Carbon Nanostructures

The adopted procedure involved the preparation of an aqueous dispersion of the carbonaceous
filler with a concentration equal to 0.5 wt.%. In the case of carbon nanotubes, the dispersion was
performed in the presence of 1% by weight of a Triton X-100 surfactant supplied by Sigma Aldrich
(Milano, Italy). Layers of flax fabric, already cut to such dimensions as to be used for the preparation
of the laminated samples, were immersed for 30 min at room temperature in these dispersions and
pre-sonicated for 180 min at room temperature. Finally, the wet fabric layers were subjected to drying
for 30 min at 80 ◦C in a ventilated oven.

2.3. Surface Treatment of Flax Fabrics with Stearic Acid

Different concentrations (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 M) of stearic acid in toluene or ethanol were prepared.
These solutions were heated at temperatures close to the boiling points of the solvents, 100 ◦C for
toluene and 65 ◦C for ethanol, respectively. Once this temperature was reached, the reaction mixture,
including the flax fabric, was maintained for 3 h and then washed three times with deionized water
and dried at room temperature (Scheme 1). The carboxyl group (–COOH) is supposed to react with the
hydroxyl groups of the fiber through an esterification reaction and, hence, the treatment should reduce
the number of hydroxyl groups available for bonding with water molecules. Furthermore, the long
hydrocarbon chain of stearic acid (18 carbon atoms) provides an extra protection from water due to its
hydrophobic nature [43].
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Scheme 1. Synthetic route for the modification of the flax fabric with stearic acid (SA).

2.4. Composite Manufacturing

Composite samples with a symmetrical stacking sequence [0/90] and consisting of 8 plies were
obtained by alternately stacking polymer films and layers of as-received or pre-treated flax fabrics,
pre-conditioned in a vacuum oven at 70 ◦C for 2 h, and subsequently underwent hot compression at
210 ◦C. This last step was carried out using a Collin GmbH (Edersberg, Germany) model P400E press
according to a pre-optimized pressure cycle: 2 min—0 bar, 2 min—5 bar, 2 min—15 bar, 1 min—25 bar,
2 min—35 bar, 2 min—40 bar. Finally, the cooling of the composite plates to 30 ◦C was conducted at a
constant pressure of 40 bar before releasing the pressure and extracting the sample. These process
conditions provided the laminates with an average thickness of 2.5 mm and with a fiber content
of approximately 45% by volume. Films of PP and PPC (PP modified with coupling agent) with a
thickness approximately equal to 80 μm were obtained with a Collin Teach-Line E 20-T single-head
extruder and Collin CR 72T calender (Ebersberg, Germany), setting a screw speed of 55 rpm and a
temperature profile from the hopper to the die equal to: 180–190–200–190–185 ◦C.

2.5. Characterization Techniques

The mechanical properties of the flax fabrics before and after surface modification treatments
were assessed according to ASTM D5035. Tensile tests were carried out at room temperature by means
of a Zwick/Roell Z010 (Ulm, Germany) equipped with a 10 kN load cell. A gauge length of 75 mm was
used for specimens with a width equal to 25 mm. Tests were performed in displacement control at a
crosshead speed of 100 mm/min to ensure failure within 20 ± 3 s. At least five tests were performed for
each fabric.

The mechanical properties of the composites were investigated in quasi-static tensile and flexural
tests with a Zwick/Roell Z010. For tensile measurements, a gauge length of 60 mm and a cross-head
speed of 5 mm/min were set in accordance with ASTM D3039, while flexural tests were conducted in a
three-point bending configuration with a span of 76 mm and a speed of loading equal to 5 mm/min as
per ASTM D790. Five tests were carried out for each composite formulation.

FT-IR spectra were carried out with a Bruker Vertex 70 spectrometer (Bruker Optik GmbH,
Ettlingen, Germany) equipped with a single reflection Diamond ATR (Attenuated Total Reflectance)
cell. The ATR-FTIR spectrum was recorded with a 3 cm−1 spectral resolution in the mid-infrared range
(350–4000 cm−1) using 256 scans.

CPMAS (Cross Polarization/Magic Angle Spinning) NMR spectra were recorded on a 9.4T (400 MHz)
Bruker (Billerica, USA) system equipped with a 4 mm MASDVT Double Resonance HX MAS probe.
Larmor frequencies were 400.17 MHz and 100.63 MHz for 1H and 13C nuclei, respectively. Chemical
shifts were calibrated indirectly with glycin, with a carbonyl peak at 176 ppm. The sample rotation
frequency was 10 kHz and the relaxation delay was 5 s. The number of scans was 4096. Polarization
transfer was achieved with RAMP cross-polarization (ramp on the proton channel) with a contact time
of 5 ms. High-power SPINAL 64 heteronuclear proton decoupling was applied during acquisition.
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X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed with a diffractometer X’Pert PRO by Philips
(Malvern, UK) (CuKα radiation = 1.54060 Å; 40 kV and 40 mA) at room temperature. XRD patterns
were collected in the range of 2θ = 10◦–80◦ with a step size of 0.02◦ scan and a time per step of 3 s.

Surface wettability tests were performed measuring the contact angles of water droplets on
the twill fabric surface using an optical analyzer (OCA15Pro, DataPhysics Instruments, Filderstadt,
Germany). The static sessile method with a droplet volume of 3μL was selected and a Milli-Q ultrapure
water was used as the testing liquid. A minimum of ten droplets localized on different areas of the flax
fabric samples were analyzed. Contact angle values were determined by drop shape analysis using the
DataPhysics SCA 20 software module.

A scanning electron microscope, FEG Mira3 (Tescan, Brno, Czech Republic), was used to analyze
the morphologies of neat and pre-treated flax fabrics as well as those of fractured surfaces of composite
laminates. Prior to observation, the fracture surfaces were sputter-coated with gold.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of Composites Reinforced with Flax Fabrics Decorated with Carbon Nanostructures

In an attempt to reduce the use of chemicals and to make the process easy and industrially scalable,
a simple dip-coating method was used to decorate the flax fibers. SEM micrographs were taken to
investigate the morphologies of coated and uncoated fabrics (Figures 1–3). Comparing the surfaces
of the untreated (Figure 1) and treated flax fabrics with CNTs (Figure 2), it is possible to observe the
formation of an interconnected MWCNT network (white arrows in Figure 2c) on the fiber surface,
though the dispersion was not uniform with the presence of agglomerates (Figure 2d). Untreated
flax fibers (Figure 1) showed an almost smooth and featureless surface, with the presence of some
impurities because no pre-treatment was applied.

 
Figure 1. SEM micrographs showing untreated (a) flax yarn and (b) a close-up view of a single flax fibre.

The same conclusions hold for flax fabrics decorated with GNPs (Figure 3). The distribution is not
completely uniform over the fiber surface, and agglomerates can be easily detected (white arrows in
Figure 3c,d). These results indicate that the bonding between CNTs, GNPs, and flax fibers may only
result from weak van der Waals forces with no covalent bonds. In principle, natural fibers exhibit
the unique feature of having a set of hydroxyl groups in cellulose that are reactive and available for
potential interactions with host nanostructures, coupled with mechanical interlocking with the rough
grooves that characterize the surfaces of natural fibers. This feature was used by Sarker et al. [32] for
decorating jute fibers with a uniform layer of graphene oxide (GO) by exploiting the oxygen functional
groups of GO and the effects produced by an alkali pre-treatment that removed the cementing layer and
exposed the hydroxyl groups of cellulose. When less-reactive graphene flakes were used, these were
not fixed on the jute fiber surface. Wang et al. [31] observed a uniform deposition of CNTs on ramie
fibers, but also, in this case, the fibers were subjected to an alkali pre-treatment and CNTs were prepared
in a solution containing a silane coupling agent and a dispersant (polyvinylpyrrolidone). The results
highlighted the positive role played by the silane coupling agent, which was essential in order to avoid
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agglomeration and to promote the formation of Si–O–C covalent bonds between the silane molecule
and the hydroxyl groups of ramie fibers.

 
Figure 2. SEM micrographs showing the flax fabrics decorated with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) at
different magnifications.

 
Figure 3. SEM micrographs showing the flax fabrics decorated with graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) at
different magnifications.
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In the present work, to keep the number of processing steps and the amounts of chemicals at a
minimum, no pre-treatments were used, and this resulted in a certain degree of agglomeration of both
carbon nanostructures, which were not functionalized.

The convenient dip-coating method used did not lead to a significant reduction in the mechanical
properties of the fabrics if one considers the natural variability in the mechanical responses of natural
fibers, as can be inferred from the tensile tests on flax fabrics (Figure 4), thus excluding any degradation
effects of the cellulose and of the cell wall materials.

 
Figure 4. Breaking forces of untreated and surface-modified flax fabrics.

GO and graphene flakes significantly increased both the tensile strength and the Young’s modulus
of single jute fibers [32]. This better mechanical performance was ascribed by the authors to a kind of
healing effect played by these nanostructures, in that they were able to remove stress concentrations
on the fiber surfaces due to their homogeneous and uniform coating. A similar increase in tensile
strength was reported in [29] on single flax fibers, again attributed to the removal of surface defects,
even though, in this case, the distribution of zirconia particles was not sufficiently homogeneous.

Despite the non-optimal distribution of carbon nanostructures on the flax fabrics, the surface-
modified fabrics were used for manufacturing composites based on the PP matrix. To tailor the interfacial
adhesion, a standard coupling agent (MAPP) was used to explore any synergistic effects. The mechanical
properties of tension and bending are summarized in Table 1, along with the percentage of variation in
comparison with untreated PP/Flax composites. The incorporation of a polypropylene-grafted maleic
anhydride (PPC/Flax) improved both the flexural and tensile properties due to an increased interfacial
adhesion between the flax fibers and the PP matrix.

Table 1. Summary of the tensile and flexural properties of the composite materials based on polypropylene
(PP) and modified flax fabrics (YM = Young’s modulus; TS = Tensile strength; FM = Flexural modulus;
FS = Flexural strength; percentage variation is in reference to the corresponding property of PP/Flax).

Specimen ID YM (GPa) TS (MPa)
Percentage
Variation,
YM (%)

Percentage
Variation,

TS (%)
FM (GPa)

FS
(MPa)

Percentage
Variation,

FM (%)

Percentage
Variation,

FS (%)

PP/Flax 6.75 ± 0.50 66.09 ± 4.83 - - 5.42 ± 0.96 49.47 ± 6.77 - -
PPC/Flax 9.98 ± 0.78 89.46 ± 2.33 +47.85 +35.36 7.80 ± 0.43 94.34 ± 3.68 +43.91 +90.70
PP/Flax_GNP 6.18 ± 0.17 59.54 ± 1.01 −8.44 −9.91 4.29 ± 0.25 51.25 ± 1.32 −20.85 +3.60
PPC/Flax_GNP 10.46 ± 0.29 94.15 ± 1.70 +54.96 +42.46 7.98 ± 0.32 106.36 ± 0.63 +47.23 +114.99
PP/Flax_CNT 5.17 ± 0.17 59.72 ± 3.01 −23.41 −9.64 3.69 ± 0.23 43.23 ± 2.38 −31.92 −12.61
PP/Flax_SA 13.70 ± 0.04 68.33 ± 3.73 +102.96 +3.39 8.77 ± 0.72 56.38 ± 1.11 +61.81 +13.97
PPC/Flax_SA 13.41 ± 1.69 73.28 ± 1.71 +98.67 +10.88 10.88 ± 0.88 87.44 ± 3.31 +100.74 +76.87

The maleic anhydride polar groups create covalent and hydrogen bonds with the flax fiber surfaces,
while the polypropylene chains of MAPP form compatible blends with the bulk PP matrix through
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co-crystallization [37]. The improved interfacial adhesion can be readily confirmed by comparing the
fracture surfaces of untreated (Figure 5) and compatibilized (Figure 6) composites.

 
Figure 5. SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces of PP/Flax composites at different magnifications.

 
Figure 6. SEM micrographs of the fracture surface of PPC (PP modified with coupling agent)/Flax
composites at different magnifications.

In non-compatibilized composites, flax yarns are completely pulled out from the matrix and
interfacial debonding turns out to be the dominant failure mechanism, thus suggesting a rather low
fiber/matrix adhesion. Clear gaps at the interfaces between the fibers and the PP matrix can be easily
observed (Figure 5d), along with the clean surfaces of the flax fibers (Figure 5c) with no matrix residues.
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On the contrary, a lower degree of fiber pull-out and no gaps were found between the fibers and
the matrix (Figure 6b–d), with a large amount of matrix adhering to the flax surface (Figure 6d) and
fiber fractures (Figure 6b).

The presence of CNTs was not beneficial, with resulting composites that exhibited reduced
flexural and tensile properties to a great extent compared to untreated composites. This behavior
can be ascribed to the agglomerations of CNTs which acted as stress concentrations and to their poor
compatibility with the PP matrix [44,45]. Figure 7 shows the fracture surfaces of such composites,
where carbon nanotubes are entangled and defects along the flax fibers can be observed (Figure 7d).
The fibers are still scarcely covered by the matrix after pull-out (Figure 7b,d), and in the grooves created
by the pulled-out fibers (Figure 7c), CNTs clusters can easily be seen, thus confirming the occurrence of
weak van der Waals bonds between the CNTs and the flax fibers. Due to the poor mechanical results
and fiber/matrix adhesion, composites with CNTs were not investigated further. In fact, it is often
suggested that the existence of hydrogen bonds or other dipole–dipole interactions between maleic
anhydride and modified nanotubes with carbonyl and carboxyl groups increases CNT dispersion and
the properties of PP-based nanocomposites [46,47].

 
Figure 7. SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces of PP/Flax_CNT composites at different magnifications.

On the other hand, the decrease in mechanical properties caused by the presence of GNPs was
lower compared to CNTs. The fracture surfaces of the resulting composites (Figure 8) showed the same
features as those of CNT-reinforced composites, but with a slightly better interfacial compatibility,
confirmed by layers of matrix material pulled out together with the flax fibers (Figure 8b,c), where GNPs
are well embedded in the polymer matrix (white arrows in Figure 8c). The relative chemical inertness
of GNPs [48] did not allow the exploitation of their full potential; therefore, these composites were
modified with the MAPP coupling agent.
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Figure 8. SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces of PP/Flax_GNP composites at different magnifications.

These composites (PPC/Flax_GNP) outperformed the tensile and flexural behaviors of untreated
PP/Flax composites, showing values of tensile and flexural strength even higher than those of PPC/Flax
composites. As already found for GNPs in polypropylene matrices [48,49], MAPP is able to increase
the chemical compatibility between PP and the polar groups of GNPs, providing a better anchoring of
the GNPs into the PP matrix, which results in the enhanced adhesion between them and in a higher
constraint of the polymer chains. These effects are visible in the fracture surfaces of the corresponding
composites (Figure 9). In this case, it is much more difficult to differentiate the flax fibers from the PP
matrix, and the extent of fiber pull-out is significantly reduced. In addition, the fibers are, in many
cases, completely covered by the matrix reinforced with GNPs (Figure 9d). It is interesting to note
that the tensile and flexural moduli of these composites are higher than those reported in literature
for flax/PP composites [10,50,51] when considering similar fiber volume fractions, even higher than
low-twisted and unidirectional MAPP-treated flax yarns in a polypropylene matrix, for which a tensile
modulus of 9.26 ± 0.4 GPa was reported [52]. In addition, the tensile and flexural strength values are
comparable with those of similar unidirectional composites [52]. Figure 10 shows the thermal stability
(TGA) curves of the composites, and the results point out that the presence of carbon nanostructures
did not markedly affect the degradation profile in comparison with untreated flax/PP composites.

While the first weight loss around 340–360 ◦C is due to the degradation of flax fibers and,
in particular, of the cellulose [53]; the second significant weight loss (380–470 ◦C) is related to the
degradation of PP [44]. The increased decomposition temperatures (inset of Figure 10) of the composites
can be ascribed to the physical–chemical absorption of the decomposed products [54]. The physical
absorption of PP molecules on the carbon nanostructures induces a delay in their volatilization, but the
decomposition temperature of PPC/Flax_GNP composites is the highest among the other formulations.
This significant increase cannot be due only to physical absorption, but also to a chemical absorption,
thus confirming the higher level of interfacial adhesion.
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Figure 9. SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces of PPC/Flax_GNP composites at different magnifications.

Figure 10. Thermograms for the different PP/flax composites.

3.2. Characterization of Composites Reinforced with Flax Fabrics Treated with Stearic Acid

Organic acids, and in particular fatty acids, are extensively used in surface treatments for
particulate mineral fillers. The resulting modification causes the filler surface to become hydrophobic,
thus reducing the moisture adsorption during storage and improving the incorporation of polar
mineral fillers in non-polar polymer matrix melts, with reduced melt viscosity and associated enhanced
dispersion [55]. These commercially available fatty acids are generally sourced from plant or animal
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sources and contain mixtures of mainly even-carbon-number acids. The use of stearic acid as a
surface modification treatment for natural fibers has been investigated in other studies dealing with PP.
This treatment is usually performed via a solution process, in which the stearic acid is dissolved in a
suitable solvent, via a vapor phase [56], or by dry-blending [39]. In the first case, different solvents
have been suggested in literature, including from acetone [38], toluene [57], and ethanol [58]. During
the modification, it is expected that the carboxyl group of the stearic acid reacts with the hydroxyl
groups of the natural fibers, but the OH groups of the different solvents, characterized by different
reactivity, could also be involved. This explains why it was decided to investigate the effects of two
different solvents, toluene and ethanol.

At first, all of the treated flax samples were analyzed with the FT-IR and CPMAS NMR
spectroscopies to understand the chemical structure. In the infrared spectra (Figure 11), the adsorption
bands at about 2916 and 2848 cm−1 are attributed to the asymmetric (νas(CH2)) and symmetric (νs(CH2))
methylene vibration, while the carbonyl absorption of the carboxylic acid dimer (νC=O) for stearic
acid appeared clearly at 1703 cm−1. This last band at 1703 cm−1 is a strong stretching vibrational
mode of modified cellulose, which can be attributed to the ester –C=O moieties present. These are
formed by esterification between –CO2H in stearic acid and –OH in modified cellulose, indicating
that stearic acid undergoes a chemical reaction with cellulose. The main bands between 815 and
1469 cm−1 were attributed to the δOH, νC–O, deformation bands of (–CH2–)n, and the out-of-plane
vibration bands of O–H of stearic acid dimer [59,60]. The bands at 3024–3650 cm−1 correspond to
the stretching vibrations of the OH of cellulose, which is the main element of flax created via β1-4
linked D-glucose. The corresponding vibrational bands of C=O and OH are gradually affected as the
concentration of SA increases from 0.1 to 0.4 M. This fact indicates the strong intermolecular hydrogen
bond interactions between cellulose and SA. The interactions between SA and cellulose were further
studied by solid-state 13C CP/MAS NMR (Figure 11c (ethanol) and d (toluene)) at 0.4 M. The spectrum
exhibited some characteristic peaks at 181.3 and 181.0 ppm, corresponding to C from the –CO– group
to free stearic acid (Figure 11c.1,d.1) and the ester group (Figure 11d.3,c.3), respectively, 104.2, 88.3,
74.4, and 71.5 ppm, corresponding to C1, C4, C5, and (C3, C2), respectively, and the peak for C6 at
64.3 ppm. These peaks could be assigned to the cellulose. In addition, 32.3 (c.3 and d.3) and 32.14 (c.1
and d.1), 24.7 and 14.5 ppm could be assigned to the aliphatic chain to SA [61,62]. The slight shift of
the resonance corresponding to the group –CO– with respect to the same group –CO– of the stearic
acid, together with the broadening of the signals corresponding to the –CH2– groups of the aliphatic
chain of the stearic acid, as well as a slight chemical shift, would indicate the binding or formation
of ester groups in the flax fabric after treatment. These data could indicate that, in both cases, using
toluene or ethanol as solvents and at two different temperatures, the cellulose that makes up the flax
fabric is functionalized with stearic acid through its OH groups.

An assessment of the wettability of the flax fabric surfaces was performed on the flax fabrics
treated with stearic acid + ethanol (0.1–0.4 M) and stearic acid + toluene (0.1–0.4 M). In Figure 12,
the contact angles for the samples treated with 0.4 M of stearic acid are reported, both in toluene (b)
and in ethanol (c). The images were taken from the videos at a fixed time of 10 s after water contact
with the fabrics, so that all of the treated fabrics could be compared with each other. The values of the
contact angles at different concentrations of stearic acid for the fabrics treated in ethanol and in toluene
are reported in Table 2.
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Figure 11. FTIR and NMR spectra for flax modified by stearic acid. (a) (Ethanol) and (b) (toluene) FTIR
spectra ([SA] = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 M). 13C CP/MAS NMR spectrum of stearic acid 1 (SA), flax fabric
(blue) 2, and, in purple, the flax fabric treated with 0.4 M of SA in ethanol (c) and in toluene (d).

Figure 12. (a) Plot of contact angle vs. stearic acid concentration. Picture of a drop of water on flax
fabric treated with 0.4 M stearic acid in toluene (b) or ethanol (c).

Table 2. Contact angles for flax fabrics treated with stearic acid in different solvents.

Contact angle, θ [◦]

Stearic Acid [M]
Solvent

Toluene Ethanol

0.1 - -
0.2 67.6 ± 0.05 115.8 ± 0.27
0.3 71 ± 0.32 123.3 ± 0.31
0.4 75.2 ± 0.02 128.8 ± 0.01
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The results shown in Table 2 demonstrate that the surface modification carried out in ethanol
reaches higher values in terms of contact angle, up to 128.8◦ relative to a 0.4 M concentration of stearic
acid, thus obtaining highly hydrophobic surfaces; likewise, it is evident that the synthesis carried
out in toluene as a solvent led to lower contact angle values, leaving the surface of the flax mostly
hydrophilic [63]. The differences in hydrophobicity shown in Figure 12 and Table 2 by the flax fabric
samples treated in different solvents may be due to different phenomena. The reaction between an acid
and an alcohol, which is known as Fischer–Speier esterification [64], produces an ester by refluxing a
carboxylic acid and an alcohol in the presence of an acid catalyst. In our case, in none of the reactions
was an acid used as a catalyst, but EtOH was able to yield H+ to the reaction media and then to act as
catalyst and reaction solvent at the same time. In fact, the pKa of EtOH is 15.9, while that of toluene is
43. This fact makes EtOH a stronger acid with respect to toluene. In addition, this reaction, which
takes place through cationic type intermediates, is most favored in polar media such as EtOH [65].
On the other hand, EtOH itself could give esterification processes, whereby not only SA, but also esters
would be formed with the OH groups of the cellulose. This fact could significantly reduce the number
of OH groups present in the sample, increasing hydrophobicity due to the loss of OH groups that
can interact with water via H-bonds. Finally, the relatively high temperature at which the reaction
is carried out with toluene, 100 ◦C, could cause some degradation of the molecular structure of the
cellulose of flax, making it less reactive. The high level of hydrophobicity reached with a treatment
performed in ethanol at 0.4 M allowed us to select this treatment condition for the modification of flax
fabrics to be used as reinforcement in the PP matrix.

To determine the structure and dispersion of stearic acid on flax fabrics before composite
manufacturing, the morphologies of the resulting treated fabrics were investigated by SEM (Figure 13).

 
Figure 13. SEM micrographs showing the flax fabrics modified with 0.4 M SA at different magnifications.

The fibers appear to be covered by a thin layer of stearic acid with some micro-sized waxy
protrusions (white arrows in Figure 13d), indicating a quite uniform distribution of stearic acid on
the flax fiber surface. Figure 14 shows the XRD spectra of pure stearic acid and modified flax fabrics.
The main characteristic peaks of the untreated flax fabric were located at 2θ = 14.7◦, 16.4◦, 22.6◦, and
34.5◦, which can be assigned to cellulose I [66], for planes

(
110
)
, (110), (200), and (004), respectively. In

the surface-modified flax fabric, additional peaks located 21.6◦ and 24.0◦ can be clearly seen, which
correspond to the interplanar spacings of stearic acid, thus suggesting that the stearic acid exists in its
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crystal form in the modified fabric. These values can be assigned to the stearic acid monoclinic C-form,
which is in line with the crystallized form obtained from solution [67].

Figure 14. XRD patterns of pure stearic acid (SA), untreated flax fabric (Neat flax), and flax fabric
modified with 0.4 M SA (Flax–SA).

The effect of stearic acid treatment on the thermal stability of flax fabrics was investigated
by thermogravimetric analysis, and the corresponding thermograms are reported in Figure 15.
The thermogram of the untreated flax fabric showed the typical three peaks in the derivative curve.
The first mass loss, at about 60–120 ◦C, is due to the release of water, a shoulder at about 240–280 ◦C is
ascribed to the decomposition of the non-cellulosic components such as pectin and hemicellulose, and the
third mass-loss peak, at about 340–360 ◦C, is due to the cellulose degradation [68]. A one-step mass loss
of pure stearic acid was observed, with an onset weight loss temperature higher than 230 ◦C, which is
thus compatible with the manufacturing process of PP-based composites. The thermal stability of the
modified flax fabric was not significantly affected, with the exception of an additional decomposition
step at a lower temperature (>230 ◦C) due to the vaporization of stearic acid [69], which again confirms
the successful deposition of stearic acid on the flax fabric. In addition, the stearic acid treatment did
not degrade the mechanical properties of the modified flax fabric, as can be inferred from the results
included in Figure 4.

The reduced polar character of the modified flax fabrics resulted in composites characterized not
only by higher moduli compared to composites reinforced with GNPs, but also by lower strength
values, which, in any case, are higher than those exhibited by PP/Flax composites (Table 1). It is worth
noting the synergistic effect on the modulus and, to a lesser extent, on the strength played by the further
use of MAPP, an effect already observed by Spoljaric et al. in microcrystalline cellulose composites [57].
An improved interfacial bond strength can be the reason for this behavior. Zafeiropoulos et al. [70]
reported a slight increase in stress transfer efficiency in flax fibers treated with stearic acid in the vapor
phase after 36 h treatment with a PP matrix. They ascribed this improvement to the inter-entanglement
of the stearic acid chains with the PP chains. The same authors also reported the development of a
transcrystalline layer in stearic-acid-treated cellulose fibers [71], which was suggested to increase the
interfacial adhesion, as assessed by fiber fragmentation tests.
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Figure 15. (a) Thermal stability (TGA) thermograms and (b) derivative thermogravimetry (DTG)
curves of flax fabrics before and after the treatment with stearic acid (SA).

In the present work, a better fiber/matrix adhesion was induced by the surface treatment between
the hydrophobic chains of stearic acid and the polypropylene matrix and between the hydrophilic
carboxyl group of the stearic acid and the flax fibers. This was confirmed by SEM analysis of the
fracture surfaces of the resulting composites, reported in Figures 16 and 17 for non-compatibilized
(PP/Flax_SA) and compatibilized (PPC/Flax_SA) composites with stearic-acid-treated flax fibers,
respectively. A strong interfacial adhesion was found in PP/Flax_SA composites, which increased after
the addition of MAPP. It is possible to note the presence of a significant number of stearic acid plate-like
crystals on the flax fiber surface (for instance, the white arrows in Figure 16c,d). These are supposed to
create a rough surface on the flax surface, thus promoting mechanical interlocking and hindrance to
polymer chain mobility, which supports the significant increase in stiffness. Flax fibers can be hardly
seen in Figure 17a,b, as they are densely covered with matrix residues. The dramatic increases in the
moduli were not accompanied by similar increases in strength. It is speculated that the large amount
of stearic acid deposited on the fiber surface might have acted, at stresses higher than those needed to
evaluate the tensile and flexural moduli, more as a lubricant than as a compatibilizer. Stearic acid is,
in fact, commonly used as a processing aid to increase homogeneity and processability [39].

 
Figure 16. SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces of PP/Flax_SA composites at different magnifications.
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Figure 17. SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces of PPC/Flax_SA composites at different magnifications.

This consideration suggests not only the potential of stearic acid, but also the need to optimize its
content in order to balance these opposing effects.

Compared to untreated PP/Flax composites, the treatment with stearic acid did not modify the
overall degradation profile (Figure 18), even though a lower onset temperature of thermal instability
occurred in composites with stearic acid. A slight shift toward higher temperatures for the two peak
mass-loss temperatures was detected after the incorporation of stearic acid. The mass-loss rate for
compatibilized systems was slightly reduced, thus confirming the higher level of interfacial adhesion.

Figure 18. (a) TGA thermograms and (b) derivative thermogravimetry (DTG) curves of
stearic-acid-treated flax fibers in a non-compatibilized (PP) or compatibilized (PPC) matrix.

4. Conclusions

Four different surface modification treatments, including grafting of GNPs and CNTs, stearation,
and incorporation of maleated polypropylene, were developed and applied on flax fibers to produce
high-performance polypropylene-based composites. The grafting of carbon nanostructures by a
simple and cost-effective dip-coating process was implemented in order to try to limit the amounts of
chemicals and the number of processing steps. This resulted in a non-optimal distribution of carbon
nanostructures on the fiber surface. GNPs were found to be much more effective than CNTs, leading to
composites with an increased Young’s modulus and tensile strength of 54.96% and 42.46% compared to
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the reference ones when combined with maleated PP. These results are comparable to those obtained for
unidirectional PP/Flax composites developed in other studies. The stearation treatment was optimized
in terms of the solvent type and the amount of stearic acid. A 0.4 M concentration of stearic acid in
ethanol provided the highest reduction in the polarity of flax fibers without altering their degradation
profile and mechanical properties. The higher compatibility with apolar PP resulted in enhanced
mechanical properties in tension by 102.96% and 3.39% for modulus and strength, respectively, and
in bending by 61.81% and 13.97% for modulus and strength, respectively, compared to baseline
composites; these were further improved by the addition of maleated polypropylene. These simple
treatments, potentially prone to further optimization, can represent a step toward producing natural
fiber composites with mechanical profiles compatible with semi-structural applications.
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Abstract: The stiffness of a composite material is mainly affected by the nature of its phases and its
contents, the dispersion of the reinforcement, as well as the morphology and mean orientation of
such reinforcement. In this paper, recovered dyed cotton fibers from textile industry were used as
reinforcement for a polypropylene matrix. The specific dye seems to decrease the hydrophilicity of
the fibers and to increase its chemical compatibility with the matrix. The results showed a linear
evolution of the Young’s moduli of the composites against the reinforcement contents, although
the slope of the regression line was found to be lower than that for other natural strand reinforced
polypropylene composites. This was blamed on a growing difficulty to disperse the reinforcements
when its content increased. The micromechanics analysis returned a value for the intrinsic Young’s
modulus of the cotton fibers that doubled previously published values. The use of two different
micromechanics models allowed evaluating the impact of the morphology of the fibers on the Young’s
modulus of a composite.

Keywords: recycled cotton fibers; stiffness; micromechanics; Young’s modulus

1. Introduction

The use of fibrous industrial byproducts as reinforcement for polymer-based composites has
increasingly been attracting the attention of researchers. The use of byproducts is in line with the
principles of green chemistry and the actual demands of the society for greener materials and more
environmentally friendly products [1–3]. The literature shows the opportunity to use agroforestry
wastes such as prunings, used paper fibers, or textile byproducts [4–8]. These studies reveal how
the nature of the reinforcements has a high impact on the mechanical properties of its composites.
In this sense, artificial fibers like glass fibers, aramids, or carbon fibers show the highest strengthening
and stiffening abilities [9,10]. Natural fiber strands and wood fibers also show notable capabilities as
polyolefin reinforcements. Nonetheless, strands like jute or hemp showed higher stiffening potential
than wood fibers [11–15]. In this sense, cotton strands have been used as polyolefin reinforcement
successfully [16–18]. While some of the studies have used raw cotton as reinforcing fibers, a vast
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majority prefer to use recycled fibers from the textile industry [7,13,19,20], however, the number of
published studies are still limited.

Cotton fibers recovered from the textile industry have some advantages, such as low cost and
availability, but also some apparent drawbacks, since usually these fibers contain textile dyes [7,20].
Additionally, there is a large quantity of discarded textiles that are directly landfilled [21]. Moreover,
landfilled textiles contribute to the formation of ‘leachate’ that can contaminate ground and underground
waters [22]. Thus, the use of such textiles as composite reinforcement can contribute to widen the
value chain of the textile sector on the one hand, and to decrease landfilling and contamination on the
other hand.

Cotton fibers are almost 100% cellulosic fibers, and thus have a high presence of hydroxyl
groups in their surface, and a high potential to create hydrogen bonds under favorable conditions.
Therefore, they tend to aggregate, making their individualization and dispersion on a polymeric phase
difficult [8]. In addition, cotton fibers are hydrophilic, while the vast majority of polymeric matrices
are hydrophobic.

A previous study revealed that the presence of dyes diminished the hydrophilicity of cotton
fibers, allowing the obtaining of better interphases without using any coupling agent [7,20]. The same
dyes eased the dispersion of the fibers without any treatment. Nonetheless, the tensile strength of the
composites reinforced with dyed cotton fibers were lower than those obtained with other natural fiber
strands. Some authors claim that the same dyes hindered the action of coupling agents [7], although
these researchers did not publish any results concerning the stiffness of the composites. According to
the literature, the intrinsic Young’s modulus of cotton fibers is found between 5 and 13 GPa, however,
this value seems too low compared with the values obtained for other strands [11,12,23–28].

This paper examines the Young’s modulus of cotton fiber (CF) reinforced polypropylene (PP)
composites. CFs were recovered from a yarning process where all the fibers with lengths below 10mm
were discarded. The byproduct has the shape of cotton dyed flocks that must be individualized
prior to its use as reinforcement [20]. Composite materials adding CF percentages ranging from
20 to 50 wt% were formulated. Two batches of every formulation were prepared, one with 6 wt%
of coupling agent added, and the other without. The composites were mold injected to obtain the
standard specimens, and later on tested under tensile conditions. The Young’s moduli of the materials
were evaluated and discussed. The Young’s moduli of the composites were not coherent with the
intrinsic Young’s modulus for CFs found in the literature. Therefore, a micromechanical analysis was
proposed to analyze the properties of CF. First, the Hirsch model provided a value for the intrinsic
Young’s modulus of CF that doubled those on the literature [29]. Then, the efficiency factors allowed
discussing a possible poor dispersion of the fibers at high reinforcement contents. Finally, the Tsai
and Pagano model in combination with Halpin and Tsai equations [30,31] allowed incorporating the
morphology of the reinforcements to back-calculate a theoretical Young’s modulus for the composites.
The paper actualizes the value of the intrinsic Young’s modulus of cotton fibers, and proposes a series
of composites that reuse textile byproducts, and thus avoids their landfilling or incineration.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

The cotton fibers (CF) used as reinforcement were recovered from cotton flock residues.
These cotton flocks are textile industry byproducts and are composed of entangled cotton fibers
with lengths too short for spinning. The flocks were previously treated with a reactive dye and were
kindly supplied by Fontfilva S. L. (Olot, Girona, Spain).

A polypropylene (PP) Isplen PP090 62M by Repsol-YPF (Tarragona, Spain) was kindly supplied
by its producer and used as the polymeric matrix. The use of a coupling agent was proposed in order
to prevent chemical incompatibilities between the hydrophilic reinforcements and the hydrophobic
matrix. Epolene G3015 polypropylene functionalized with maleic anhydride (MAPP) by Eastman
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Chemical Products (San Roque, Spain) was purchased for this purpose. This reactive has an acid
number of 15 mg KOH/g and a Mn of 24800.

Decalin (decahydronaphthalene) was acquired from Fischer Scientific (Madrid, Spain) and had
a 190 ◦C boiling point and 97% purity. This reagent was used to dissolve the PP matrix in the fiber
extraction from composites.

Figure 1 shows the workflow for the research, from the production of cotton flocks by the textile
industry to the measurement and evaluation of the mechanical properties.

Figure 1. Workflow of the research, including the production of cotton flock byproducts, composite
mixing and material testing.

2.2. Cotton Flocks Treatment and Composites Preparation

The cotton residues were passed through a blade mill in order to individualize the entangled
fibers. The mill was provided with a 1mm sieve to obtain cotton fibers able to attain a good dispersion.
These CFs were mixed with the PP in a Brabender Plastograph kinetic mixer by Brabender® (Duisburg,
Germany). The coupled composites added a 6 wt% of MAPP at the same time than the other phases.
The process took 10 min, at 185 ◦C and at a speed of 80 rpm. Coupled and uncoupled composites with
CF contents ranging from 20 to 50 wt% were prepared. The obtained blends were cut down to 8 mm
pellets able to be mold injected. These pellets were stored for 24 h in an oven at 80 ◦C to eliminate
the humidity.
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2.3. Composite and Standard Specimen Preparation

The composite pellets were injection molded in the shape of standard dog bone specimens,
in agreement with ASTM D638. The injection molding machine was a Meteor-40 by Mateu & Solé
(Barcelona, Spain). The machine has three heating areas that were operated at 175 ◦C, 175 ◦C, and 190 ◦C,
corresponding to the highest to the nozzle. The injection pressure was 120 kg/cm−2 and the maintaining
pressure was 37.5 kg/cm−2. A steel mold with a cavity in the shape of the standard specimen was used,
and at least ten specimens for every one of the composite formulations were obtained.

2.4. Mechanical Test

Prior to any mechanical test, the specimens were stored in a conditioning chamber by Dycometal.
The stabilization of the specimens took 48 h, and the conditions were at 23 ◦C with 50% relative humidity.

The specimens were placed in the gauges of an Instron TM 1122 universal testing machine.
The machine was fitted with a 5 Kn load cell. The test was performed in agreement with ASTM
D790 standard. An extensometer MFA2 was used to measure the strains with addequate precision.
The measurements were the result of testing at least 5 samples for every composite formulation.

2.5. Morphologic Analysis of the Reinforcements

Some micromechanics models use the morphology of the reinforcements as input. As soon
as the literature accepts that the morphology of such reinforcements changes noticeably during
composite preparation, the study was performed to reinforcements extracted from the polymeric
matrix. The extraction was obtained by matrix solubilization using a Soxhlet apparatus and using
Decalin as a solvent. Composite material pieces approximately 10 × 10mm were placed inside a
cellulose filter into the Soxhlet equipment. The process lasted 24 h until the matrix was totally dissolved.
Then, the fibers were rinsed with acetone and distilled water.

The morphology of the fibers was measured in a FS-300 Kajanni analyzer. The equipment
measured from 2500 to 3000 fibers and returned a fiber length distribution, mean length, and diameter
and the percentage of fines (fibers shorter than 70 μm).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Young’s Modulus of the Composites

Table 1 shows the Young’s moduli of the coupled and uncoupled composites (Et
C) reinforced with

CF contents ranging from 20 to 50 wt%. The table also shows the tensile strength of the composites
(σt

C), the percentage of reinforcement in weight (WF), and its volume fraction (VF).

Table 1. Young’s modulus and tensile strength of the cotton fiber (CF)/polypropylene (PP) composites.

0%MAPP 6%MAPP

WF VF Et
C (GPa) σt

C (MPa) Et
C (GPa) σt

C (MPa)

0 0 1.5 ± 0.1 27.6 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 0.1 27.6 ± 0.5
20% 0.131 3.2 ± 0.1 35.0 ± 0.5 3.3 ± 0.1 41.7 ± 0.7
30% 0.205 3.9 ± 0.2 38.2 ± 0.8 3.9 ± 0.1 47.1 ±0.7
40% 0.287 4.7 ± 0.2 41.7 ± 0.8 4.8 ± 0.2 53.6 ± 1.0
50% 0.376 5.6 ± 0.2 45.4 ± 1.1 5.4 ± 0.2 58.3 ± 1.2

It was found that the use of a coupling agent had a low effect on the Young’s modulus of the
composites. In fact, an ANOVA analysis (at 95% confidence rate) reveals that the differences between
the Young’s moduli of the composites with the same percentage of reinforcement, despite adding or
not adding a coupling agent, were not statistically relevant. This result was expected as it has been
reported previously in the literature [5,32]. The same materials revealed totally different behaviors in
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the case of the tensile strength, where the presence of MAPP considerably increased the strength of the
materials [7,20]. Thus, while the coupling agent has a noticeable effect on the tensile strength of the
composites, its impact is not statistically relevant in the case of the Young’s modulus. Some authors
prefer to state that the strength of the interphase between the matrix and the reinforcements has a
limited impact on the stiffness of the composites [6,11]. Other authors prefer to justify the differences
on the methods used to evaluate the strength and the modulus. While the strength is measured at the
maximum strain, where the interphase has been fully put to test, the Young’s modulus is measured at
low strains [32].

The Young’s modulus of a semi-aligned short fiber reinforced composite is mainly affected by the
properties of the phases and its contents, the morphology of the reinforcement, its mean orientation,
and its grade of dispersion. In the case of a correctly dispersed reinforcement, the increase of the
Young’s modulus against reinforcement content was expected to be linear (Figure 2) [32].

 
Figure 2. Young’s modulus of the coupled and uncoupled CF-PP composites against
reinforcement content.

Both, coupled and uncoupled composites showed a linear evolution of its Young’s moduli against
CF content. Thus, a proper dispersion of the reinforcement was assumed. Nonetheless, the higher
the percentage of reinforcement the harder it becomes to obtain a good or proper dispersion. In the
case of the coupled composite at 50 wt% of CF, the Young’s modulus seems to start to decrease under
the regression line. Besides, CF incorporates a textile dye that seems to increase the strength of the
interphase and ease the dispersion at low reinforcement rates. Nonetheless, it was impossible to
corroborate this evolution due to the impossibility of preparing materials with higher reinforcement
contents that are still able to be mold injected. From now on, and due to the equivalence between
coupled and uncoupled CF-based composites, the analysis will be referring to the coupled materials.

The literature shows multiple studies on the evolution of the Young’s modulus against the fiber
contents. We have chosen stone groundwood fibers (SGW), commonly used for papermaking, hemp
strands (HS), as a byproduct of agroforestry, old newspaper fibers (ONPF), as recycled fibers, and glass
fibers (GF) as an industrial commodity and the most commonly used reinforcement [11,14,33]. Table 2
shows the Young’s moduli of SGW, HS, ONPF and GF reinforced PP composites.
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Table 2. Young’s moduli of stone groundwood, hemp strands, and glass fiber reinforced polypropylene
coupled composites.

SGW HS ONPF GF

20% 2.7 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.1 4.1 ± 0.1
30% 3.5 ± 0.1 3.8 ± 0.1 3.8 ± 0.1 5.7 ± 0.1
40% 4.3 ± 0.1 5.2 ± 0.1 4.2 ± 0.1 7.7 ± 0.1
50% 5.2 ± 0.1 6.3 ± 0.1 5.3 ± 0.1 -

The Young’s moduli of natural fiber reinforced polypropylene composites are similar, with slight
advantages for those reinforced with strands, especially at high reinforcement contents. Cotton fibers
showed Young’s moduli as superior to SGW and ONPF, and in line with the other strands. Nonetheless,
cotton fibers are recycled and a byproduct of the textile industry, while hemp strands can be considered
virgin materials. ONPF are recycled fibers that come from the disintegration of used newspaper.
The Young’s moduli of ONPF and SGW based composites are very similar, showing that recovering
the fibers from the paper had little effect on the stiffening potential of the reinforcements. Moreover,
CF showed higher Young’s moduli than ONPF based composites. All the natural-based composites
showed a linear evolution of their Young’s moduli against fiber contents, but different slopes on their
regression lines.

On the other hand, GF-based materials showed noticeably higher Young’s moduli than natural
fiber-based composites. At the same reinforcement contents, Young’s modulus of CF-based composites
is noticeably lower than GF-based ones. It was necessary to increase 20 wt% the amount of CF to obtain
a Young’s moduli similar to GF.

3.2. Neat Contribution of the Reinforcements

Attending to the above-mentioned parameters that affect the Young’s modulus of a composite,
the differences must be related with the morphology of the reinforcements, its mean orientation, or the
intrinsic properties of the phases. The modified rule of mixtures (RoM) for the Young’s modulus
summarizes all these parameters (Equation (1)):

EC
t = ηe·EF

t ·VF +
(
1−VF

)
·EM

t (1)

where Et
C, Et

F, and Et
M are the Young’s moduli of the composite, reinforcement, and matrix, respectively.

VF represents the reinforcement volume fraction, and ηe is a modulus efficiency factor that equalizes
the contribution of the reinforcements to the Young’s modulus of the composite. This efficiency factor
is seldom presented as a length efficiency factor times an orientation efficiency factor (ηe= ηl· ηo). At the
exception of the intrinsic Young’s modulus of the reinforcements and the modulus efficiency factor,
the rest of the values can be easily obtained during the tensile test of the composites. Clearly, the RoM
can only be used if the Young’s modulus of the composite evolves linearly against reinforcement content.

In any case, the neat contribution of the reinforcements to the Young’s modulus of the composite
is represented by ηe·Et

F in the RoM. Thus, the RoM can be rearranged to account for such neat
contribution as:

ηe·EF
t =

EC
t −
(
1−VF

)
·EM

t

VF (2)

Then, if the neat contribution is represented against the reinforcement volume fraction, a regression
line is obtained, and the slope of such a line has been referred to in the literature as a fiber tensile
modulus factor (FTMF) [6,32]. This factor can be used as a measure of the stiffening capabilities of a
reinforcement. Figure 3 shows the FTMF for different fibers as polypropylene reinforcement.

The FTMF of CF was between HS and SGW. This value ensures good stiffening abilities for CF as
PP reinforcement because the literature shows possible applications for materials with similar FTMF
for building or product design purposes [34,35]. Moreover, some researchers used an ONPF-based
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composite to substitute a GF-based one [36]. On the other hand, GF showed higher stiffening
capabilities than the rest of the reinforcements. This is not a surprise, having in account that GF is
a man-made material with more stable intrinsic properties and a regular morphology. The FTMF
of the reinforcements shows a similar behavior than the Young’s moduli of its composites. Thus,
the differences between such moduli seem to be focused on the neat contribution of the fibers,
specifically, the intrinsic Young’s modulus of the reinforcement and the modulus efficiency factor.
In order to analyze such differences, the researchers propose a micromechanics analysis.

 
Figure 3. Neat contribution of the reinforcements to the Young’s modulus of the polymers.

3.3. Micromechanics Analysis of the Young’s Modulus

The RoM (Equation (1)) shows two unknowns that coincide with the neat contribution of the fibers:
ηe·Et

F. While it is possible to measure the intrinsic Young’s modulus of the fibers, and more so in the
case of the strands, some authors defend the use of micromechanics methods as an alternative [11,37,38].
In addition, a high number of experiments are necessary due to the foreseeable standard deviations of
the mechanical properties of natural fiber reinforcements. Thus, the Hirsh model was proposed as a
means to evaluate the intrinsic Young’s modulus of CF.

EC
t = β·(EF

t ·VF + EM
t

(
1−VF

)
+ (1− β) EF

t ·EM
t

EF
t ·VF + Em

t (1−VF)
(3)

where β is a parameter that modules the stress transference between both phases of the composite
material. In the case of semi-aligned short fibers reinforced composites β has a value of 0.4 [14]. Table 3
shows the micromechanical parameters obtained after the analysis.

Table 3. Micromechanics of the Young’s moduli of CF reinforced polypropylene coupled composites.

VF Et
F (GPa) ηe ηl ηo αo

0.131 31.48 0.52 0.89 0.58 48.8
0.205 28.06 0.47 0.89 0.53 53.3
0.287 26.48 0.45 0.89 0.51 55.1
0.376 25.46 0.45 0.90 0.49 56.2
Mean 27.87 ± 2.63 0.47 ± 0.03 0.89 ± 0.01 0.53 ± 0.04 53.3 ± 3.3

The mean intrinsic Young’s modulus of CF was found to be 27.87 ± 2.63 GPa, similar to HS,
with a value of 26.8 GPa [11]. This coincidence agrees with the already similarities found in the neat
contributions of such fibers (Figure 3). Nonetheless, the computed intrinsic Young’s modulus of CF
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contrasts heavily with the neatly inferior values found in the literature. Some authors place this
intrinsic Young’s modulus in the range from 5 to 13 GPa [26–28]. Using such values with the RoM
is not possible to reach the obtained experimental values without using modulus efficiency factors
outside the usual range.

On the other hand, the value for CF is noticeably higher than the value obtained for SGW and
ONPF, 21.2 ± 1.9 and 22.8 ± 1.8 GPa, respectively [14,39]. This also agrees with the neat contributions
of such fibers. Similarly, GF showed an intrinsic Young’s modulus of 76 GPa, justifying the differences
obtained in the Young’s modulus of its composites [11,40].

Consequently, the intrinsic Young’s moduli of the different reinforcements affected heavily the
Young’s moduli of its composites. Nonetheless, CF showed a higher intrinsic Young’s modulus than
HS, but HS-based composites showed higher Young’s moduli, at the same reinforcement contents than
CF-based composites. Thus, the differences are expected to be found in the modulus efficiency factor
(Table 3).

The values for the modulus efficiency factor were obtained by using all the experimental data
(Table 1) and the mean intrinsic Young’s modulus of CF (Table 3). The mean value was found to be 0.47
± 0.03. The value is inside the usual range of values, between 0.45 and 0.56 for such factor [11,12,14,40].
Nonetheless, it is worth noting that the obtained value is in the lower half bound of the expected
values. Thus, presumably, CF based composites have not taken advantage of the stiffening capabilities
of CF. Particular values decrease when the CF contents increase (Table 3). The composite with a
20 wt% of CF exhibits a modulus efficiency factor higher than the other CF-based composites, and also
a higher intrinsic Young’s modulus, indicating a higher yield on the stiffening capabilities of CF.
The reasons must be found on the mean orientation of the fibers, the morphology of the reinforcements
or its dispersion.

In the case of HS the modulus efficiency factor was evaluated at 0.50 ± 0.02. This value is higher
than CF and can compensate the difference between the intrinsic Young’s moduli of the reinforcements
and justify the higher moduli of the HS-based composites. In the case of ONPF, the value of ηe was
evaluated at 0.49 ± 0.04, a value similar to HS. Finally, SGW showed the highest values for ηe, with a
mean of 0.56 ± 0.02.

In order to find the impact of the morphology and the mean orientation of CF, the morphology
and orientation efficiency factors were computed. The length efficiency factor was calculated according
to Cox-Krenchel’s model (Equations (4) and (5)) [41]:

ηl = 1−
tanh
(
μ·LF

2

)
(
μ·LF

2

) (4)

with

μ =
1
rF

√√√
EM

t

EF
t ·(1− υ)·Ln

(√
π/4·VF

) (5)

where LF and rF are the reinforcement mean weighed length and radius, respectively. The Poisson’s
ratio of the matrix is represented by ν and μ is a coefficient of the stress concentration rate at the end of
the fibers. The Poisson ratio was 0.36, as found in the literature [22]. The orientation factor ηo was
obtained from ηo = ηl/ηe. Table 3 shows the obtained values.

The length efficiency factor remained almost the same for all the composite formulations, with a
mean value of 0.89 ± 0.01. Usually this factor decreases when the percentage of reinforcement
increases [5]. This is due to the changes in the mean length of the reinforcements during compounding,
when reinforcements are exposed to attrition phenomena and tend to break. There is a decrease in the
mean length of such reinforcements as the reinforcement content increases [32]. Thus, these changes
are expected to affect the Young’s moduli of the composites. In the case of CF based composites,
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the impact of the morphology of the fibers seems to little impact the Young’s modulus, although the
reinforcements decreased their mean length from 293 to 185 μm [7]. This hypothesis will be put to test
later on by applying a different micromechanics model.

On the other hand, the orientation efficiency factor clearly changed with the amount of
reinforcement (Table 3). This factor showed a mean value of 0.53 ± 0.04 and ranged from 0.58
to 0.49. Usually, the orientation efficiency factor is more stable than the length efficiency factor, because
the mean orientation of the fibers is heavily impacted by the geometry of the injection mold and the
parameters used during the mold injection [42,43].

Fukuda and Kawata [44] studied the tensile modulus of short fiber reinforced thermoplastics,
and the orientation of the fibers inside the composites. The authors proposed different fiber distributions,
but based on the literature, a rectangular distribution (square packing) renders adequate results for
short fiber semi-aligned reinforced composites [32,45]. The authors present an equation that computes
the orientation efficiency factor from a mean orientation angle (α):

ηo =
sin(α)
α

(
3− υ

4
sin(α)
α

+
1− υ

4
sin(3α)

3α

)
(6)

Equation (6) was used to compute the mean orientation angles of the reinforcements (Table 3).
The mean orientation angle was found to be 53.3 ± 3.3◦. This value is in line with other natural
fiber reinforced composites, thought in the upper bounds, meaning that the reinforcements are les
oriented than the expected. It must be stressed that the orientation decreased with the amount of
reinforcement, from 48.8◦ for the composite containing 20 wt% of CF to 56.2◦ for the composite
containing 50 wt%. In other cases, it was found that the composites with higher fiber contents showed
higher orientations [11]. In these studies, it was assumed that the shorter fibers were easily aligned than
the longer ones. Nonetheless, the RoM does not incorporate a factor taking in account the dispersion
of the fibers, and as has been previously commented, the authors suspect that the dispersion of the
composites at high-reinforcement contents was improvable.

3.4. Effect of the Morphology of the Reinforcements

While the rule of mixtures (Equation (1)) and Hirsch’s equation (Equation (3)) are elegant models
that allow predicting the Young’s modulus of a composite from a variety of parameters, they do not
incorporate any morphological property of the reinforcements. The morphology of the reinforcements
is known to greatly impact the mechanical properties of a composite, especially the ratio between its
mean length and diameter, known as aspect ratio [12,46,47]. Thus, the authors propose using the Tsai
and Pagano model (Equation (7)) in combination with Halpin and Tsai equations (Equations (8)–(10))
to evaluate a theoretical Young’s modulus of the composites.

In agreement with Tsai and Pagano model, the stiffness in the fiber direction is given by:

EC
t =

3
8

E11 +
5
8

E22 (7)

where, E11 and E22 are the longitudinal and transversal elastic modulus, calculated by the Halpin–Tsai
equations [11]:

E11 =
1 + 2

(
LF/2rF

)
·λlVF

1− λlVF EM
t (8)

with

λl =

(
EF

t /EM
t

)
− 1(

EF
t /EM

t

)
+ 2(LF/2rF)

(9)

and:

E22 =
1 + 2λtVF

1− λtVF EM
t (10)
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with

λt =

(
EF

t /EM
t

)
− 1(

EF
t /EM

t

)
+ 2

(11)

Table 4 presents the obtained values. The values obtained by using the micromechanics model
show a good alignment with the experimental values, especially at reinforcement contents higher than
20 wt%. In these cases, the error goes to a maximum of 5.6%, which is assumable when modeling a
mechanical property of a natural fiber reinforcement composite. In fact, the standard deviation of
the experimental values is higher than this maximum of 5.6% (Table 1). The higher errors found for
the composite with a 20 wt% of CF can be explained by the intrinsic Young’s modulus derived from
these composites (Table 2). The value of such a parameter is 11.5% higher than the mean value. If the
31.48 GPa value is used as input for the Tsai and Pagano model, the theoretical Young’s modulus
increases to 3.02 GPa. This value is more similar to the value obtained experimentally. Moreover, the
authors blame the differences between the experimental and theoretical values to deviations from a
totally linear evolution of the Young’s moduli against reinforcement contents—due to possible auto
entanglements between the CF—and thus showing a slightly worse dispersion of the CF.

Table 4. Theoretical Young’s moduli of the composites computed by using the Tsai and Pagano model
in combination with Halpin andTsai equations.

Experimental Tsai-Pagano Error (GPa) Error (%)

VF 0%
MAPP

6%
MAPP

0%
MAPP

6%
MAPP

0%
MAPP

6%
MAPP

0%
MAPP

6%
MAPP

0.131 3.2 3.3 2.9 2.9 0.3 0.4 9.4 12.1
0.205 3.9 3.9 3.7 3.7 0.2 0.2 5.1 5.1
0.287 4.7 4.8 4.7 4.6 0 0.2 0 4.2
0.376 5.6 5.4 5.8 5.7 –0.2 –0.3 –3.6 –5.6

The obtained values were plotted against the experimental ones to find the grade of correlation
between both values (Figure 4).

A 

 

B 

Figure 4. Correlation between the experimental Young’s moduli of the composites and the computed
ones by using the Tsai and Pagano model in combination with Halpin and Tsai equations: (A)
Unweighted correlation; (B) correlation line adding the condition of such line going through the origin.
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The regression lines for the uncoupled and coupled composites using the experimental and
theoretic values (Figure 4A) show 1.05 slopes, with a high correlation. This slope shows a high
coincidence between the computes and experimental values. A second regression line was proposed,
passing thorough the origin (Figure 4B). In this case the slopes were found to be 0.99 and 0.98 for the
uncoupled and coupled composite, respectively. As mentioned above, these results prove the accuracy
of the values predicted from the model. The values also prove the impact of the morphology of the
reinforcements in the Young’s moduli of the polymers, as Tsai and Pagano model uses these values as
the input.

4. Conclusions

Composite materials with CF as reinforcement and PP as the matrix were formulated with 20
to 50 wt% CF contents. Two batches were prepared, one including a 6 wt% of coupling agent and
another without.

The Young’s moduli of the composites were little impacted by the presence of coupling agents and
thus by the strength of the interphase. Thus, for applications where stiffness is paramount, uncoupled
composites can be used with the same response under load as the coupled composites. On the other
hand, in the case of semi-structural uses, the coupled composites ensure a higher tensile strength and
similar deformations under load than the uncoupled ones.

The Young’s moduli of the composites were similar to those obtained for natural strands reinforced
composites and higher than wood fibers reinforced composites. The presence of a textile dye in the CF
decreased its hydrophilicity but also seemed to increase the difficulty in obtaining a good dispersion
of the fibers inside the composite, and the decrease in the quality of the dispersion decreased the
stiffening yield of CF.

A value of the intrinsic Young’s modulus of CF was obtained by using Hirsh’s model. The mean
value of the modulus was found to be 27.87 GPa, lower than other strands. Nonetheless, this value
doubles the values previously published. The value obtained for the CF in a composite with 20 wt% of
reinforcement reached 31.48 GPa, a value more proper to other natural strands like hemp.

The micromechanics properties of the Young’s modulus of the composites showed the effect of the
orientation and the morphology of the fibers. Nonetheless, the authors found some deviations from a
linear behavior of the Young’s modulus against CF contents. The authors assume that the dispersion
of the fibers can be improved to increase the Young’s moduli of the composites with high rates of
reinforcement. Nonetheless, further research is needed to prove this point.

This paper shows the opportunity of recovering textile cotton fibers, which are useless for the
textile industry, to obtain composite materials able to replace glass fiber reinforced materials. In doing
so, the dumping and incinerating of such fibers is avoided and the value chain of the textile industry
is widened.
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Abstract: Composites with sustainable natural fibers are currently experiencing remarkably diversified
applications, including in engineering industries, owing to their lower cost and density as well as
ease in processing. Among the natural fibers, the fiber extracted from the leaves of the Amazonian
curaua plant (Ananas erectifolius) is a promising strong candidate to replace synthetic fibers, such
as aramid (Kevlar™), in multilayered armor system (MAS) intended for ballistic protection against
level III high velocity ammunition. Another remarkable material, the graphene oxide is attracting
considerable attention for its properties, especially as coating to improve the interfacial adhesion in
polymer composites. Thus, the present work investigates the performance of graphene oxide coated
curaua fiber (GOCF) reinforced epoxy composite, as a front ceramic MAS second layer in ballistic test
against level III 7.62 mm ammunition. Not only GOCF composite with 30 vol% fibers attended the
standard ballistic requirement with 27.4 ± 0.3 mm of indentation comparable performance to Kevlar™
24 ± 7 mm with same thickness, but also remained intact, which was not the case of non-coated
curaua fiber similar composite. Mechanisms of ceramic fragments capture, curaua fibrils separation,
curaua fiber pullout, composite delamination, curaua fiber braking, and epoxy matrix rupture were
for the first time discussed as a favorable combination in a MAS second layer to effectively dissipate
the projectile impact energy.

Keywords: curaua fibers; graphene oxide coating; epoxy composites; ballistic performance

1. Introduction

In recent decades, the increasing efficiency of ballistic armors has emerged as a relevant factor in
personal and vehicular security, for both civilian and military protection. The search for lighter and
stronger armor materials has been increasing in proportion to the escalating power and sophistication
in firearms development [1]. Research works are showing that polymer composites reinforced with
natural lignocellulosic fibers (NLFs) present ballistic efficiency in multilayered armor systems (MAS),
with front ceramic, comparable to synthetic aramid fabric, such as Kevlar™ [1–17]. In general, NLF
composites have the advantage of environmental sustainability in association with cost-effectiveness,
lower density, and easy fabrication as compared to synthetic fibers composites [18–21].

Together with ballistic protection, recent works on nano and micro cellulose [22–27], are also
disclosing special applications for NLFs. Among the several papers on ballistic application of NFL
composites for MAS second layer stands those using curaua fibers (CF) [1,6,7,10,11,17]. This fiber, native
of the Amazonian region, is extracted from the leaves of a plant, Ananas erectifolius, sharing the pineapple
family. It has attracted considerable interest as polymer composite reinforcement [28–34] owing to
relatively lower density (0.96 g/cm3) in comparison to glass (2.58 g/cm3) and aramid (1.44 g/cm3)
synthetic fibers [35]. In consequence, the CF specific tensile strength (~2.2·GPa.cm3/g) is higher than
that of glass (~1.4 Gpa·cm3/g) and close to that of aramid (~2.8·Gpa.cm3/g) fibers.
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As most NLFs applied in polymer composite [36–41], the curaua fiber also displays low interfacial
shear strength, associated with poor fiber adhesion, while reinforcing a polymer matrix. This is due
to their amorphous hemicellulose and lignin that act as natural hydrophilic wax adsorbing water
on the fiber surface. Consequently, a weak bonding is expected to exist between the surface of the
curaua fiber and the hydrophobic polymer such as polyester [29] and epoxy [37]. This affects the
composite performance as MAS second layer for ballistic protection. Indeed, the impact of a high
velocity projectile against a MAS with curaua composite results in different fracture mechanisms
including delamination and matrix cracking pattern as well as fiber rupture and pullout [7,10,11].
Some of these mechanisms are essential for impact energy. However, others like delamination can
impair the integrity of the composite target after a first ballistic shooting. This causes loss of its ability
to protect against serial shootings as required by the standard [42].

In spite of the comparable ballistic performance to a same thickness Kevlar™ laminate as MAS
second layer, the integrity of a NLF composite is always questionable. Lower amounts, usually less
than 30 vol%, of fiber were found to result in composite shattering [4,5,8,9,11–17]. Even a 30 vol%
NLF composite may be split by delamination, i.e., decohesion between fiber and matrix, which allows
easy perforation of the projectile in case of a second shooting. Surface modification of NLFs has
extensively been applied to improve the fiber matrix adherence [43,44]. This will be an effective way to
prevent delamination.

Since the rise of graphene [45], it has increasingly been studied and investigated for possible
technological applications. In particular, graphene has attracted a considerable attention for its superior
performance as composite reinforcement owing to outstanding mechanical properties [46]. The
direct oxidation of graphite is considered as an alternative route for producing substantial quantities
of another remarkable material, the graphene oxide (GO). Studies conducted on the properties of
GO revealed good chemical reactivity and easy handling owing to its intrinsic functional groups in
association with amphiphilic behavior [47,48]. Among the several methods reported, to improve NLF
composite adhesion and prevent lamination, only few have today been dedicated to graphene or
graphene oxide coating [45,49,50].

To the knowledge of the authors of the present work, GO has not yet been applied as a coating
onto NLFs to improve interfacial shear strength with respect to a polymer composite for armor
application. More specifically, as a novel method to provide efficient fiber/matrix interface for impact
energy dissipation. Therefore, the objective of this work is, for the first time, to investigate the ballistic
performance of 30 vol% graphene oxide coated curaua fiber (GOCF) reinforced epoxy composite,
as a MAS second layer against the treat of level III [42] high velocity projectile. In addition to the
comparison of GOCF with both non-coated 30 vol% CF epoxy composite and same thickness Kevlar™,
this work also investigates the integrity condition of these composites.

2. Materials and Methods

Curaua fibers, shown in Figure 1a, were supplied by the University of Pará (UFPA), Belém, Brazil.
The polymer used as matrix was a commercially available epoxy resin, bisphenol A diglycidyl ether
type (DGEBA), hardened with triethylene tetramine (TETA), using the stoichiometric ratio of 13 parts
of hardener per 100 parts of resin, fabricated by Dow Chemical, São Paulo Brazil, and distributed by
Resinpoxy Ltda (Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro).

Curaua fibers were used in two main conditions, namely: as-received, non-coated fibers (CF), and
graphene oxide coated fibers (GOCF). Initially the as-received fibers were subjected to a mechanical
treatment using a hard bristle brush for cleaning, separation, and fiber alignment. Then fibers were cut
into 150 mm in length and placed in an oven at 80 ◦C for 24 h until the fiber weight remained stable.
This corresponds to the as-received CF used to produce plain composite plates.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1. General macroscopic aspect of curaua fibers: (a) curaua fibers (CF); (b) graphene oxide coated
fibers (GOCF); (c) their 30 vol% epoxy composites.

The GO used in this work was produced by the Hummers Offeman method, modified by
Rourke et al. [47]. The CFs, that have already passed the brush and drying stages, were then immersed
in a 0.56 mg/mL GO solution corresponding to 0.1% of weight of the fiber and kept under agitation for
30 min in a universal mechanical shaker, in order to guarantee and optimize the contact of the GO
with the fiber. Thereafter the CF soaked with GO dispersion were placed in an oven at 80 ◦C for 24 h,
obtaining at the end the GOCF. Raman spectroscopy analysis was conducted in a model NTEGRA
Spectra equipment to certify the existence of GO layers on the fiber surfaces.

To fabricate the composite plates, a metal mold with dimensions of 150 × 120 × 12 mm was used.
The plates were processed in a SKAY hydraulic press by applying a load of 5 tons for 24 h. For the CF,
the density of 0.92 g/cm3 [31] was used as the initial reference and 1.11 g/cm3 for the epoxy resin [35].
The percentages of both CF and GOCF studied in this work was 30 vol%. Figure 1 shows the general
macroscopic aspect of (a) CF, (b) GOCF, (c) and their corresponding epoxy composites.

Interfacial shear strength tests were performed to investigate the influence of GO coating onto
curaua fiber in curaua-epoxy composites. For this, the method described by Kelly and Tyson [51] was
used. The measured parameters were the critical length and the interfacial shear strength. Tensile
tests of the individual fiber were carried out according to ASTM D 3822-01 standard [52]. The test
used a support (frame) made of paper and plaster, in order to keep the fiber stretched and firmly
attached to facilitate the positioning in the grips of the model 3365 Instron equipment. A 25 KN load
cell and a strain rate of 5 mm/min were used to perform each individual fiber specimen tensile test.
Ten specimens for each test condition were used for both CF and GOCF, with a gage length of 40 mm.
The fiber diameter was measured by an optical microscope Olympus BX53M. Before starting the test,
the paper is cut to avoid interference in the tensile results.

Ballistic tests were carried out to investigate both CF and GOFC composites capacity of dissipating
kinetic energy of a high velocity projectile in a MAS. The MAS used in this work consist, of a front
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layer of ceramic, an intermediate layer made from both the CF and GOCF epoxy composites, Figure 2.
The MAS is placed over a 50 mm thick clay witness (CORFIX™), which has a similar consistency
as a human body. The ballistic test system is illustrated in Figure 3. The objective is to obtain the
measurement of the trauma, also known as backface signature (indentation) caused by the impact of
the 7.62 mm caliber ammunition on the MAS target. According to the NIJ 0101.04 standard [42] a
ballistic armor will be effective if the indentation caused in the clay witness is equal to or less than
44 mm. Measurements were performed with a Q4X Banner digital laser sensor. The tests were carried
out at the Brazilian Army Assessment Center (CAEx), Rio de Janeiro.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. Multilayer armor system (MAS) mounted: (a) MAS with CF composite and (b) MAS with
GOCF composite.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 3. System used for ballistic tests: (a) Shooting support frame filled with clay witness; (b) MAS
target ahead of the clay witness; (c) scheme of the system used for ballistic tests [42].
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Microscopic analyses of the curaua fibers and fractured surface of the investigated composites
were performed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in a model Quanta FEG 250 Fei microscope
operating with secondary electrons between 5 and 10 KV. The energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
analyses were performed using a Bruker Nano GmbH XFlash 630M detector.

The FTIR technique was used to investigate the possible influences of GO on the functional groups
of the curaua fibers, in an IR-Prestige-21 model spectrometer from Shimadzu, using the transmittance
method with the KBr insert technique. For all samples, the same mass quantities of 2 mg of fiber and
110 mg of KBr were used.

For the analysis by thermogravimetry (TGA), the curauá fibers in CF, GOCF, and its composites
were comminuted and placed in aluminum crucible of the TA Instruments, model Q 500 analyzer.
Samples were subjected to a heating rate of 10◦/min, starting at 30 ◦C up to 700 ◦C.

The thickness estimation of GO coating was obtained by atomic force microscope in a model Park
systems XE7 atomic Force Microscope.

3. Results and Discussions

The Raman spectra of GO is shown in Figure 4. The intensity ratio of the D and G bands (ID/IG)
revealed structural defects and the indication of disorder. The (ID/IG) ratio was calculated as 1.032:1,
in accordance with previous authors [47,48]. Besides, a broad and shifted to higher wavenumber of
2D band was seen at 2720 cm−1 for GO in Figure 4. 2D band can be used to determine the layers of
graphene (monolayer, double layer or multilayer) as it is highly sensitive to stacking of graphene layers.
Thus, the location of 2D band confirms that the produced GO was multilayer. A monolayer graphene is
normally observed at 2679 cm−1 from the spectra. In addition, the shifted location of 2D band, because
of the presence of oxygen-containing functional groups, prevents the graphene layer to stack [49].

Figure 4. Raman spectra of GO colloid solution.

The main absorption bands of the CF fiber spectrum can be seen as: 3379 cm−1, which is related to
the elongation of OH groups present in cellulose and water. The 2916 cm−1 band can be attributed to
the symmetrical and asymmetrical stretching (C–H) of the aliphatic chain, 1736 cm−1 corresponding
to the acid elongation vibration (C=O); 1430 cm−1 (aliphatic C–H vibration) and 1110 cm−1 from the
elongation vibration of the ether groups. Other bands refer to the existence of high content of oxygen
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functional groups on GOCF surface, such as (–C–O–C) and (–C–OOH) [53]. Chemical treatments or
modifications of major fiber surface groups (–OH) can be very valuable in detecting and confirming
the type of new bond established on the fiber surface and the interaction with the polymer in the case
of fiber reinforced polymers [31].

With GO coating, even at low concentrations, several changes in the spectra can be seen in Figure 5.
The relative intensities between some bands have changed, suggesting that the GO molecule may have
linked to the functional groups such as those mentioned above, reducing almost all intensities of the
spectrum. In addition, the absorption band at 1649 cm−1 may refer to vibrations of the present GO
skeletal ring [54].

 

Figure 5. FTIR spectrum of CF and GOCF fibers.

The light band that can be seen at 1560 cm−1 can be attributed to the vibrations of benzene rings
present in GO [55]. In addition, with the cure of GO curaua fibers, the absorption bands at 833 cm−1

(C–H out of plane for p-hydroxyphenyl units) reduced the intensity [56], suggesting that the GO caused
changes in the CF fiber functional groups, such as the hydroxyl and carboxyl groups of GO sheets react
with the hydroxyl groups of CF, resulting in better wettability between CF and epoxy matrix [49].

The onset of the degradation step was observed at approximately 64 to 150 ◦C in both CF and
GOCF. This effect may indicate the evaporation of moisture absorbed by the fibers. The main mass
degradation step was observed starting at 293 ◦C for CF and 300 ◦C for GOCF fibers as can be seen in
Figure 6. According to some studies, this indicates the stages of hemicellulose, cellulose, and lignin
degradation, respectively [33,57–59]. The residue generated by CF fibers was 15% and by GOCF it
was 14%.

In the differential thermal analysis (DTA) curves as shown in Figure 7, for the CF fibers, three
stages were observed: the first one was between 250 and 300 ◦C, referring to the decomposition of the
hemicellulose, with maximum degradation rate at 272 ◦C. The second process occurred between 293
and 350 ◦C, with a maximum degradation rate around 327 ◦C, which may be related to decomposition
of cellulose. Lignin decomposition occurred in the third stage, between 400 and 450 ◦C, with a
maximum degradation rate of around 422 ◦C. However, a distinct behavior was presented by the
GOCF fibers. Their degradation was shifted to higher temperatures and this effect may indicate an
increase in the thermal stability of the fibers [33,57–59].
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Figure 6. Thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) curves of CF and GOCF fibers.

 

Figure 7. DTA curves of CF and GOCF fibers.

The degradation ratio of the different fibers, CF and GOCF, in Figures 6 and 7 indicate that by the
presence of graphene oxide increases the thermal stability of the temperature at 7 ◦C, with the onset
around 300 ◦C. The effect may be due to the formation of an insulation to heat propagation by the GO
coating which retarded degradation and improved thermal stability [50].

Figure 8 shows SEM images of both curaua fibers investigated: (a) as-received non-coated (CF)
and (b) graphene oxide coated (GOCF). Average diameter measurements conducted in 10 fibers for each
case revealed values of 54.2 ± 14.3 μm for the CF and 51.1 ± 12.0 μm for the GOCF. As expected, these
values are practically the same within the standard deviation. This indicates that the graphene oxide
coating did not affect the fiber diameter. In fact, the GO coating was estimated to be approximately
10 nm. This would correspond to a negligible increase of less than 10−3 vol% in the composite volume
fraction of curaua fiber. Since the thinner GO coating cannot affect the curaua fiber strength.

With higher magnification, Figure 9 illustrates the different surface aspects of CF and GOCF.
One should notice the uniform smoother surface of the GOFC, Figure 9b, because of the graphene
oxide coating as compared with the rougher CF surface in Figure 9a. The GO sheets, prepared by
the modified Hummers method, form a stable and homogeneous suspension and exhibit a typical
transparent wavy aspect, when coated on the fibers as shown in Figure 9b.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of both investigated curaua fibers:
(a) non-coated CF; (b) GOCF.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. SEM surface images of both fibers: (a) CF; (b) GOCF.

With higher magnification, one notes that the CF fiber is not very stable under the electron beam,
with cracks opening on its surface as can be seen in the Figure 9a and indicated by a white arrow.
On the other hand, GOCF fiber is more thermally stable, not reacting with the heat generated by the
electron beam during the image acquisition, which corroborates the TGA results.

Through the EDS analysis in Figure 10 it was possible to identify the elements present on the
surface of both CF and GOCF fibers. For the CF, only carbon and oxygen were identified, the other
peaks of the spectrum refer to the copper used in the covering of the fibers. For GOCF fibers, besides
carbon and oxygen, it was identified phosphorus and sulfur, which are residues of the reagents used
for the production of GO. It can be noted that for CF fibers the C/O ratio is 0.91 decreasing to 0.14 for
GOCF fibers, due to the presence of oxygen-containing functional groups in GO [50].
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(a)  

(b) 

Figure 10. EDS pattern of CF and GOCF fibers: (a) CF; (b) GOCF.

Table 1 presents tensile test results for both curaua fibers, CF and GOCF, with regard to the
ultimate stress (σf), total strain (ε), and Young’s modulus (E). Regarding this table, it is important to
mention that the values obtained for these properties agree with those reported in the literature [29,31].

Table 1. Mechanical properties of CF and GOCF.

Condition σf (MPa) ε (%) E (GPa)

CF 3153 ± 970 13.48 ± 5.45 25.7 ± 11.3
GOCF 1834 ± 673 8.82 ± 3.10 38.0 ± 10.0

One may infer from the results in Table 1 that the GO coating caused an increase of 47.8% in the
Young’s modulus of the fibers, corroborating to other authors [49,50]. On the other hand, in maximum
tension there was a 71.9% reduction showing a more brittle but more rigid behavior of GOCF compared
to CF, possibly because of the relatively low amount of GO used, forming a very thin film on the
surface. In addition, it will be shown that, as reinforcement of epoxy matrix composite, this coating is
associated with relevant differences in terms of fiber/matrix adherence.

Figure 11 shows the pullout curves, based on the Kelly and Tyson method [51], the curve has
three levels, corresponding to the failure mechanisms that occurs in the composite, the first one, for
short embedded lengths, refers to the level where only the fiber pullout occurs. In the second stage,
there are pullout and fiber rupture; at this stage the length of the fiber in the composite has already
reached but not exceeded the critical length. However, when the critical length is exceeded, as the case
of the third stage, the failure mechanism of the composite is only by rupture of the fibers, i.e., there are
no longer the pullout mechanism. Thus, the critical length for the system fiber/matrix is defined by the
maximum value associated with the first stage of the curve [30]. The value of the fiber critical length
was calculated as lc = 2 mm for the CF/epoxy lc = 1 mm for the GOCF/epoxy. These values are much
lower than that of lc = 10.2 mm, reported for curaua fiber/polyester [30]. The GOCF/epoxy critical
length is sensibly lower than non-coated CF/epoxy. Consequently, the interfacial shear strength of the
GOCF/epoxy, τc = 27.5 MPa is more than 50% higher than that of the CF/epoxy, τc = 18.2 MPa. One
may infer that for the same embedded length the CF fiber pullout voltage is greater than GOCF fiber,
however, this behavior is due to the fact that the GOCF composite is now a new system with a new
fiber/matrix interface [30]. Therefore, for each system, there is a strength and a certain critical length.
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As the fibers had their tensile strength affected by the GO coating, it is expected that the fiber/matrix
system strength also presents similar behavior.

 

Figure 11. Pullout stress of both curaua fibers, CF and GOCF, versus epoxy embedded length curves.

In the present work, for the first time, ballistic tests were carried out to measure the trauma on the
witness clay in MAS target with a second layer epoxy matrix composite reinforced with 30 vol% of
curaua fiber both CF and GOCF. In none of the MAS tested, there was complete perforation of the
7.62 mm projectile and the indentation of the clay witness was less than 44 mm, a value considered to
be non-lethal to humans by the standard [42]. The results obtained are presented in the Table 2 and
visualized in Figure 8. They were also compared with other MAS using distinct fibers, as well as with
a same thickness laminate of Kevlar™, as a second layer. The limit value established by the standard
is shown as an upper dashed horizontal line, in Figure 12. These results were found to be in good
agreement with other authors [4,15] and relatively better than those by Braga et al. [7].

In Figure 12, one should note a slight increase in the value of the indentation in the clay witness
caused by the 7.62 mm projectile impact against a MAS target with GOCF epoxy composite as a second
layer. Figure 13 illustrates the aspect of both MASs, with CF and GOCF composites, before and after
the ballistic test. The integrity, an essential factor for practical applications, is shown to be better than
the GOCF in comparison to MAS with CF epoxy composite as a second layer. Indeed, in this latter, the
plate fractured into two large pieces as can be seen in Figure 13b. By contrast, MAS target with GOCF
composite remained relatively intact in Figure 13d.

Table 2. Depth of indentation of MAS with natural fibers composites and same thickness Kevlar™
for comparison.

MAS Second Layer Depth of Indentation (mm) Reference

30 vol% curaua fiber/epoxy composite 25.6± 0.2 PW
30 vol% curaua fiber coated with GO/epoxy composite 27.4 ± 0.3 PW

Kevlar™ 23 ± 3 [13]
30 vol% jute fabric/epoxy composite 21 ± 3 [15]

30% curaua non-woven mat/epoxy composite 28 ± 3 [7]
30 vol% jute non-woven mat/polyester composite 24 ± 7 [4]

PW—Present work.
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Figure 12. Depth indentation in clay witness of the reinforced composites with 30 vol%.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 13. View of MAS target before (a,c) and after (b,d) the ballistic test: with second layer of (a,b)
30 vol% CF; (c,d) 30 vol% GOCF.

The smaller hexagonal ceramic tiles, front MAS layer in Figure 13a,c are completely destroyed,
Figure 13b,d upon the projectile impact. In an actual armor vest, these tiles compose a mosaic to allow
multiple shootings in which a single tile is hit at a time without compromising the armor protection.
Figure 14 shows by SEM the ruptured surface of a tile ceramic totally destroyed. This rupture occurs
by intergranular fracture absorbing most of the kinetic energy of the projectile. The magnified image in
Figure 14b, displays in detail an intergranular microcrack associated with this mechanism of fracture,
similar to what was verified by other authors [15,34].
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 14. Surface of fracture of the ceramic tablets: (a) 3000×; (b) 10,000×.

Another important participation of the composite plate as MAS second layer is the capture of
ceramic fragments resulting from the shattered front ceramic, Figure 14, which corresponds to a
significant amount of the absorbed impact energy [60]. Figure 15 illustrates the capture of ceramic
fragments by curaua fibrils that compose each curaua fiber in the epoxy composite. In this figure it
is important to note not only the extensive incrustation of microfragments covering the fibrils but
also effective fibrils separation. Indeed, as shown in Figures 15 and 16 like most LNFs a curaua fiber
is composed of well-adhered fibrils that split apart when subjected to an applied stress [29]. The
shock wave resulting from the projectile impact in the present ballistic tests, Figure 3, in addition
to complete shatter the front ceramic, Figure 14, also caused separation of fibrils clearly shown in
Figure 15. Therefore, for the first time, it is reported a whole view of the mechanisms responsible for
dissipating the remaining energy, after the projectile impact against the front ceramic, by the curaua
fiber composite as MAS second layer. The indentation results in Table 2, indicate that these mechanisms
are responsible for a ballistic performance comparable to Kevlar™ laminate, which is a much stronger
material. While the Kevlar™ mechanisms of energy absorption, as MAS second layer, is basically
the capture of fragments [60], the curaua fiber composite is associated with several mechanisms with
distinct participation of the GO coating. The combination of the following mechanisms makes both CF
and GOCF epoxy composites in Table 2 as effective as Kevlar™.

 

Figure 15. Curaua fiber covered with ceramic fragments.
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Figure 16. Fiber breaking of the GOCF composite fracture surfaces.

Capture of fragments, Figure 15, the same mechanism first shown in Kevlar™ [26] and later
reported for curaua fiber [11,17] and non-woven curaua fabric [7] polymer composites. Apparently,
this capture of fragments is not affected by the GO coating.

Fibrils separation, also illustrated in Figure 16, is a specific mechanism for stress-subjected
curaua fibers [29], which contributes to dissipate energy by generating free surface area between
fibrils. Observed evidences suggest that GO coating makes difficult the fibril separation and has,
comparatively, a reduced dissipated energy. This separation in plain curaua fibers (CFs) might disclose
individual nano and micro cellulose chains with special behavior [22–27].

Fiber pullout shown in Figure 17 in which a hole left in one site of the fracture surface was
caused by a curaua fiber pullout. The insert with higher magnification revels a remaining attached
fibril separated from the pulled fiber. In this case, energy is dissipated by the created hole/pulled-out
fiber-free surface. No evidence of pullout was found in the GOCF composites, which also indicates a
reduced impact energy absorption.

 

Figure 17. Fiber pullout of the CF composites.

Composite delamination, Figure 13b, which is a macro mechanism of energy dissipation involving
the creation of relatively large free surface area associated with the extensive separation between
curaua fiber/epoxy matrix. As aforementioned, delamination impairs the integrity of the 30 vol%
CF composites despite the dissipated impact energy. In contrast, delamination is not effective in the
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30 vol% GOCF. In this case, integrity is maintained as required by the standard for testing armor
vests [42].

Fiber breaking, depicted in Figure 16, is a general mechanism common to natural and synthetic
fibers, including the aramid fibers in Kevlar™ [61]. In principle, fiber breaking is an alternative to its
pullout. In other words, a matrix well-adhered fiber will break instead of pulled-out. This is the case of
GOCF composites in which the graphene oxide coating, Figure 9b, is expected to improve the curaua
fiber adhesion to the epoxy matrix. Therefore, no pullout occurs in the GOCF fibers that comparatively
dissipates more energy by breaking. It is interesting to observe in Figure 16 the rupture of an intact as
well as a fibrils split curaua fibers, both indicated by corresponding arrows.

Matrix rupture exemplified in Figure 18 by a flat epoxy broken surface (right side) around a
well-adhered GOCF fiber (left side). This is a specific mechanism for brittle polymer composites that
undergo extensive matrix rupture upon a ballistic impact. A significant amount of energy is dissipated
but enough well-adhered fibers, like in the present case of 30 vol% of GOCF, is important to avoid loss
of integrity as shown in Figure 13.

 

Figure 18. Matrix rupture of the GOCF Composite.

As a final remark, it is worth reminding that the combination of energy dissipation mechanisms
guarantees to a 30 vol% curaua fiber (plain or graphene oxide coated) reinforced epoxy composite as
MAS second layer, an acceptable ballistic performance, Table 2, similar to that of a Kevlar™ laminate
with same thickness. This performance, given by the standard backface signature less than 44 mm [42],
is slightly superior in the GOCF composites, Table 2 and Figure 12, owing to the better fiber/matrix
adhesion provided by the GO coating, in some of the aforementioned mechanisms. On the other hand,
this better adhesion supports the 30 vol% GOCF integrity, which is essential for MAS in armor vest.

4. Conclusions

• According to the FTIR analysis, the GO caused changes in the characteristic bands of the CF fibers,
suggesting that bonds were formed as well as the appearance of new bands characteristic of the
molecular structure of the GO.

• The thermal degradation of the GOCF fibers was retarded by the action of the GO coating, causing
an insulation which contributes to higher temperature resistance, in relation to the CF fibers.

• Pullout test of untreated curaua fiber (CF) and graphene oxide coated curaua fiber (GOCF)
embedded in epoxy matrix revealed a substantial reduction in the GOCF critical length in
association with a more than 50 percent higher interfacial shear strength. This behavior is also
superior to those of other material fibers.
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• Epoxy composite plates reinforced with 30 vol% of either CF or GOCF, applied as 10 mm thick
second layer in a front ceramic multilayered armor system, display a ballistic performance against
the threat of 7.62 mm projectile within the backface signature (indentation < 44 mm) required by
the standard.

• This ballistic performance comparable to that of the same thickness Kevlar™ laminate as MAS
second layer, was for the first time interpreted as been related to a combination of the following
impact energy mechanisms: (i) capture of fragments; (ii) fibrils separation; (iii) fiber pullout;
(iv) composite delamination; (v) fiber breaking; and (vi) matrix rupture.

• The better adherence of GOCF to the epoxy matrix reduces, comparatively, the amount of absorbed
energy by mechanisms (ii), (iii), (iv), and (vi). This results in slightly higher ballistic backface
signature but a better integrity for the 30 vol% GOCF composites, which is a necessary condition
for armor vest using MAS. The plain CF ballistic performance is similar to other natural fibers.

• It is also ruled out the need of a ductile metal sheet, usually applied as MAS third layer, since the
10 mm thick GOCF composite is enough for the required standard performance.
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Abstract: The accurate prediction and manipulation of nanoscale product sizes is a major challenge
in material processing. In this investigation, two process characteristics were explored during
the modified coaxial electrospinning of zein, with the aim of understanding how this impacts the
products formed. The characteristics studied were the spreading angle at the unstable region (θ)
and the length of the straight fluid jet (L). An electrospinnable zein core solution was prepared and
processed with a sheath comprising ethanolic solutions of LiCl. The width of the zein nanoribbons
formed (W) was found to be more closely correlated with the spreading angle and straight fluid jet
length than with the experimental parameters (the electrolyte concentrations and conductivity of
the shell fluids). Linear equations W = 546.44L − 666.04 and W = 2255.3θ − 22.7 could be developed
with correlation coefficients of Rwl

2 = 0.9845 and Rwθ
2 = 0.9924, respectively. These highly linear

relationships reveal that the process characteristics can be very useful tools for both predicting the
quality of the electrospun products, and manipulating their sizes for functional applications. This
arises because any changes in the experimental parameters would have an influence on both the
process characteristics and the solid products’ properties.

Keywords: coaxial electrospinning; length of straight fluid jet; spreading angle; nanoribbons;
linear relationship

1. Introduction

For polymer processing engineering, a key requirement is to be able to accurately interrelate the
experimental conditions and the properties of the final products [1–3]. This is particularly challenging
when the final products are nanoparticles or nanofibers [4–9]. Both of them can be generated by
electrohydrodynamic atomization (EHDA) using electrostatic energy [10–16], and while there are
numerous reports of such fabrication processes, it remains the case that it is extremely difficult to
predict the outcome of a given experiment.

Figure 1 presents a schematic depicting the experimental parameters that exert a significant
influence on the final polymer nanofibers generated in the simplest electrospinning experiment, which
involves a single working fluid. In electrospinning, the working fluid and electrostatic energy are
brought together at the nozzle of the spinneret [17–21]. After exiting the spinneret, the working fluid is
forced to bend and whip, and during this process it is solidified into nanofibers at an extremely rapid
speed [22–27]. Based on this working procedure, the key experimental parameters can be divided into
three categories (see Figure 1). Correspondingly, the resultant nanofiber diameter (D) is a function of
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the working fluid properties (w), the operational conditions (o), and the environmental parameters (e):
i.e., D = f (w,o,e).

Figure 1. A diagram showing the single-fluid electrospinning process and the experimental parameters
exerting influence on the diameters of the polymer nanofibers generated.

Over the past two decades, electrospinning has developed very rapidly, with potential applications
of polymer nanofibers having been proposed in a myriad of scientific fields [28–31]. In addition,
the simple single-fluid electrospinning process has advanced to two-fluid coaxial and side-by-side
processes, and tri-fluid coaxial and combined coaxial/side-by-side processes. It has proven to be
possible to perform the electrospinning process even when one or more of the working fluids cannot
on its own be processed: For instance, in modified coaxial electrospinning, a spinnable core solution is
partnered with an unspinnable sheath fluid. These novel processes permit the production of nanofibers
with increasingly complicated nanostructures [32–37]. As a result, in the literature, there are numerous
publications that explore the influence of a single parameter on the nanofibers or nanostructures
prepared by electrospinning, elucidating relationships for manipulating the products (mainly in terms
of diameter, but also for other properties such as morphology, surface smoothness and the details
of the nanostructure) [38–43]. However, there are a number of experimental parameters that can
simultaneously exert an influence on the final products [44–47]. For example, the properties of working
fluid include polymer concentration (C), viscosity (η), surface tension (δ), and conductivity (σ); the
operational conditions include the applied voltage (V), the fluid flow rate (F), and the fiber collection
distance (L); and the environmental parameters comprise of temperature (T), humidity (H) and the
possible vacuum (U) (Figure 1).

Thus, although a lot of effort has been expended to predict and manipulate the diameters of
electrospun nanofibers, the results are typically far from satisfactory [48,49]. During electrospinning,
almost all the experimental parameters can influence the working process, and furthermore, they
are not independent variables, and can also influence each other. For example, the flow rate of the
working fluid and the applied voltage need to be matched, or droplets of working fluid may fall
directly onto the fiber collector. Thus, although many mathematical models have been put forward
for a particular working fluid [48], they often fail to be applicable to other situations. Although the
experimental parameters have drawn intensive attention, it is strange that the detailed steps in the
process of electrospinning have received very limited attention. These include the formation of the
Taylor cone, the ejection of a straight fluid jet, and also the bending and whipping region [50,51]. These
individual steps are influenced by all the experimental parameters, and thus can be directly controlled
by researchers. It is hypothesized that the nature of each of these stages of the spinning process should
have a distinct relationship with the final nanofiber properties, particularly their sizes.

Here, for the first time, we design a method to elucidate the interrelated relationships between the
working fluids, the electrospinning process characteristics, and the nanoribbons formed during the
modified coaxial electrospinning of zein. Zein is one of the best understood plant proteins. Extracted
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from maize, it has been widely used as a coating for candy, nuts, fruit, and pharmaceuticals. Zein can
be processed into resins and other bioplastic polymers, which can be extruded or rolled into a variety
of plastic products [52]. Zein has good processability using both these traditional technologies and
advanced technologies such as electrospinning and electrospraying [53–55]. Here, it was selected as a
model system for a detailed exploration of the individual stages in the electrospinning process. A series
of modified coaxial electrospinning processes were carried out and several types of zein nanoribbons
were fabricated. The working processes were digitally recorded and quantitatively described in terms
of length of the straight fluid jet and the spreading angle of the unstable region, and these were
interrelated with both the initial conductivity and the final zein nanoribbon widths.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Zein (98% purity) was purchased from Shanghai Hewu Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China).
Anhydrous ethanol and lithium chloride were obtained from the Husheng Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai,
China). Water was double distilled just before use.

2.2. Modified Coaxial Electrospraying

The core fluid consisted of 28 g zein in 100 mL of a 75%/25% (v/v) ethanol/water mixture, which
showed a yellow color. Four LiCl solutions in ethanol (at 0, 5, 10, and 20 mg/mL) were utilized as the
sheath fluids, and the resultant nanoribbons were labeled as Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4, respectively. The
conductivities of the sheath fluids were assessed using a DDS-11 digital conductivity meter (Shanghai
Rex Co-perfect Instrument Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China).

A homemade system was employed to conduct all the electrospinning processes. This consisted
of two syringe pumps (KDS100 and KDS200, Cole–Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL, USA), a power supply
(ZGF200, 60 kV/2 mA, Wuhan Huatian Corp., Wuhan, China), a homemade concentric spinneret, and
an aluminum-coated flat piece of cardboard as the collector. The ambient temperature and humidity
were 21 ± 4 ◦C and 53 ± 6%, respectively. All the working processes were recorded using a digital
camera (PowerShot A490; Canon, Tokyo, Japan). Following optimization, the collection distance and
voltage were fixed at 20 cm and 17 kV, respectively.

2.3. Morphology of the Prepared Nanoparticles

The surface morphologies of the electrospun products were observed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM; Quanta FEG450, FEI Corporation, Hillsboro, OR, USA) at 20 kV acceleration
voltage. Before observation, the samples were sputter-coated with gold under vacuum. The images
were analyzed using the ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA), with
measurements taken at over 100 different places to determine the average ribbon diameter.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Implementation of Modified Coaxial Electrospinning

Traditionally, coaxial electrospinning is carried out using an electrospinnable sheath fluid to
encapsulate either a core liquid which may be spinnable or unspinnable [18,24]. Some years ago, Yu
and co-workers expanded this concept to develop the modified coaxial process, with an unspinnable
liquid as the sheath fluid (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The modified coaxial electrospinning process, which permits a range of novel structures to be
obtained through the unspinnable sheath fluid.

The homemade concentric spinneret and the electrospinning apparatus used in this work are
shown in Figure 3. The spinneret (Figure 3a) consists of a narrow metal capillary (inner diameter
0.3 mm, wall thickness 0.1 mm) nested into an outer capillary (inner diameter of 1.2 mm, wall thickness
0.2 mm). Two syringe pumps were employed to drive the core and shell liquids to the spinneret
(Figure 3b). The yellow zein solution was directly guided to the inner needle of the spinneret through
a plastic syringe, whereas the sheath LiCl solution was pumped to the spinneret through elastic silicon
tubing. An alligator clip connects the spinneret to the power supply and carries electrostatic energy to
the working fluid (Figure 3c).

Figure 3. The apparatus used for modified coaxial electrospinning: (a) The home-made concentration
spinneret; (b) the arrangement of apparatus; and (c) the connection of the power supply and working
fluids with the spinneret.

3.2. The Working Processes and the Resultant Zein Nanoribbons

The electrospinning process consists of three successive stages: The formation of a Taylor cone,
the straight fluid jet emitted from the Taylor cone, and the unstable region, which is composed of
numerous bending and whipping loops. The formation of the Taylor cone is a balance between the
electrical force exerted on the droplets exiting the spinneret, and the surface tension of the working
fluids. When the conductivity of the working fluid increases, the electrical forces should increase
correspondingly. Thus, an increase in the LiCl concentration in the sheath fluid is expected to result
in a stronger electrical force being applied to the working fluids. Under the same applied voltage
and spinneret-to-collector distance, this force will greatly change the behaviors of the working fluids.
Digital photographs of these are given in Figure 4. As the LiCl concentration increased from 0 to 5,
and from 10 to 20 mg/mL, the length of the straight fluid jet decreased from 3.3 ± 0.4, to 2.9 ± 0.3, and
from 2.4 ± 0.3 to 2.2 ± 0.2 mm, respectively. Meanwhile, the spreading angles of the unstable region
increased from 51 ± 4◦ to 59 ± 5◦, and from 68 ± 4◦ to 77 ± 6◦.
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Figure 4. The changes of spreading angle and the length of straight fluid jet with the increase of LiCl in
the sheath solution (mg/mL): (a) 0; (b) 5; (c) 10; (d) 20.

SEM images of the resultant nanoribbons and their diameter distributions are shown in Figure 5.
All the ribbons have a linear morphology. No beads or spindles are found in the ribbons, suggesting
the core zein solution has good electrospinnability. Nanoribbons Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4 have an estimated
width of 1.12 ± 0.14, 0.91 ± 0.12, 0.58 ± 0.09, and 0.52 ± 0.07 μm, respectively.

Figure 5. SEM images of resultant zein nanoribbons, with their width distributions. (a) Z1; (b) Z2;
(c) Z3; (d) Z4.

3.3. The Influence of Conductivity on the Behavior of the Working Fluids

Although a single-step and straightforward process for creating nanoribbons, the electrospinning
process is in fact very complicated. This complexity is reflected in two ways. First, the process involves
the overlap of multiple disciplines such as hydrodynamic science, polymer science and rheology, and
electric dynamics. Second, a small change in the working fluid properties can greatly influence the
process and its products.

As the concentration of LiCl increased, the conductivity of the sheath solution also rose (Figure 6a).
This increase in conductivity will make the solution subject to stronger electrical forces, which in turn alter
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the behavior of both the sheath and core working fluids. The length of the straight fluid jets gradually
decreased with conductivity in a linear fashion, as shown in Figure 6b: L = 3.38 − 5.25 × 104 σ, with a
correlation coefficient of RLσ

2 = 0.9761. Similarly, the spreading angle of the unstable region gradually
increased with conductivity (Figure 6c). A linear equation θ = 48.775 + 0.011 σ can be fitted to the data,
giving a correlation coefficient of Rθσ

2 = 0.9296. The clearly linear nature of the plots in Figure 6b, c
and the high R2 values obtained show there are clear causal relationships here.

Figure 6. The influence of the sheath fluid conductivity on the behavior of the working fluids: (a) The
relationship between LiCl concentration and solution conductivity; (b) the decrease in the length
of the straight fluid jet with an increase of conductivity; (c) the increase of spreading angle with
rising conductivity.

In literature, numerous publications have investigated the electrospinnability of a certain working
fluid, which is mainly determined by the type of filament-forming polymer, its concentrations in
the working fluid, and the applied voltage. After the past two decades’ effort, near 200 polymers
can be processed into fibers using electrospinning. However, few efforts have been focused on the
behaviors of working fluids within their electrospinnable windows. Knowledge about the adaptability
of working fluids under the high electrical field should be useful for manipulating the fluid processing
process in a more intentional manner.

3.4. The Effect of Sheath Working Fluid Properties on the Width of Zein Nanoribbons

A wide variety of experimental parameters have been investigated in terms of their effect on the
properties of electrospun fibers, and the solution conductivity of working fluid is recognized as being
of major importance [56]. In this study, the electrolyte LiCl was added only into the sheath working
fluid, because charges are always concentrated on the surface of the Taylor cone. The width of the zein
ribbons produced is clearly correlated with the LiCl concentration in the sheath fluid, with a good fit to
the data obtained with the linear equation W = 1033.2C − 26.9 (R1

2 = 0.9297; Figure 7a). A similar
linear equation is observed when plotting ribbon width as a function of sheath solution conductivity
(W = 11177.86 − 0.29σ; R2

2 = 0.9639). These linear equations suggested that the LiCl concentration and
conductivity of sheath working fluid directly influenced the width of the zein nanoribbons fabricated.
These equations can hence be exploited to predict the size of the products from this electrospinning
process, and provide useful information for optimizing the working processes.

It is a common strategy to optimize the experimental conditions through simultaneous
investigations on several levels of an experimental parameter, just as here with the LiCl concentration.
However, only a small part of the related publications has taken a further step to disclose the inherent
relationship between the vital properties of the working fluid with the final product’s quality. Here, the
conductivity of sheath LiCl solution showed a better linear relationship with the width of zein ribbons
than the LiCl concentration. Thus, among many other solution properties such as surface tension,
viscosity, and rheological properties, conductivity is the most important property of LiCl solution that
exerted influences on both the working processes, and also the resultant ribbons’ quality.
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Figure 7. Correlations between the width of electrospun zein nanoribbons with: (a) The LiCl
concentration; and (b) the conductivity of the sheath fluid.

3.5. Correlations between the Width of Electrospun Zein Nanoribbons and the Detailed Steps of Electrospinning

The detailed observations of the electrospinning process discussed in Section 3.2 have a very
close relationship with the size of the zein ribbons produced (Figure 8). A linear equation relates
the width of the ribbons to the length of the straight fluid jet (W = 546.44L − 666.04; Rwl

2 = 0.9845).
Similarly, a linear equation W = 2255.3θ − 22.7 connects the width of the ribbons with the spreading
angle (Rwθ

2 = 0.9924). These relationships show that these parameters can be very useful tools for
predicting the properties of the ribbons fabricated.

Figure 8. The correlations between the width of electrospun zein nanoribbons and: (a) The length of
the straight fluid jet; and (b) the spreading angle of the unstable zone.

Right from the rebirth of electrospinning, a wide variety of experimental parameters have been
studied to disclose their potential roles during the electrospinning processes. These parameters can all
be manipulated by the researchers directly and changed within a certain range, which are concluded in
Figure 1. However, these parameters often result in interrelated influences. For example, an increase
of LiCl concentration resulted in a larger conductivity, but also changed the working fluid’s surface
tension, viscosity, and exerted on the effect of applied voltage. Thus, although many publications have
reported the relationships between a certain experimental parameter and the final nanoproducts’ size.
It is difficult to disclose their relationship in an accurate manner. In contrast, the process characteristics,
similarly as the final product to be influenced systematically from all the experimental parameters,
have the essential advantages over the processing parameters in predicting the final nanoproducts’ size,
and in providing useful information for accurate and robust manipulation of the processing process.

3.6. The Role of Process Characteristics

A schematic diagram of the modified coaxial electrospinning process is presented in Figure 9.
Initially, the sheath LiCl solution surrounds the core zein solution to form a compound Taylor cone.
The two fluids come through the straight fluid jet and enter the unstable region together. During
the early stages of the unstable region, the sheath solution will be evaporated, and then later, the
core zein solution will be gradually dried during the drawing processes. A series of different forces
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will be exerted on the working fluids, such as the force between the two electrodes (F1) and gravity
(G, which can often be neglected). Within the bending and looping fluid jets, repulsive forces will
include those between different loops (F2) and those within the different parts of a single loop (F3). It
is the F3 forces that draw and narrow the working fluids. The spreading angle will be a parameter
that reflects the combined actions of F1, F2, and F3. An increase in sheath solution conductivity will
increase all three forces. An increase in F1 would act to decrease the spreading angle. However, an
increase in F2 would make the fluid travel time increase during the drawing process, and thus provide
a trend of enlarging the spreading angle. In addition, an increase in F3 would make the loops larger,
and correspondingly increase the spreading angle. Thus, the combined effects of F2 and F3 appear to
have a more marked influence on the electrospinning process than F1, and as a result, the greater the
conductivity of the sheath fluid, the larger the spreading angle observed. Similarly, another process
characteristic, i.e., the length of straight fluid jet, has received the influences of LiCl concentration
directly and comprehensively.

Figure 9. A diagram showing the formation mechanism of electrospun nanoribbons through the
modified coaxial electrospinning.

In the biomedical applications of electrospun nanofibers, whether for tissue engineering or
advanced drug delivery systems, the accurate manipulation of nanofiber diameter is very important
for the fibers’ functional performances [57–59]. This work reveals that the process characteristics (the
length of straight fluid jet and the spreading angle of unstable region) have a close linear relationship
with the final nanoribbon width, and can provide useful information for manipulating the working
processes, and developing products with the desired physical properties.

4. Conclusions and Perspectives

Using an electrospinnable zein solution as the core fluid and LiCl solutions as the sheath working
liquids, a series of modified coaxial electrospinning processes were performed, and a number of zein
nanoribbons successfully prepared. The nanoribbon width (W) was found to be directly correlated
with the concentration of LiCl (C) and the conductivity of the sheath fluid (σ), with linear relationships
of the form W = 1033.2C − 26.9 (R1

2 = 0.9297), and W = 11177.86 − 0.29σ (R2
2 = 0.9639) determined.

Further, the width of the zein nanoribbons (W) were found to have still closer linear relationships with
the spreading angle in the unstable region (θ), and the length of the straight fluid jet (L) (W = 546.44L −
666.04 and W = 2255.3θ − 22.7; Rwl

2 = 0.9845 and Rwθ
2 = 0.9924, respectively).

Today, electrospun nanofibers are rapidly approaching commercial applications in several fields
such as drug delivery, food packaging, water treatment, and air filtration [60,61], and the production of
electrospun nanofibers on a large scale is now possible [62]. Two important issues will require attention
for accelerating nanofiber-based commodities to the market. One is the accurate and robust control of
the processing process during electrospinning. The second is the prediction and maintenance of the
nanofiber quality. For resolving these two issues, the characteristics of the working process itself offer
a powerful source of information, and have advantages over the processing parameters (i.e., those that
can be manipulated directly by the operator). This is because these working process characteristics
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manifest the simultaneous influence of all the processing parameters, as do the fibers produced. Thus,
it is anticipated that they can act as a useful tool for stabilizing the working process, for systematic
manipulation of the processing parameters, and for accurately predicting the resultant nanofiber
size. Similar observations have been noted for electrospraying, an alternative electrohydrodynamic
atomization process [63].
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Abstract: Flax fiber has high sensitivity to moisture, and moisture uptake leads to the decrease of
mechanical properties and distortion in shape. This paper attempts to graft flax fabric with nano-clay,
with assistance from a silane-coupling agent, in order to improve hygrothermal resistance. The
nano-clay grafted flax fabric reinforced epoxy (FFRP) composite produced through vacuum assisted
resin infusion (VARI) process were subjected to 80% RH chamber for 12 weeks at 20, 40 and 70 ◦C,
respectively. Moisture uptake, dimensional stability, and tensile properties was studied as a function
of humidity exposure. Through SEM and FTIR, the effects of hygrothermal exposure was elucidated.
In comparison to control FFRP plates, nano-clay grafting decreases saturation moisture uptake and
the coefficient of diffusion of FFRP by 38.4% and 13.2%, respectively. After exposure for six weeks,
the retention rate of the tensile modulus of the nano-clay grafted flax fiber based FFRP increased by
33.8% compared with that of the control ones. Nano-clay grafting also reduces the linear moisture
expansion coefficient of FFRPs by 8.4% in a radial direction and 10.9% in a weft direction.

Keywords: flax fiber; nano-clay; water uptake; hygrothermal properties

1. Introduction

Flax fiber is a natural fiber that is biodegradable, renewable and environment-friendly compared
to traditional carbon fiber and glass fiber. Flax fiber possesses relatively higher tensile strength compare
to other natural fibers, which are considered as a high performance natural fiber. Although its water
resistance properties are not very good compared to thermoplastic polymer, epoxy resin has been
widely used as a resin matrix for polymeric composites. Epoxy resin has good wettability with flax fiber,
which provides good interface properties of flax fiber reinforced epoxy polymer (FFRP) composites.
FFRPs are widely used in decorative materials, automobiles and other fields due to their high specific
modulus. However, due to the high hydrophilicity of flax fibers, their poor durability limits the
development of FFRPs.

The special chemical composition and structure of flax fiber lead to high hydrophilicity. Flax fiber
is composed of plant cells, whose main structure are cell walls [1,2]. Like most plant cells, flax fiber cell
walls consist mainly of cellulose, hemicellulose and pectin [3–5]. Cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin
are made up of macromolecular chains of glucose and contain a large number of hydroxyl groups,
which can adsorb water molecules [6]. Cellulose, called micro fibrils, is wrapped by hemicelluloses
and lignin, and glued together or linked by hydrogen bonds [7]. Crystalline cellulose cannot store
water, but water molecules can store them inside the amorphous hemicellulose and lignin [8,9]. In
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addition, flax fiber cells contain cell cavities that can store water. Thus, compared to traditional fiber
such as carbon fiber, flax fiber shows high water absorbability.

Owing to the water absorption of fibers and the storage of water molecules at the interface between
fiber and polymer, FFRPs also exhibit high water absorption [10,11]. Researchers have done a lot
of research on the water absorption process of nature fiber reinforced polymer composites (NFRPs).
The water absorption process of NFRPs is consistent to Fick law at lower temperature [12–14]. Both
saturated water absorption and rate of water absorption of NFRP composites samples increase as the
fiber volume fraction increase [14,15]. At the same time, the diffusion rate of water molecules in NFRP
is related to temperature. The higher the temperature, the faster the diffusion rate. The researchers
also studied the deterioration of mechanical properties of NFRP in a hygrothermal environment.
On the other hand, the absorbed moisture results in more detrimental effects on the mechanical
properties of NFRPs since the water not only interacts with fiber and polymer matrices, physically,
i.e., plasticization, and/or chemically, i.e., hydrolysis, as in the unfilled system, but it also attacks the
fiber–matrix interface [10]. Thus, the decrease of mechanical properties of NFRP caused by water
molecules entering composite materials. Hongguang Wang et al. put the ramie fiber reinforced
composites at 20 °C and 40 ◦C under 100% RH, and found that only after 1 day, both of the flexural
strength and modulus were reduced dramatically and the deterioration rate of strength and modulus
slowed down with the extension of immersion time [16].

Surface treatment of fiber is a good way to improve the properties of FRPs by improving the
interface properties [17–19]. In order to promote the application of natural fiber, its hygrothermal
resistance properties need to be improved by fiber treatment. At present, the main methods to
improve the hygrothermal properties are as follows: removing the active hydroxyl groups on the
surface of the fibers by chemical reaction, reducing the adsorption sites of water molecules; coating
hydrophobic coatings on the surface of the fibers, hindering the diffusion of water molecules in the
fibers. H. Alamri et al. used n-SiC fill cellulose fiber reinforced epoxy eco-nanocomposites and found
that saturated water absorption of the composites decreased with the increase of n-SiC content [20].
Anna Dilfi K.F. et al. studied the durability of jute fiber reinforced epoxy composites treated by alkali
and silane coupling agents and found that the deterioration of mechanical properties of jute fiber
reinforced composites after chemical treatment are less than that of untreated ones [21]. Gao Ma et al.
found that both alkali and silane treatments of jute fiber reduced water absorption and enhanced the
tensile strength of the resulting jute fabric/epoxy composites [22].

The hydrophobicity and lamellar structure of nano-clay makes it possible to improve the durability
of flax fibers after grafting onto the surface of flax fibers. Nano-clay is a kind of special nano-material
with a large specific surface area, which is composed of two tetrahedral silicon atoms and eight sides
of aluminum or magnesium hydroxide [23]. Nano-clay exhibits a hydrophobic lamellar structure, so
polymer-clay nanocomposites have received much attention due to significant increase in mechanical
properties, and a moisture barrier [24]. Polymer nanocomposites contain relatively small amounts
(typically less than 5 wt. %) of nanometer-sized filler particles, which, if properly dispersed, have been
found to cause significant reductions in both gas and water vapor permeability [25]. Neetu Malik et al.
mixed biodegradable polymer polycaptalactone (PCL) and organic modified montmorillonite clay
(OMMT) and found that with an increase in weight percentage of OMMT within the bio polymer films,
the moisture absorption value of bio-nanocomposite films reduced rapidly from 34.4% to 22.3% [26].

In this paper, the method of improving the durability of flax fiber reinforced composites by
nano-modification of flax fiber is studied. The effects of nano-clay grafting on the water absorption
process as well as deterioration of mechanical properties of the related FRPs in hygrothermal
environment were investigated. The mechanism of surface grafted nano-clay on durability of
FFRPs was studied.
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2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The organic nano-clay, belonging to a high purity montmorillonite organic ammonium derivative,
was purchased from Lingshou Huarun Mineral Factory (Shijiazhuang City, China). The nano-clay used
in the present study is an organically treated montmorillonite (OMMT) with ammonium. Bi-directional
flax fiber fabrics was purchased from Harbin Flax Textile Co., Ltd., (Harbin, Heilongjiang Province,
China). The density of fabric is 1.5 g/cm3 and nominal thickness is 0.16 mm. The silane coupling
agent used in the current work is 3-Triethoxysilylpropylamine (APTES, KH550), purchased from
Chengong Silicon Company (Nanjing, China) with purity of 98%. The epoxy resin used is room
temperature impregnating adhesive (TS), purchased from Shandong Dagong Composite Material Co.,
Ltd (Linyi, China).

2.2. Surface Grafting of Flax Fabric

According to the author’s previous work [27], the preparation process of nano-clay grafted flax
fiber/epoxy resin composite is shown in Figure 1. The details can be found in Ref. [28]. Nano-clay were
dispersed into a solvent (ethanol: distilled water = 4:1 by weight) with an ultrasonic bath. The organic
nano-clay content in the dispersion medium is 1.3 wt. %. After 1 h of ultrasonic treatment at room
temperature, flax fabric and 1wt % KH550 (to the dispersion medium) was added to the solution and
sonificated for 15 min at room temperature. Finally, the fiber was washed in distilled water for 5 min.
The composites were prepared by vacuum-assisted resin infusion process.

Figure 1. Methods of nano-clay grafted onto flax fiber and preparation of flax fiber reinforced polymer
composites (FFRPs).

Figure 2 shows the SEM pictures of untreated fiber and nano-clay grafted flax fiber. When
compared to the untreated one, lamellar nano-clay can be seen on the surface of the flax fiber. Due
to its hydrophobicity, the presence of nano-clay enhances the barrier properties of the materials by
creating tortuous pathways for water molecules to diffuse into flax fiber, which leads to a reduction
in absorbed water and the coefficient of diffusion. Lamellar and hydrophobic nano-clays inhibit the
diffusion of water molecules more obviously than other nano materials.
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Figure 2. SEM photos of flax fiber: (a) untreated fiber (b) nano-clay grafted fiber.

2.3. Hydrothermal Environment Conditions

In the experiment, three different humid and hot environments were prepared using a saturated
salt solution (Table 1). At 20 °C and 40 ◦C, the saturated potassium bromide solution can have ambient
humidity of 80 RH%. At 70 ◦C, the humidity is 80% with saturated potassium chloride solution. As
shown in Figure 3, the humidity chamber is prepared with a saturated salt solution in glass boxes at
different temperatures. The humidity and temperature in the sealed glass box are monitored. When
the temperature and humidity are stable, FFRP samples are placed in the sealed box. The condensed
water droplets are prevented from falling on to the surface of the sample during the experiment. Before
placing into the hygrothermal environment, the FFRP samples were dried in an oven at 70 ◦C for 48 h.

Table 1. Preparation of a hydrothermal environment with a saturated salt solution.

Temperatures 20 ◦C 40 ◦C 70 ◦C
Saturated salt solvent for 80% RH Potassium bromide (KBr) Potassium bromide (KBr) Potassium chloride (KCl)

Figure 3. Schematic diagram showing preparation of a hydrothermal environment with a saturated
salt solution.

2.4. Characterization

2.4.1. Moisture Uptake

According to ASTM D5229, the sample for moisture uptake is 76 mm × 25 mm, more than 5 g.
Each group contains eight samples. Moisture uptake was detected by periodically recording the mass
of the sample. Samples taken out of the humidity chamber were weighed using an electronic balance
with accuracy of 0.01 mg. The presented data are an average for eight coupons. The immersion periods
were set as 4 h, 8 h, 12 h, 1 day, 2 days, 4 days, 1 week, 2 weeks, 3 weeks, 4 weeks, 5 weeks, 8 weeks
and 12 weeks.
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2.4.2. Fourier Transform Infrared Test

Flax fiber fabrics were cut into powder—about 2 mg—to make fiber specimens. Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectra of the fiber specimens (control and treated flax fiber yarn) were recorded on a
spectrometer (Spectrum 100, Perkin Elmer Instruments, Boston, MA, USA) at a range of 400–4000 cm−1.

2.4.3. FBG Monitoring

Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) Demodulator is manufactured by Shanghai Qipeng Engineering
Materials Technology Co. (Shanghai, China) The FBG sensor for temperature monitoring was
encapsulated in a steel capillary. With protection of the steel capillary, the FBG sensor was in a
strain-free condition and affected only by the temperatures. To measure the internal stress during the
aging, the FBG sensors were embedded in the interlayers of the FRP wet layups. The FBG sensors
were carefully located in the fiber direction or perpendicular to the fibers and placed in the middle of
the plate along the depth of the layer and near the central part in the planar direction. The fabricated
resin samples were cured with the same curing procedure as the FRP samples. In this work, FFRPs
were embedded with two FBG sensors—one along the fiber direction and one in the perpendicular
direction. The fellow equations describe the strain measurement with the FBG sensors:

Δλ = Δλ1 + Δλ2 (1)

Δλ1 = αεΔε (2)

Δλ2 = αTΔT (3)

where Δλ is FBG wavelength change; Δλ1 is strain-induced FBG wavelength change; Δλ2 is
temperature-induced FBG wavelength change; αε is strain sensitivity coefficient, which is 1.2 pm/με
for the FBG used in this experiment; αT is temperature sensitivity coefficient, which is 10 pm/◦C for
FBG used in this experiment; Δε is strain value; ΔT is temperature change.

The wavelength change obtained by the FBG can be converted into strain:

Δε =
(Δλ− Δλ2)

αε
(4)

2.4.4. Mechanical Property Test

Tensile properties of the FFRP plate samples were tested according to ASTM D3039. The
dimensions of the specimens were 250 mm × 15 mm. The crosshead speed is set as 2 mm/min. The
samples were removed from the hygrothermal environment chamber at regular time intervals, i.e., 2, 4,
and 6 weeks. Five samples were repeated for one condition.

2.4.5. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Test

For the SEM test, all the specimens were sputter coated with gold for 15 min (Gatan Model
682 Precision etching coating system) before SEM analysis to improve their electrical conductivity.
The control and treated FFRP samples were observed through a scanning electron microscope with
accelerated voltages of 20–30 V.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Moisture Absorption of FFRPs

The water absorption percentage of FFRPs in hydrothermal environments can be calculated by
the following equation:

ΔM(t) =
mt −m0

m0
× 100 (5)
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where ΔM is moisture uptake, m0 and mt are the mass of specimen before and after exposure time of t.
Figure 4 shows the percentage of weight gain of untreated (C), silane coupling agent treated (S)

and 1.3 wt. % nano-clay grafted flax fiber reinforced epoxy composites (O) at 70 ◦C under 80% RH
from 0 to 3 months. Fick’s diffusion model describes the dynamic equilibrium of the water absorption
process when the material reaches a certain degree of water content. In the initial stage, the material’s
water absorption is proportional to the square root of exposure time. With the passage of time, the
moisture absorption rate decreases dramatically, and finally reaches a dynamic balance. As shown
in Figure 4, the moisture uptake process for all samples is linear in the beginning, then levels off,
indicating a Fick diffusion process. R2 represents the deviation between the experimental data and
fitting results with the Fick’s model.

Figure 4. Water absorption process of FFRPs at 70 ◦C under 80% RH. (C: untreated FFRPs; S: silane
coupling agent treated FFRPs; O: nano-clay grafted FFRPs).

According to Fick’s law, the diffusion of water in materials is controlled by the concentration
gradient of diffused substances. To obtain the water uptake and diffusion parameters, the curve fitting
method was adopted with two-stage water uptake models:

Mt = Mm

{
1− exp

[
−7.3
(Dt

h2

)0.75]}
(6)

where Mm is the maximum weight gain, Mt is the weight gain at time t and h is the half of thickness of
the composite.

Using Equation (2), the water diffusion parameters of the FFRPs are obtained as shown in Table 2.
The nano-clay grafted flax leads to a remarkable decrease in saturated moisture uptake by 38.4% and
15.4% compared with the control and silane-treated ones. Similarly, nano-clay grafting also results in
the reduction of the diffusion coefficient by 13.2% and 56.6% than that of the control and silane-treated
ones. It is worth noting that silane-treated FFRPs show higher coefficient of diffusion and lower water
uptake compared with the untreated ones. The lower water uptake of silane treated FFRPs is attributed
to the reduced hydroxyl groups of flax fibers, which were reacted with silane. Note that the silane
reaction is not complete, and some silane coupling agents did not form a network. Those relatively
low molecules existing between the fiber and resin matrix accelerate water absorption. As a result, the
FFRPs with silane-treated FFRPs show a higher coefficient of diffusion.

The water absorption process of nano-clay grafted FFRPs is also affected by temperature. Figure 5
shows the water absorption process of nano-clay grafted FFRPs at 20, 40 and 70 ◦C under 80% RH,
which all followed a Fickian diffusion process. After aging for three months, the samples at 40 and
70 ◦C were saturated with water and had the same saturated water absorption, while the samples at
20 ◦C under 80% RH reach saturated water absorption and had lower saturated water absorption. As
shown in Table 3, with the increase of temperature, the diffusion rate of water molecules increases. As
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the temperature increases, the higher the activation energy of water molecules is, and the faster is water
saturation of FFRPs. Ana Espert et al. got the same results by immersion of wood fibers/polypropylene
composites in water at three different temperatures [14].

Table 2. Maximum water uptake and diffusion coefficient (D) of FFRPs at 70 ◦C under 80% RH.

Samples M∞ (%) D×10−6 (mm2/s)

Untreated FFRPs 5.41 3.03
Silane treated FFRPs 4.53 6.04

Nano-clay grafted FFRPs 3.91 2.62

Figure 5. Water absorption process of nano-clay grafted FFRPs at 20 °C, 40 °C and 70 ◦C under 80% RH.

Table 3. Maximum water uptake and diffusion coefficient (D) of nano-clay grafted FFRPs at 20, 40 and
70 ◦C under 80% RH.

Hydrothermal Environments M∞ (%) D×10−6 (mm2/s)

20 ◦C, 80% RH 3.20 0.22
40 ◦C, 80% RH 4.11 0.43
70 ◦C, 80% RH 3.91 2.62

3.2. FTIR Observation

As shown in Figure 6, FTIR test results display the fundamental OH stretching vibration of
untreated fiber and silane treated fiber [20]. In the FTIR results of untreated flax fibers, the peak at
3295 (cm−1) indicated hydroxyl groups adsorbed by hydrogen bonds and the peak at 3359 (cm−1)
indicated free hydroxyl or amino groups. Because the untreated flax fibers contain no amino group,
this peak completely represents the vibration of hydroxyl group [28,29]. FTIR results of silane coupling
agent treated fiber showed that the peak at 3320 (cm−1) represented hydroxyl groups adsorbed by
hydrogen bond, and the peak at 3419 (cm−1) represents free hydroxyl or amino groups [28,29]. Because
silane coupling agent treated flax fibers contain a large number of amino groups, and the absorption
peaks become wider, indicating that there are overlapping groups, free hydroxyl and amino groups
are represented here. Because the hydroxyl absorption peaks of the two fibers are similar, it can be
considered that the hydroxyl content of silane treated flax fibers is lower than that of untreated flax
fibers. The saturated water absorption of silane-treated FFRP decreases due to the decrease of hydroxyl
content and the decrease of water adsorption sites. This phenomenon also can be explained by the
chemical reaction between flax fibers and nano-clay. Based on previous research by the author, the
interface properties of flax fiber and resin was improved using this chemical treatment. Reduction of
water absorption could be attributed to the complete adhesion and wettability between the flax fibers
and the polymer matrix, which may have less gaps and flaws at the interface [30]. The increase of
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interfacial bonding reduces the amount of water molecules stored at the interface of FFRP [10]. This
chemical reaction was presented in a previous research work by the author [27].

Figure 6. FTIR test results of flax fiber (C-fiber: untreated fiber; S-fiber: silane treated fiber; O-fiber:
nano-clay grafted fiber) [24].

Figure 7a, b show the mechanism of improving the hydrothermal ageing behaviors of nano-clay
grafted FFRP. Water molecules enter FFRPs along the fiber direction and are perpendicular to the fiber
direction. As shown in Figure 7a, water molecules exist in untreated FFRPs in two forms: (1) free water
stored in the cell compartment of fiber, fiber and interfacial space, and micro cracks; (2) bound water
adsorbed on the fiber surface and cell wall. As shown in Figure 7b, after the nano-clay grafted, the
interfacial adhesion properties of FFRP are improved. Therefore, water molecules in the interfacial and
cracks are reduced. The nano-clay is grafted onto the surface of the fiber, making the surface of the fiber
hydrophobic, increasing the diffusion path of water molecules. In Figure 7c, water molecules enter
the interface between the fibers and epoxy, and form the first layer of water molecules by hydrogen
bonding on the surface of unmodified flax fibers. Then the water molecules enter the first layer of
water molecules in the form of the second layer of water molecules. As shown in Figure 7d, chemical
grafting occupies the hydroxyl groups on the surface of the fiber, reducing the adsorption of water
molecules on the cell wall of the flax fiber. However, with the increase of aging time and temperature,
water molecules will gradually destroy the chemical bonds between the silane and flax fibers and
adsorb on the surface of the fibers.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Cont.
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(c) (d)

Figure 7. Diagram of water molecule existence and diffusion path in FFRPs (a) untreated FFRPs; (b)
nano-clay grafted FFRPs; model of water molecule interaction on flax fiber-epoxy interface (c) untreated
flax fibers (d) nano-clay grafted flax fibers.

3.3. FBG Monitoring

Figure 8 shows the radial and latitudinal strain values of FFRP calculated by the above formulas,
which vary with the time it is placed in the 70 ◦C under 80% RH environment. Because FBG is sensitive
to strain and temperature changes, there are fluctuations in the test results. In order to facilitate the
analysis of the results, FBG is used to process the collected data, and the results are simplified to
100 data points without changing the trend. In Figure 8, O/W and C/W represent the weft strain (with
less fibers) change process of nano-clay grafted and untreated FFRP; O/R and C/R represents radial
strain test results of FBG in nano-clay grafted FFRP and untreated FFRP. The maximum strain in the
radial and weft directions of the nano-clay grafted FFRPs are smaller than that of the untreated FFRPs.

Figure 8. Effect of water absorption on the internal strain of untreated FFRP and nano-clay grafted
FFRPs at 70 ◦C under 80% RH (a) the weft strain (b) the radial strain.

As the FFRP is placed in a hygrothermal environment for extended periods of time, water
molecules gradually enter the fibers, causing them to expand. With the increase of water absorption,
the water molecules diffuse into the specimen through the resin, fibers and the interfaces between them.
The water ingress plasticizes the resin matrix, and even the fibers, leading to relaxation of the internal
strain [31]. Consequently, the internal tension strain gradually reduces. When FFRP reaches saturated
water absorption, the FFRP internal strain tends to balance after a certain fluctuation. As shown in
Figure 8, the nano-clay-modified FFRP causes a decrease in the swelling amount of the fiber due to a
decrease in saturated water absorption. Nano-clay grafted FFRPs show better dimensional stability.
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According to the definition of the linear moisture expansion coefficient, when the laminate
absorbs moisture, it produces line strain in the main direction of the material, as per the following
formula [32,33]:

βx =
εx

C
(7)

βy =
εy

C
(8)

where βx is linear moisture expansion coefficient in the x direction; εx is strain in the x direction; βy

is linear moisture expansion coefficient in the y direction; εy is strain in the y direction; C is water
absorption concentration.

As shown in Table 4, the radial and latitudinal linear moisture expansion coefficient of untreated
FFRPs and nano-clay grafted FFRPs are calculated by the maximum strain and saturated water
absorption, respectively. The linear moisture expansion coefficient of nano-clay-grafted FFRP in two
main directions is smaller than that of untreated FFRP. This is because the presence of the silane
coupling agent film and the nano-clay constrains expansion of the fiber.

Table 4. Linear moisture expansion coefficient of FFRPs.

Maximum Strain
(Radial)

Radial Expansion
Coefficient

Maximum Strain
(Weft)

Weft Expansion
Coefficient

Untreated FFRPs 0.0042 0.0777 0.007 0.1296
Nano-clay grafted

FFRPs 0.0028 0.0717 0.005 0.1282

3.4. Tensile Properties

Figure 9a,b show the degradation of tensile properties of FFRPs. The degradation of tensile
strength is smaller and the degradation of the tensile modulus is larger. The tensile strength of FFRP is
affected by the flax fiber strength and the interfacial bond strength between the fiber and resin. The
mechanical properties of flax fibers are influenced by the composition, structure and number of defects
in a fiber. Under stress, tensile failure occurs by intercellular and/or intracellular modes [34]. Cellular
stress is mainly determined by cellulose content and the angle between cellulose microfibers and the
axis. When water molecules enter the fibers, moisture in fiber influences the degree of crystalinity
and the crystalline orientation of fibers whereby it results in higher amounts and better orientation of
crystalline cellulose in fibers. The absorption of water in the pores and amorphous regions of the fibers
serves to reduce interfibrillar cohesion and to relieve internal fiber stresses [35]. Cellulose microfibers
are embedded in hemicellulose, wax, etc. Hydrogen bonds play a key role in their combination.
Water ingress deteriorates the hydrogen bonds, leading to higher elongation and strength, but lower
modulus. Besides, increase in tensile strength of flax fiber is due to the availability of free water
molecules, providing a plasticizing effect, which is advantageous to the strength of cellulose fibers [15].
However, the plasticization effect of water weakens the fiber/matrix bonding, resulting in interfacial
failure [36]. Therefore, when water molecule acts on the composite, the tensile strength of the composite
decreases slightly.

As shown in Figure 9a, after a six-week immersion in 70 ◦C under 80% RH environment, the
tensile strength of untreated FFRPs (C) reduced by 13.5%, and that of silane treated FFRPs (S) and
nano-clay grafted FFRPs (O) decreased by 15.8% and 15.6% respectively. The tensile strength retention
rates of C, S and O were 88.0%, 84.1%, and 84.3%. As mentioned above, the tensile properties of
FFRP depend on the tensile strength of the fibers and the strength of fibers depend on the content and
angle of cellulose. Thus, surface modification has little effect on the degradation of tensile strength
of FFRP in a short time. On the other hand, the interface is the medium of stress transfer between
fibers, and also affects the tensile strength of FFRP to some extent. Cellulosic fibers can absorb water
from the environment and can swell. This causes shear stress at the interface, which favors ultimate
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debonding of the fibers, which in turn causes a reduction in tensile strength [36]. The silane coupling
agent forms a thin layer of macromolecule at the interface between the fiber and the resin, but the
coupling agent is highly sensitive to water molecules [22]. When water molecules enter the early stage
of the composite, under the action of high temperature, the Si–O–C bond between fiber and silane is
not stable towards hydrolysis [37]. As a result, some of the coupling agent molecules that do not form
macromolecules are easily hydrolyzed [38]. After partial hydrolysis of silane coupling agent molecules,
the interfacial properties of modified flax fiber composites decreased before those of unmodified
composites. Therefore, in the early stage of aging, the tensile strength of the untreated FFRPs decreased
less than that of the silane treated FFRPs. For the same reason, the nanoclay grafted FFRP has also
been treated with silane coupling agent, so the short-term degradation of tensile properties shows the
same regularity as the silane treated FFRP. However, many papers show that the tensile strength of
NFRP modified by the silane coupling agent is less than that of the unmodified ones after prolonged
soaking time in a hygrothermal environment [22,39,40]. It can be predicted that the tensile properties
of the nano-claymodified flax fibers are less degraded under the long-term action of water molecules.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Effect of water absorption on the tensile properties (a) tensile strength (b) tensile modulus for
FFRPs at 70 ◦C under 80% RH (C: untreated FFRPs; S: silane treated FFRPs; O: nano-clay grafted FFRPs).

Figure 9b shows the degradation of tensile modulus at 70 ◦C under an 80% RH environment.
The tensile modulus degrades more than the strength. The tensile modulus of untreated FFRPs (C)
reduced by 69.2%, and that of silane treated FFRPs (S) and nano-clay grafted FFRPs (O) decreased by
67% and 59.4% respectively. The tensile modulus retention rates of C, S and O were 30.7%, 32.9%, and
41.1%. After the water molecules enter flax fibers, because water molecules can exist in the amorphous
structure [8,9], it makes the amorphous structure soften, resulting in a decrease in the modulus of
the fiber. Another reason for the decrease in the modulus of the wet sample can be explained by
the weakening of the cellulose structure of the natural fiber by the water molecules in the cellulose
network structure, where water acts as a plasticizer and allows the cellulose molecules to move freely.
Therefore, the quality of the cellulose is softened and the dimensions of the fiber can be easily changed
by application of force [41]. The decrease of the absorption of water molecules reduces the plasticizing
effect of the composite, so the decrease of the modulus of FFRP grafted by nano-clay is reduced.

The stress-strain curve of the FFRP tensile test is shown in Figure 10. In this picture, C, S and O
represent various FFRP samples. 0W and 6W represent FFRPs before aging and placed at 70 ◦C under
80% RH environment for 6W, respectively. Curves extended into the nonlinear region in all cases. The
stress-strain curve can be divided into three parts: (1) the first linear part, which is the deformation of
each cell wall; (2) the second non-linear part, which is the elastic-plastic deformation of the fibers, is the
rearrangement of the amorphous part (mainly made of pectin and hemicellulose) in the thickest cell
wall (S2); and (3) the final approximately linear part, which is elastic response of cellulose microfibers
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to applied tensile strain [1]. The elastic linear area, where the damage is irreversible, reduces as a
function of the water ageing [42]. The ultimate strain of untreated and nano-clay grafted FFRPs are
increased after being placed in hygrothermal environment for 6 weeks. Water molecules can combine
with hydroxyl bonds to act as plasticizers, which makes the material more ductile [15]. In addition,
the significant increase in failure strain is due to the decomposition of the cellulose structure after the
aging process, resulting in increased ductility of the flax fibers [43]. On the other hand, after the water
molecules enter the FFRP, they occupy the pores and defects inside, which increases the ultimate strain
of FFRP. At the same time, this increase is attributed to the lubrication of the water molecules, which
may slide against each other during loading, resulting in more deformation and elongation [44]. As
shown in Figure 10, the ultimate tensile strain of the nano-clay grafted FFRP after being placed at 70 ◦C
under 80% humidity environment for six weeks was smaller than that of untreated FFRP. The reason
is obvious. The saturated water absorption of the nano-clay grafted FFRP is lower than untreated
FFRP, and the plasticization of FFRP by water molecules is reduced, so the increase in ultimate strain
is reduced.

Figure 10. Effect of the water absorption on the stress-strain curves of different FFRPs at 70 ◦C under
80% RH.

Figure 11a,b show the degradation of tensile strength and modulus of nano-clay treated FFRPs in
20, 40 and 70 ◦C under 80% RH. Similar to the former, FFRPs also show the same degradation law at
different temperatures, that is, tensile strength degradation is less, while tensile modulus degradation
is greater. With the increase of temperature, the degradation of tensile properties of FFRPs increase,
which is due to the increase of temperature, accelerating the movement of water molecules, increasing
the diffusion rate of water, accelerating the aging of FFRP. Figure 11a shows the change in tensile
strength of nano-clay-grafted FFRP over a six-week period in three different temperatures under 80%
RH environments. After six-week immersion in 20, 40 and 70 ◦C under 80% RH environment, the
tensile strength of nano-clay grafted FFRPs (O) decreased by 3.0%, 10.0%, 15.7%. When the nano-clay
grafted FFRP is placed in an environment of 20 ◦C under 80% RH, the tensile strength increases during
the first two weeks. Because of the slower diffusion rate of water molecules in a lower temperature,
there are a few of water molecules inside the FFRP, and this part of the water molecules enhances the
flax fiber without breaking the interface bonding between flax fiber and epoxy. Therefore, the FFRP
tensile strength increased during the first two weeks. Subsequently, due to the prolongation of time,
the water molecules gradually entered the FFRP, causing the debonding of the interface and damage
inside the fiber. Therefore, after four weeks aging, the strength of the FFRP decreased. In addition,
due to the difference in the diffusion rate of water molecules and the deterioration of the FFRP at
high temperatures, the tensile strength of FFRP does not degenerate after four weeks at 20 and 40 ◦C
under 80% RH, and the FFRP at 70 ◦C under 80% RH no longer degenerates in two weeks. It is worth
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noting that although the saturated water absorption of FFRP is approximately the same under different
temperature environments, the effects on the tensile properties of FFRP are different. The higher the
temperature, the more severe the aging of the composite material. This is because the high temperature
accelerates the movement of the water molecules and also increases the deterioration of the composite
material. Figure 11b shows the same results, which are the higher the temperature, the greater the
modulus drop. After six-week immersion in 20, 40 and 70 ◦C under an 80% RH environment, the
tensile modulus of nano-clay grafted FFRPs decreased by 36.9%, 47.6%, 59.5%.

(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Effect of the water absorption on the tensile properties: (a) tensile strength (b) tensile
modulus for nano-clay grafted FFRPs at different temperature under 80% RH.

The stress-strain curve of the nano-clay grafted FFRP tensile test after immersion in different
environments is shown in Figure 12. Here, 20 ◦C/0W, 40 ◦C/0W and 70 ◦C/0W represent the stress-strain
curve of nano-clay grafted FFRP before immersion; 20 ◦C/6W, 40 ◦C/6W and 70 ◦C/6W represent the
stress-strain curves of nano-clay grafted FFRP subjected to exposure at 20, 40 and 70 ◦C under 80%
RH for 6 weeks. The result also shows the same result. When FFRP is placed in the hygrothermal
environment with a higher temperature, the greater the ultimate strain of FFRP.

Figure 12. Effect of water absorption on the stress-strain curves of nano-clay grafted FFRPs at different
temperatures under 80% RH.

Elongation at break of FFRPs show the same results. Table 5 shows the elongation at break of
FFRPs. After immersion in 70 ◦C under an 80% RH environment for six weeks, the elongation at break
of FFRPs increases. Among them, the nano-clay grafted FFRP has the smallest change in elongation at
break. On the other hand, as the temperature increases, the greater the increase in elongation at break.
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Table 5. Tensile properties of FFRPs.

Hydrothermal
Environments

Properties
Untreated FFRPs Silane Treated FFRPs Nano-Clay Grafted FFRPs

0W 6W 0W 6W 0W 6W

20 ◦C, 80% RH
Elongation at break _ _ _ _ 0.88% 1.38%

Strength (MPa) 82.1 _ 84.1 _ 89.3 86.7
Modulus (GPa) 7.9 _ 7.8 _ 8.4 5.3

40 ◦C, 80% RH
Elongation at break _ _ _ _ 0.88% 1.85%

Strength (MPa) 82.1 _ 84.1 _ 89.3 80.3
Modulus (GPa) 7.9 _ 7.8 _ 8.4 4.4

70 ◦C, 80% RH
Elongation at break 0.84% 2.36% 0.86% 3.51% 0.88% 1.96%

Strength (MPa) 82.1 72.3 84.1 70.7 89.3 75.3
Modulus (GPa) 7.9 2.4 7.8 2.6 8.4 3.4

3.5. SEM Observation

Figure 13a–d show the SEM test results of tensile fracture of FFRPs after aging. Figure 13a showed
tensile fracture of untreated FFRP before aging in which the fibers were pulled out of the resin but the
gap between the fibers and the resin was small. The tensile fracture picture (Figure 13b) of untreated
FFRP after six weeks of aging showed that the direct gap between fiber and resin was larger, which
indicated that the interface between unmodified fiber and resin was destroyed by water molecules.
Figure 13c showed tensile fracture of nano-clay grafted FFRPs before aging. The interfacial adhesion
between modified fibers and resins increased. Thus, the interfacial debonding of fiber and resin is less,
and most of them are broken by fiber fracture. While after six weeks immersion at 70 ◦C under 80%
RH, nano-clay grafted fibers (Figure 13d) are pulled out of the resin, but there is still a small amount
of resin attached to the surface of the fiber, and the gap between the fiber and the resin is small. For
the nano-clay grafted FFRPs, the entry of water molecule has a certain effect on the bonding between
fiber and resin, but the damage is weaker than that of the untreated ones. Because plant fibers have
a multi-stack structure, overall swelling results from the local swelling of each component and each
cell-wall layer. As each component of S2 layer has a different swelling behavior, differential swelling
stresses may induce structural damage of fibers and thus degrade the mechanical properties.

Figure 13. SEM photos of nano-clay grafted FFRPs tensile fracture: (a) untreated FFRP before aging;
(b) untreated FFRP immersion in 70 ◦C under 80% RH for six weeks; (c) nano-clay grafted FFRP before
aging (d) nano-clay grafted FFRP immersion in 70 ◦C under 80% RH for six weeks.
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4. Conclusions

In this article, the effects of grafting of nano-clay on the hydrothermal resistance of the flax fiber
reinforced epoxy composite plate were investigated. The moisture uptake, dimension change and
tensile properties of the composite plates were tested. The following conclusions can be drawn based
on the testing results and analysis:

(1) The introduction of nano-clay onto the flax fiber reduced the saturated moisture uptake and
the coefficient of diffusion by 38.4% and 13.2% of FFRP compared to the control samples. The
introduction of lamellar nano-clay is expected to reduce the hydrophilicity of the fiber surface
and increases the diffusion path of water molecules.

(2) Nano-clay grafted FFRPs show better dimensional stability than the untreated ones. The linear
moisture expansion coefficient of nano-clay grafted FFRP in radial and weft directions is smaller
than that of untreated FFRP.

(3) After exposure for six weeks, the retention rate of the tensile modulus of the nano-clay grafted
flax fiber-based FFRP was increased by 33.8% compared with that of the control ones, while the
retention rate of tensile strength has a little decrease by nano-clay grafting. On immersion in a
hydrothermal environment, the degradation of tensile strength of FFRP is not obvious while the
ultimate strain of FFRPs is increased.
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Abstract: In this study, the structural behavior of small-scale wood beams externally strengthened
with various fiber strengthened polymer (FRP) composites (i.e., flax FRP (FFRP), basalt FRP (BFRP),
E-glass FRP (“E” stands for electrical resistance, GFRP) and their hybrid FRP composites (HFRP)
with different fiber configurations) were investigated. FRP strengthened wood specimens were tested
under bending and the effects of different fiber materials, thicknesses and the layer arrangements of the
FRP on the flexural behavior of strengthened wood beams were discussed. The beams strengthened
with flax FRP showed a higher flexural loading capacity in comparison to the beams with basalt FRP.
Flax FRP provided a comparable enhancement in the maximum load with beams strengthened with
glass FRP at the same number of FRP layers. In addition, all the hybrid FRPs (i.e., a combination
of flax, basalt and E-glass FRP) in this study exhibited no significant enhancement in load carrying
capacity but larger maximum deflection than the single type of FRP composite. It was also found that
the failure modes of FRP strengthened beams changed from tensile failure to FRP debonding as their
maximum bending load increased.

Keywords: flax FRP; basalt FRP; glass FRP; wood beam; bending; hybrid FRP

1. Introduction

With an increasing concern on the energy conservation and environment protection, wood as a
natural and sustainable construction material has returned to the spotlight after a long time flagging [1].
Compared with other conventional construction and building materials, wood has several shortcomings,
e.g., relatively low tensile stiffness and strength compared to steel and low compression stiffness and
strength compared to concrete. Wood is also susceptible to biological degradations, such as from
fungi, bacteria and insects [2], which weaken its mechanical properties. To overcome the inferior
mechanical properties of wood elements, fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composite [3–5] can be one of
the solutions. FRP has been widely utilized in the past two decades for rehabilitation and reinforcing
of existing structures. FRP materials such as glass or carbon FRP have high strength-to-weight ratio,
corrosion-resistance and provide design flexibility [6–8].

The commonly utilized FRP composites as reinforcement for wood beams are carbon FRP (CFRP),
E-glass FRP (GFRP) and aramid FRP (AFRP) [3–5,9–12]. However, the production processes of these
fibers are energy-intensive and the initial costs are still high. Recently, mineral-based natural FRP,
such as basalt FRP (BFRP), has been introduced. BFRP has low material cost, high fire resistance,
good thermal, electrical and sound insulating properties [13–15]. Furthermore, basalt fiber also has
high tensile properties (e.g., tensile strength of 1850–4800 MPa) [14]. However, similar to glass fiber,
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the production of basalt fiber also requires a large amount of energy because of the high melting point
of basalt rocks (1300 ◦C–1700 ◦C) [13].

As an alternative to glass, carbon and basalt fiber materials, the ecological and economical
plant-based FRPs (e.g., flax or jute FRP) have been introduced in civil engineering. Various investigations
on plant-based fibers (e.g., flax) have shown that as a single fiber, they have comparable specific
mechanical properties (e.g., specific tensile strength and stiffness) compared to those of man-made
E-glass fiber [6]. However, this is somewhat misleading since the length of natural fibers are limited,
while carbon or glass fiber can be manufactured to have an endless length. The natural fibers are used
in the forms of yarns, which will generally have lower mechanical properties compared to the ones of
individual fibers.

Nevertheless, several investigations using the natural fibers in FRP as a reinforcement in civil
engineering application have been carried out. Huang et al. [16] investigated flax FRP (FFRP)
strengthened reinforced concrete (RC) beams. Their results revealed that the FFRP increased the
ultimate load and maximum strain as well as the ductility of RC beams significantly. It also showed
a better interfacial compatibility with the RC beams compared to GFRP and CFRP strengthened
RC beams. Yan et al. [17] investigated the flexural properties of plain concrete beams externally
strengthened with FFRP. It has been shown that the bending load capacity of plain concrete beams
increased by 100%, 230% and 327% and their fracture energy were increase by 3500%, 4200% and
8160% with two-, four- and six-layer FFRP reinforcement [17]. In addition, FFRP has been used as
external confining materials of natural aggregate concrete [18], recycled aggregate concrete [19] and
fiber reinforced concrete [20,21].

In literature, a large number of studies have investigated FRP as an external reinforcement of wood
structures, but only very few have considered plant-based FRPs. For example, Speranzini et al. [22]
investigated solid wood beams externally strengthened with carbon, glass, basalt, hemp and flax FRP
under a four-point bending test. No significant difference was observed on the loading capacity of the
different FRP composites (i.e., the increase of the bending strength were 42.3%, 24.6%, 23.2%, 24.0% and
35.4% for carbon, glass, basalt, hemp and flax FRP, respectively) although there was a large difference in
the tensile strength of these FRPs (i.e., 479, 142, 245, 36 and 25 MPa for carbon, glass, basalt, hemp and
flax FRPs, respectively). According to the author, flax and hemp fibers may have better adhesion to
wood compared to other FRPs. Borri et al. [23] investigated flax and basalt FRP strengthened low-grade
(bending strength of 18.4 MPa) and high-grade (bending strength of 41.3 MPa) wood beams. The tensile
strengths of FFRP and BFRP in the study was 240 MPa and 1880 MPa, respectively. The results showed
an increase of bending strength of 38.6% and 65.8%, and maximum mid-span deflection of 58.2% and
40.2% respectively by two-layer FFRP and BFRP strengthened low-grade wood beams. Moreover,
the strength increases were 29.2% and 25.9%, the increases of maximum mid-deflection were 9.1% and
14.5% respectively for two-layer FFRP and BFRP strengthened high-grade wood beams. This study
concluded that both BFRP and FFRP provided the beams with higher strength and better ductile
behavior. Similar results can be found in another research by Borri et al. [24] for flax and basalt FRP.
André et al. [25] applied FFRP and GFRP with similar fabric density (i.e., 230 g/m2 for flax and 250 g/m2

for glass) perpendicular to grain on wood beams. It is reported that the maximum bending load of the
entire specimen strengthened with GFRP (45.1 kN) was 23% higher than that one strengthened with
FFRP (36.0 kN).

Realizing the advantages and disadvantages of using different types of fibers in FRP, hybrid FRP
(HFRP) was proposed in the literature. Hybrid FRP, which consists of two or more combinations of
strengthened fibers or fabrics, was designed to inherit the advantages and minimize the disadvantages
of the combined fibers. Kim et al. [26] investigated HFRP made of carbon and glass fabrics to retrofit
RC beams. The results showed that the HFRP contributed to higher ultimate bending strength and
ductility of the RC beams compared to the single type of CFRP or GFRP. The maximum load in
bending of RC strengthened with GFRP–CFRP (G GFRP attached at the tension surface of the RC
beam) specimens was 6.6% and 3.9% higher than the one strengthened with two-layer CFRP (CC) and
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two-layer GFRP (GG), respectively. Moreover, the maximum mid-span deflection was also 27.4% and
18.5% higher than that of CC and GG specimens.

Compared with man-made fiber/fabric materials in conventional FRP composites (e.g., E-glass and
carbon), plant-based fiber/fabric has a lower price and positive ecological impact [27], but it has lower
mechanical properties as it has been mentioned before. In order to balance the performance and the cost
for proper material design, several studies have investigated the hybridization of a plant-based fabric
with a man-made one in FRP composite [28,29]. Gupta et al. [29] have summarized the mechanical
properties of this hybrid material reinforcing thermoset polymers. It was concluded that the tensile,
flexural and impact strengths of hybrid FRP were higher than those of the single type natural fabric
FRP. However, the application of the hybrid FRP with natural fabric for reinforcing wood beams have
been scarcely investigated before. Throughout the literature, only very few studies have investigated
HFRP strengthened wood beams. Yang et al. [30] strengthened wood beams with hybrid carbon and
glass FRP. Compared to the wood beams strengthened by GFRP or CFRP alone, the HFRP provided a
larger energy dissipation for wood beams.

In this study, the flexural behavior of flax FRP strengthened wood beams were investigated.
The results were compared with man-made E-glass and mineral-based basalt FRPs. Additionally,
hybrid flax/glass/basalt FRPs were also investigated and compared with single type of FRPs (i.e., FFRP,
BFRP and GFRP). Various different FRP materials (i.e., FFRP, GFRP and BFRP), FRP thickness (i.e.,
one-, two- and three-layer) and the arrangement of FRP in the HFRP were considered as experimental
variables. As complementary initial investigations, tensile and bending test of flat coupon single
type fiber FRPs were also carried out. Furthermore, since the interfacial bonding of fiber/epoxy and
FRP/wood are also critical points for the flexural behavior of beams, the microstructures of these
interfaces from the fractured specimens were examined under light and scanning electron microscopes.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Flax, basalt and E-glass were selected to represent the plant-based, mineral-based and conventional
man-made fiber/fabric material for FRP composites, respectively. Among plant-based fibers, flax has
comparable specific tensile properties with a lower unit price compared to those of E-glass fiber [6].
In addition, flax has a short growing cycle (harvested within 100 days after sowing the seeds). It also
has a large annual production, which is required due to its broad applications, e.g., for household
textiles, sails or tents, etc. [6]. For mineral-based fibers, basalt is generally used as a replacement of
dangerous asbestos fibers and probably the only mineral-based fiber type that is available on the
market [27]. Furthermore, basalt fiber also has tensile properties close to those of carbon fibers (e.g.,
for tensile strength, basalt fiber: 1850–4800 MPa and carbon fiber: 3000–5000 MPa) [14]. E-glass is one
of the most widely used fibers as it is cheaper than carbon or aramid fibers and it has relatively high
tensile strength (1800–3500 MPa).

In this study, bidirectional woven flax fabric (FlaxPly BL 550 from Lineo, Valliquerville, France,
seven single-strand yarn threads per cm in the fabric weft and warp directions) (Figure 1a), unidirectional
E-glass fabric (S15EU910, Saertex GmbH & Co. KG, Saerbech, Germany) (Figure 1b) and randomly
distributed basalt mat (HG Europe, Milano, Italy) (Figure 1c) were investigated as FRP fabric materials.
Based on the supplier data sheets, the areal density of flax, E-glass and basalt fabrics are 550 g m−2,
600 g m−2 and 220 g m−2, respectively. The nominal fiber thicknesses for one layer of flax, basalt and
glass fabrics were 1.2 mm, 0.7 mm and 0.9 mm, respectively. However, it has to be mentioned that
these nominal fiber thicknesses were only rough approximations as they are highly dependent on
the pressure applied during measurement and the weaving structure of the fabrics. The FRPs were
manufactured with a two-component epoxy polymer PRIMETM 20LV epoxy resin and Prime 20 Slow
hardener by Gurit Company, Zullwil, Switzerland. The tensile strength, tensile modulus and strain
at failure of the cured epoxy were 73 MPa, 3.5 GPa and 3.5%, respectively. Although, some other
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adhesives (such as phenolic [31,32] or melamine [33] based adhesives), which are commonly used as
adhesives for wood or other cellulosic materials, can be used as a matrix. Epoxy resin was selected in
this study since it has been proven to have higher mechanical properties and chemical resistance than
the other adhesives [6,34]. Epoxy is also the most commonly used polymer in FRP composites [7,8,20].
The structural wood beams, which were strengthened by the FRPs, were manufactured from Douglas
Fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii Mirb.) with a dimension of 600 mm (length) × 40 mm (width) × 35 mm
(height). The length direction of the beam was along the fiber direction of the wood (Figure 1d).
The average density of the wood beams was 577 ± 33 kg·m−3.

     
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 1. Photos of testing materials: (a) flax fabric, (b) glass fabric, (c) basalt mat and (d) wood beam.

2.2. Manufacture of FRP and FRP–Wood Specimens

The FRP manufacture process in this study was conducted through hand wet lay-up process
and two kinds of specimens were produced: (1) FRP laminates for tensile and bending test and (2)
FRP strengthened wood beams for bending tests. Initially, the epoxy resin and hardener were mixed
with a ratio of 1:0.26 by weight for five minutes. The first layer of the fabric was placed on a flat and
water-proofed plastic foil surface. It was then saturated with the epoxy mixture by using a brush.
To avoid excess epoxy resin on the fabric, the saturation process was conducted slowly and directly
stopped as soon as the fabric reached the saturation point. After that, the next layer was laid on the
top of the first one and slowly saturated again with the epoxy. This process was repeated until the
targeted number of layers was reached. Similar steps were used for the hybrid FRP. The fabrics were
laid one by one in the intended order. All the epoxy-impregnated FRP composites were then cured at a
room temperature (20 ± 3 ◦C) for seven days before they were cut to laminates for the flat-coupon
tensile and flexural tests. No external pressure was applied on the FRP composites during the curing
process. For tensile and bending tests, the FRP was cut into the appropriate size after curing. For the
production of FRP strengthened wood specimens, the fabrics were cut firstly into strips with the size of
600 mm × 40 mm and the surface of the beams were coated by epoxy. Then, the strips were applied
directly on the wood beams. While the basalt mat was arbitrarily applied on the wood beam due to its
random orientation, the main fiber direction of the glass fabric and the warp direction of the flax fabric
were always applied along the grain of the wood.

2.3. Test Matrix

A total of 39 small-scale wood beam specimens (three wood beams and 36 FRP strengthened
wood beams) were tested under a three-point bending test according to DIN 52186 [35]. Table 1 shows
the test matrix of the specimens used in this study. In the specimen name for each specimen type,
W indicates wood, while F, B and G denote flax, basalt and glass as the type of the fabric for the FRP
composites, respectively. The number of the FRP layers are denoted by 1L, 2L and 3L, i.e., one-, two-
and three-layer. For hybrid FRP composite strengthened wood, the combination of F, B and G denotes
the sequence of the arrangement of the FRP composite, i.e., 3L-GBF indicates the arrangement of the
FRP, which is the outer layer (glass), middle layer (basalt), and the inner layer (flax) attached to the
wood beams.
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Table 1. Matrix of the specimens.

Specimen Name 1 Number of the FRP Laminates Number of Replications

Wood W 0 3

FFRP–wood
W_1L-F 1 3
W_2L-F 2 3
W_3L-F 3 3

BFRP–wood
W_1L-B 1 3
W_2L-B 2 3
W_3L-B 3 3

GFRP–wood
W_1L-G 1 3
W_2L-G 2 3
W_3L-G 3 3

Hybrid–wood
W_3L-GBF 3 3
W_3L-BFG 3 3
W_3L-BGF 3 3

1. W for wood; L for layers; B, G and F for basalt, glass and flax, respectively.

The mechanical properties of the different FRP composites were determined before the bending
test of FRP-wood beams. Flat coupon tensile and bending tests were carried out for the FRP laminates
according to ASTM D 3039 [36] and ASTM D 790 [37], respectively. For both tests, FRP composites with
three different fabric materials (i.e., flax, glass and basalt) and three different layers (i.e., one-, two- and
three-layer) were tested. For each specimen type, 10 specimens were prepared with the size of 250 mm
in length × 25 mm in width and 150 mm in length × 25 mm in width for tensile and bending tests,
respectively. The final thicknesses of the FRP laminates were determined by averaging the thickness of
the laminates at three different locations. These thicknesses are presented as results in Table 2.

Table 2. Testing result of flat coupon tensile test and standard three-point bending test of FRP laminates.

Name 1 Number of
Replications

Nominal Fiber
Thickness 2 Thickness

Elastic
Modulus

Strength
Strain at

Peak Load

mm mm GPa MPa %

Tensile span of extensometer = 140 mm, testing speed = 2.5 mm/min

1L_B_Te 10 0.7 1.11 6.2 (± 0.8) 49.6 (± 8.2) 0.92 (± 0.22)
2L_B_Te 9 1.4 3.11 6.1 (± 0.7) 61.1 (± 9.4) 1.15 (± 0.15)
3L_B_Te 10 2.1 3.41 6.0 (± 0.4) 56.3 (± 6.1) 1.03 (± 0.12)
1L_F_Te 10 1.2 1.81 4.8 (± 0.3) 41.7 (± 5.5) 1.29 (± 0.31)
2L_F_Te 8 2.4 3.07 5.4 (± 0.2) 48.2 (± 1.7) 1.30 (± 0.07)
3L_F_Te 6 3.6 4.33 5.6 (± 0.1) 76.8 (± 2.1) 1.69 (± 0.12)
1L_G_Te 10 0.9 1.06 19.3 (± 1.5) 377.1 (± 55.7) 2.12 (± 0.68)
2L_G_Te 5 1.7 1.71 23.3 (± 0.7) 493.6 (± 46.0) 2.18 (± 0.29)
3L_G_Te 10 2.6 2.72 22.4 (± 1.0) 449.1 (± 38.8) 2.09 (± 0.47)

Bending span = 100 mm; testing speed = 1%/min, maximum strain before stop = 5%

1L_B_Be 10 0.7 1.11 5.8 (± 0.5) 79.6 (± 7.2) 2.07 (± 0.24)
2L_B_Be 10 1.4 3.11 6.3 (± 0.5) 156.8 (± 11.5) 2.74 (± 0.15)
3L_B_Be 10 2.1 3.41 5.8 (± 0.5) 139.9 (± 11.8) 2.65 (± 0.18)
1L_F_Be 9 1.2 1.81 3.7 (± 0.7) 60.3 (± 10.0) 2.26 (± 0.36)
2L_F_Be 10 2.4 3.07 5.1 (± 0.2) 94.6 (± 7.1) 3.37 (± 0.25)
3L_F_Be 10 3.6 4.33 4.8 (± 0.2) 90.3 (± 3.0) 3.23 (± 0.23)
1L_G_Be 10 0.9 1.06 8.0 (± 0.6) 90.4 (± 6.8) 1.90 (± 0.20)
2L_G_Be 10 1.7 1.71 18.1 (± 2.6) 331.0 (± 31.3) 2.80 (± 0.15)
3L_G_Be 10 2.6 2.72 16.9 (± 2.1) 525.0 (± 50.9) 4.18 (± 0.36)

1. L for layer; B, F, G for basalt, flax and glass, respectively; Te and Be for tensile and bending, respectively.
2. Approximated nominal fiber thicknesses. The values depend on the pressure applied during the measurement
and the different weaving structures of the fabrics.
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2.4. Test Instrumentation

Zwick 1474 Test Machine (from ZwickRoell GmbH & Co. KG, Ulm, Germany) with a load cell
capacity of 100 kN was used for flat coupon tensile test (Figure 2a), bending test (Figure 2b) for FRP
laminates and three-point bending test for FRP strengthened wood beams (Figure 3). The testing
machine was equipped with a standard extensometer (with an initial distance of 140 mm) to
record the displacement of the sample during the test. The tensile tests were carried out with a
displacement-controlled rate of 2.5 mm/min. The bending tests on FRP laminates were performed with
a span distance of 100 mm and based on the standard, the testing rate was calculated as:

R = ZL2/6d (1)

where,

R rate of crosshead motion, mm/min
Z rate of straining of the outer fibric, 0.01%/min
L support span, mm
d thickness of the specimen, mm.

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Flat coupon tensile test and (b) bending test for fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) laminates.

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Test setup of bending test for FRP–wood beams (unit: mm).
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All tests for FRP laminates were conducted until failure or the maximum strain of 5% was reached.
The span of FRP strengthened wood beams tested under bending loading was 550 mm. The load

was applied at the middle of beams with a loading rate of 12 mm/min until failure. The apparent
flexural elastic modulus of the FRP–wood beams was calculated through the following equation,
which is adapted from DIN 52186 [35]:

E =
L3

4bd3 ·
ΔF
ΔD

(2)

where

E flexural elastic modulus, GPa
L support span, mm
b width of the tested beam, mm
d depth of the tested beam, mm

ΔF difference of force between 20% to 40% of the maximum bending loading, kN
ΔD difference of mid-span displacement at the corresponding bending loading, mm

After the mechanical tests, the fracture areas of the FRP–wood beams were observed with
a light microscope (ZEISS 47 50 57 from Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH, Jena, Germany) and a scanning
electron microscope (SEM, JSM-6700F, JEOL LTD, Tokyo, Japan). The specimens for the SEM were
vacuum-coated with gold by evaporation process in BAL-TEC SCD 050 sputter coater.

2.5. Data Analysis Method

During the analysis and the interpretation of the data, the results were only compared based
on the average value. The readers must be cautioned that these comparisons were only preliminary
in character due to the comparing of the average values. No statistical analysis of the data was
possible due to the limited number of specimens. Matching of specimens (for a pairwise comparison)
is impossible for wood samples due to the variability within the material itself as well as variability
between the specimens.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Tensile and Bending Tests for FRP Laminates

The results of the tested FRP laminates under tensile and bending loadings are presented in
Table 2. For each specimen type, eight to ten specimens were successfully tested, except for 3L_F_Te
and 2L_G_Te, where six and five specimens were successfully tested, respectively. The averaged
value and the standard deviation of these successfully tested specimens are presented in the table.
Furthermore, Figures S1 and S2 show the tensile and flexural stress–strain curves of the specimens
during the tests, respectively. In these table and figures, indices Te and Be refer to tensile and bending
tests, respectively.

Under bending loading, the maximum strengths of BFRP (79.6–156.8 MPa) were in general higher
than FFRP (60.3–94.6 MPa) at any number of investigated fabric layers. Under tensile loading, however,
FFRP (41.7–76.8MPa) had a comparatively similar strength than those of BFRP (49.6–61.1 MPa).
Based on previous studies, the tensile strength of BFRP can be reached at around 1000 MPa (e.g.,
707 MPa by Reyes-Araiza et al. [38] and 1282 MPa by Quagliarini et al. [39]). The low strength of
BFRP obtained in this study was suspected due to the thin nominal fabric thickness, which led to a
low areal density, and the random distribution of the basalt fibers in the mat. When compared with
GFRP, FFRP presented significantly lower tensile and bending properties, and lower strain at peak
load. This was expected since flax yarn consists of multiple bundles of short fibers, while glass yarn
may have continuous fibers. Flax fibers may also contain natural defects [6], which cannot be avoided.
Similar results were reported by Zhang et al. [40]. Their results showed that 10-layer FFRP had tensile
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strength of about 220 MPa and tensile failure strain of 0.85%, which was much lower than 10L-GFRP
with tensile strength of about 700 MPa and tensile failure strain of 1.41%.

The number of fabric layers also influenced the mechanical properties of the overall FFRP.
A relatively similar tensile strength was observed for one-layer and two-layer FFRP (41.7 and 48.2 MPa,
respectively). However, the three-layer FFRP provided distinctly higher tensile strength (76.8 MPa).
Under bending, on the other hand, 1L-FFRP (60.3 MPa) had a lower strength compared to the 2L- and
3L-FFRP (94.6 and 90.3 MPa, respectively). The strains at the peak load of the FFRP specimens also
followed the same pattern. Under tensile loading, 3L-FFRP was observed to have a higher maximum
strain (1.69%) compared to 1L- and 2L-FFRPs (1.29% and 1.30%, respectively). In contrast, the 1L-FFRP
specimens had the highest strain at failure under bending load (2.26% compared to 3.37% and 3.23%
for 2L- and 3L-FFRP, respectively). Besides the number of layers and the type of loading (tension or
bending loadings), the inconsistency of the produced fiber volume fraction of the FRP using hand
lay-up method may have contributed to the current finding. Moreover, under bending loading the
thickness of the specimen strongly influenced the results. When it was bent in a same span length,
a thicker specimen produced more internal shear, thus, it was stiffer and failed faster compared to a
thinner specimen.

3.2. Bending Tests for FRP Strengthened Wood Beams

3.2.1. Effect of FRP Thicknesses on the Bending Behavior of FRP Strengthened Wood Beams

Figure S3 shows the representative load–displacement curves of wood beams strengthened with a
different number of layers of B-, F- and GFRP. The results together with the calculated improvement of
the properties due to the FRP reinforcements (unstrengthened wood beams as the reference) are also
presented in Table 3.

The load capacity improvement increased with an increasing number of FRP layers for all wood
beams strengthened with a single type of FRP. FFRP strengthened wood beams had maximum bending
load capacities of 4.5, 5.5 and 6.2 kN for one, two and three layers, respectively. These corresponded
to 60.7%, 96.4% and 121.4% load capacity improvement compared to unstrengthened wood beams,
which had an average maximum load capacity of 2.8 kN. However, the improvement of the load
bearing capacity was not linearly proportional to the increasing number of FRP layers. Similar to
the FFRP, the load capacity improvements of one, two and three layers of GFRP were 71.4%, 117.9%
and 132.1%. As the number of FRP layers increased, the gradient of the capacity improvement
declined. However, surprisingly it was observed that the gradient of the capacity improvement of
BFRP increased, i.e., 14.3%, 50.0% and 107.1% for one, two and three layers of BFRP. The reason could
be due to the change of the failure mode, which is often governed by the weakest components in
the FRP–wood composite beams. Under bending, the load is transferred to the compression and
tension loadings. The compression loading was on the top part of the specimen, which was carried
by the wood, while tensile loading was on the bottom part carried by the FRP. The tensile rupture of
FRP may have initiated the overall failure of the composite if the FRP laminates were too thin (e.g.,
the 1L-FRP) or did not have enough strength (e.g., flax and basalt). With the increasing number of
layers in the FRP, the tensile capacity of the FRP increased, which may have led to a shifting of the
failure mode. The FRP–wood composite may then have failed due to the yielding failure of the wood
in the compression zone or the delamination of the FRP–wood interface due to the induced internal
shear loading. Further discussions of the different failure modes are given in Section 3.3.
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Table 3 also presents the elastic modulus of the investigated FRP–wood composites. The elastic
modulus may have increase up to 66% as the woods were strengthened with the FRP. The influence of
FFRP and BFRP thickness on the elastic modulus of the overall beam was less pronounced compared
to the one from GFRP. By using one-, two- and three-layer GFRP under the wood beams, the elastic
modulus was increased from 9.0 GPa to 9.2, 13.3, and 15.1 GPa, respectively. Among all the specimens,
wood beams strengthened with three layers of GFRP had the highest elastic modulus. Compared with
BFRP (10.0–11.0 GPa), FFRP strengthened wood beams had a higher elastic modulus (12.6–12.9 GPa).
However, these results do not fully follow the results of the tensile tests and bending tests of FRP
laminates showed in Section 3.1. FFRP laminates had the lowest tensile and bending modulus (i.e.,
4.8–5.6 GPa in tensile and 3.7–5.1 GPa in bending) compared to BFRP (6.0–6.2 GPa in tensile and
5.8–6.3 GPa in bending) and GFRP (19.3–23.3 GPa in tensile and 8.0–18.1 GPa in bending). The reason
of these findings was suspected to be due to the different thickness of FRP beams and the compatibility
between the fabric and wood.

Based on the cross-section inertia of the beams and also presented in Equation (2), the height of
the beam to the power of three highly influences the elastic modulus. The actual thickness of each
specimen was considered in the calculation. However, the different thickness of the FRP led to the
different height of the FRP–wood specimens. Thus, the cross-sectional FRP–wood ratios were varied
between specimens. This may have led to a different stress distribution during bending loading.
Higher thickness of the FRP–wood may also have resulted in stiffer beams due to the more pronounced
influence from the internal shear loading of the specimen under bending loading.

In addition to that, as a cellulosic natural material, flax has the same chemical components as wood
(i.e., cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin). Therefore, similar bonding behavior is expected between
flax/epoxy and epoxy/wood. On the other hand, the bonding behavior of glass/epoxy and basalt/epoxy
are different. The similar bonding behavior was suspected to give a positive impact of the overall
mechanical properties of the FRP–wood beams. This was also supported by the results from HFRP,
the highest stiffness was reached when flax connected directly to the wood (14.6 GPa for W_3L-BGF).
This reason, however, is only a theory based on the results obtained in this study. Further investigations
have to be conducted to support this theory.

3.2.2. Effect of FRP Materials on the Bending Behavior of FRP Strengthened Wood Beams

Figure 4 shows the representative bending load–displacement curves of the unstrengthened
wood beam and all types of three-layer FRP strengthened wood beams. Their maximum load,
maximum deflection and flexural elastic modulus are presented in Table 3. All the three-layer FRP
reinforcements increased the maximum load of wood beams remarkably. The average load capacity of
W_3L-F, W_3L-B and W_3L-G were 6.2, 5.8 and 6.5 kN with increments of 121.4%, 107.1% and 132.1%,
respectively in comparison to the average load capacity of unstrengthened wood beams. The hybrid
FRPs showed similar enhancement in load capacity. The maximum bending load of W_3L-BFG,
W_3L-BGF and W_3L-GBF were 5.6, 5.8 and 5.9 kN, respectively. Among these tested FRPs, the best
performance based on the maximum mid-span deflection was observed from HFRP strengthened wood
beams. The W_3L-BGF had the highest maximum strain increment by 142.5%, followed by W_3L-GBF
(134.6%) and W_3L-BFG (121.3%), which were higher than that of FFRP (66.9%), BFRP (63.0%) and
GFRP (111.0%).

When comparing the FFRP to BFRP and GFRP, it was found that FFRP laminates had higher
ultimate strain than BFRP under tensile loading. Therefore, FFRP provided a larger enhancement
in deflection than BFRP for FRP strengthened wood beams. FFRP had only a slightly lower tensile
strength to BFRP (41.7 and 49.6 MPa for one-layer FFRP and BFRP, respectively), which was already
enough to carry the tensile loads on the tensile area at the bottom of the wood beams. Moreover,
FFRP laminates were also thicker than BFRP. As a result, FFRP provided larger enhancement than BFRP
in FRP strengthened wood beams. It should be, however, kept in mind that the basalt fabric mat used
in this study had a low areal density with short fibers that were orientated randomly. Furthermore,
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the bending results of FRP strengthened wood beams also showed that FFRP provided similar
maximum strength and maximum deflection enhancement with GFRP for wood beams (especially
with higher number of FRP layers), although FFRP laminate had much lower tensile strength than
GFRP laminates (i.e., 76.8 MPa for three-layer FFRP vs. 449.1 MPa for three-layer GFRP). This was
primarily because, at a high number of FRP layers, the failure of the interface between wood and
epoxy would have been more decisive on initiating the whole failure of the FRP–wood beams. Thus,
having a stronger FRP material such as glass, may not necessarily increase the overall performance of
FRP–wood composite. The interface debonding will always initiate failure of the whole composite
systems and the maximum capacity of GFRP cannot be fully utilized.

Figure 4. Load mid-span displacement curves of three-layer FRP strengthened wood beams.

3.3. Failure Modes and Microstructure of FRP–Wood Beam System

3.3.1. Failure Modes

The typical failure modes of the reference wood beams and FRP strengthened beams are shown in
Figure 5. The reference beams showed a typical tension failure (Figure 5a). The crack was initiated at
the mid-span of the tensile zone and then propagated until the complete failure of the beam. For FRP
strengthened wood beams, two kinds of failure were observed, i.e., tensile failure and debonding
of FRP. The tensile failure in FRP–wood beams (Figure 5b) was initiated at the middle of FRP strips
followed by the failure of the tensile zone of wood beams. The debonding of FRP took place at the
interface between wood beams and FRP and occurred in either mid-span of the beam (Figure 5c) or at
the edge (Figure 5d).

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Typical failure modes of FRP–wood beams under three-point bending with different FRP
laminates: (a) tensile failure for reference wood beam, (b) tensile failure (W_1L-F), (c) debonding at
mid-span (W_3L-F) and (d) debonding at edge for FRP strengthened wood beam (W_1L-G).
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Table 4 presents the general failure modes for all specimens tested in this study. It can be observed
that most FRP strengthened wood beams with low maximum bending loading (e.g., less than 5.8 kN)
showed a primarily tensile failure mode. At a higher bending loading, interface debonding was
observed. The reason has already been discussed previously that weakest parts (between wood,
FRP and the FRP–wood interface) of the composite will decide the failure mode. Thus, by changing of
the number of layers the failure mode may be also changed. Exception can be found in W_1L-G with
maximum bending load of 4.8 kN, where debonding failure was observed and W_3L-B with maximum
bending load of 5.8 kN, where tensile failure was observed. W_3L-GBF had also a slightly higher
maximum bending load of 5.9 kN, but tensile failure was observed This may have been due to the
relatively low manufacturing quality and repeatability through the hand wet lay-up process. Further
investigations on the relation between the failure mode and the tensile strength of FRP strengthened
beams should be carried out in the future

Table 4. General failure modes for control and FRP strengthened wood beams.

FRP Type
Number of FRP Layers

0 1 2 3

without FRP Tensile failure — — —
FFRP — Tensile failure Tensile failure Debonding at mid-span
BFRP — Tensile failure Tensile failure Tensile failure
GFRP — Debonding at edge Debonding at edge Debonding at edge
HFRP W_3L-BFG — — — Debonding at edge

W_3L-BGF — — — Debonding at edge
W_3L-GBF — — — Tensile failure

3.3.2. Microstructure

Figure 6 shows the light microstructures of FFRP, GFRP, and BFRP as well as a hybrid FRP
strengthened wood beams (W_3L-GBF). The interface between epoxy/wood, flax yarn, glass and basalt
fiber structure can be clearly observed under the light microscope. As can be seen, no gaps were found
in the interfaces between epoxy and wood. Such interface eased the transfer of the bending load from
wood to the FRP fabric. However, several air bubbles were observed in the FRP. These air bubbles might
be regarded as defects which may result in stress concentration at the FRP/wood interface. This should
be further identified in a future study. The presence of the air bubbles may explain why W_1L-G had a
lower bending load of 5.4 kN with debonding failure compared to W_3L-B and W_3L-GBF.

The scanning electron microscope analysis (SEM) was used for the observation of the interface of
fabric/epoxy (or fiber/epoxy). Figure 7 shows the example of fracture surface from basalt FRP after
tensile failure in the mid-span. In Figure 7a, no obvious gap between the fiber and the matrix was
observed, which indicated a good interfacial bond between the fiber and the matrix. The close-up
image of the fiber/epoxy interface in Figure 7b shows that only a small amount of epoxy remained
on the basalt fiber after the tensile failure of BFRP strengthened wood beams. This indicates that the
fiber was pulled out from epoxy matrix during the test. The reasons can be the smooth surface of the
basalt fiber or the low wetting behavior between epoxy and basalt fiber. Similar pull-out failure can
be also found in FFRP and GFRP. Therefore, methods to increase the surface roughness of fiber (e.g.,
with alkali solution for flax [7]) or to improve the wetting behavior between fiber and polymer are
possibilities that could improve the interface bond between fibers and polymer in FRP composites.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 6. Light microstructure of (a) flax (F)FRP–wood, (b) E-glass (G)FRP–wood, (c) basalt (B)FRP–
wood and (d) hybrid FRP–wood.

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. The fracture surface from SEM of (a) the interface between epoxy and basalt fiber, (b) a
close-up of the interface.

4. Conclusions

This study presented the structural behavior of wood beams externally strengthened with various
FRP composites. The effects of fabric materials, FRP thicknesses and the sequence of arrangement
of the FRP laminas on the flexural behavior of FRP strengthened wood beams were investigated
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through three-point bending tests. It was shown that the load bearing capacity of the beam under
bending was increased as the number of FRP layers increased. The beam strengthened with HFRP
had an average higher maximum deflection before failure, yet relatively similar maximum bending
loading and elastic modulus compared to the ones strengthened with single type FRPs. It was also
observed that the failure modes of FRP strengthened wood beams changed from tensile failure to FRP
debonding as the number of layers and maximum bending load increased. This was an indication that
the interface between epoxy and wood became more decisive as the FRP became stronger. Under the
light microscope, air bubbles were observed in the FRP, which may create inhomogeneity and stress
concentration in the cross section of the FRP and could have led to the premature failure of the FRP and
the whole beam structure. Under scanning electron microscope, fiber pull-out failure was observed at
fracture area of the FRP. The failure was suspected mainly due to the combined smooth surface and the
low wetting behavior of the fiber. Improvement can be made by increasing the surface roughness and
by improving the wetting properties of the fiber.
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